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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C anadian policy has set out to
assist democratic transformation and development in South Africa. At
times imaginative, though flot always consistent, it went beyond punitive
measures and boycotts in the battie against Apartheid. In reality though,
Canada's intervention has made littie difference to South African devel-
opments. However it has contributed to Canadian seif-definition and
international credibility.

In three main parts, this analysis (1) sketches the historical record of
Canadian policy toward South Afnica. It outlines some of the controver-
sies and speculates about the functions and background of a surprisingly
activist policy by a conservative govemment. (2) It probes the compet-
ing political forces in the ongoing South African transition, assesses the
prospect of democratic success or failure and describes the ambiguous
impact of Canadian efforts on the recipients in the white and black
communifies. (3) In the light of this critical evaluation, the study reflects
On possible changes, new foci, or even withdrawal of Canadian involve-
ment from the Southem Africa region of the post-apartheid era.

The study represents a critical think-piece rather than advocacy of a
particular policy. It argues that developments in South Africa are widely
misunderstood, even by informed policy makers. Public opinion abroad
applies popular stereotypes of violent tribalism or false colonial analogies.
The personality cuit surrounding Mandela and the accolades accorded
de Klerk have romanticized a conflictual relationship and personalized
it into a literai black-versus-white conflict. Yet Mandela and de Klerk
need to be demystified in order to achieve a sober assessment of the
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interests behind them and a detailed knowledge of their interacting
constituencies. Adam and Moodley aim at the hidden reality beyond the
pious resolutions and public posturing. They lay bare some of the social
conditions and constraints under which these leaders act and thereby
contribute to a more nuanced understanding of Southern Africa.

A most puzzling question remains as to why a Canadian conservative
goverment with a corporate constituency should pursue a Southern
African policy so radically different from its former colonial mentor,
Britain. Not only did Ottawa genuinely clash with the Thatcher govern-
ment, it usurped the moral leadership on this issue in the Common-
wealth. While the Trudeau liberals, contrary to their image, would not let
morality interfere with profits, most Canadian Tories, again contrary to
expectations, pushed a much more activist stance on Apartheid. Whether
intentional or not, a major function of anti-apartheid activism was to
define Canadian identity rather than affect the South African power
equation. The more Canada became economically and culturally inte-
grated into the empire to its South, the more the Apartheid issue lent
itself to asserting a symbolically vanishing sovereignty and gaining
Ottawa international credibility.

To assess the impact of Canadian and Western involvement on its
targets in Southern Africa is a difficult, if not impossible task. Well-rea-
soned claims about the decisive effects of sanctions on the policy shifts
of the de Klerk government are contradicted by equally sharp counter-
claims about the influence of other more significant factors, such as the
changing world scene, developments within Afrikanerdom, and height-
ened domestic resistance. However, without doubt, sanctions induced a
sense of isolation. South Africa was ostracized by the world. On the basis
of survey data, this study probes, probably for the first time, the way in
which South African whites deflected outside criticism through a variety
of rationalizing self-deceptions and how politicised blacks perceived
Canadian support both positively with praise and negatively with scep-
ticism. The chapter on "Images of Canada" among South Africans also
reveals deficiencies in the way in which the Canadian stance is commu-
nicated.
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It is now conventional wisdom that the efforts needed to dismantle
Apartheid pale in comparison with the task of dealing with Apartheid's
legacies. This volume reinforces the crucial emphasis, spelled out in
many well-researched documents, on human resource development
through innovative education programmes for a new civil service culture
and non-racial management. The shift from aid to victims abroad to
training programmes at home proves cost-effective as well as politically
necessary. However, Adam and Moodley argue against too partisan an
application of assistance in favour of any one of the movements or
organizations. If the goal of Canadian policy is to bring about a negoti-
ated accommodation in South Africa, then all legitimate political actors
must be included in a successful political settlement. The task of outside
intervention is not to select winners or losers in an intense ideological
contest but to facilitate democratization and strengthen civil society as a
whole.

Canadian involvement is contingent upon and should respond to the
specific and ever changing political currants in South Africa. In the
transition from confrontation to negotiation, the outcome of a potential
accord is not predetermined. Although a widening consensus on consti-
tutional and economic visions has emerged between the ANC and the
govemment, the prospects of peace depend on more than the designs of
leaders. The continuing political violence serves as a reminder that the
social conditions and unofficial ideologies can wreck any official ac-
cord.

Adam and Moodley's comprehensive analysis also covers in depth
such controversial topics as Winnie Mandela, the ANC-South African
Communist Party alliance, Inkatha and the causes of political violence.
The authors sketch options for a Western post-cold war foreign policy
toward Southern Africa as a whole. They outline neglected areas of
development assistance, such as professional policing, AIDS education,
women's rights, low-cost housing and tourism. The romanticism with
socialist experiments in Southern Africa is as critically probed as the
recolonization of bankrupt frontline states through IMF structural ad-
justment programmes. Underlying the tough and hard-nosed realism is
Adam and Moodley's optimistic assumption that African leaders have
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learned the lessons of pragmatie coexistence. Whether the remarkable
South African compromise, however, will resuit in a genuine democracy
or a National Party-ANC patronage system remains to be seen. A most
likely outeome is the ANC in govemment but the current establishment
retaining power.



CONDENSE

L a politique canadienne a pour
objet de favoriser l'instauration et l'épanouissement de la démocratie en
Afrique du Sud. Parfois novatrice, mais pas toujours cohérente, elle est
allée au-delà des sanctions et des boycotts dans la lutte contre l'apart-
heid. En réalité, l'intervention du Canada n'a pas changé grand-chose à
la situation sud-africaine. Toutefois, elle a aidé le Canada à se définir et
lui a conféré une certaine crédibilité à l'échelle internationale.

La présente analyse est composée de trois grandes parties : 1) elle
trace les grandes lignes de l'histoire de la politique canadienne relative
à l'Afrique du Sud et de quelques controverses s'y rapportant, et les
auteurs s'y interrogent sur les fonctions et le contexte d'une politique
étonnamment militante adoptée par un gouvernement conservateur;
2) elle examine les forces politiques rivales dans le contexte actuel de
transition en Afrique du Sud; elle évalue les perspectives de succès ou
d'échec de la démocratie et décrit l'incidence ambiguë des efforts du
Canada sur les bénéficiaires des communautés blanches et noires, et 3)
à la lumière de cette évaluation critique, les auteurs réfléchissent aux
changements possibles, aux nouvelles orientations, ou même au terme
de la présence du Canada en Afrique australe, une fois l'apartheid aboli.

Plutôt que de défendre une politique particulière, l'étude invite à la
réflexion critique. Elle soutient que les événements qui se produisent en
Afrique du Sud sont très mal compris, et ce, même par les décideurs. À
l'étranger, l'opinion publique applique les stéréotypes populaires du
tribalisme violent, ou fonde son jugement sur de fausses analogies
colonialistes. Le culte de personnalité dont M. Mandela fait l'objet et les
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témoignages d'approbation à l'endroit de M. de Klerk ont romancé une
relation conflictuelle, et c'est ainsi que le conflit entre noirs et blancs a
été littéralement personnifié. Il faut pourtant démystifier ces deux per-
sonnages pour arriver à évaluer objectivement les intérêts qui les mo-
tivent et à bien comprendre le fonctionnement des groupes qu'ils
représentent. M. Adam et M'" Moodley tentent de révéler la réalité
cachée derrière les résolutions pieuses et l'attitude adoptée en public. Ils
mettent à nu certaines des conditions et des contraintes sociales où ces
deux dirigeants agissent et, ce faisant, ils favorisent une compréhension
plus nuancée de l'Afrique australe.

Une question laisse encore les auteurs très perplexes, à savoir: pour-
quoi un gouvernement conservateur canadien, qui préconise des
méthodes collectives, adopte-t-il une politique sur l'Afrique australe si
différente de celle de l'ancienne mère patrie, l'Angleterre ? Non seule-
ment y a-t-il eu un véritable désaccord entre Ottawa et le gouvernement
Thatcher, mais les Conservateurs ont également donné le ton moral au
sein du Commonwealth. Contrairement à leurs habitudes, les Libéraux
de M. Trudeau n'ont pas laissé la question morale l'emporter sur les
profits; presque tous les membres du gouvernement Mulroney, contre
toute attente également, ont défendu une position anti-apartheid beau-
coup plus militante. Cette position, que cela fût voulu ou non, a eu pour
principal effet de définir l'identité canadienne plutôt que d'influer sur le
jeu des forces en Afrique du Sud. Plus le Canada s'intéressait aux
dossiers économique et culturel de cet empire de l'hémisphère sud, plus
la question de l'apartheid lui permettait d'affirmer sa souveraineté
symboliquement en voie de disparition et augmentait sa crédibilité dans
le monde.

Il est difficile, sinon impossible, d'évaluer l'incidence de l'interven-
tion canadienne et occidentale sur les objectifs visés en Afrique australe.
Les déclarations réfléchies concernant les effets décisifs des sanctions
sur le revirement de position du gouvernement de Klerk s'opposent à
celles, tout aussi vives, qui portent sur l'influence d'autres facteurs plus
importants, comme les changements s'opérant dans le monde, les
développements se produisant à l'intérieur du royaume afrikaner et la
résistance interne accrue. Toutefois, que les sanctions aient suscité un
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sentiment d'isolement ne fait aucun doute. L'Afrique du Sud était ostra-
cisée par le reste du monde. Fondée sur des sondages, l'étude tente
d'expliquer, probablement pour la première fois, comment les blancs
d'Afrique du Sud écartaient les reproches venant de l'extérieur en
justifiant leur aveuglement de diverses manières, et pourquoi les noirs
politiquement engagés percevaient l'appui du Canada tantôt favorable-
ment, en en faisant l'éloge, tantôt en s'y opposant, avec scepticisme. En
outre, le chapitre sur la façon dont le Canada est perçu par les Sud-Afri-
cains (Images of Canada) montre aussi que notre pays ne sait pas
toujours bien expliquer sa position.

Aujourd'hui, tous admettent que les efforts nécessaires pour déman-
teler l'apartheid ne sont rien comparativement à ce qu'il faudra accom-
plir pour faire face à l'après-apartheid. Le rapport souligne l'importance
cruciale, exposée dans de nombreux ouvrages bien documentés sur le
développement des ressources humaines grâce à des programmes d'édu-
cation novateurs, d'entreprendre une réforme de la fonction publique et
d'instaurer un système de gestion non raciste. Cesser peu à peu d'aider
les victimes à l'étranger pour instaurer des programmes de formation à
l'intérieur du pays, voilà qui s'avère financièrement avantageux et poli-
tiquement nécessaire. Toutefois, M. Adam et M'"- Moodley font une
mise en garde contre les programmes d'assistance partisans destinés à
un mouvement ou à un organisme particulier. Si l'objectif de la politique
canadienne en Afrique du Sud est d'amener les parties à un compromis
négocié, tous les intervenants légitimes sur la scène politique doivent
participer aux efforts faits en vue d'un règlement fructueux. Il ne s'agit
pas d'un concours d'idéologies intense duquel certains sortiront vain-
queurs et d'autres perdants, mais plutôt d'un effort visant à favoriser le
processus de démocratisation et à renforcer l'ensemble de la société
civile.

L'action du Canada en Afrique du Sud doit évoluer en fonction de
courants politiques précis et d'une conjoncture en perpétuel change-
ment. Pendant le passage de l'affrontement à la négociation, il est
impossible de prédire quels seront les résultats d'une entente possible.
Même si les conceptions de l'ANC et du gouvernement en matière
constitutionnelle et économique se rapprochent de plus en plus, les
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espoirs de paix ne reposent pas uniquement sur les intentions des
dirigeants. La violence politique persistance nous rappelle que les con-
ditions sociales et les idéologies non reconnues risquent d'anéantir toute
entente officielle.

Dans leur analyse exhaustive, M. Adam et M", Moodley traitent
également en profondeur de questions aussi controversées que les ac-
tions de M"' Winnie Mandela, l'alliance conclue entre l'ANC et le parti
communiste sud-africain, l'Inkatha et les causes de la violence politique.
Ils donnent un aperçu des options de l'Occident quant à sa politique
étrangère envers l'Afrique australe en général, au lendemain de la
Guerre froide. Ils passent en revue les domaines négligés par les pro-
grammes d'aide au développement, comme les forces officielles de
maintien de l'ordre, l'éducation sur le SIDA, les droits de la femme, les
logements à prix modique et le tourisme. L'idéalisme des expériences
socialistes en Afrique du Sud est examiné d'un oeil aussi critique que la
recolonisation des États ruinés de la ligne de front par le biais des
programmes d'ajustement structurel du FMI. L'hypothèse optimiste des
auteurs selon laquelle les dirigeants africains ont appris ce que suppose
la coexistence pragmatique met en évidence le dur et strict réalisme de
la situation. Toutefois, reste à savoir si le remarquable compromis
sud-africain mènera à une véritable démocratie ou à la pratique du
népotisme par le National Party et l'ANC. On peut probablement s'at-
tendre à ce que des membres de l'ANC fassent partie du gouvernement,
mais la classe dirigeante actuelle conservera le pouvoir.

8



INTRODUCTION: METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES AND POLITICAL VALUES

"The most repugnantform of lying is to tell,
ail ofîit, whilst hiding the soul offacts."-
Breyten Breytenbach.

C anadian policy has set out to
assjst democratie transformation and development in South Africa. At
times imaginative, though flot always consistent, it went beyond punitive
measures and boycotts in dhe battie against Apartheid. In reality though,
Canada's intervention has made littie difference to South African devel-
opments. However, it has contributed to Canadian self-defrnition and
international credibility.

In three main parts, this analysis (1) sketches the historical record of
Canadian policy toward South Africa. It outlines some of the controver-
sies and speculates about the functions and background of a surprisingly
activist policy by a conservative government. (2) It probes the compet-
mng political forces in the ongoing South African transition, assesses the
Prospect of democratic success or failure and describes the ambiguous
impact of Canadian efforts on the recipients ini the white and black
communities. (3) In the light of this critical evaluation the study reflects
on possible changes, new foci, or even withdrawal of Canadian involve-
ment from the Southem Africa region of the post-apartheid era. In short,
the three parts of this study deal with the past of Canadian policy, the
present of South African current developments and the future of Cana-
dian responses.

The study represents a critical think-piece rather than advocacy of a
particular policy. We argue that developments in South Africa are widely
Misunderstood, even by informed policy makers. Public opinion abroad
applies popular stereotypes of violent tribalism or false colonial analo-
gies. The personality cuit surrounding Mandela and the accolades ac-
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corded de Klerk have romanticîzed a conflictual relationship and person-
alized it into a literai black-versus-white conflict. Yet Mandela and de
Klerk need to be demystified in order to achieve a sober assessment of
the interests behind them and a detailed knowledge of their interacting
constituencies. We aim at the hidden reality beyond the pious resolutions
and public posturing. We wish to lay bare some of the social conditions
and constraints under which these leaders act and thereby contribute to
a more nuanced understanding of Southemn Africa.

We originally intended to cover the entire region in depth. However,
the overwhelming dominance of South Africa together with the unre-
solved political developments in many frontline states have led us to
sketch only general trends in other parts of the subcontinent and to focus
more fully on the politics of the post-apartheid state. Regardless of who,
is in power, South Africa resembles the US in economically dominating
its neighbours. With the political objections removed, a common market
in an economically interdependent region would be an obvious and
advantageous choice for Southem Africa. Only if the industrialized
South acts as an engine of growth in the rest of the region and accords
favourable terms of trade, investment and development assistance to its
war-ravaged neighbours, can a speedy turnaround be realistically ex-
pected.

At the end of the 2Oth century it should no longer be necessary to
argue the case against racial privilege in whatever guise. The tragic
record of suffering and destruction by that grotesque Verwoerdian ex-
periment of social engineering is too seif-evident to deserve refutation,
or even condemnation. It seems time to substitute sober analysis and
strategic pragmatism for moral outrage. Yet a striking feature of Cana-
dian writing and NGO pronouncements on South Africa is moral self-
righteousness. Most Canadian academics in the field outbid each other
in littie more than strong partisanship. An influential Toronto journal
(Southern Africa Report) regularly heaps abuse on Ottawa and asks after
years of responsive anti-apartheid efforts: "Can we any longer afford to
be polite towards the Canadian govemment and its minions regarding
this country's South Africa policy?" (SAR, January 1992).

'0
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In our view, the South African issue should flot be reduced to a
morality play, where self-acclaimed purity and rhetorical radicalism are
the main issues at stake. This debate has exhausted itself in fruitless
accusations about "Canadian govemment machinations" on the one side
and, on the other, dismissive dlaims that critics on the lefi lack informa-
tion and are ideologically biased. Both remain trapped in their prejudge-
ments. Even though strong values are important in guiding analysis and
policymaking, they ought not to be allowed to blind or encourage mere
self-serving partisanship. Too much wishful thinking has misled foreign
South Africa observers. Instead of predicting events, they have simply
fitted them into predetermiîned static categories.

The Canadian debate on South Afrîca durîng the 70s and 80s was
preoccupied with collusion with Apartheid and moral purity. Most advo-
cacy groups devoted only a mere fraction of their energy to equally
sophisticated reasoning about strategic developments in South Africa
itself. Invariably the Apartheid state was treated simply as a monolithic
racist entity, beyond the pale for most activists and too contaminated for
strategic, involvement. This led to major shortcomings in existing stud-
ies, Partîcularly since the normalization of South African politics has
increasingly eroded the simple dichotomy of oppressors and victims. It
is this lacuna that the present study attempts to address.

Apartheid critics have mostly focused on its undoubted brutality. But
in addition to brutality there has always been patemalistic benevolence
as well. This benevolence, from corporate charity to the caring feudalism
Of conservative farmers, ouled the systemn and helps to explain why it
lasted so long. The focus on brutality is mostly concemned with victims
who are assumed to play no active part in history. Yet this victimology
needs to be balanced by descriptions of how the seemingly powerless
survive, give meaming to their lives and act upon their circumstances. We
intend, therefore, to ground moral conclusions much more in the unique
local context and, by so doing, perhaps remove some preconceived
notions with which an overreported conflict is nevertheless misunder-
stood. In short, we want to emphasize the rich texture and unreported
ironies and contradictions which the usual unnuanced reasoning on
Apartheid misses.
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We do not shy away from ambiguity and the grey tones which partisan
reporting avoids. We are argumentative rather than uncontroversial,
refusing to be govemed by what is fashionable, inoffensive and politi-
cally correct. Canadian policy pronouncements on South Africa are
often distinguished by a high degree of bloodless abstraction that pre-
serves the statesmanlike posture of the day, but fails to name the passions
and irrationalities that drive political actors. We would like to probe the
underbelly of this public discourse and record the unspeakable, regard-
less of whom it offends or benefits. In our view, this approach calls for
the expression of strong opinions without being opinionated. As long as
these judgements are supported by reasoned evidence, they should be
self-evidently persuasive rather than offensive.

Violations of taboos can of course be easily misunderstood. In this
respect, we reject one likely criticism from the outset: our analysis is not
anti-ANC. Precisely because we consider the ANC and Mandela to be
the key players in the future South Africa, we focus our scrutiny on them.
They should not stand above criticism, notwithstanding the undoubted
moral stature of Mandela and the essential legitimacy of the popular
ANC claims. A solidarity based on critically engaging the progressive
forces, rather than blindly applauding them, ultimately serves the cause
of liberation better, even if some feelings are bruised in the process.
Independent academic analysis cannot allow itself to be fashioned by the
exigencies of a political cause, even if it is a progressive one.

Only blind ideologues would not recognize the stature of Nelson
Mandela, his statesmanship, realism, pragmatic wisdom and remarkable
moderation after a life as victim of state brutality. Even as he is now
"idolized" and "Iionized" around the world, few living persons deserve
such dubious honour more. As long as he himself remains relatively
unaffected by the personality cult of a global Mandela industry, the hype
may even assist the South African reconciliation, both financially and
symbolically. Without the reassuring Mandela symbol, fewer whites
would embrace negotiations. Pretoria may have delayed liberalization
longer, and fewer blacks would trust the process. At present, Mandela is
crucial in preventing further black fragmentation and ensuring a sem-
blance of tactical unity, but most important of all, a fragile nonracialism.
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Once Mandela loses support, negotiations are in serious jeopardy. How-
ever, the personalizing focus on Mandela that remains the hallmark of
foreign political consciousness about South Africa, overlooks that the
ANC consists flot only and flot primarily of Mandela.

Unfortunately a tendency has developed to endorse at face value
everything the ANC says about itself. Critics who normally scrutinize
every word of an officiai view for its hidden motives and camouflaged
reality, often muffle their critical voices when dealing with progressive
forces. It is our opinion that the best expression of solidarity emanates
from a sympathetic, but candid criticism. Cheerleaders seldom further
the cause.

Regarding Canadian policy, a most puzzling question remains as to
why a Canadian conservative government with a corporate constituency
should pursue a Southem. African policy so radically different from its
former colonial mentor, Britain. Not only did Ottawa genumnely clash
with the Thatcher govemnment, it usurped the moral leadership on tis
issue ini the Commonwealth. While the Trudeau liberals, contrary to their
image, would flot let morality interfere with profits, most Canadian
tories, again contrary to expectations, pushed a much more activist
stance on Apartheid, perhaps flot primarily for moral reasons. Whether
intentional or flot, a major function of anti-Apartheid activism was to
define Canadian identity rather than affect the South African power
equation. The more Canada became economically and culturally inte-
grated into the empire to its South, the more the Apartheid issue lent
itself to asserting a symbolically vanishing sovereignty and gaining
Ottawa international credibility.

Middle-power multilateralismn contrasts sharply with super-power un-
Position of military and economic might, particularly during the cold
war. A post-cold war foreign policy is freed of many ideological con-
straints. A future Western policy towards Africa need no longer treat
African govemments as pawns in an imagined cold war game. The end
Of the cold war with the disappearance of the Soviet Union as an
international actor signals both new opportunities as well as grave
dangers of benign neglect for African regions. Marginalized former
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frontline states risk being recolonized through structural adjustment
programmes of the World Bank or falling under South African economic
domination in the post-apartheid era.

To assess the impact of Canadian and Western involvement on its
targets lu Southeru Africa is a difficuit if flot impossible task. WeII-rea-
soned dlaims about the decisive effects of sanctions on the policy shifts
of the de Klerk government are contradicted by equally sharp counter-
dlaims about the influence of other more significant factors, such as the
changing world scene, developments within Afrikanerdom, and height-
ened domestic resistance. However, without doubt, sanctions induced a
sense of isolation. South Africa was ostracized by the world. On the basis
of survey data, our study prohes, probably for the first time, the way in
which South African whites deflected outside crîicism through a variety
of rationalizing seif-deceptions and how politicized blacks perceived
Canadian support both positively with praise and negatively with skep-
ticism. The chapter on "Images of Canada" among South Africans also
reveals deficiencies in the way in which the Canadian stance is commu-
nicated. We establish the broad record of some imaginative Canadian
involvement in South Africa but also point out potential improvements
and new directions.

It is now conventional wisdom that the efforts needed to dismantie
Apartheid pale in comparison with the task of dealing with Apartheid's
legacies. Our report reinforces the crucial emphasis, spelled out in many
well-researched documents,'on human resource development through
innovative education programmes for a new civil service culture and
non-racial management. The shift from aid to victims abroad to training
programmes at home proves cost-effective as well as politically neces-
sary. However, we argue against too partisan an application of assistance
in favour of any one of the liberation movements or organizations. If the

1 Panlicularly informative and comprehiensive ini this respect are two recent reports t0 be reviewedlater (sec Chapter 7, 11), Commonwealth Expert (Jroup, Human Resource Developmenf for aPosf-Apart/teid South Africa. London: Commonwealth Office, 1991 andi IDRC, EconomicAnal ysis and Policy Formulation for Posi Apartheid South Africa, Mission Report, August
1991, Ottawa: IDRC.
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goal of Canadian policy is to bring about a negotiated accommodation
in South Africa, then ail legitimate political actors must be included in a
successful political setulement. The task of outside intervention is flot to
select wim-iers or losers in an intense ideological contest but to facilitate
democratization andý strengthen civil society as a whole.

The discourse on reform or revolution increasingly sounds like an
academic exercise that bears littie relationship to reality. The Left has
always falsely assumed that South Africa represents the only developed,
capitalist country "which is flot only 'objectively' ripe for revolution but
has actually entered a stage of overt and seemingly irreversible revolu-
tionary struggle."2 The reformist agenda, on the other hand, was falsely
predicated on selective cooption as the most effective method tu buy off
dissent and prevent political equality. A third alternative, transformation
through negotiation politics, corresponds with neither revolutionary nor
reformist hopes. Its outcome does flot leave the status quo intact, as
reformnists expect, nor does it result in a reversai of power relations, as
revolutions imply. It grants ahl major forces a stake in the outcome.

In a violent stalemate, each side is too weak to impose its wilI on ail
contenders. A negotiated resolution would culminate in a historic com-
promise in which ail parties gain more than they would lose by continu-
mng the confrontation. As a minimal criterion of such resolutions, the
adversaries agree to continue the contest politically according to consti-
tutional rules. In a more substantive sense, the historic compromise will
Most likely leave economic power largely in the hands of the present
establishment while political power will increasingly pass into the hands
Of the formerîy disenfranchised. Negotiations concerni the precise ternis
Of such a deal. To achieve consent to an exclusively constitutional
competition in the future, the major forces must be satisfied, above ahl,
with the military and legal security guarantees resulting from the talks.
In other words, the coniflict will not come to an end with a settlement,
but wilI be contested in another arena. That makes the post-apartheid

2 Paul M. Sweezy and 1-arry Magdoff, "The Stakes in South Alrica."MonthlyReview, April 1986.
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constitution more than a reflection of current power relations and defines
the methods of future competition.

Canadian involvement is contingent upon and should respond to the
specific and ever changing political currents in South Africa. In the
transition from confrontation to negotiation, the outeome of a potential
accord is not predetermined. Although a widening consensus on consti-
tutional and economic visions has emerged between the ANC and the
govemment, the prospects of peace depend on more than the designs of
leaders. The continuing political violence serves as a reminder that the
social conditions and unofficial ideologies can wreck any official ac-
cord. Therefore we probe the prospects of accommodation by analyzmng
the major political actors and ideological currents, the constituencies and
strengths behmnd the conflicting dlaims.

For example, instead of categorizing the political violence with dhe
shallow label of an ANC/Jnjçatha power contest inflamed by state agen-
cies, a deeper probe of the dynamnics of the urban-rural divide and the
hostel cultures can explain the daily atrocîties far better. Only if foreign
policy is sociologically informed beyond the journalistic headlines and
political fashions can it expect to address the underlying problems.

In this sense, we define our report more as a think-piece than a
prescriptive account of what ought to, be done and how. We focus on
intriguing and controversial political dimensions of Canadian involve-
ment rather than its technical implementation, for which there are better
experts than two political sociologists. Above al], we subject Canadian
policy always to critical and comparative questioning rather than accept-
ing its wisdom as given?

3 A senior Externai Affairs officiai found the comparative evaluation of the Canadian effort "flotat ail useful." lnstead, it was suggested, that Canadian invoivement shouid be evaiuated in termnsof how effective it is in achieving stated Canadian poiicy goals (Interview, 25/9/91). While sucha narrower mn-bouse focus is not tu be negiected, il assumes tliat Canadian policy goals are beyondcomparative questioning. We do not share thtis implicit view of Canadian policy as sacrosanct,
and maintain that the Canadian goals and loci themselves could benetit from a critical
comparative evaluation.
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1. POLITICAI. APPROACHES

While we write about foreign policy formulation for policymakers we
also Write as academies for peers with similar academnic interests. It may,
therefore, be useful t 'o situate our approach more clearly within the vast
iÎterature on South Africa and sketch our relationship to the existing
research. The recent literature on South Africa may be classified crudely
into four categories: (1) The vast majority of publications are descriptive
accounts or running commentaries on fast moving events, mostly written
by journalists. Moving narratives by perceptive authors often contribute
valuable insights, particularly when written by such skilled hands as
Joseph Lelyveld (1985), Allister Sparks (1990) or Rian Malan (1990).
Academnics can leamn a les son in clarity of expression, particularly when
the descriptive accounts extend beyond a synthesis of Weekly Mail
reports or a summr of SouthScan news. Nonetheless, journalistic
writing mostly substitutes gripping immediacy and texture for theoreti-
cal and historical sweep. While somne journalists humble many academn-
ics by their analytical insights, they often miss significant theoretical
aspects when they confine themselves to the mere recording of events.

Equally deficient in this genre remains the focus on personalities as
the movers of history. They are often combined with a tendency to
Pathologize the South African conflict, such as when analysts refer to
"the mad scientist Verwoerd," (Southern Africa Report, May 1991, 11).
Comparisons between de Klerk and Gorbachev abound and the books on
the Mandeîa's life, love, and trials still proliferate. Most of the personal-
izing accounts add a richness and flavour that abstract conceptualiza-
tions of social formations, classes and structures usually lack. However,
characterizations of individuals cannot fully explain why a development
did or did not happen. While individual outlooks and idiosyncrasies that
result from personal histories undoubtedly inspire and shape the style
and sometimes even the course of politics, political leaders always act
within massive constraints. Leaders are effective only when circum-
stances are ripe. Therefore, political analysis is most valuable when it
focuses foremnost on the social conditions and the forces that propel or
circumscribe individuals rather than on their personal characteristics.
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(2) Many publications constitute polemics in the best sense. Histories
of protest and activism are mostly accusatory accounts. Their authors
aim at advocacy, which easily turns into a propagandistic exercise. The
Mulroney govemment is condemned or praised according to one's
political position. Writing on South Africa by certain authors becomes
utterly predictable even if significant policy shifts call for a fundamental
reevaluation. Nothing has changed in the Apartheid state; Apartheid is
only dead when its legacy of inequality has been removed, is the refrain
of that pseudo-radical critique.

(3) Less partisan but equally one-sided are many prescriptive ac-
counts. They offer with great persuasion detailed "solutions," be they a
free market in a Swiss canton system (Louw and Kendall, 1986), a
Japanese "high road" (Sunter, 1987), or a more sophisticated analysis of
power-sharing in a consociational grand coalition (Lijphart, 1985) or a
particularly suitable system of alternative voting (Horowitz, 1991). Simi-
lar single preoccupations used to dominate a vast Marxist literature,
concerned with changing modes of production and the various crises of
capitalism. Only recently have analysts on the left begun to address the
current and future transformation more systematically (see Gelb, 1991)
instead of mainly chronicling conquest, exploitation and heroic resis-
tance struggles. Conceptually more diverse liberal authors mainly pre-
occupy themselves with a rich history of oppression and manipulation,
often to the extent of ridiculing or despising "backward" Afrikaners
caught in mythologies (L.M. Thompson, 1985). Most Canadian activists
in the anti-apartheid church network also fall into this group, charac-
terized above all by a moral outrage that frequently leads to wishful
thinking and normative insistence.

(4) In their search for incremental progress and the politically feasible
rather than the elusive grand design, pragmatically oriented authors
move into an analytical realm of strategic debates. We would like to
align our work with this approach and add a good dose of eclectism.
Politically we write as social democrats who are emotionally on the side
of the underdog but lack the enviable certainty of orthodox Marxists or
liberal moralists about the best solution. Social democrats usually aim at
the second-best compromise and therefore are distrusted by ideologues
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of the left and neoconservatives alike. However, with the conclusion of
the cold war and the demise of firm ideologies, history has not ended but
has instead become more fluid and amenable to pragmatic solutions.
When the former staunchly "socialist" governments of Mozambique and
Zimbabwe embrace structural adjustment programmes and free market
policies; when Afrikaner nationalists, on the other hand, allow a thought-
ful Stalinist like Slovo to appear regularly on their state-run television
and even forge an alliance with a self-described Marxist-Leninist Party;
when the former Apartheid ideologues renounce their racial exclusive-
ness and the leading African nationalists advocate inclusive policies of
sharing instead of tuming the tables-who is to say who betrayed
whom?

The social science tradition of predicting gloom and doom in the name
of perpetual crises or the deficiencies of human nature overlooks the
self-fulfilling danger that such predictions promote the deplored condi-
tions. It also eludes the basic fact that people learn and adapt. Radicals
deliver witty, cynical, despairing commentary but have thereby recon-
ciled themselves to their marginality in influencing the course of events.
Equally trapped, however, are the perpetual optimists who naively claim
linear progress by ignoring its obstacles; mere exhortations substitute for
sober evaluation.

The most sophisticated social science position that avoids both pitfalls
has been best elucidated by Habermas' Theory of Communicative Ac-
tion. Communicative rationality with common understanding as its goal
does not aim at a false consensus dictated by power relations. With the
focus of philosophy shifted from consciousness to communication, ac-
tors' interpretations of the world are discursively negotiated through
reasoned argumentation. Although Habermas fails to specify how con-
flicting claims of validity are adjudicated or how the force of the "better"
argument is decided, his emancipatory project holds out the greatest
promise for common meaning. Beyond the abdicating relativism of the
postmodernists, modernity is retained as a universal potential, con-
structed not to totalize but with the ability to particularize. We write in
the spirit of this vision.

19
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Il. RESEARCH METHODS

This study is based on a critical evaluation flot only of the literature
about Canadian-South African relations but also the vast body of social
science work on South Africa itself. Although residents in Canada since
1968, we have actively participated in this policy debate through several
publications. Modernizing Racial Domination (1971) developed the
concepts of a "pragmatic oligarchy" and a "democratic police state"
when most wniters assumed the irrationality of a fascist-like Afrikaner
racisrn. The possibility of internal liberalization and reformist adaptation
was further explored in Ethnic Power Mobilized (1979), co-authored
with Hermann Giliomee. Lt traced the rise and faîl of Afrikaner power
flot in Calvinist ideology or frontier isolation from the Enlightenent but
ini the changing conditions of the SA political economny. At the height of
revolutionary fervour we published the revisionist South Africa Without
Apartheid (1986) that predicted and argued the case for the negotiations
that are now current and accommodation in a common, economically
mnterdependent consumer society. Our scepticism towards the widely
predicted revolutionary outcome provoked strong rejection by those
who believed in the likelihood and feasibility of socialist transformation
of racial capitalism. At the same time, an unexpectedly warm letter fromn
Polîsmoor prison in 1987 revealed that Mandela had read the book. So
had two cabinet ministers. The fact that our theoretical studies were
taken seriously by both antagonists in the fierce ideological battle was to
us a cherished vindication of the idea that an academic analysis can make
a practical contribution towards shaping perceptions of alternative poli-
cies. History did not seem the inevitable unfolding of predetermined
antagonistic, class or racial forces but far more open-ended and suscep-
tible to intelligent intervention by progressive actors.

In this spirit-against the backdrop of the repressive 1 970s and
80s-we tried to make a contribution. In the 1960s we had both taught
at universities in South Africa where K.M. was born and educated and
where our extended family stili lives as part of the Indian community in
Durban. After being harassed by the Security Police, forced into, exile
and refused visas in the 1 970s we nevertheless persisted, and eventually
succeeded in upholding the right to visit our family in South Africa.
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During regular annual visits in the 1980s we continued ourfield research
as insiders rather than as outsiders. During 1986/87 at the height of P.W.
Botha's emergency, H.A. was acting director of the Centre for Intergroup
Studies at the University of Cape Town and our daughters attended a
local high school. KM., who was attached to the Faculty of Education,
addressed parent meetings and teachers groups as frequently as her
academic classes. In July 1989 she gave the annual keynote address to
the Teachers Association of South Africa in Durban. Similarly, H.A. was
invited to address groups throughout the country from the "Young
Presidents Club" of corporate millionaires to the Trotskyite New Unity
Movement in Bellville on the Cape flats. These wide interactions over
several years gave us insights into South African attitudes and social
conditions that inform this analysis.

Since the inception of this study in July 1989 we have spent 10 months
in Southern Africa over the course of three visits (July - August 1989 and
1991 and January - July 1990), based at the University of Cape Town. In
addition to the group discussions on South African politics, we individu-
ally conducted 87 personal, structured interviews with a variety of South
African politicians, journalists, academics, community leaders, union
activists and businessmen on South Africa's relations with the outside
world and on reactions to Canadian policy as well as sanctions measures
in general. These interviewees included six ANC executives, seven
cabinet ministers as well as the former state president P.W. Botha at his
retirement home in George. In addition, two research assistants made
tape-recorded interviews with 26 key individuals in the legal profession
and opinion-makers on the Afrikaner right-wing. These tapes were later
transcribed. H.A. participated as one of the few foreigners at the historic
ANC-Afrikaner meeting in July 1987 in Dakar, led by F. van Zyl
Slabbert and Alex Boraine, and at a similar IDASA sponsored confer-
ence with Soviet academics, SACP and ANC executives and liberal
Afrikaners in October 1988 in Leverkusen, Germany. Together with
contacts from numerous other conferences on South Africa around the
world, we developed a network of friends and acquaintances all over the
ideological divide whose opinions have greatly informed this analysis.
In addition to the personal interviews, we corresponded with eight
Western embassies in South Africa and approximately 50 other individu-
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als. These were people we had not met previously, from whom we
gathered specific impressions about Canada as recipients of Canadian
assistance, or as visitors to the country, or in some other capacity.

After we had organized a day-long panel of experts at CIIPS in Ottawa
on October 26, 1989, we conducted similar interviews, partly in person,
partly over the phone, with individuals in Canada engaged with Southern
Africa. We benefitted from a second CIIPS sponsored workshop at the
University of British Columbia on November 16, 1991 to which we had
invited a broad cross section of Canadian academics, govemment offi-
cials and NGO representatives. There, three preliminary chapters of this
report received frank criticism and induced us to differentiate and sharpen
our interpretations. Additional interviewees included Ivan Head, the
foreign policy advisor of Pierre Trudeau, Stephen Lewis, Roy McMur-
try, Bernard Wood, Walter McLean, Paul Martin, Ed Broadbent, foreign
affairs critics of the federal parties, ambassadors to South Africa, offi-
cials in External Affairs, current and former Canadian embassy staff in
Pretoria, NGO officials and academics. Twelve individuals from busi-
ness and lobbies with South African interests, including the presidents
of the Canadian Exporters and the Canadian Importers Associations
were also interviewed either by one of the authors or by our research
assistant. Four meetings took place with the South African ambassador
to Canada and his staff during 1989-91. H.A. participated in three round
table sessions with the Hon. Joe Clark at External Affairs between 1985
and 1989.

Several hundred black students at the Universities of the Western
Cape and Durban-Westville were surveyed in different years by means
of a written questionnaire in a classroom situation, as were mainly white
business executives taking management courses at the Graduate School
of Business at the University of Cape Town. The identical questionnaire
tapped political preferences, knowledge and opinions on topics of na-
tional concern and revealed deep cleavages in attitudes between the two
groups. The results were fed back to the respondents at UCT, and four
focus sessions were subsequently conducted on the topics surveyed. Our
more qualitatively oriented surveys were supplemented with various
opinion polls by commercial firms in South Africa. A systematic content
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analysis of the mainstream and alternative press in South Afrîca was
conducted simultaneously.

The South African survey research was duplicated on a smaller scale
in Canada through an analysis of ail public opinion poils on South
Africa, conducted by varîous organizations. During the Faîl of 1991 we
commissioned a Gallup poil on Canadian attitudes toward sanctions in
the transitional period and on Canadian perceptions of the ongoing
political violence in South Africa. A selected content analysis of Cana-
dian press reporting, mainly in the Globe & Mail, was conducted.

Apart from these conventional research methods we engaged in par-
ticipant observation of relevant events both in Canada and particularly
ini South Africa. We attended dozens of politicai meetings, rallies, funer-
als, political trials and workshops in order to add rich atmospheric
texture to our readings and formnai interviews. On one occasion we were
both teargassed and, for some time, couid barely open our eyes. At the
huge reception rally on the hot Sunday afternoon of Mandela's release
on February 10, 1990, we ducked police bullets in a stampeding crowd
in front of Cape Town's city hail. We frequently visited war-torn Natal,
including the devastated countryside around Pietermaritzburg where on
one occasion a Democratic Party monitor and a Zulu-speaking local M.P.
introduced us to, wariords, comrades and missionaries. A week later,
attendance at an international conference on "Security and Cooperation"
in Maputo aiiowed a stark appraisal of the ultimate disintegration of the
Mozambiquan state, brought about by a mixture of deliberate South
African destabilization, government ineptness and indigenous banditry
in one of the poorest areas of the globe.

'Me vivid memnories of hundreds of encounters and discussions in
Southern Africa and elsewhere informn this analysis at least as much as
the abstract reasoning of ivory tower academics. We make no apologies
for our strong views and biases which, of course, ail analysts exhibit,
whether explicitly or implicitly. Ail knowledge is socially and histori-
cally shaped and the contingent character of the so-called social "sci-
ences" has long been exposed. This may explain our scepticism when
some of our Canadian colleagues pontificate about transformation and
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the need for sacrifices in the South Africa where our relatives live.
Reconciliation and negotiation remain the priorities although the eco-
nomic restructuring of a skewed racial capitalism cannot be put off
indefinitely. Comparative measures of material inequality reveal the
highest value (0.68 Gini coefficient) recorded anywhere in the world. In
as much as economic transformation and redistribution implies further
destabilizing confrontation, it has to be postponed in order to save
something to be transformed. The less outsiders now interfere in nego-
tiation or try to impose their solutions or choose their winners and losers,
the better for the domestic legitimacy of the outcome. In any case, the
West-centric bias about political developments in Third World societies
in general hardly equips moral imperialists of all hues to render their
counsel. The particularities of historical experience, rather than univer-
salist formulae or false analogies with developments elsewhere, will
most likely guide the South African antagonists. Context-sensitive his-
torical analysis is called for.

Celso Furtado, one of the leading economists of Latin America, has
argued in his "Obstacles to Development in Latin America" (1970) that
the vast political problems in developing countries reflect historical
situations different from those the presently industrialized states have
passed in the early phases of their development. He describes these
different conditions as "beyond the ideological rationales derived from
the experience of classical capitalism" (XXV). Furtado insists that solu-
tions must be developed in the affected countries themselves. A similar
situation pertains to the socio-political experience of South Africans.
What passes as a democratic compromise will depend on South African
consensus rather than on international, let alone Canadian, norms. We
may hope that the two will coincide but a hope is neither a prediction nor
a moral stipulation.



1. CANADA AND SOUTH AFRICA SINCE 1961

"I have gone there and seen, you big loudmnouth.
Have you been there? You keep your mouth shut tili
you go and learn for yourself, you prfessional
bleeding heart." -John Crosbie, House of
Commons Debate, 10.2.1981.

E ver since Diefenbaker led the
move to secure South Africa's withdrawal from the Commonwealth in
196 1, officiai Canadian relations to the new republie have been strained.
Beneath the foreign policy establishment, however, stood a reservoir of
popular sympathy for kith and kmn empire loyalists as well as for Afri-
kaners, glorîfied among the non-English for brave anti-colonial resis-
tance in the Boer Wàr, reinforced by General Smuts joining the Allied
war effort against Hitler and later the US defence of South Korea. This
sympathy did not include support for Apartheid policies. While out-
wardly empathetic to the suppressed blacks, Canadians also looked at
racial confljct as some kind of foreign disease, best avoided by distance
and non-involvement. Right through the liberal Trudeau period, minor
business continued as usual between the parts of the two countries with
a shared British background and similar frontier traditions.

1. LIBERAL CONTRADICTIONS: THE TRUDEAU YEARS

Trudeau's Foreign Policy for ('anadians (Canada, 1970) spelt outeesocial justice" as welî as "economic growth" as one of its six policy
themnes. When justice conflicted with profit, the guidelines were explicit
in recommending "better than normal opportunities for trade and invest-
mient in the growing economy of South Africa" (19). At the same time,
the policy maintained the long-standing Canadian responsiveness to
ethical issues by condemning Apartheid in strong words: "On what
Possible scales can Canada's revulsion for the immoral inhuman indig-
nity of Apartheid be overbalanced by the returns from less than one-haif
of one percent of these countries' total foreign trade?" However, Canada
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was quite prepared to disregard the stated "revulsion" and "to trade ini
peaceful goods with ail countries regardless of political considerations"
(19).

The numerous critics of this betrayal of liberal principles (see above
ail C. Pratt, 1984; Redekop, 1986; T.A. Keenleyside, 1983) have pointed
to, the hypocrisy of the adherence to narrow corporate interests, particu-
larly in a situation of negligibie gains. A similar argument lias been used
by advocates of continued Canadian economic involvement: prohibiting
insignificant Canadian trade with South Africa would be both ineffective
and counterproductive, and, ini the absence of universai sanctions, unen-
forceable. For two decades, during the 1970s and 1980s, the stale debate
between the two sides has advanced littie, particuiarly since the impact
of enacted sanctions measures is inconclusive. An overview of the
historicai record can, therefore, shed littie new liglit on an old contro-
versy. Nonetheless, it can illuminate the process of policy formation, and
the diverse roles of special interest groups, public opinion and outside
developments in shaping new constellations that now relegate the sanc-
tions to the past.

The Trudeau government did make gestures of disapproval of Apart-
heid, including some administrative measures designed to restrict eco-
nomic relations. llowever, these were generally contradictory and
ineffectual. For example, the 1963 voluntary embargo on the sale of
military equipment was extended in 1970 to cover spare parts. At the
same time, the transfer of military technology and even Canadian invest-
ment to South Africa's burgeoning arms industry was allowed. The
Canadian firm Space Researchi that exported sheils and superguns to
South Africa was only prosecuted several years later, after Canada's
1977 support for a mandatory arms embargo against Pretoria. Only in
1977 did Canada withdraw its active promotion of trade by closing; its
Cape Town and Johannesburg consular offices. More significant seemed
the prohibitions against financing and insuring trade with South Africa
by the government's Export Development Corporation (EDC) in the
same year, although EDC continued export insurance from another
corporate account (Pratt, 1984:92). The newly announced Canadian
code of conduct for firms operating in South Africa was the weakest
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among ail the national codes. Since it did flot meclude mandatory report-
ing, let alone penalties for non-performance, most of the 25 Canadian
films ignored the code until an administrator was later appointed and lis
report submitted to parliament. Why has a liberal party with a cosmo-
politan ideology, committed to equity and justice in addition to the class
interests of its constituency, nonetheless pursued a non-activist policy
towards the unique institutîonalized racism of a country in which it had
little stake?

In the experience of Ivan Head (Personal Interview, 10/2/91), the
foreign policy adviser of Pierre Trudeau and occasional personal emis-
sarY of the Prime Minister to South Africa at the time, Trudeau was
strongly influenced on the issue by Nyerere and, to a lesser extent, by
Kaunda. Initially both were more concerned with colonial Mozambique
and Rhodesia than with South Africa. Nyerere is said to have viewed
South Africa as too strong and too large a problem, to be deait with only
once the more pressing and less complex Rhodesian issue was out of the
way. With hindsight, Ivan Head agreed with this assessment. He ex-
plained the absence of Canadian economic sanctions against South
Africa in the 1970s by the greater focus on the Portuguese territories,
Rhodesia and later Namibia. That explanation nonetheless begs the
question as to why South Africa as the main supplier of the illegal Smith
regime was exempted from international sanctions. Moreover, the Cana-
dian voting record in the UN indicated a consistent refusai to support
challenges to Portugal's claims to represent Angola, Mozambique and
Guineau-Bissau, right up to the overthrow of the Salazar regime in 1974.
Canada was only prepared to pledge general support for the UN in its
effort to bring an end to colonialism but usually abstained when its
NATO ally Portugal was singled out for Iack of cooperation. It was
Canadian policy not to support any UN resolutions endorsing armed
struggle which linlced Zionism with racism, or which condemaned friendly
counitries, such as Portugal, by name. The policy was firmly established
that Canada would not deal directly with or provide aid to African
liberation movements. Whatever"tiiÎd aid programme" (C. Pratt, quoted
in TCLSAC, 1978:35) was allocated to NGOs, would only be allowed
to go to narrowly defined "acceptable humanitarian projects." Canada's
record in general and its prohibition of assistance to African liberation
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organizations using or advocating violence in particular, stood in marked
contrast to the more forthright and activist policy of the Scandinavian
countries, and even to the Carter admimistration's emphasis on human
rights.

In 1977, the publicity surrounding the human riglits profile of the
Carter presidency together with the Soweto upheavals spurred a major
review of Canadian policy. Donald Jamieson, External Affairs Secretary
of State, announced in December 1977 that the governiment would
"phase out alh its, government-sponsored, commercial-support activities
in South Africa." He hinted at further measures since the govemment
was putting "the whole South African situation under review." Detailed
investigations of the post- 1977 Jamieson initiatives conducted by Pratt
(1983), Keenleyside (1983) and Tennyson (1982) have unanimously
concluded that they were "of little consequence to Canadian relations
with South Africa" (Keenleyside, 1983:465). In an illuminating comn-
mentary on the lengthy written response by External Affairs to a brief by
the Task Force on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility, Cranford
Pratt (1983:497-525) demonstrates how spurious measures were carried
out largely as a public relations exercise. Pratt (1983:521-23) finds in the
extensive evidence from several documented cases a pattern of "a
minimal aind spiritless compliance to a narrow reading of the letter of
Canada's international obligations to adhere to an arms embargo." He
charges that the governiment "bas retreated significantly from the ex-
pected consequences of its 1977 policy statement" and that it bas adopted
a legalîstic interpretation of its obligations "while nevertheless present-
ing itself as an active opponent of South African racism." There is a wide
consensus that the Trudeau policy on South Afnica was long on rhetoric
and short on action.

Paradoxically it was left to the Conservatives, despite their "ideologi-
cal kinship" (Redekop, 1986:3) with Reagan and Thatcher, to do some-
thing as opposed to saying something about Apartheid. One academic
observer (Nossal, 1988:13) concluded that the policies of Mulroney
"seemned to overturn or abandon the cautious and anti-sanctionist ap-
proach that had been the mark of each post-war govemment up until
1984." Others expressed greater scepticism and viewed the new stance
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d as a more sophisticated continuation of strong rhetoric now backed by
inl greater financial assistance in the region, in order to placate critics of the
Ln Ongomng Canadian involvement with the Apartheid state. One academic

Went so far as to state at the end of 1985 that "there is a danger that its
(Canada's) foreign policy will be as problematic as that of the white

te regime itself '(Shaw, 1985:23).

y Il. THE RECORD 0F THE MULRONEY PERIOD
d

ýS During the first year of the Tory ascendency, no indication of an
it activist policy towards South Africa emerged. The first attempt to for-

d mulate new foreign policy in the green paper Competitiveness and
ttSecurity: Directions for Canada's International Relations, published in
y2 May 1986, devoted onîy one paragraph of platitudes to South Africa.
5 Subsequent chapters will explore in detail why the Mulroney administra-

tion departed from the long-standing liberal caution of keeping aloof, the
roles played by key mndividuals, how the entrenched bureaucratic oppo-

d sition against anti-Apartheid activism was overcome, who bore the costs
d 1 and Who benefitted from, the new direction. For now, it suffices to recali
e the escalating crisis in South Africa itself during the mid- 1980s which
a led even traitional conservatives to appreciate the preiction that Apart-

ýf heid was fostering revoîutionary radicalism. Far from holding the line
e against communism, as Pretoria portrayed itself, the Apartheid state was

- ncreasingly seen as paving the way to Soviet expansion. This strand of
conservative reasoning was compatible in its advocacy of active in-

- volvement with the longstanding left critique of an unreformable Apart-
heid state.

In the first year of the Mulroney government the relatively tiny but
vociferous chorus of NGOs, journalists and academics inveighed against
Ottawa, in typical formulations by Timothy Shaw (1985:.22-23) for
-i Sitting on the fence over South Africa" and for "responding too littie too
late to the whirlwinds." Shaw suggested moving our mission in South
Africa to a neighbouring Commonwealth capital because South African
behaviour "should put paid to lingering claims that South African ver-
ligtes [reformers] were bent on reforming apartheid." Shaw, like the
majority of observers from abroad, ruled out the internai liberalization
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process that had its early origins behind the intransigent facades of
Vorster and Botha and which culmmnated in de Klerk's formai abolition
of Apartheid laws. The foreign analysts echoed ANC strategies in ridi-
culing "non-violent change in a situation of officiai coercion as idealistic
in the extreme" (Shaw, 1985).

Beginning in mid- 1985 with a series of unexpected measures to
express Canada's impatience with the lack of reforma by a Iiterally
bankrupt oligarchy, officiai policy began to emphasize disassociation
with the Botha regime. The new stance culminated in the Prime Minis-
ter's October 23, 1985 UN speech:

Canada is ready, if there are no fundamental changes in South Africa, to
invoke total sanctions against that country and its repressive regime. More
than that, if there is no progress in the dismantling of Apartheid, relations
with South Africa may have to be severed absolutely.

The chronology of the various measures announced during the next
five years allows an evaluation of how far this promise has been met,
particularly when compared with the Trudeau period.

CANADIAN-SOUTH AFRICAN RELATIONS 1961-91

A CHRONOLOGY 0F CANADIAN ACTIONS AGAINST APARTHEID)

1961 Canada under Diefenbakçer supports expulsion of South Africa from
Commonwealth.

1963 Voluntary arms embargo ia announced.

1972 Funding of sporting links is banned.

1977 Canada joins mandatory UN arms embargo. Trade promotion is down-
graded. Sporting contacts are restricted.

1978 Code of Conduct for Canadian tirais in South Africa is established with vol-
untary reporting on compliance.

1980 Termination of pefèential tariff teatment accorded to South African goods
under the Canada-South Africa Tracte Agreement of 1932.
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1985 JULY--Sales of sensitive technology to the South African government and
its agencies are mncluded in the Canadian application of the UN arus em-
bargo. Canada also applies the voluntary UN embargo on imports of South
African ai-ms.

Canada-South Africa Double Taxation Agreement is abrogated. The insur-
ance to Canadian exporters to South Afiica by the Export Development Cor-
poration is terminated and the use of the Programme for Export Market
Development for South Africa is cancelled.

A voluntary ban on the sale of South African gold coins is introduced, ToIl-
processing of Namibian uranium is termiinated.

Public guidelines limiting sporting contacts are announced. Officiai con-
tacts, especially in milita-y, police and intelligence areas are restricted and
monitored.

SEPTEMB3ER-A spcCiaI fund 0f $1lm (with increases of $0.5m each sub-
sequent year) is established to provide through NGO's support for political
detainees and their famiàlies.

A voluritary ban on new loans to the South African government or ils agen-
cies is introduced and extended to the private sector in August 1986. A vol-
untary ban on the sale of petroleumn and petroleum products to, South Africa
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port holders have to apply for Canadian visas outside South Africa. Govem-
ment contracts with majority-owned South African companies are banned.

1987 JANUARY-The Prime Minister visits Zimbabwe and meets with heads of
frontipe states at Victoria Fals.

APRIi,-$5.8m are allocated to victims of Apartheid in fiscal year 1987/88.

AUGUST-The Prime Minister meets with Oliver Tambo in Ottawa and the
Extemnal Affairs Minister visits Zambia, Mocambique and South Africa

SEJYrMBER-An additionai $1.2mn is added to the $7m Canadian education
programme to date, including $0.5mi for labour education.

OCFOBER-COmmonwealth Meeting in Vancouver. Under its Okanagan Pro-
gramme, a Commonwealth Committee cf Foreign Ministers on Southem Af-
rica (CFM> is set 'up and chaired by Canada.

1988 FEBRUARY-F1rst CFM meeting in Lusaka with focus on security assistance
to front lime states, the tightening and impact cf sanctions and counter strate-
gies against South African censorship.

APR.-Assistance te Apartheid victims increased to ýý7_rn
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ing contacts between Canadians and South Africans wherever they take
place.

AuIausT-Fourth meeting of CFM in Canberra with focus on financial sanc-
tions by the private sector and rescheduling of South African dehts.

SEPM'ME-Whites reelect National Party on a platformn of negotiations but
n~o swTrender.

OÇFroBER--COMmonwealth meeting in Kuala Lumpur reaffirms sanctions
until evidence of "irreversible change" in South Africa.

1990) FEBRUARY-President de Klerk announces unbanning of all political organi-
zations and releases Nelson Mandiela and other political prisoners.
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OCrTOBER--CHOGM meeting in Harare confirms lifting of peoples' sanc-
fions and new initiatives for post-Apartheid reconstruction, particularly hu-
man-resource development.

DEcEmBER-The first multi-party talks in a "Convention for a Dernocratic
South Africa" (Codesa) are convened.

1992 MARiCH--6-8 percent of South African whites support de Klerk's reform proc-
ess in a referendum with an 85 percent tumnout of voters.
Termination of peferential tariff treatment accorded to South African goods
under the Canada-South Africa Trade Agreement of 1932.

Most analysts consider the enactment of the remaining Nassau sanc-
tions after the Commonwealth mini-summit in July 1986 in London as
dhe halimark of the activist poiicy. It is said to have "iost steamn" afier the
Vancouver summit a year later. Linda Freeman (1989:150) concludes
flot quite accurately: "There have been no additional sanctions since
1986." She calis the Canadian measures "mostly voiuntary." Even though
the mandatory ban on imports of South African agricultural products,
uranium, coal, iron and steel affected more than haif of Canada's trade
with South Afica, a different, littie-noticed shift was far more signifi-
cant and indicative for the future. From the beginning of 1987, Canada
finaily set aside its officiai ostracism of the ANC as a violent, commu-
nist-controiled, terrorist movement. Ottawa began to court ANC officiais
and redefine them as moderates. "Canada has been able to deveiop a
relationship of trust with the... .African National Congress that it is hoped
has heiped to strengthen the hand of black moderates," wrote Joe Clark
ini a letter to the Toronto Star (August 28, 1987). In August 1987 the
Prime Minister met with ANC president Oliver Tambo in Ottawa, the
third head of a Western state after the Swedish and Norwegian Prime
Ministers to do so, (exciuding the US Secretary of State who had
previously met with the ANC). That Ottawa and the other Western states
waited so long before estabishing officiai contacts-South African big
business had set up ties with Lusaka two years eariier-showed how
deepiy the coid war mentaiity was entrenched at this time. The sugges-
tion of working with Soviet counterparts to influence the ANC towards
negotîations was inconceivable to Ottawa in the nid- 1 980s although
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soon afterwards the Amnerican administration successfully pursued such
a policy with regard to the Cuban presence in Angola.

Cranford Pratt (1990) incisively compares Canada's marked interna-
tionalism with the North-South policy of like-minded middle-powers,
such as the Netherlands and the Scandinavian counitries. He concludes
that Canada's stance, besides being less mnclined toward social-demo-
cratic policies of reformist state intervention, also "bas not regarded
co-Ordinated. action with like-minded middle-powers as important to its
internationalism" (Pratt, 1990:15). Pratt's explanation for this unilater-
alismn is Canada 's predilection toward the Summit Seven, admittance to
which was considered a crowning success after a hard effort. His obser-
vation is confirmed by Canadian policy toward South Africa. One is
struck by how littie coordination has taken place with the very similar
efforts of many progressive European countries, particularly the Nordic
States and the Netheriands. Although the Canadian Prime Minister did
attempt to mnterest his G7 partners in a more activist South African policy
in 1987, he dropped the issue quickly afier being rebuffed.

The international arena where Canada could take the lead and did
co-ordinate its policy with others was the Commonwealth. Yet with the
self-imposed withdrawal of Britain from Commonwealth South African
initiatives and the minimal clout of most other Commonwealth members
on the issue, Commonwealth anti-Apartheid actions remnained largely
symbolic. Only Australia and Canada could put some limited teeth
behind the moral reprimand. In comparison with the G7 stances on
sanctions and their power to reward or punish, Pretoria could dismiss the
Commonwealth voice. For South Africa, the Commonwealth measures
amnounted to yet more annoying but predictable bad publicity. They
could be ridiculed because the frontline states were specifically ex-
empted from sanctions and continued trading with South Africa as a
matter of survival. This allowed Pretoria to dismiss the Commonwealth,
Or at least to construe its white members as pandering to their hypocriti-
cal black friends. Had there been a concerted effort by all the thirty-three
middle-power states in the North and South that Wood (1990) identifies,
its impact on South Africa could have been greater. Above ail, South
Africa would have found it more difficult to circumvent trade sanctions,
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if there had been a more uniform policy and co-ordinated policing
beyond the ritualistic UN declarations.

The Commonwealth Heads of Govemment Meeting (CHOGM) in
Harare 1991 was the test case as to how the Commonwealth would
survive without an anti-Apartheid focus as the common glue. For the
first time at a Commonwealth meeting, no new actions against South
Africa were tabled. On the contrary, the lifting of previous sanctions
formed part of the agenda. The Canadian Prime Minister had indicated
a desire not to be seen as inflexible. He also preferred a free hand for
Canada to move ahead unilaterally in case others blocked improved
relations with a reforming Apartheid state. Now Canada took the lead in
repealing some sanctions.

The CHOGM in Harare in 1991 lifted "people sanctions," namely
consular and visa restrictions, cultural and scientific boycotts, restric-
tions on tourism promotion and the ban on direct air links which Canada
never had anyway. The renewal of air links was tied to appropriate
affirmative action programmes by South African Airways. The lifting of
people sanctions was justified by the need to give "extemal support and
encouragement to democratic anti-Apartheid organizations in South
Africa and to permit free interaction with them." Such a rationale at this
time can be questioned on the grounds that the need to assist the South
African anti-Apartheid movement has always existed. If easier contact
is encouraged when the movements are unbanned, external support
would have been needed even more when the opposition was repressed.
Furthermore, it is unclear how apolitical tourism would benefit the
political opposition. Therefore, the measures must be interpreted as a
reward for de Klerk's liberalization programme as well as a belated
admission that the symbolic people sanctions were the least effective
measures. Tourism and scientific exchanges continued via third coun-
tries; the Canadian refusal to issue entry visas to Canada in South Africa,
but to do so at other Canadian missions abroad, mainly harassed the
wrong people. Only the ban on sporting contacts proved effective.

CHOGM 1991 proceeded from the controversial assumption "of the
crucial role sanctions had played in bringing about the changes so far"
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(Communique). It adopted the ANC strategy of a "programmed manage-
ment approach," linking any lifting of sanctions to progress in ending
Apartheid. Thus the arms embargo is to be maintained "until a new
post-Apartheid South African govemment is firmly established." Finan-
cial sanctions, particularly access to IMF and World Bank loans, are tied
to an agreement on the text of a new democratic constitution. Other
economic sanctions, including trade and investment measures, are to be
lifted when "appropriate transitional mechanisms have been agreed,
which would enable all the parties to participate fully and effectively in
negotiations." Significantly this passage does not mention the election
of a constituent assembly or even the concept of an interim govemment
as a precondition, as the ANC had hoped. Britain's urging to restore
growth to the South African economy as fast as possible found a sympa-
thetic resonance. In any case, the lifting of Japanese sanctions at the
same time and the repeal of the US Anti-Apartheid Act by the Bush
administration three months earlier makes any Commonwealth holdout
more a matter of principle than of practical impact. If it is true, as
Bernard Wood (1990:280) has suggested (in contrast to the stated Com-
monwealth assumption) that "change has come to South Africa primarily
for internal reasons and through the efforts of internal actors" then the
fragile internal constellation should now more than ever guide external
policies towards South Africa.

The uncoordinated lifting of sanctions encouraged the president of the
Canadian Exporters Association, James Taylor, to warn in September
1991 that "Canadian firms are in danger of being left out in the cold"
while their European and American competitors return to South Africa.
Prime Minister Mulroney, whom Canadian activists had reluctantly
hailed as a "fellow-traveller" of anti-Apartheid activity, was put on the
spot. Canadian critics on the left predicted that "the pro-business agenda
of the Mulroney government, bent, however slightly, out of round over
South Africa, will now find itself fitting quite comfortably within such a
global agenda" (SAR, July 1991), i.e., an agenda of IMF recolonization
for South Africa. Subsequent lifting of restrictions on the export of
high-tech items in January 1991 was interpreted as proof of a sham
policy all along.
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1II. CANADIAN-SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

As is well known, Canadian-South African economie relations have
always been comparatively small. Canadian trade with South Africa
fluctuated around 0.5 percent of Canadian total imports and even less of
Canadian total exports. Only in the 1940s did Canadian exports to South
Africa approach close to 3 percent of the total and outweigh imports by
a considerable margin. Since the early 1 970s the current ratios have been
consistent.

Table I
Canadian Investments In South Africa 1%9-1990 ($ millions)

Year Amnount Year Amount
1969 65 1980 115
1970 73 1981 239
1971 Ili 1982 200
1972 106 1983 189
1973 105 1984 135
1974 107 1985 105
1975 126 1986 184
1976 126 1987 135
1977 116 1988 5
1978 153 1989 10
1979 148

Source: Canadas International Invesrrnent Position Cat. No.
67-202, puhlished under the authoritv of the Minister oflIndustry,
Science and Technolog, April 1991.

Canadian direct investment in South Africa, too, amounts to well
under 1 percent of total Canadian foreign investmnent. It has been around
0. 1 percent and lower since the 1 960s. Despite the lack of promotion of
Canadian investments in South Africa since 1977, actual investment
doubled from, $1 16m CAD in 1977 to $239m in 1981 (see Table 1).
Directly controlled, Canadian investment in South Africa only took a
dramatic drop in 1988 as a result of the divestment campaign and
increased risk perception which led to the sale of major companies or
their shareholdings in South Africa. Third party investment in South
Africa which initially increased from $164m in 1985 to, $508m in 1987
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showed a similar dramatic decline in 1988. Canadian business had
reluctantly abandoned South Africa as a high risk and a public relations
embarrassment. "hle some of the disinvestment capital may have gone
to other African states, as Table 2 suggests, most of the Canadian assets
withdrawn fromn South Africa did not end up in other areas of the
continent.

Table 2
Third Party Investment Controlled From Canada 1985-89

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
South Africa 164 428 508 12 4
Other Africa 236 168 28 116 126

The Canadian trade figures of less than one-haif percent of total
Canadian imports and exports are proportionally higher when calculated
from the South African side. About 2 percent of South African total
exports went to Canada until recently and about 1 percent of South
Africa's imports came from Canada. This means that a total embargo of
Canadian-South African trade would harmn South Africa comparatively
more than Canada. The figures also reflect that both countries have a
similar economy and are not dependent on each other. Moreover, they
compete with simnilar products within, similar markets.

The new activist Canadian policy since 1985 is not reflected in the
country's trade relations until 1987. The Canadian imports from. South
Africa had increased from, roughly $200m in the early eighties to $373m
in 1986. However, in 1987 imports dropped sharply to $ 1O0m and stayed
at this level until the early 1990s (see Table 3). Exports to South Africa
were usually 20-50 percent lower than imports. They stayed roughly at
the same level of between $1 00m and $200m during the 1 970s and 80s
and did not show the samne fluctuations as imnports.

The major Canadian export item was sulphur for the South African
fertilizer industry which, in tumn, also, supplied most of the demand in the
frontline states. The bulk of the continuing imports were in the category
of iron and steel products, precious stones and metals, wool, aluminium
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and machinery or mechanical appliances. None of the imported items

Were vital for the Canadian economy in the sense that no other source

countries or substitutes couldi be found. However, some of the continued

South African imports would have been more expensive or their source

country behind the Iron Curtain less reliable, if ail trade with the Apart-

heid state had been outlawed.

The reluctance to restrict Canadian exports has been attributed to "in

Part, a certain ambivalence as to whether exports should be encouragedi

as a way of eroding Pretoria's foreign exchange reserves. .. .or dîscour-

aged" (Anglin, 1989: A97). If there ever was such a calculation, it was

Ilistaken since Canadian exports amounted to less than one per cent of

South Africa' s total imports and, therefore, could hardly be said to affect

Pretoria's balance of payments. What seems more likely is Canada's

hesitation to forfeit profits from the sales. Ottawa did not wish to offend

fleedlessly some vociferous exporters and be accused of harming strug-

gling Canadian firms for faraway political conditions. Thus, it proved

much easier for the government to restrict imports for which other

Suppliers could readily be found in most cases while new markets for

exports were more difficuit to locate.

The 1986 sharp rise ini imports to $373mn from the previous $228m

seemns largely due to the anticipation of additional trade restrictions as

Well as the exceptional purchase of three South African Airways aircraft

by Canadian Pacific. Here is a clear example of the way in which

Canadian business circumvented government intentions by stockpiling

mnore gonds from. South Africa. Private Canadian firms demonstrated by

this action that appeals to principles and voluntary compliance did not

Work and only legal restrictions could achieve the desired effect. How-

'-ver, the sudden rise of imports from neighbouring countries, particularly

Swaziland (sugar) and Namibia (which mnexplicably was not subject to

sanctions) also points to other circumrventions of legal measures.

A similar situation had arisen earlier in Namibia where Canadian

f'rms continued to operate despite various International Court of Justice

rlings. The Amenican scholar Richard Payne (1987) points out that, for

exoample, Falconbridge, in partnership with the South African govern-
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ment, held a 75 percent share in Oamites cooper mines, and a 25 percent
share in a Namibian platinumn mine until February 1987 when it sold its
South African holdings. The government decision not to protect Cana-
dian companies did not even end the importation of Namibian uranium
by Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., a govemment owned corporation. It proc-
essed this uranium under contract with foreign utilities until July 1985
when Joe Clark ordered that ail toll-processing of Namibian uranium
should stop. Precise govemment measures that either criminalize busi-
ness behaviour or substantially increase costs also account for the 50
percent decline of South African imports in 1982 from the prevîous
$403m to $2 19m. In 1980 Canada terminated. preferential tariff treat-
ment accorded to South African products since the Canada-South Africa
Trade Agreement of 1932.

The experience that mere exhortations by govemment are ignored by
its own agencies-let alone private companies-unless backed by legal
specifications, was also demonstrated by the behaviour of the Canadian
Wheat Board. It increased its wheat sales to South Africa in 1986 at the
very time when Prime Minister Mulroney was urging other Common-
wealth states to impose stricter sanctions against Pretoria. A similar
embarrassment was caused to Joe Clark during a Commonwealth For-
eign Ministers meeting in Harare in 1989. The news that the Bank of
Nova Scotia had underwi-itten a loan to Minorco, the Luxemburg-based
subsidîary and foreign investment arm of Anglo America, exposed the
Canadian stance as double-speak in the eyes of its African critics,
although no Canadian laws had been violated. It was experiences such
as those that undermined Ottawa's contention that sanctions loopholes
had been plugged, and deprived it of the moral high ground.

IV. THE SANCTIONS DEBATE RECONSIDERED

The major criticism of Canada's sanctions measures fromn the NGOs
focused on their voluntary nature and limited scope. In the words of
Renate Pratt (1990:118), the first director of the Task Force on the
Churches and Corporate Responsibility (TCCR): " ...none of the govern-
ment sanctions, which were announced with considerable fanfare, had
legislative backing. They therefore lacked any means of enforcement
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and proved too feeble to withstand the efforts of determined opponents
to undermine them." The demand to impose mandatory comprehensive
economie sanctions became a standard for moralîy correct Canadians, as
even the conservative Globe and Mail (February 2, 1989) complained
that the goverm-ent "has flot yet made a convincing argument agarnst
it." In light of Mulroney's 1985 UN speech which held out the prospect
of a total breakoff of relations, anything falling short of this promise
smacked of stalling or retreat.

flowever, the govemment did ban imports of South African agricul-
tural Products, uranium, coal, iron and steel. In its July 1987 brief to the
Minister of Extemnal Mffairs, the Canadian Council of Churches con-
ceded that this ban "covers the bulk of imports to Canada" (Green,
1990:211) although the Council would have preferred to have the re-
maining imiports included as well. Banning by governmentfiat was done
under the legisiative authority of the UN Act in the case of the armis
embargo and under the "Import and Export Control Act" in the case of
trade restrictions. Fmnancial sanctions relied on voluntary compliance
Only and hardly needed time-consuming legisiation to convince bankers
to stay away, given the state of the South African economy.

Renate Pratt (1990:118) cites "the enormous surge in Canada-South
Africa tracte figures for 1988 and 1989" in support of her thesis that "we
are left with fluffy public relations exercises designed to divert public
expectations away from the promise of further sanctions in order to save
face for the government and preserve the remnants of a progressive
image." However, the evidence hardly bears out this blanket condemna-
tion. The combined value of imports from and exports to South Africa
amounted to $2 84m in 1988 and $307m in 1989 as compared to $424m
in 1984, $3 8 lm in 1985, $525m in 1986 and $205m in 1987. The figures
for 1988 andt 1989, therefore, can hardly be called "an enormous surge"
comParect with the four previous years; at most they could be more
accurateîY labelled a 50 percent increase over 1987 only, but could also
be interPretect as a substantial decline over the 1984-86 trade figures.
This does flot even take into accounit the reminder that trade should be
aPPropâiateîy measurect in volume rather than value. Jon Harkness (1990),
Who insists on this distinction, argues that the volume of Canada's
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imports from South Africa has fallen as intended, even though their
value may have risen.

It is unclear and highly controversial to what extent shifts in trade and
investments were influenced by govemment actions, lobbying efforts,
negative publicity or increased risk perceptions. Some Canadian lobby-
ists, be they from the churches, the unions or other NGOs, would seem
to overrate their influence on govemment-as does the South African
embassy. In determining which factors shaped govemment policy on
South Africa, Robert Mathews (1990:171) has insisted that "interna-
tional events and pressures had a far greater impact than did lobbyists
within Canada." The well-argued briefs by the TCCR, the biting cri-
tiques by academics or the ridicule by opposition MPs and editorials
provided new ideas for a more activist policy and paved the way in
reassuring government that it had public support in venturing into un-
charted waters. However, it was ultimately the outside pressure-Can-
ada's standing in the Commonwealth, the failed mission of the Eminent
Persons group, the need to adopt a higher visibility as a newly elected
member of the Security Council together with the ever more shocking
TV reports about the situation inside South Africa-that fuelled the more
activist policy. Matthews's (1990:172) laconic summary in his review of
the role of the churches is worth repeating: "It is unlikely that the
Canadian government would have taken the steps it did under pressure
from the churches," as the official inertia on other equally valid church
interventions proved.

The great success of the Task Force on Churches and Corporate
Responsibility, for example lay not in writing policy and not even in
sensitizing public opinion but in pioneering the method of challenging
corporate complicity on Apartheid and other atrocities worldwide. The
boardrooms and shareholder meetings had to take the persistent ques-
tioning and measured briefs of respectable church people much more
seriously than the predictable sloganeering of student radicals or social-
ist academics. With their impeccable moral claims, their idealistic vision
of a more just and secure world order in which the corporate sector had
important social responsibilities, the minority church representatives
exercised true symbolic power. They practised the politics of embarrass-
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ment. They raised the hassie factor to such an extent that even without
legisiation, the Canadian banks themselves established restrictions on
South African boans, Alcan Canada sold its South African interests.
Falconbridge sold its mine in 1983 and Rio Algom its interest in the
Roâssing Uranium operation in Namibia. 'Me withdrawal was motivated
both by increased risk perception and by thue realization that the small
South African exposure of transnationals did not warrant the dispropor-
tionate corporate energy and negative publicity.

During the Trudeau period, a simplistic dichotomy informed both
non-interventionist liberals and their more radical critics. Thus the 1970
govemment's White Paper speaks of the "essentially irreconcilable aims
of the white and black population in Southem Africa,"' as if a racial war
Were inevitably programmed. The critics of government mnactivity in this
Confrontation similarly deny "that there are any significant liberal ten-
dencies witbin these regimes which may yet transform them" (Black
Paper, 1970: 10). Yet the Portuguese regime was transformed by its own
armY Only four years after this assessment was written and even the
intransigent Apartheid ideologues eventually liberalized without being
defeated.

Denial of the possibility of political compromise forces Canadian
activists to choose sides. As moralists, they would want to support the
OPPressed ini the predetermined confrontation, regardless of the methods
emnployed or the consequences: "Armed resistance is justified in cases of
flagrant injustice" declares the Black Paper (13), in opposition to the
Officiai rejection of the violence of the oppressed. Most moral philoso-
phers. Who endorse this doctrine of a just war would qualify it with the
Proviso that there must be a reasonable prospect that the armed struggle
does flot make things worse for the victims 2 If it were fairly likely that
the violent resistance, no matter how just the cause, were to lead to

1 Quloteci in Cornmittee for a Just Canadian Policy Toward Africa, "The Black Paper: An
Alternative Poficy for Canada Towards Southem Africa," Behind the Headlines, 30, 1, September
1970, p.8

2 See, for example, Barrington Moore, Reflecrions on the Causes of Hurnan Misery and Upon
Certaîn Proposais to Elirninate Thern, Boston: Beacon Press, 1969.
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greater misery or even the annihilation of its initiators, that would
amount flot to liberation but to suicide. Yet the Canadian voices on South
Africa, as represented in the Black Paper, do flot entertain such strategie
distinctions. Instead, they merely advocate a morally correct position.

Similar to the blanket endorsemnent of "armned resistance" by Canadian
activists, total sanctions were advocated, regardless of their effects or the
potential benefits which a contmnued Canadian diplomatic presence could
bring to the disenfranchised. On the other side, the liberal govemrment
argued equally bluntly: 'We do not believe that global economnic sanc-
tions agamnst South Africa are appropriate, we do flot believe that they
can be effective, and we do not believe that they would promote the
changes we desire in South Africa" (Mark MacGuigan in Pratt, 1983:512).

Both sides fail to take into account that somne sanctions clearly assist
the cause of the subordinates while others impede it. Selective sanctions
could be used as levers for empowermnent. For example, somne invest-
ments could be clearly tied to benefiting black workers or anti-Apartheid
organizations. Subject to the approval of the respective community, the
powerless could be empowered with a strong bargaining tool for unions
or civic orgaflizations. (An example of a disempowering sanction is the
blanket cultural boycott, particularly the refusal of American and British
publishers to supply any books to South Africa 3) Such strategic reason-
ing was mnissing before 1985. It was finally introduced when Canadian

3 The president of a US publishing bouse replied tu an author who had objected that his social
science books were prohibited from sale in South Africa: "Unfortunately, we had no real choice
in the matter. Some of the largest muicipalities in the United States have adopted ordinances
which prnhihit them from buying books from publishers who seil to South Africa. In order to
continue to do business with such customners, we were forced to warrant that we would flot seil
to South Africa. We protested their action but to no avail" (Robert Hageistein. President of
Greenwood Press, Private Correspondence, 22/2/89). The progressive Cape Town publisher
David Philip described such overseas colleagues as "unwitting partners', in government's
attempts to restrict the flow of tbought and information. 'Me foreiga boycotters facilitate the
work of the South African censor and further harm those suffering under restrictive practices.
An cqually senseless move was the ban of South African books at fairs abroad, when there was
a simultaneous protest against the suppression of news fromn South Africa.
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Policy had exhausted its arsenal of what it considered tolerable sanctions
and shifted instead toward aiding the victims of Apartheid.

In short, the Canadian arguments on South Africa by both sides during
the 1970s and early 1980s reveal a preoccupation with moral stances, as
OPposed to a concemn with pragmatic solutions. Trudeau sought to
Preserve trade despite "revulsion" against Apartheid. Recognizing the
inconsistency, he admitted, "we should either stop trading or stop con-
demning" (quoted in Black Paper, 1970: 1). His critîcs engaged primarily
in condemning, whether they were church people or supporters of a more
far reaching left programme. In this respect the Canadian Left differed
from its European counterparts. For example, the German trade unions
or French Communists were always ready to cut a deal with immoral
regirnes, provided it improved the lot of workers, both at home and
abroad. Indeed, the hallmark of European Marxists, particularly Lenin-
ists, which is to manoeuvre with tactical alliances in order to advance the
le-ft cause, is alien to the North American moral thinking on both the Left
and the Right. Here the world is viewed as a battie between good and
evil, and Apartheid colonialismn represented the epitome of wickedness.
Therefore, Canada had to cleanse itself above ail from ail collusion.
Mo1raîists are not so much interested in a tolerable outcome as in purity.
This explains the lack of strategic debates on how a negotiated compro-
Mise could be achieved. Indeed, to this day, many Canadian South
Africanists suspect that any accommodation violates principles. Com-
Promises are considered morally suspect. The distrust of a negotiated
settlement is onîy matched by the greater dedication to, the movement
that excîusiveîy represents morality. In order to understand dominant
Canadian attitudes toward another country, it seems necessary te, look
also at factors such as immigration, tourism and media reporting in
addition to the actions of policymakers and lobbyists.

VSOUTH AFRICAN IMMIGRANTs AND CANADIAN TouRisTs

Immigrants to Canada with last permanent residence in South Africa
niake up between 10-20 percent of ail immigrants from, Africa. No racial
statistics are kept, but it is safe to, assume the majority of emigrants fromn
S'luth Africa were whites and professionals. The majority seem to have
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fitted in well into Canadian society, although several have complained
about Canadian nonrecognition of South African qualifications.

Table 4
Emigrants from South Africa to Canada, 1980-90

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 19901,370 1,428 993 454 321 365 938 1,845 1,672 1,558 [1,079

While emigration is obviously influenced by many factors, including
the changing laws of Canada, more people depart in times of political
unrest, albeit with a delayed appearance in the statistics. The upheavals
in the late 1970s as well as in the mid- 1980s led to a marked increase in
emigrants with a clear dip between 1983 and 1985. For most South
Africans, Canada is terra incognita with few contacts or relatives. About
70 percent of emigrants from South Africa settled in Ontario, with B.C.
and Alberta the next most popular provinces. Among South African
medical doctors, Saskatchewan has become renowned as an opportunity
to earn a good salary as compensation for an adverse climate. The emigre
South Africans in Canada form mostly a "refugee bourgeoisie," similar
to many Asian immigrants where high qualifications or substantial
wealth lead to a search for political stability, personal security and better
economic opportunities. Few South Africans in the 1980s departed for
strictly political reasons in opposition to Apartheid. On the contrary,
perhaps more were motivated by the imminent dissolution of Apartheid
and the prospect of black rule. In 1988, for example, most of the South
African immigrants came as independents: 1,081 out of a total of 1,672,
212 as family members, 235 as assisted relatives, 83 as entrepreneurs
and only 40 as refugees. A similar pattern holds for the rest of the decade.

The frequency with which the possibility of emigration to Canada was
mentioned in the focus sessions, particularly the loss of medical doctors,
may justify some closer scrutiny of alternative policies. Radical critics
of Canada's immigration rules have suggested a halt to the brain drain
from South Africa by a drastic change of Canadian law. South African
doctor Barry Kistnasamy (SAR, November 1991) advocates a total ban
on professional immigrants by Canada:
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You get the Canadian govemment, for instance, saying they are clearly on
the side of social change in South Africa and yet they accept ail our trained
People. We are saying: Close the doors! Likewise the United States and
Australia. Close the doors to the skill drains from South Africa. Alterna-
tively. if you want to drain people from South Africa, there are people in
the peri-urban squatter camps who would happily improve the quality of
their lives and would probably want to corne to Canada. They should be
Offered immigration.

Ilowever, Canada's immigration rules are specially designed to ex-
PlOit the brain drain and flot to relieve poverty. Only when the self-inter-
est of the Canadian medical profession in guarding its monopoly is
fllObilized to keep newcomers from receiving a licence to practise, can
the South Afican activist position expect a halt in the medical brain
drain to Canada. A more justifiable arrangement would be an exchange
relationship by which the medical bodies in both countries ensure that
the numbers of foreign doctors admitted equals the number of medical
emigrants. If Canadian medical students or interus were expected as part
If their training to practise a year in rural South Africa or other Third
World countries, the asymmetrical health provisions between North and
South could also be addressed to mutul benefit. It has also been
suggested in Sothfl Africa that passports or degree certificates should be
Withheld until the new doctor has compensated the country for the
investment in his/her training through a period of service. However,
Ultimlately a far more effective and non-punitive measure lies in ensuring
better salaries and working conditions for health professionals in South
Africa itself. Particularly, if career advancement were tied to community
service and not only to work in the modem private setting, the country
'Ould eventually extend its excellent urban medical services into areas
Where it is most needed.

The heterogeneous background and mixed motivations of South Afri-
Cari immigrants explain their relative lack of political activity, compared

ýihther immnigrant groups in Canada. A South African organized
diaspora in support of their former homeland does not exist and would
be Overshadowed by the more broad-based anti-Apartheid groups in
Most major Canadian cities.
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Since legal emigrants are restricted in the amount of capital they can
bring with them from South Africa, many frequently retum "home" for
business or holiday purposes, despite the long distance. They form a part
of a relatively small but constant tourist stream between the two coun-
tries. The Canadian ban on the promotion of tourism to South Africa
seemed to have had a temporary impact, as the 50 percent drop in visitors
from Canada to South Africa in 1986 indicates. However, by 1990 when
the ban was still in effect, arrival figures had almost reached the pre-ban
level. Tourism to South Africa from Canada may primarily reflect cheap
charter flights and the availability of package tours. Since South African
Airways together with the European IATA carriers exercised a tight
monopoly over the South African routes and refused landing rights for
regular charter carriers, cheaper mass tourism from North America and
Europe into the Apartheid state never fully developed. However, South
Africa possesses the modem infrastructure, pleasant climate and varied
natural attractions for a massive expansion of tourism, particularly from
Europe.

Table 5
Visitors from Canada to South Africa 1984-1990

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
12,942 13,006 8,103 8,308 9,240 10,789 12,078

VI. CANADIAN AID AND TRADE IN THE REGION

Canadian money spent in the Apartheid-state constitutes only a tiny
percentage of the aid disbursed in the Southem African region as a
whole, defined here as the states of the 10 member Southem African
Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).

Canada actively supported the United Nations plan for Namibian
independence. More than 500 Canadian Forces personnel and 100 RCMP
officers joined the United Nations Transitional Assistance Group
(UNTAG) together with several election supervisors and technical ex-
perts. Various Canadian groups monitored the election. The Canadian
contribution to UNTAG amounted to $18m in addition to $4m in hu-
manitarian and development aid, especially assistance for the return of
exiles and refugees.
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CIDA is involved in many SADCC-defined priority sectors, ranging
from assistance to rehabilitating the war-torn transportation system in
Mozambique and Angola, to the energy, agriculture and te lecommunie a-

tossectors. Smaller projects encompass feasibility analysis, research,
training and institutional support.

Although government to govemment assistance to Southemn Africa
has nearly tripled from $58.79m in 1980/81 to $159.59m in 1988/89, the
country to country disbursements (of which G-G assistance comprises
aPproxîmately 80 percent) have remained at about 9 percent of Canada's
total country to country aid disbursements.

CIDA has traditionally directed most of its aid monies in Southem
Aýfrica to Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe in that order. As of 1983
SAýDCC became a CIDA programming unit, reflecting, "CIDA 's belief
that the nine country conference is the key to, the region' s future, and that
the countries must join together if they are to resolve their problems"
(CIDA, 1984:13).

Significant aid disbursements to SADCC did flot begin until 1984/85.
Frior to that time, aid, "designed to promote economic liberation through
coordinated development initiatives" (ibid.) was disbursed dîrectly to
the member countries. As of 1984/85, separate monies, in relatively
Sflbstantial amounts, were allocated to SADCC itself. Nonetheless, aid
disbursements on a country to country basis did not cease nor in mosi
cases diminish.

Insofar as "SADCC has worked at identifying the areas of greatest
eclIOnic dependence (on RSA) and opportunities for regional integra-
t'on" (ibid: 14), CIDA has directed its SADCC funding to meet those
ends. This has specifically resulted in a funding focus on infrastructural
and humian resource development. For example;

1982/83: Canada, France and Portugal participate in rehabilitation of
614 km. of railway line in Mozambique. Canada supplied steel rail and
turnouts at a cost of $20m. "This project will also benefit the hard-
Pressed Canadian railway supply industry" (ibid.).
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1984/85: $1 .7m for agricultural research system improvement; $2.7m
for technical assistance in the development of self-sustaining forestry
programs; $6m for technical assistance in transport and communication
programmmng.

1985/86: $13 .9m designated to be spent on the development of com-
munication systems between SADCC countries. $2.6m for the extension
of power lines in Botswana.

It is noteworthy that Canadian aid to SADCC countries in most cases
exceeds the trade with Canada. On the whole, the trade is quite small
with the exception of Angola and Zimbabwe. Extraordinary exceptions
in the trade statistics are the huge 1990 import figures from Swaziland,
Lesotho and Namibia compared to exports, which in the case of tiny
Swaziland with only 700,000 inhabitants are nearly 40 times higher than
exports from Canada. The Canadian "trade deficit" can easily be ex-
plamned with the deceptive labellmng of South African goods which was
supposed to beat the trade sanctions. It is also indicative that in 1990 in
the case of Zambia, Tanzania and Malawi the value of trade with Canada
was roughly the same or even lower than ten or twenty years ago.
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2. CANADIAN PUBLIC OPINION AND
MEDIA REPORTING

Globe & Mail (February 1, 1992) headline:
"White rulers preparing to surrender powo-."
Comment by a leading Afrikaner nationalist:
"That's news to me!"

Jin his comprehensive account of
Canada's diplomatie relations with South Africa published in 1982,
BrÎan Tennyson (1982:xv) refers to "the rare occasions when South
African issues have pushed their way mnto Canadian consciousness." The
fOllo)Wîng decade surely overtumed this observation and catapulted the
APartheid-state on to, the front pages and evening news so frequently that
at the very least it permeated into the fickle awareness of ail politically
lnterested North Americans.

IOPINION SUR VEYS

Ail opinion polis from the mid- 1980s onwards consistently show that
about two-thirds of Canadians are aware "of the troubles in South Africa
lnv'Olving the black population and the government. "MTis figure rises to
82 percent in British Columbia but drops inexplicably to 48 percent in
the Atlantic provinces and 44 percent in Quebec (Gallup, March 23,
1989). Asked in February 1987 whether their sympathies lie more with
the black population or the South African government, 70 percent of the
aware group" opt for blacks, 6 for the South African govemment, 14

tboth Or neither, 10 don't know. The same survey also tested whether the
aWare" respondents believed "the South African government will even-

tually grant fufll political power to the black majority by peaceful means-
Or that the blacks will only achieve power by violent means?" Only
Glein-four (26 percent) thought that peaceful means will gain blacks
POlitical power, whiie a majority (59 percent) placed their hope in force
and 15 percent had no opinion. The replies refleet an emerging majority
opinion behind stronger actions against Apartheid.
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However, a majority of Canadians do flot dlaim to "be familiar" with
Canadian govemment policies and actions against Apartheid. A survey
commissioned by Extemnal Affairs in September 1989 concludes that the
"level of awareness of the policies. ... is flot high." Nonetheless, Canadi-
ans recognised accurately that "Canada has stopped some, but flot ail
trade" (69 percent) as opposed to "Canada is doing nothing" (11 percent)
or "Canada has stopped ail trade" (10 percent).

Table 8
Recommended Canadian Policy 1985-89

Should Not Maintain Cut Off Don't
interfère Relations Relations Know

1985 23 47 26 4
1986 22 40 35 3
1987 20 51 281
1989 13 47 35 5

Source: Gallup. March 23, 1989

Dependent very much on how the questions about specific Canadian
policies were formulated in the different surveys, a plurality of the
general public supported the Canadian government actions while a
substantial. minority wanted to go much further. A radicalisation of
public opinion emerges as a clear trend between 1985 and 1989. A
Gallup question about the three options of (1) not interfering, (2) main-
taining relations "while urging them to abandon their Apartheid policies"
and (3) condemning and cutting off ail relations, reveals the broad
picture best. In Angus Reid Polis in 1988 and 1989, a remarkable 41/44
percent of respondents thought "we should be tougher in termns of
political and economic sanctions," while 29/27 percent thought the
current policy "about right," and 12 percent "already too tough." When
the question mentioned that "it was revealed that Canada's trade with
South Africa has increased over the past year," 51 percent advocated
"tougher sanctions," as opposed to 33 percent "no" and 16 percent
"4unsure."

These survey resuits wouid indicate that far from leading a conserva-
tive public in militant policies, as the activist policy was frequently
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Portrayed, the Mulroney government lagged behind public opinion. In
the same Angus Reid survey (where the questions seemn to be slightly
biased towards greater activism) 65 percent of Canadians favour "clear
rules and regulations that Canadian business must follow" in its South
African trade as opposed to 28 percent supporting "voluntary guide-
lines." However, only a minority of 28 percent back a "complete em-
bargo" of trade while 63 percent advocate continued trade, aibeit with
restrictions. In the DEA 1988 survey 45 percent of Canadians favoured
mnore sanctions "even if this means some Canadians wiIl lose their jobs"
(32 percent opposed). Confronted with the statement that trade "restric-
tions hurt the blacks more than the South African government," 53
Percent stili opt for restrictions. Similar resuits are yielded by questions
On Whether Canada should give financial assistance to victims of Apart-
heid (Yes-48 percent) and "help pay for the education of black South
ýAfricans" (Yes-4 i percent). In the Reid survey, 56 percent disapprove
of South African wine being sold by provincial liquor control boards (35
Percent approve), "one of the largest gasoline retailers in Canada being
Owned by a multinational company with major interests in South Africa"
(Sheil) elicits 55 percent disapproval which increases to 68 percent
tOwards Canadian banks making boans to South African subsidiaries in
E~urope.

The only issue on which Canadians strongly disagree with Ottawa
actions and display a decidedly pro-South African view is on sports
contacts. In total contradiction to the previously outlined militancy, fully
74 percent of Canadians believed in 1989 that "Canada should lift its ban
011 Canadian athietes competing with South African athietes, because

te hnk "politics should be left out of sports." In short, Canadians are
Wllling to boycott South African wines and oranges, if need be, but
relucat to tolerate interference in Springbok rugby matches, cricket,
teflrii Or golf toumaments. In this respect the lifting of "peoples-sanc-
tions" at the end of 1991 proved most popular.

Our Own Gallup poîî in October 1991 reveals much softer attitudes on
sanctions in the light of developments in South Africa since February
1990. Although the ANC and Mandela at the time had repeatedly advo-
caked Maintaining or even intensifying sanctions unil real changes had
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occurred, only a minority of Canadians now agree with this position.
There is also evidence of a much greater uncertainty than in previous
surveys. The category of "don't know/uncertain/don't care," as ex-
pected, is highest among lower income groups (40 percent). housewives
(55 percent), among people with elementary education only (56 percent)
and among French-speaking Canadians (50 percent), as opposed to 26
percent among English-speakers. Why Quebec pays so littie attention to
a divided society with similar problems, aibeit of a different language,
warrants further study on its own. Don Munton and Timothy Shaw's
(1987:11) explanation of an identical difference in an earlier survey
blamed the poor "coverage of 'British' and Commonwealth subjects" in
the Quebec media. With regard to similar disinterest in the Maritimes,
they point to "both lower levels of education and the typically poor
international coverage by the region's press."

Table 9
Canadians on Sanctions Against South Africa

Gallup Poil - National Omnibus - October 2-5, 1991

The Canadian government follows a policy of various
sanctions and boycotts against South Africa. Given recent
developments in South Africa, what do you think Canada
should now do with regards to sanctions?

(N 1053)%
End Sanctions 17.0
Relax Sanctions (Le., end some/keep others) 17.8
Maintain Sanctions at Current Level 27.8
Intensify Sanctions Until South Africa Changes 4.9
Don't Know/Uncertain/Don't Care 32.1
Not Stated .4

100

Finally, it seems noteworthy that those who favour ending or relaxing
sanctions in 1991 feature twice as highly (41 percent) among university
and college educated respondents than persons without higher educa-
tion, and they are predominantly maie rather than female (42 percent
against 27 percent). Whether such statistically significant attitudinal
differences resuit from better information on South Africa or a broader
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syndrome of different predispositions among subsections would require
a much dloser exploration than a national opinion survey can reveal.

The surveys, of course, also say littie about the intensity of feelings on
South Africa, i.e., whether the topie ranks as a relatively high priority on
a persons emotive political scale or is peripheral, compared with more
illteresting or pressing problems dloser to home.

To this end, an overview of the media reporting on South Africa seems
useful, at least as far as the expression of sentiments by an intellectual
elite of opinion makers is concemred. A content analysis of media
Coverage can reveal not only how public opinion originates but why
opinions shift, and emotions wax and wane. It can also identify the biases
Of media reporting as well as its accuracy in reflecting a foreign reality.

SISULU IN VANCOUVER

Canada-South Africa relations
at the grass-root level are full of
noble intentions, contradictions
and ironies. A single event on a
balniy Monday evening in down-
tOWn Vancouver on September
16, 1991 captured many of these
paIradoxes. Oxfam-Canada had
'flvited the Vancouver public to, "a
vision for a Post-Apartheid South
Africa" with Walter and Albertina
SiSUlu at St. Andrew's Wesley
Church in the shadow of the B.C.
Hydro building.

Walter Sisulu, the 80 year old
OePuty President of the ANC and
his wife Albertina, the Deputy
flead of the ANC's Women 's
League, are revered symbols of
heroi1c resistance who draw large

crowds in South Africa, second
only to Mandela with whom Wal-
ter Sisulu shared 25 years of im-
prisonment. The large Anglican
cathedral however was filled with
not more than 200 people in the
first pews, signallmng a waning in-
terest in South African affairs in
Canada. The audience comprised
a motley crowd of South African
exiles, loyal femnale church-goers,
long-time political activists for
various causes and our 20 stu-
dents for whom a regular class
had been cancelled. Establishment
figures and television crews were
absent among the predominantly
middle-aged listeners from alter-
native subcultures, markedly con-
trasting with the immaculately
attired ANC representatives. In-
stead Greenpeace supporters and
zealous Trotskyite activists of the
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"Socialist Challenge Section of
the Fourth International in the
Canadian State" vied for attention
with leaflets celebrating the "Vic-
tory of Soviet Workers" by de-
feating the Stalmnist Coup. A table
by the Spartacus bookshop with
many tities of the standard lore on
South Africa and Native land
dlaims hardly sold a copy. None-
theless, here was the core of Ca-
nadian idealists without whom a
commitment to the cause of the
Third World could flot have been
sustamned.

The grand old church had
probably neyer before seen a
leader of the self-defined Marx-
ist-Leninist South African Com-
munist Party enter the pulpit and
with raised fist address those
gathered as "comrades." "Amand-
Nla" (power) shouted the grey-
haired dignitary with a weak
voice; "Awethu" (to the people) a
few blacks replied nostalgically,
together with a few "with-it" de-
velopment workers on the hard
benches below. Five Canadian
women, dressed in the green-yel-
low-black ANC colors and billed
as the "Euphonious Feminist
Non-Performing Quintet" sang in
beautiful Xhosa "We are the chil-
dren of Africa." Chief George
from the B.C. Indîan Tribal Coun-
cil introduced the guest with the
solidarity of a fellow member of
the oppressed. However, he could
hardly pronounce Sisulu's naine
and falsely equated the Canadian

Native struggle for recognition of
First Nation status and separate
citizenship with the ANC goal of
a unified and integrated state with
a common citizenship.

'Me feminist choir and the
promised "non-sexist South Af-
rica" notwithstanding, Sisulu
talked about "the noble idea that
mani should be free..., man re-
quired shelter, man required
somethmng to eat... .and Apartheid
racialisin is a shameful mark in
the history of mankind." At the
end, he thanked the "Mr. Chair-
man," although the gathering was
chaired by a woman. However,
probably everyone forgave the
sympathetic gentleman froin an-
other generation for his linguistic
lapses but was also eager to hear
from his wife. A formidable activ-
ist in her own right, Albertina
Sisulu talked about the suffenings
of the mothers in South Africa
and the plight of the homeless
children. In a near tribal speech,
she assailed Buthelezi and the
"so-called Zulus" and asked how
could "Zulus suddenly have be-
corne so clever to use guns" with-
out the governinent teaching and
instigating them? And why were
5,000 Zulus dancing around the
building where the peace accord
had just been signed if that wasn't
a threat to ignore it?

The bewildered Canadian
church audience suddenly found
itself in the middle of the South
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African struggle anties but also
feit that they were on the night
Side of it. They were flattered by
Walter Sisulu's assertion that in
jail lie was mnspired "by the strug-
gle you Canadians put up for us."
The audience was elated with the
feeling that Canada had liberated
the South African jails. $1,140
dollars were collected in response
tO Sisulu's plea "to take the strug-
gle further than it is today." After
ail, Sisulu had deplored "unem-
PlOYment as the cancer of South
Africant society." Few would have
flOticed the contradiction in lis
Simultaneous demand to maintain

and intensify sanctions until the
new South Africa is in place.

The next day's Vancouver
Sun reported only on Sisulu's
caîl to maintain sanctions.
While Canada had just a few
days before agreed to an easing
of "peoples sanctions," the
headline read: "Sisulu praises
Canada." Typically, Albertina
Sisulu was not mentioned in a
single sentence. However, the pa-
per did not faîl to point out the
irrelevant tribal connection: "He
is also a Xhosa from the South-
eastemn Cape."

l.MEDIA REPORTING

Most Canadians form their opinion on South Africa from TV reports,
flot through reading newspapers. Researchers at the Vancouver-based
Fraser Institute conducted a content analysis of television coverage of
South Africa by CBC and CTV for one year, beginning 1 July 1989.1

This quantitative account of issues covered, together with our own
qualitative interpretation of randomly selected editorials and news re-
Ports inteGoe& Maladsome other papers and magazines, formns
the basis of this overview. 0f 522 stories on Africa by CBC and CfV
during 1989/90, two thirds focussed on South Africa. Moreover, most
(2anadians also receive a substantial but unknown ratio of international
flews from American channels.

See On Balance (Media Treatment of Public Policy Issues), "South Africa," Ill: 10, November/
Decemrber 1990, written by Lydia Miljan and published by The Fraser Institute, Vancouver. The
oamnPîe covered 136 "National," 37 "Journal," 2 "Venture," and 15 "Sunday Report" stories as
well as 147 "CTV National News."
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David Halberstam (NYT, 21/2/91, A19) has observed that the obses-
sion with film has produced "a pretence of internationalism (a network
anchorman rushing off to cover a major foreign story) which is the gloss
over essential isolationism." The networks are interested in foreign news
only insofar as it has a Canadian or an American angle or confirms
widespread audience stereotypes. The preferred "action news" is incom-
patible with foreign news analysis of subtle and evolutionary change in
the world affecting a long-range political agenda. So-called talking
heads do not entertain. Conditioned by the networks' definitions of what
is boring, the TV action focus further reinforces a political illiteracy that
trivializes political debate according to its entertainment score.

With the gradual internationalizing of the South African conflict, the
distorted reporting which Halberstam referred to can be identified with
regard to South African reporting under five labels, illustrated with
respective examples. Reports on South Africa in the Canadian media can
no longer be criticised for their neglect of the topic, but, on the contrary,
for their eager (1) portrayal of South Africa as a morality play with
interchangeable villains and heroes, (2) highlighting of violence, conflict
and confrontation at the expense of negotiation, cooperation and consen-
sus, (3)personalisation of issues with human interest stories and foci on
leaders at the expense of substantive explanations, (4) reinforcement of
stereotypes through emphasis on African tribalism, bordering on racism,
(5) misrepresentation through prejudice, imposition of local norms or
misinformation with important political implications.

For years, the Western media presented South Africa as a morality
play whose major theme was the oppression of virtuous blacks by evil
whites. This necessitated their portrayal as monolithic victims and vil-
lains. The township violence and the Winnie Mandela trial shattered this
easily digestible story: the oppressed blacks were suddenly revealed as
neither monolithic nor altogether virtuous, with the exception of the
saintly cult figure Mandela. Although most continued to blame the
govemment and police, the stereotype of Zulu tribal warriors acting out
their savage nature took over as the dominant theme in the Canadian
press. "Unable to comprehend black-on-black violence after two dec-
ades of reporting black-white racial tensions, the cameras prefer to move
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On to a less complicated story," comments Christopher Coker (1992:285).
The audience of the morality play was further confused by the other
'nain actor. It was difficuit to decide whether de Klerk was a more
CunnIing and shrewd version of his finger-wagging predecessor or an
honest, fair player to whom even his counterpart initially attributed
itegrity. The favoured portrayal of fascist whites with swastikas, accus-

Î1g de Klerk of treason, helped to establish an image of a reasonable man
in the centre who kept the extremes apart. Unless a major event causes
a dramnatic shift of perceptions, the above caricature roughly corresponds
to the average informed Canadian's image of South Africa in 199 1. Short
eSsays written by 275 first-year Canadian university students on the
toPic confirmed an image of South Africa as a geographically beautiful
but problem-niddled country of sharp conflicts between opposites-es-
Pecially brutal whites and victimized blacks-compared with the rela-
tive peace and harmony in multicultural Canada.

On the very day that this is written, the Globe & Mail (October 4,
199 1) carried a five column story on its front page, headlmned "Black boy
set on fire, jailed in theft of television set. White South African farmer
escapes with fine after being convicted of attempted murder." The CBC
Mlorning news broadcast a live story from a dayc are centre in a squatter
settiement where toddlers have to be protected from tear gas. In the
evenring news, beamed across Canada, a portrayal of "Jackrolling" (kid-
napping rape) was contrasted with the moral education in beautiful
SOuniding church choirs in Soweto. Human angles on daily atrocities,
eas8ily accessible in an English-speaking exotic state with good hotels
an miodemn facilities for journalists, combine to keep South Africa in the
Canadian news.

T'he TV reportage of street demonstrations and police repression
tGuched on the liberal Canadian abhorrence of violence. In previous
Yeaxs, the condemnation of violence had automatically referred to the
sabotage and armed struggle of the liberation movements. During the
latter years of Apartheid, the state itself was finally reveaîed as the
Perpetrator of violence against unarmed protesters. Therefore, blamne
Sllifted from the resistance movements to the goverument as the cause
'nd ilistigator of violence in the first place. Canadians unwittingly
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became sympathetie to the concept of "structural violence," i.e., unjust
conditions against which even violent resistance is justified.

In the 1989/1990 TV stories, one-fifth of CBC and CTV overali
attention focussed on anti-Apartheid protests, dernonstrations and police
brutality. The South African goverrnent's attempt at censuring news by
restricting reporting and banning foreign TV teams had been singularly
unsuccessful. Local stringers with videos took over in some cases with
much better access than foreign crews and correspondents. Instead of
making South Afnica disappear from the world's TV screens, as Pretoria
had hoped, the reporting under conditions of censorship gave the stories
and underground news a special authenticîty and sharp cnitical edge
agamnst the system. A struggle-oriented alternative press flourished in-
side and set the tone for most of the reporting outside. For example, the
Globe & Mail regular correspondent Philip van Nierkerk, an astute and
well-mnformned progressive South African journalist, writes both for the
"left-liberal" and pro-ANC Johannesburg Weekly Mail as well as for the
conservative Toronto paper. He is, however, not responsible for the
headlines, selection and editing of his reports by the Toronto desk.2

Headline writers are particularly misleading because of the obvious
temptation to simplify a complex constellation into a catchy phrase. For
example, the Globe & Mail (August 2, 199 1) headlines a Reuters report
from Brazil about Mandela's caîl for an interim govemment: "Mandela
threatens to end talks unless de Klerk resigns." At no stage did the ANC

2 It is only occasionally that van Niekerk slips, shows bias and reports incorrectly. For example.

an account of the ANC-Inkatha conflict states: "Mr. Mandela and the majority of the ANC

leadership are Xhosa-speaking, although the ANC is opposed to tribal ism, in contrast to Inkatha"

(G&M, August 22, 1990). The entire ANC leadership speaks English as a lingua franca although

a majority is of Xhosa origin. Having Xhosa as a mother tongue does not predispose its speakers

to tribalism as the "although" implies. While the ANC since its inception has always opposed

tribalism, so does Inkatha, at least rhetorically. When Defence Minister Magnus Malan was

dernoted to Minister of Environmental Affairs in August 1991, he jokingly commented "I have

beaten the Reds, now l'Il join the Greens." Niekerk reported as "an ominous sign" that Malal

was now going "to beat the Greens," A Canadian diplomat in Pretoria complained in jest that,

unfortunately, press reports front the country are taken more seriously in Ottawa than diplomnatic

analyses.
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or Mandela demand de Klerk's resignation. The patently false headline
Mrakes no0 sense because de Klerk's resignation would leave Mandela
With nobody to talk to. Therefore, a threat to end talks unies s the
Opponent resigns is illogical. However, the headline leaves in the casual
reader the impression of a sulky, stubborn Mandela who makes unrea-
sontable demands and is flot interested in reconciliation but only in the
defeat of the adversary. Quite the contrary is the case.

Mandela has stressed repeatedly that hie does flot advocate "black
Inajority mile" but democracy and majority mile. Yet the Globe & Mail
(February 1, 1992) reports a reversai of Apartheid by headlining the
gesteP-by..step march toward black majority govemment." Moreover, the
sane story even fantasizes that the National Party "has given notice" to
Sllrrender power to the black majority."

During 1990/1991 there was hardiy any report on South Africa that
Cid flot highlight tunnoil and violence. Often several accounts appeared
PrOmninently on the front page ail headlining themes such as "township
te-rror," "crisis nearing flash point," accompanied by a gruesome photo-
graph of "a Zulu who suffered a head wound" watched by a pistol
Wielding police officer. This particular Globe & Mail edition (3/5/91)
devoted altogether one full page out of three labelled "International
Nýews" to the South African conflict when in the sanie week 100,000
People in Bangladesh were killed by a typhoon, Kurds were starving to
death by the thousands, and a choiera epidemic hit South America with
lÎttle exposure in the news. Catastrophic famine in Africa received no
'ention at ail. The unrelenting reports about political violence and

dernonstrations in South Africa of course also serve to draw attention
awvay from domestic problems. On the day when striking civil servants
tried to storm the House of Commons in Ottawa, the Globe & Mail
(Octoler 1, 199 1) carried. a picture about angry protesters against a new

VAta in South Africa!

The Globe & Mail (May 6, 199 1) in two subsequent editions carried
another front-page headline, "Zulu fighters set to move into Soweto.
1 00,00 Inktaon standby unless ANC quits fighting." The boastings

3fa mninor îrJkatha officiaI were blown up in this headline although the
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same story quotes Buthelezi as saying "that he was unaware of the plan
to send men into Soweto. I would think that it would be a dangerous
thing to do in the present tension." So as to highlight the irrationality of
both ANC and Inkatha, the paper published a racist cartoon in the same
edition that showed two caricatured dark figures with protruding lips
(one ANC, one Inkatha) and arms in raised fists against the backdrop of
a South African map, underlined by the text: "One man, one vote.. .one
macheté, one spear, one brick, one knife, one broken bottle, one tire iron,
one razor, one can of gasoline." The message of the democratic promise
being ruined by "savages" was clearly spelt out by the cartoon.

A new year's editorial (Globe & Mail, 1/1/91) identified as one of the
"cracks in the new world order" that "in South Africa constitutional talks
gave way to bloodshed as blacks slaughtered blacks in the shadow of the
nation's capital." The uninformed reader must conclude that negotia-
tions have been abandoned and replaced with violence. In reality, the
tragic bloodshed results from an intensification of constitutional deal-
ings. The ANC and Inkatha jockey for the dominant place at the negoti-
ating table by each demonstrating their strength and relevance on the
streets. An agency report (Globe & Mail, December 16, 1991) quotes
Buthelezi predicting that South Africa would be plunged into civil war,
"if his tribe did not get an adequate voice" in the talks. In reality,
Buthelezi had not used the controversial term "tribe" or "Zulu" but had
warned against leaving "great groupings of men and women" out of the
negotiation process. (See discussion in Chapter Five, V.)

The tendency to exaggerate conflict and underplay progressive con-
sensus obviously fuels interest in a story. To read about feuds and
violence sells better than news about consensus and stability. The ten-
dency to overemphasize perpetual turmoil becomes misleading when it
overshadows the emerging compromise. For example, the Globe & Mail
(December 21, 1991) headlined a front-page story about the historic
signing of a democratic accord by 16 parties at the first CODESA
meeting: "Three groups refuse to sign South Africa pact. Row between
de Klerk, Mandela shatters good will." Two insignificant signals of strife
blow out of all proportion a comparatively minor dispute between
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Mandela and de Klerk about secret ANC armns caches as well as the
boycott of the historie accord by three Bantustans.

V S. Naipaul has attributed what he cails "the calamity of Africa" to
the hypocritical deni al of a European colonial past. "There's the attitude
that you must neyer say unkind things about Africa. The resuit is that it
is sinking into famine and civil wars" (NYT, January 30, 1991, B3).
Indeed, a nominal philo-Africanismn only hides the disdain with which
1nuch of Western opinion treats the continent. The "what-do-you-ex-
Peet?" attitude of commentators shows itself in the relentless reinforce-
'flent of their expectations of violence and barbarismn leaving many
Progressive developments unreported. Instead of a balanced analysis
that criticizes where policies need to be confronted and lauds where
Praise is due, many accounts uncritically reflect the taboos and stereo-
types of its authors. This is particularly evident in the Western obsession
With African "tribalism."

Many Canadians express surprise about the disunity among blacks. In
an unconscious racismn they assume aIl blacks and victims of Apartheid
thifl alike. Alternatively, the intra-black rivalry is viewed as the emer-
gence of tribalism. While the civil wars in Europe are considered the
result of political or historical confliets, similar antagonisms in Africa
are automaticaîîy ascribed to primordial feuds of violence prone people.
"The fighting in the townships is as much a tribal affair as that between
Sert,5 and Croats," commends The Economisi (May 16, 199 1) under the
heading, 'Taming South Africa. " Tribalism remains a hollow metaphor;
11or does the analogy fit the two political conflicts. Croats aim at seces-
S'onl from Yugoslavia; Inkatha strives for its recognition as an equal party
"negotiations for a common state. Natal-English business interests as

welî as Afrikaner conservatives are found among lnkatha's backers
which defies the tribal explanation and points to political reasons, for
wehich tribal perceptions are manufactured and utilised. "Taming" South
Africa suggests wild animais in a circus whose "savagery" needs to be
brOught under control by a strong domteur.

The- ANC-Inkatha conflict in particular, is predominantly portrayed as
a "tribal" one. For example, an Associated Press report (Globe & Mail,
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September 9, 199 1) asserts: "Both the ANC and Inkatha oppose Apart-
heid but have deep tribal and ideological differences." The fact that
about half of ail Zulu-speaking South Africans support the ANC whose
Deputy Secretary General (Jacob Zuma) is a Zulu at the very least strains
the tribal explanation. Inkatha too would reject the tribal label and dlaims
to be an inclusive movement open to ail, including whites.

On September 18, 1990 the Globe & Mail editorialized on the varlous
reasons for "blacks fighting blacks" and rightly concluded that the roots
are deeper than the differences between the ANC and Inkatha, but
pointed to the wrong roots: "For that, one must look at the contempt
many blacks feel toward the Zulus, who are, after the whites, probably
the most hated people in the country." The sentence contains two false-
hoods. Virtually ahl attitude surveys during the past decades have found
that most blacks carefully distinguish between whites. Disdain for "boers"
in the police and civil service goes together with indifference or envy
towards most white fellow South Africans and admiration for liberal or
socialist white sympathisers mncluding "Boers." Hate for whites as a
group-a kind of counterracismn one could easily expect-remains very
rare in South Africa. Lilcewise, contempt "toward the Zulus" as a general
black attitude is grossly misleading.

While Buthelezi and Inkatha are unpopular, and rampaging Zulu
migrants are dreaded in Soweto, many inhabitants nevertheless have
Zulu relatives or neighbours or are themselves of mixed ethnic origin.
Virtually everyone speaks or at least understands Zulu in an urban
melting pot where such ethnic labelling has become increasingly irrele-
vant. The two peoples with the same Nguni language origin, Xhosas and
Zulus, do not have a history of war althougli the usual mutual stereotyp-
ing and competition for resources exists as it does everywhere. However,
it amounts to, historical falsification when the Globe (18/9/90) opines:
"Few blacks have forgotten the violence with which Zulu leaders estab-
lished their own state more than a century and a haîf ago, driving ail other
tribes from Natal. Most Xhosas have ancestors who were victims of
bloody pogroms carried out duning the l9th century." Revisionist histo-
rians have long corrected the invention of white settler historiography
that the consolidation of the Shaka Kingdom (1810-1830) amounted to
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"bloody pogroms." Philip Steenkamp (letter to the editor, Globe & Mail,
October 6, 1990) articulates a widely accepted view that the destructive
Upheavals of the period "were more likely the resuit of cattie- and
Slave..raiding expeditions by British and Portuguese colonialists in the
region." Clearly, the tribal explanation also absolves the architects of the
divide-and-rule system and blames its victims.

The personalisation of the confliet has led to a widespread myth that
the issue can be solved because Mandela and de Klerk "get on well with
each other." Endless debates focused on the "integrity" of the two men
Who assured each other of their "trust." Moral categories substituted for
POlitical analysis-accusations of "dishonesty" replaced the scrutiny of
Uflderlying interests and different constituencies.

A negotiated agreement does flot require trust between the adversaries
Who are onîy expected to bargain ini "good. faith," meaming that they are
both interested in an advantageous seulement rather than in a charade of
tlIks Without agreement. In fact, distrust of the adversary would serve as
a better guideline for bargamning than trust. Trust may be the outcome of
SUccessful negotiations but is neyer a precondition. Whether de Klerk is
anl honourable man or a crook is irrelevant. By personalizing a political
COMiPetition into a moral relationship between two leaders the media
obscures the prospects for conflict resolution and falsifies the real issues.

Jtist as the CBC repeats the same news broadcast every hour, instead
Of selecting new items, so the broadcasts tend to repeat the well-known
inl their. South African accounits. In what amounts to an insult to the
intelligence of the listeners, reports about Winnie Mandela, for example,
do not fail to mention: "Mrs. Mandela is the wife of ANC leader Nelson
M4andela" (CBC, February 5, 1991). The inaneness of such a sentence is
wOrsened only by the sexist defmnition of the person as an appendage of
her husband which alone makes the case newsworthy. The Fraser study
()f TV news (most of it before Mandela's release and visit to Canada)
reports that "coverage of Mandela was exhaustive" and "black group
leadlers, other than Mandela, were given hlte media attention" (6)-nei-
the' were Canadian government policies and sanctions, discussed in
OIlY three percent of the networks' coverage. Needless to say, almost ail
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of the detailed Mandela coverage could be classified as positive or
neutral, particularly since the ANC was identified as the "most fre-
quently cited South African source," both on CBC and CTV. However,
this picture changed dramatically with the emergence of the Winnie
story at the beginning of 199 1.

Throughout February and March 1991 most reports on South Afnica
focused exclusively on the Winnie Mandela trial. None of the personal-
izingz accounts, however, mentioned the implicit irony of the proceed-
ings: on the one hand, the ANC denies the legitimacy of the institutions
of the Apartheid state, on the other hand, its officers willingly submit to
the authority of the all-white courts. Winnie Mandela welcomed her trial
in order to clear her name (see Chapter Five, 11).

By flot providing sufficient background and information on the politi-
cal context of an event, many factually accurate reports can mislead the
reader. Two typical examples from the Globe & Mail (May 20, 21, 199 1)
within the spant of two days can suffice to demonstrate the point. One
Associated Press and Reuters report under the heading "Paper Warns the
ANC" relays that "South Africa's largest black newspaper" urged the
ANC flot to abandon talks with the govemment. The lengthy admonish-
ment of the ANC from a supposedly powerful fellow black ally makes
sense only if one knows that "City Press," although edited by blacks, is
owned by the ruling National Party. In fact, the boulevard paper was
created explicitly "to open channels of communication with the black
masses" for the govemment. With this information, what looks like a
surprising critique from within, turnis out to be a predictable reaction
from the ANC's adversaiy. A second Reuter's report the next day quotes
at length a spokesperson for the Urban Foundation which is described as
"4a private think-tank on land reformn." Everyone in South Africa, how-
ever, knows that the Urban Foundation, far from being an impartial
think-tank, represents a business lobby set up by Anglo-American and
Rembrandt to stabilize the volatile townships. Their pronounicements on
land reform can properly be understood only in the context of this
missing background information.
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Involuntary misrepresentation is sometimes compounded by crucial
Misreporting of facts, based on preconceived assumptions. For example,
Michael Vapy, the Globe & Mail (South) Africa correspondent from
1984-87 contributed a melodramatic background analysis about "racial
anlgst" on the day after Mandela's release (Globe & Mail, February 13,
1990). The article wnitten from Canada was out of date in several details
and patentîy incorrect in one major respect. It concluded, "last night,
because the South African Broadcasting Corporation did not televise his
speech, they did flot see the 71 -year-old man speaking to them on
State..controlled television, from a venue-unimaginable!-where so
Iflany white dignitaries and their retinues have promenaded on state
Occasions. They did not hear him appeal to his white compatriots. If îhey
had, would fewer of them still think the dlock can be stopped?"

The entire Mandela speech was broadcasted live on SABC TV, includ-
iflg the long waiting period at the prison gates earlier. However, precisely
because of the wide publicity of the speech the initial reaction to it tumed
Out to be the opposite of Valpy's assumption. With the ANC flag flying
Ov/er the City Hall and particularly the red SACP hammer and sickle
PrOîninently displayed at the balcony, many whites reacted with unease
to) the new scenario. The stockmarket and Financial Rand dipped the
flext day, confirming a widespread political illiteracy about South Africa,
Particuîarly among foreign investors, who heard Mandela' s rhetorical
support for "nationalisation" but not his conciliatory appeal to "white
COrfpatriots.11

It cornes as little surprise that the intricate constitutional talks in South
Africa are widely misunderstood in Canada, particularly where parallels
are drawn with the Canadian situation. Most editorials prescriptively
focus on who should win in an imagined racial conflict. Typical of this
view is an editorial in the Vancouver Sun (September 7, 1991) on the
National Party proposais which dismisses the real changes in South
Africa as "rhetorîc," urging the "rigorous maintenance of Canadian

Pic on sanctions. Because "proportional representation .. .would ef-
fectiveîy deny a winner-takes-all form of goverfment," this voting
&YStern is denounced "as a crude strategy aimed at preserving white
Ph Vlilege." The writer supports "the implacable cry across the veld" for
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44majority rule," as if guaranteed representation of minority parties in
proportional votmng were to deny majority rule. The Sun ignores the fact
that the ANC itself proposes proportionai voting or that the same system
lias been adopted in Namibia. The Sun writer inveiglis against prevent-
mng "the black majonity from eiecting a black to iead the country," which
flot oniy misinterprets the proposais which concede a black president but
overiooks the party's new strategy of courting voters across the racial
divide.

On the same topic an editoriai in the Globe & Mail (December 21,
1991) incorrectiy identifies an outdated dilemma as "the heart of the
South Afnican disagreement": individual rights versus group riglits or
4"separate rooms for different racial, language and cultural groups." The
National Party constitutional proposais have long ago abandoned the
idea of white group protection in favour of special rights for ail minority
political parties and severe constramnts on the majority party. This is not
just another label for minority racial groups because ail major parties
(ANC, NýP, IFP) now court members across the Apartheid divide and wiil
need votes from ail racial groups in the first one-person-one-vote elec-
tion. The unresolved constitutional conflict concems the right of the
majority party to rule, versus entrenched riglits of smaiier parties to be
inciuded in the govemment and to retain veto rights over majority
decisions. How far minority parties are aiiowed to frustrate the wiii of
the majonity party and perhaps paralyse decision-making through statu-
tory consensus requirements, now lies at the heart of the dispute. It
would not be a severe conflict if the minority could be assured of the
possibiiity to become the majority and take over in the next election.
Because entrenched racial riglits would prevent this for whites, the
ruiing mninority has moved beyond racial protection and into an open
competition wîth its traditionai, adversary on the same constitutional
principies.

In summary, media reporting on South Africa tends to reiterate cus-
tomary images of cunning, homogeneous whites versus tribaily oriented
blacks. For once, Western journaiists are not taken in. To their credit,
they maintain their steadfast scepticism. However, their laudatory stance
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Îs in danger of missing the emerging compromise by being fixated on
past confrontation.

After the March 1992 white referendum, however, the image of South
Africa became transformed from an outcast to a model to emulate.
Instead of highlighting the difference, Canadian commentators suddenly
Stressed the likeness with "our problems". Brian Mulroney even sug-
gested that a solution in South Africa seemed dloser than in Canada
Whjch could learn from the South African spirit of accommodation.
Canadian newspapers published comprehensîve translation of South
African constitutional concept into their Canadian equivalents. Toronto
historian J.L. Granatstein (Globe, April 25, 1992) recommended: "The
1eW. de Klerk govemment's recent referendum suggests how it can be
done and how a hitherto intractable issue can be moved along by a
govemment with courage. A fast, well-organized and well-financed
campaign, like Mr. de Klerk's, can break the logjam." Although Barbara
MýcDougall on a first officiai Canadian ministerial visit to South Africa
silice 30 years at the time, stili refused to be photographed together with
her host, the Canadian political class has long embraced de Klerk's
reformism while at the same time wanting to reap the symbolical benle-
fits of its previous anti-Apartheid activism by not antagonising the ANC.



3. DIPLOMATS IN THE APARTHEID STATE

"Canadians can help influence the policy of
Apartheid. Our power is limited, but it is real."
-Joe Clark, Letter to Canadians, 1987.

Y W stem embassies have entan-
gled the Ieading South African activists in benign spider webs of protec-
tion, advice and surveillance. Activists are willingly caught in the friendly
embrace of foreign officiais, who are eager to be helpful and also
knowledgeable about the latest developments. For senior diplomats,
information is valuable currency and they are prepared to go to extraor-
dinary lengths to secure contacts and the latest insider news for their next
report home. Canadians, once considered slow and over-cautious, have
long caught up with the techniques of cultivating contacts and beating
competitors when it comes to South Africa. For example, only a few
hours after Winnie Mandela was sentenced to six years in prison in May
1991, an External Affairs officiai in Ottawa relayed that Mrs. Mandela
had sounded very up-beat on the phone and expected her appeal to Iast
at least another year or two (Personal Interview, Ottawa, 14/5/91).
Unfortunately, "he" himself could not be talked to and hopefully he
would not be cracking up under the strain. With such worldwide coun-
selling and instant diplomatic psychiatry at its disposai, the ANC finds it
difficuit indeed to free itself from the iron clamp of foreign sympathy
and incorporation. As soon as the movement is perceived to be slipping
from its designated path-such as with the ultimatum to Pretoria in April
1991 and the threat to break off negotiations-the diplomats come
knocking at Mandela's door, and he can hardly afford not to open it.

In a sense, Western diplomats, with Canada certainly playing its part,
act as a reality principle to both the opposition and the govemment. They
protest human rights violations, and Iend their protective presence at
critical trials, funerals and demonstrations. They infuse the negotiation
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Process with new ideas, and prod, restrain, cajole and probe in an
extraordj11 ry intense mnterchange. For example, when both the ANC and
P'retoria indicated that they would welcome Canadian suggestions about
COnstitutional models in early 1990, Extemal Affairs. after consultation
With the Law Society, readily obliged by providing five Canadian con-
Stitutional and human rights consultants to visit South Africa. When the
Concept of a mixed economy began to replace the debate about nation-
alization, a leading Swedish economist was instantly contracted by
foDreign..funded IDASA to explain the virtues of social democracy. At the
lleight of the ANC-govemment impasse about township violence in May
1991, the British ambassador Robin Renwick proposed a successful
Compromise for a deadlocked peace conference, now to be co-hosted by
the churches) Throughout the crisis Mandela has been in telephone
COntact with the US President and the British Prime Minister.

UJntiî 1990, numerous conferences on South Africa took place in
Europe, Africa and the US, with a majority of South African participants,
both "from home" and the exile community. Canada, because of distance
an4d the virtual monopoîy of established conference organizers, did not
host an-y of the major pre-negotiations meetings, apart from a controver-
sial gatherjng on press freedom and censorship at the University of
keg111a in March 1989. However, Ottawa soon joined the British Council
anld various US agencies to bring key South African visitors for short
"Ilformation and good will trips to Canada. Both Walter Sisulu and
Mandela were invited on the days of their release. Albertina Sisulu was
asked to testify at the Toronto CFM as was Cyril Ramaphosa, the then
head Of the Mineworkers Union. After his release fromn detention and
torture, Canada invited Father Smangaliso Mkhatshwa and several other
Prominent victims of human rîghts abuses. The two PAC leaders, the late
Zeph Mothopheng and bis successor Clarence Makwetu were also, for-
Illally invîted, but for various reasons did not take up the opportunity to
VÎsit, 1-lowever, others flot in the ANC fold, like Mamphela Ramphela,

SeMic ice 1991 UK amnbassador in Washington and formerly a personal contidant of"latcher 'turned out to be the leading diplomnatic facilitator and inîtiator of new ideas with both
th C and Pretoria during the last ycars of P.W. Botha's presidency, despite or because of his
PountrYs unequivocaI stance on sanctions.
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Saths Cooper, Joe Thloloe or Oscar Dholomo, were also on the Canadian

guest list, although ANC-aligned activists predominated. This predomi-

nance is partly due to their majority support at home but it also arises

because Canadian NGOs favour and prefer to collaborate with the A-NC.2

Attempts in the 1980s by some Canadian anti-apartheid groups to pro-

vide a platform for rivais of the ANC led to threats of boycott by ANC

representatives and deep divisions mn the Canadian support groups.

During the Vorster and Botha regimes, foreign. invitations rarely suc-

ceeded in securing passports for the invitees but at least momentarily

spotlighted the human rights abuses and sent the victims the message

that they were not forgotten 3

With regard to more recent invitations, one informant defined as the

most crucial criteria for selection "people who have been most helpful

to our Embassy in South Africa" (Interview, 17/9/199 1). This considera-

tion would make invitations a reward rather than a calculated policy

instrument to influence key opinion-makers and inform the Canadian

public. While a certain amount of patronage for like-minded acquain-

tances is probably unavoidable in the complex interaction of diplomats

with local political actors-and is practiced on a much grander scale by

many countries, particularly the US, UK, Germany and, recently, Ja-

pan-it must be asked whether more rational criteria for the highly-

prized joumneys cannet be institutionalized. It may also be appropriate to

seek wider consultation among Canadian South African experts than to

leave the decisions to a few Ottawa insiders. Likewise, a broader expo-

sure of the visitors to individuals and groups across the country, together

with public advertizements of their appearances beyond the circle of

2 For example, a constitutional conference hosted by the Ottawa South African Education TruSt

Fund (SAETF) in May 1990, aimed at forming a Constitutionai andi Legal Commission witb -1

$300,000 Extemal Affairs grain, was geared to helping SA organizations with negotiatiOns,

According to the 5AETF annual report, the South African representatives came "from the ANC.

UDF. Human Rights Commission andi COSATU lawyers," ail organizations fromn the samne cafflP

and with overlapping membership.

3 Canada bnci too ittie clout with the Pretoria bureaucracy io be effective in securing mnuch desirecd

passports which were sometimes granteci when Germnan Foreign Minister Genscher personally

intervenecil, or the British Foreign Office useci ils contacts to ensure that an activist could i ysit

conference in London.
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selected sponsors, may fulfili the stated goal of informing Canadians
about South African conditions more effectively.

Generous funding of ail kinds of community activities and anti-apart-
heid projeets proved to be the most important weapon in the battles of
W9ýestern embassies for the hearts and minds of activists. Most Western
emabassies competed with each other in searching out worthy endeavours
for assistance. Sometimes rival political parties in the donor state adopted
different local clients according to perceived ideological proximity. Thus
the tax-funded and party-aligned German Foundations agreed on a
division of sponsorship. The CDU oriented Konrad Adenauer Founda-

!intogether with the Bavarian Hans Seidel Stiftung became heavily
lIVolved with Inkatha, and even opened an office with a permanent
representative in Durban; the liberal FDP-aligned Naumann-Stiftung
flanced numerous conferences and other activities of IDASA; while the

leftOf-centre, SPD-inclined Friedrich Ebert Stiftung attempted to spend
its cOnsiderable funds more on union projects, grassroots assistance, and
ulfiversity..based outreach programmes. Since none of the German Foun-
dations would support the same project simultaneously, South African
recipients sometimes discussed whether they should dump one sponsor
'11 fa1vour of a more generous one. It sometimes happened, though, that
the Saine endeavour was supported by different countries without the
dcloflors necessarily knowing about each other's simultaneous assistance.'

4A go0d example of multiple-donor supr for essentialîy the samne task is the Centre for
llltergroup Studies in Cape Town which duning the past years received ad hoc grants fromn the
following institutions, reflecting the fund-raising skills of its director: "Carnegie Corporation ofZeW York, the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust, the Barrow and Geraldine S. Cadbury Trust
inl Engand the Algemeen Diakonaal Bureau in Holland, the Group Chairman's Fund of

Ango-Anercanand de Beers in South Africa, Sheil South Africa Ltd., the Human Sciences
Research Councîl in South Africa, the Emnbassies of the United States, of Canada and of
GjernanY. as well as the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Germany." (Twenty-Third Annual Report,
.1990, P. 2). The list cnvers only a small proportion of sources of funding available for improved
In t(!rgIOup relations in South Africa. The research and public activities of one promninent
Progreslsive academiîc were known tu be simultaneously sponsored by the Ford Foundation and0

k AOyattoîah. 'Me practice raises the question of whether organizations and institutions which
roh'V eady access tu corporate funding also need to be supported by Canadian public money.
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Who supported what often depended on a chance personal contact
between the foreign visitor and the orgamizational representative ini

South Africa. Donors selected among competing dlaims not according to
clearly established criteria but with a wide margmn of discretion. Whether
the assistance looked progressive at home and could be well defended

against potential critics became decisive features in selection. Sponsors
also favoured established organizations with proper bookkeeping proce-

dures although the recipients were seldom held accounitable for al

expenses. The more prestigious the name of the recipient, the easier and
larger the support and the less the need to document the trust with

specific resuits.

Canada followed a questionable policy against supporting any pro-

jeets associated with homeland structures, which were considered South

African govemment-supported and therefore unacceptably tainted by
Apartheid. Yet ià was in the impoverished rural areas that foreign assis-

tance was most needed. For example, students from the homeland based

universities were penalized by the Canadian stigmatization of theif

institutions, although these students, on their isolated campuses, would

have benefitted even more from the foreign contact than their city-based

counterparts. The Canadian stance led to the cancellation of a long-

standing arrangement with the liberal Institute of Race Relations tO

administer the Canadian scholarship programn in South Africa. Th1e

Institute refused to comply with Canadian conditions that scholarships

could not be awarded to students at the four homeland universities. It

considered it double discrimination and incompatible with its principles
of equal treatment of all South Africans.

The Canadian policy stemmed from the fear of giving indirect recog-
nition to the illegitimate Bantustans. However. since the independence

of the homelands has neyer been accepted by any foreign govemmelit

and the homelands were always considered parts of South Africa, thiS

fear was unfounded. Indeed, it could be argued, as the Institute of Race
Relations did, that spurning homeland students meant defacto recogni-

tion of the very govemment-imposed separation that Canadians hoped
to avoid.
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One of the oldest and most effective diplomatie devices to keep in
touch with local poiitics and cultivate its leading actors were receptions
Mnd dinner invitations. These gatherings on extra-territorial ground as-
SUmed particular importance in a society where social mixing by mcm-
bers of different racial groups was taboo at oneC time. There was even a
legal prohibition against serving alcohol to Aficans until the mid- 1 970s.
At the height of Verwoerdîan Apartheid in the early 1 960s only the
Amnericans gave frequent multiracial parties for a liberal subcuiture that
Offered few other opportunities for formai interracial contact. South
Aefrican govemment officiais at this time would flot attend gatherings
'Where members of other racial groups were present. Therefore, the
]ýIitish held two racially separate receptions on the Queen's birthday.
')Uring this period the Canadians, together with the other law-abiding
and etiquette-conscious European embassies, did not even bother to

4 COMparison of Canadian Diplomats in South Africa With Their
Colleagues Front Other Embassies-by a Canadian Officiai

"In many respects Canadians
Weere the most active of aIl in South
Aýfrica. The Swedes too had a
highlY activist stance-more so

!hnus in their support of the ANC
lnl Lusaka. However, within South
Africa they often assumed a iower
Posture, perhaps because of their
concem about being thrown out.
TheY Of course had only minimal
di'rect contacts with the Pretoria

ýOvrntentand thus did not make
the saine impact as we did ini pro-
testing directly to ministers or to
Senior t)FA officiais. The Austra-
lian1 Posture was similar to our
0W11 but they seemed to be less
ýener0uslY funded in implement-
Ing various anti-apartheid pro-

gasWithin the country. The
A nericans, especiaiiy during the

0" f Anibassadjo. Perkins, were

quite involved but had less suc-
cess than we did in gaining accep-
tance by the activist community,
and were probably a bit more eau-
tious because of the ongoing im-
plications of "constructive
engagement." The Germans were
weil behind the Test of us, prob-
ably partiy because of their sub-
stantiai economie stake. There
were also important personal dif-
ýferences of outlook among their
embassy staff, whereas we Cana-
dians had the advantage of having
a very Iike-minded team. 1 think
the unique feature of Canadian
involvement was the hands-on in-
voivement of the minister, which
for instance ensured that embassy
staff were hand-picked for their
commitmnent and thus always on
the run."
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cater socially for representatives of the non-white population. When

parliament was flot in session in Cape Town their social circle was

mainly limited to Pretoria, because they did not maintain consulates in

the other three major cities (Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban) as the

US, Britain and Germany did at ail times. Uowever, since the late 1970s,

the stiff atmosphere of racial segregation has relaxed and it becamne

fashionable for ail diplomats to have hosted the leading local black

bourgeoisie, including politically controversial figures.' Such was the

new-found importance of diplomatic dinners for hosts and guests alike

that at one stage the UDF leadership made a decision to boycott ail social

contact with British representatives to protest against Thatcher's policies

on South Africa. With a later more relaxed etiquette, it was flot unusual

to fmnd PAC activists demonstrabiy clad in well-worn sweaters chatting

confidently with white establishment figures in black tie outfits, and an

ambassador fueliing the conversation with provocative questions. A

Canadian officiai confided that more recently he deliberately mnvited

members of the Conservative Party who could hardly foilow througil

with party policy not to have any contact with their black opponents once

they were closetted around a dinner table at the embassy. "In any case,

they both discovered their commuon South Africanness afier a few drinks"

(Personal Interview, 13/5/91).

I. THE DIALOGUE FUND

One of the most imaginative and effective Canadian projects in Soutll

Africa is the Dialogue Fund. It could be calied the flagship and pride of

Canadian activity in the field. It was only launched in August 1988,

following the CFM meeting which tried to implement the October 1987

Okanagan statement by the Commonwealth Heads of Government tO

"take advantage of any opportunity to promote real internai dialogue."

The fund started with $640,000 in 1988/89 and was increased to $1 .80'

in 1990/91 with $2.3m earmarked for 1991/92. Currently, it is ablY

5 Earlier, then Prime Minister Vorter had posed for the first time in the companyv of two féile

Malawîan diplomnatic dinner guests. When asked whether he had enjoyed his unusual b t

attractive company, he replied "no," but he 'had to do it in the interest of the country."
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administered by Alena Schram, whose husband John Schram is "Minis-
ter Councillor," the second ranking person in charge of the 10 person
Canadian diplomatic staff in South Africa.

In an External Affairs press release, the fund is described as "designed
by and for South Africans." It offers "assistance to the alternative press;
fUriding for events bringing together South Africans of different races to
learn about each other and discuss a common future; support for human
rights and professional organisations trying to break down the barriers
of Apartheid; and promotion of the idea of a non-racial future through
the arts and popular culture." Requests for up to $ 10,000 support are
approved locally. Higher amounts are referred to Ottawa where approval
of an embassy reconm-iended project is, generally, a formality. A report
and accounting are expected after completion of the project.

More than 210 projects had been supported by the Dialogue Fund by
1991, mostly in South Africa. These mainly included assistance for
COnferences by a wide spectrum of political and church organizations,
SCho 0i5, students and professional groups. University research centres
andj institutes for political education are also heavily represented among
the programmes, both for equipment, staff salaries and travel costs. The

fIdslipported the legal defence of the editor of an alternative paper,
Vr'Ye Weekblad, against whom charges of defamation had been laid by a
Lieutenant General of the South African Police. Filmmakers received
ftifding9 for political videos; so did a fledgling Afrikaans intellectual
Tt1gazine for the dissemination of 500 complimentary copies to selected
çOPÎilrionakers for one year;, the South African left in-house journal
WOr"k În Pro gress also benefitted from Canadian assistance, as did a
Progressive~ theatre and even a heavy metal rock group. "Progressive
Afiikaii.er rock music is one of the most effective ways of getting through
to Afrikaner youth about the need for change in their society," reads the

0fiiîjustification, which sounds like a confirmation of Brechnev's
f01Tfl Of Paranoia about the subversive influence of Hollywood on insuf-
icientiY indoctrinated minds.

Thselight question marks behind sorte projects notwithstanding,the r0ýjOritY of the grants made a substantial contribution towards strength-
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enmng civil society mn South Africa. Canadian funds empowered fledgling

mndependent public institutions and initiatives that are the foundations of

democracy. They were selected with sensitivity for the politically feasi-

ble and relevant endeavours of the day and administered with a mini-

mum of red tape. Having made a close scrutiny of the Fund and some

randomly selected projects within it, we can fully endorse the views

expressed by former Canadian ambassador Ron McLean:

The Dialogue Fund proved to be the most effective tool we had. It was
flexible, quick-acting, adequately funded, and enthusiastically and intel-
ligently implemented-especially by Alena Schram. 1 think it made a
greater impact than any other program, Canadian or Foreign, in South
Africa. 1 believe we called the shots about right-projects were highly
activist but just enough back from the provocation line to ensure we
weren't permanently closed down by the P.W. Botha regime. 1 think it, or
something similar, will be needed for some years, perhaps even after the
election of a free goverfment, at which point human rights concerus will
not magically disappear. 1 still think the policy we applied in South Africa
was the right one. Perhaps we should have moved even sooner to get a
sensitive and flexible program like the Dialogue Fund in place.

In 1990/91, $498,000 of the $1.8m budget was spent in Canada and

other countries with the bulk of $395,000 going to the Ottawa-based

Southern Africa Education Trust Fund to "support legal and constitu'

tional training programmes" and visits to Canada by South Africans "for

the purpose of research, semînars and consultations with similar Cana-

dian groups and individuals." The "Nelson Mandela Fund of Canada"

received another $30,000 in 1990 "to support establishment of a struc-

ture to inform Canadians about the situation in South Africa." The Centre

of Criminology at the University of Toronto was allocated $50,000 tO

free one of its faculty, Clifford Shearing, for much needed advice on the

professionalization of the S.A. police. In evaluating ail these sensible

projects and the motives of those who approved and implemented thei,

an objective and a subjective aspect need to be distinguished.

In objective terrns, the Mulroney govermment's activist policy i

South Africa amounted to a sophîsticated cooptation of its critics, as Wi»l

be discussed later. It preempted much of the usual opposition by exceed"'
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Reflections by a Canadian Embassy Official

South Africa was above all a
Moral issue and it gave all of us at
the embassy great satisfaction to
kno(w that if we got ourselves ex-
Posed when standing up for what
Was right we would be backed up
by the minister and (despite its
noli bureaucratic cautiousness)
the departruent. Our frustrations
W/ere that despite our best efforts
We Weren 't always able to achieve
as much as was needed to stop the
abuses and to right the wrongs.
Children were still imprisoned and
the downtrodden tortured. It was
aI extremeîy stressful and depress-

ing. In the darkest days of 86 and
87 and 88 we could only hope that
we were making some impression,
but franly there wasn't much evi-
dence of that. None of us dreamed
that the reformn breakthrough that
started with F.W. de Klerk's emer-
gence was s0 near at hand. Com-
pared to the South Africans
themselves we foreigners were al-
ways marginal players despite our
occasional pretentions, but even
so it was enormously satisfying to
know that we had at least done
what we could in the circum-
stances to further the struggle!

1%g the expectations of critics in rhetoric, worthy projects and money
ahlated. to combatting Apartheid. In the subjective experience of those
who 'fl)plemented the policy, its obvious progressive effects overrode
"lything else. The embassy staff on the frontline and their bureaucratic
back..up in Ottawa feit involved in a common moral commitment. Theyshared a rare sense of satisfaction and achievement in fighting a univer-

'ý1Yendorsed worthy cause. Former and current members at the em-
bassY in Pretoria convey this spirit most vividly and realistically when
4uestiOned about successes, failures and frustrations.

.Surpisingly, the imaginative Dialogue Fund has hardly been publi-
''ed ini South Africa or in Canada, although almost every project is a

faciating story from many angles. The unjustified low profile of
Can1ada in South Africa is partly due to the embassy not publicly adver-
t15U'jg the existence of the fund for security reasons, but also not holding
"OMTPetitions with clear assessment procedures. Instead, the fund admîn-

5torresponds to requests for assistance by people who take the
IlitÎiative to seek out the embassy or who have been informally encour-
ag9ed to do so. This may have the unfortunate side effects of reducing

s aM PPliCants to a somewhat demeaning beggar status and favouring
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those with contacts and grantsmanship SUIS. It also leaves considerable

discretion to the embassy staff as to who and what is being funded

among competing dlaims.

If there is any criticism of the many worthwhile projeets supported, it

is flot political bias. Although the major share of the fund went to ANC

associated persons or institutions, rival movements such as the PAC and

AZAPO or affiliated groups also received assistance a few times, thougli

flot Inkatha. To what extent a foreign agency mnterested in fostering

dialogue should go out of its way to also engage groups outside the

negotiation process, is a complex issue, particularly if the projects are

structured entirely by the South African recipients. The emnbassy does

not influence how the money is spent, once a request lias been granted.

Perhaps mnevitably, an overwhelming amnount of assistance has beeri

spent on city-based organizations and there has been a tendency to

neglect the rural areas where 50 percent of South Africa's populatiofi

lives in much starker poverty. With a few laudable exceptions' the focus

on more accessible and literate urban structures lias merely repeated

what lias been the dominant trend of most development aid elsewhere il,

the Third World. Whule a good case can be made tliat change in South

Africa lias to originate in the First World urban sector, there lias been a

noticeable relative failure to include the traditional sector and theif

embittered opposing youth in dialogue programmues. Relatively little lias

been done to address the political violence and extreme social disinte-

gration which lias befallen many rural and semi-urban districts. The

6 Among the Dialogue Fund projects a few rural-based initiatives can be found. For example, the

ANC aligned "Congress of Traditional Leaders of SA" (CONTRALESA) received assisteri'e

in 1990 as did some joint urban-rural programmes, particularly in Natal. Canadian support %05

helpful for advocacy groups that tried to prevent the forced removal of squatter commuflities.

such as tie Association for Rural Advancement (AFRA, Natal), Grahamstown Rural Committee'

Southern Cape Against Removals. the Transvaal Rural Action Committee (TRAC) and the

Surplus Peoples Project in the Western Cape. Assisted by liberal whites with access to the mnedio'

these initiatives mainly relied on publicity and legal action to protect squatters. A particulafly

proising attempt by American NO was launched by 'Sister Community Projeets" to tVWo

thiratcned communities in South Africa with communal sponsors in the United States and, tO

lesser extent, in Canada.

84À
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greatest need for improved intergroup relations lies in the remote hinter-
land. Here, "witches" are sometimes stili burnt, initiation rites are re-
sented, and corrupt tribal authorities hold sway together with authoritarian
te-achers and bewildered parents.

Canadian activity is flot only concentrated in the cities but more
Specificalîy in the more privileged and bureaucratically developed First
WOrld urban institutions. Each South African metropolitan area consists
Of extremes of misery in huge squatter camps, hostels and townships on
the One side and affluent sophistication, at par with any counterpart in
Tronto or Vancouver, on the other. Too many Canadian supported
efforts are confined to the latter; too few projects ever touch the inhabi-
tanfts of Khayelitsha, Inanda or Crossroads, despite the dlaims of most
Projeet applicants to benefit ail the peoples of the land. This does not
tieCessarîly resuit from, deficiencies in the selection process but reflects
the 'flatural' communicative afflnity of applicants and donors compared
With the social isolation, illiteracy and underdevelopment of the real
have-nots. Inasmuch as squatters or hostel dwellers are unlikely to find
theinselves at diplomatic receptions where the fanions and powerful of
ail dolours dominate, they cari hardly be expected, in the ordinary course
0f events, to be among the recipients of foreign largesse. Yet the vast
squatter communities and dispersed rural settlements too have interlocu-
tors, aibeit without proper dress, speech, typewriters or telephones.
Tlhese disadvantages should not lead to exclusion. While there are limits
to the Organizational capacities of a small diplomatic staff that ordinarily
has t0 rely on established organizations, insistence on some inclusion of
the înuginalj2 ed underclass could perhaps be considered in negotiations
0f future contracts. For instance, conference organizers could be ex-
Pected flot to hold ail workshops in hotels or office buildings in the city,
but also to reach out into dilapidated schools and church halls and
leaking structures in the townships, or at least provide transportation for
th'- suent majority.

TO0 Often the Canadian-sponsored conferences are a nearly ail maie
aIffair. Ilisistence by the donor that women's participation must be given
Priority could go a long way toward ensuring that deeply entrenched
PatrilchY, in the ANC no less than in Afrikaner society, is undermined.
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Ail contracts could stipulate that conferences and workshops are ex-
pected to provide child care services as a matter of routine, which flot
even the large gatherings ever do.

In its assistance to church groups, Canada has exclusively dealt with
the established mainstreamn churches. Some have taken an explicit posi-
tion on political issues: the South African Council of Churches broadly
aligned itself with the ANC opposition and the Afrikaner Calvmnist
churches, at least until recently, with the ruling establishment. It was
useful to encourage dialogue between the two camps, and the agonizing
soul searching among Calvinists has clearly borne some fruits. However,
the majority of religious South Africans do not belong to either of the
above camps but to the independent African and evangelical churches.
Their clergy do not attend diplomatic gatherings but they do make their
observances and perform dances in colourful robes in backyards and
empty lots on Sunday aftemnoons. These are the churches of the servants
and the uneducated and unemployed, the spiritual and material self-help
organizations of the downtrodden. Since these "Zionist" fundamentalists
represent the majority of the black population, and are in greater need of
assistance than the educated bourgeoisie, Canadian outreach ought not
to ignore them. If their voices are unheard in the corridors of power, that
may mean the corridors are too high above the ground.

In summary, foreign assistance generally focuses far too heavily of'
elites. It needs to be oriented towards mass benefits. For example, for the
price of one unîversity scholarship or sponsored visit to Canada, a mass
literacy campaign can reach far more people with greater benefits. OnlY
when these constituencies are empowered as well, can elite accommo-
dation really work. Long-termn stability is endangered by merely expand-
ing elites. New masters are created rather than the state being
transformed. Lt would be a cruel irony if the foreign efforts towaçd
democratization were to fail in this way.

Together with a reorientation of foreign assistance away from elites,
the question needs also to be asked whether even the colour-blifld
Dialogue Fund should flot încorporate an affirmative action componefit
in the formi of a deliberate tilt towards black-led organizations. Fof
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Clitjcism of the Dialogue
Fund by a South Afnican
'Recipient

A more serious criticism is that
it Would appear that those who
Iflaie the decisions as to who gets
What and how much are guided
by submissions made by organi-
zations. This obviously is one
Way of allocatmng resources, but 1
Wo'uld have thought that a gov-

nment of the size of Canada and
with its declared interests in
SOuth Africa, would be more
Proactive. By that 1 mean 1 think
there ought to be someone or
SoMe smnall group who would do
their Own research on the ground,
assess the needs, the efflciency
"'1Id accountability, of potential
g1fltees.

ifIt WOuld also, make more sense
ithe Canadian decision-makers

COuld focus more narrowly and
Mfore deeply on specific areas so

that their funding is not so widely
dispersed. For example, if con-
stant assessment and reassess-
ment is made in consultation with
key people in South Africa and
critical observers in Canada, it
ought to be possible to focus on
two or three key areas. Quite a lot
of money is given to one-off con-
ferences, workshops, seminars.
Important work can be done in
this way, but there should also be
more consideration for long-term
projects which will go more to the
heart of the needs in South Africa
right now. There seems to be any
amnount of money for confer-
ences, workshops, books, etc. on
constitution-making. So that is
not an area that 1 would recom-
mend for further assistance.
Where there does seem to be a
need, and few people are giving
enough attention to it, is the
building of a democratic culture
on the basis of strengthening civil
society.

1QMl of a sample of 26 projects that the embassy had recently8I'PP0rted under the Dialogue Fund, the Canadian Education Fund and
the Canada Fund, submitted randomly at our request by the administra-
tfo' 0f the Dialogue Fund, (Correspondence, Alena Schram, 13 August
1991), 18 listed whites as the director or co-ordinator of the organiza-
coTIS rcivng the funds and only 8 had blacks (Africans, Indians and
sOlotreds) at ther head. Most of the recpents, partcularly on the whte

Side, ere well established academic or legal institutions rather than
Wh"t cOuld be called grass-root organizations. This may well reflect the
14tter 9tantsmanshjp, accountability and bureaucratic access of liberal
eslblhsh,, institutions than any bias on the part of the embassy.

NOletheless the bulk of the Canadian money distributed ends up bene-
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fitting both white and black elites who can add to their computers and

secretanial staff, can buy additional furniture and equipment or have their

air tickets paid for yet another conference. It seems increasingly doubtful

whether this constitutes the optimal way to distribute funding in South

Africa in the future although the Dialogue Fund with a différent focus

should be maintamned. Some assistance in grantsmanship could be made

available to legitimate, deserving groups in need of funding, but lacking

the skilis to frame appropriate proposais. Provision of guidance and

support in grant applications would also serve to extend the range of

recipients. Furthermore, one additional mninor modification is called for.

It is in the nature of the projects supported that a detailed accounting

cannot be given and the funds are mamnly allocated on the basis of trust.

Optimal use depends to a large extent on the discretion of the recipients.

The embassy does not have the resources to control how each dollar is

spent. Nonetheless, it would seemn wise to issue some guidelines and set

clear limits on what is considered appropriate expenditure. For example,

Canadian-supported conferences were sometimes held in expensiVc

country resorts (Mt. Grace; Valley Lodge-"2Your Great Country Get-

away") when a university lecture hall would have been a much cheaper

and accessible venue, though ciearly less comfortable. Guidelines could

stipulate maximum daily fees for "transculturai. communication traw-

ers," lawyers and consultants. Many South African lawyers in political

trials have for years personally benefitted from their exorbitant fees paid

by overseas supporters, without paying anything back to the communi'

ties whose cause they valiantly defended. When a South African orgal&i

zation receives substantial donations from abroad, even if they arefo

specific projects, it should perhaps not be entirely left to its executive

how high a saiary staff members are paid. For exampie, the forrný

national director of a Canada-supported political institute earned RI 50,000>

a year (SouthScan, 47, December 13, 1991, p. 386) which is ten tinles

the average salary of a secretary or twice as much as a senior acadelIic

would earn. Fmnaily, more systematic coordination between the numne'

ous donor countries, foundations and corporations could prevent overlaP

in supporting similar projects. The Canadian proposai for a donor col"

ference would seemn an excellent idea.

88
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I.CANADIAN EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

Besides the Dialogue Fund, Canada has maintained an expandmng
Programme of development assistance, aimed at providmng educational
and training opportunities. The assistance is provided both multilaterally
"'Id through NGOs. Canadian officiai development aid through CIDA
am0lunted to $5.8m in 1987 and $7.8m in 198 8 at the height of the P W.
Botha regime, and has mncreased ever since. Compared with similar
South African programmes in most other Western countries-particu-
larlY the US-Canadian. educational assistance is comparatively well
fllnded and professionally implemented, though not necessarily in a
Politically non-partisan fashion.

The Canadian govemment is providmng about $15m in aid to South
Afýca in the fiscal year 1991/92. A large part of this assistance goes to
PrOfessional and political education, because, as Lucie Edwards' ex-
PlairIed, "People need to be tramned now to assume key positions of
reSPonsibility in a non-racial govemment. Work needs to be done today
'Il Planning South Africa's long-terni relations with its neighbours. South
Africans are lookmng to Canada for help in ail these areas."

111 1985, a Canadian Education Programn for South Africa (CEPSA)
Was istituted, consisting of four components. (1) An Intemnal Scholar-
shP Program for black students, channelled through the Educational
Ç)Pportunities Council (EOC), aimed at assisting undergraduate bridgmng
Programmes. They were designed to bring the academic standards ofdisadva»ntaged students up to university requirements. Another compo-
4l1t Of the same programme was initially administered by the World
1 l1iversity Service of Canada (WUSC) and provided 39 scholarships for
ut14rraduate study over a three year period. (2) The Canadian Educa-
ton Fund admjnistered by the Embassy, supports smaller initiatives in
teacher training, literacy campaigns, alternative schooling and adult
education (3) A Labour Education Fund was allocated to the Canadian
Lebor Congress (CLC), the Confederation des Syndicates Nationaux

1Ie'efLttion (o the Standing Committee on Extemal Affairs and Intfrnational Trade, November 27,
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(CSN) and the Canadian Teachers Federation (CTF) for the training of

their South Afnican counterparts in COSATU and NACTU. (4) An

in-Canada scholarship programme went to the newly (1988) formed
Ottawa-based South African Education Trust Fund (SAETF) under the

chairmanship of Archbishop Scott.' SAETF seleets and places the schol-

arship recipients at 180 cooperating Canadian institutions, including
governments and the private sector. SAETF accommodates both long-

terin and short-termn training. In its short existence, SAETF has developed

a good reputation for innovative responses to neglected area expertise il,
South Africa. For example, in Fail 1991 it started a month-long interac-

tive workshop of AIDS educators, including flot only health care work-

ers but traditional healers from Alberta and South Africa. Betweefl

1988-91 SAETF had sponsored close to 150 South African trainees in a
wide variety of fields, flot mncluding post-graduate scholarships and
"6political" visitors to Canada. Sinice South African educational institu-

tions have traditionally neglected maths and science teaching, SAETF
appropriately states that it "will therefore give preference to candidates

studying in technical, scientific, engineering, administration, commerce
and health fields." However, the areas of 144 trainees so far, listed Î11
Table 10, still reflect an education and social science bias. It is also worth

asking whether short-terin training in many areas could not be carried
out much more cost-effectively in South Africa itself.

The selection criteria of SAETF have been questioned in South

Africa, as will be discussed later. At present SAETF states that "candi-

dates are required to have the support of a South African non-governmental

organization," which so far have included "liberation movemeits,

women's groups, churches, trade unions, black professional groups anld

progressive educational and community organizations," according to te

Annual 1990/91 Report. However, non-affiliated, politically non-active

students who are, therefore, not assisted by the sponsorship of an organi,

zation, are short-changed in this selection process. While the task O

8 SAETF had a budget of $1.2m for 1990/91 and a staff of eight under exeutive director 10

Puritt. An anthropologist by training with Iengthy field-work experience in Tanzania, Pu'i~

worked for OXFAM and the Canadian Labour Congress before joining SAETF in Septcel

1990, replacing Stephen Godfrey, who joined the staff of Joe Clark.
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'flstitution-buildjng in South Africa is an important one, it could be asked
Wýýheher it is appropriate to exelude individuals who choose flot to
Participate in highly politicized public institutions and instead concen-
trate on their private skill development. At present. active politicization
's mlade a de facto prerequisite for foreign career training, which rein-
forces the ideologically highly charged climate of ail spheres of South
African life.

Table 10
South African Trainees Sponsored by SAETF 1988-91

Areas of Training

Azgriculture
Arts and Humanities
Communications
Education
Engineering and Technology
Geology, Mmning and Metallurgy
Finance and Credit
Health and Nutrition
Human Settlements and Urban Development
Law
Management and Administration
Social Sciences
Grand Total

No. of Individuals



4. THE BACKGROUND TO CANADA'S
ACTIVIST POLICY: THEORETICAL

AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS

"It is South Afiica's continued white domination which reminds
the West of its colonial past; of its own present racial conflicts;
of the painful, growing gap between rich and poor and the
failure of attempts to bridge it. We trot on your heels like an old
faithful and unwanted hound, reminding you of your past and
your obligations." -F. van Zyl Slabbert, 1988 Convocation
Address, Simon Fraser University, Vancouve, B.C.

S hortly after the Progressive Cou-
servative Party came mnto power in September 1984, the TorontO
SACTU Solidarity Committee published a well-researched and docu-
mented bookiet with the titie, "Trafficking in Apartheid. The Case fof
Sanctions Against South Africa" (January 1985). With almost resigned
exasperation, the authors listed several Tory politicians on sponsored
tours to South Africa who uttered praise such as "the most refreshiiig
experiment in black Africa today." The authors expected business as
usual with Apartheid, or an active policy of material benefit froIl
Apartheid exploitation even worse than the pious anti-Apartheid liP-
service of the Trudeau government. "The South African ambassador il,

Canada, acknowledged as the best lobbyist on the Hill," the authors
concluded, "will no doubt find fertile ground among the Tory hordes
now in the House of Commons. It will be complicity as usual" (p. 5).

1. LEADERSHIP VERSUS A BUREAUCRATic AGENDA

As has been widely acknowledged and documnented previously, th"
prediction turned out to be wrong. The Conservative Mulroney goveffi'
ment adopted one of the most progressive and activist policies on ot
Africa among alI Western nations. It took the leadership in the CommnOP
wealth on sanctions. Why?

92
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At the risk of personalizing policies and neglecting underlying inter-
e-sts, most insiders who were interviewed stress the crucial rote played
by the Prime Minister himself. Even an outspoken cnitic of Ottawa such
as Linda Freeman (CUSO Journal, July 1990) admits: "The departures
in Policy on Southern Africa have definitely been made by Mulroney and
the PMO (Prime Minister's Office)."

Sociologicai analysis usually treats a successfuî political leader as a
Iflere mouthpiece of his/her constituency. Leaders are considered inter-
Chm1igeab1e. The leader articulates sentiments of followers rather than
lllstigatjng them. Therefore, it is argued, analysis must focus on predis-
Positions of supporters rather than on the power of the leader. However,
Silice a constituency frequently holds only vague attitudes on many
lSSUes8 leaders do crystallize and shape opinions. There is a particular
ScOPe for leaders when the constituency is split or ambivalent about an
'55ue. More interestingly, the strong influence that the Prime Minister
Personally exercised over Canadian policy on South Africa, his "emo-
tiQuaI involvement," allows some theoretical conclusions about the rote
Of the chief executive versus bureaucratic politics in foreign policy
decisions.

Since Richard Neustadt's (1960) Presidential Power, and Graham
Al0's(1971) Essence of Decision: Explaining the Guban Missile

Crisis, a bureaucratic interpretation of decision-making has become the
dotylinant paradigmn among North American analysts. This conventional
Wisdomr views the power of a President/Prime Minister/Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) as severely limited by a bureaucratie web on which he/she
has to rely. Organizational necessity and bureaucratic interests deter-
WliIie Policy in a context in which the civil service ofien acts more as foe
thoan allY of the CEO. Interdepartmental competition is compared, with
th' diplomatic struggle among contending nations. Sections of the bu-
týQUIrcY negotiate, bargain and compromise with each other so that in

ardtda policy decision fromn the top is implemented only in a diluted
(t1d COlfpromsed way or somnetimes sabotaged altogether. As Allison

(19 9:93) puts it, "a considerable gap separates what leaders choose...
alU hat organizations implement." According to this conventional

i5do1In policy formulation is easy but it does not guarantee policy
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implementation. It is "determined chiefly by organizational routines, flot
government leader's directions." Henry Kissinger (quoted in R. Art,
1989:443) confirms: " ... the outsider believes a Presidential order is
consistently followed. Nonsense. 1 have to spend considerable time
seeing that it is carried out and in the spirit the President intended."
Administrative feasibility and flot the substance and content of policy,
therefore, it is argued, should be the focus of policy analysis. An institu-
tional context in which the orgamizational, personal and political agendas
of competing bureaucracies do not necessarily reflect the values of the
chief executive-if empirically correct-must indeed be taken as the
central determining factor.

The organizational imperative also implies that "complex organiza-
tions must settle for satisfactory rather than optimal solutions" (S.
Krasner, 197 1). The paradigm absolves the CEO of ultimate responsibil-
ity for failures that are essentially not under his control. The democratic
process of choosing and holding leaders accountable for their policies is
undermined by the deterministic attribution of outcomes to a nameless
and faceless machine. Without the assumption of rational decision-mak-
ing among rational state-actors-however different their values and
basis of rationality--ethical judgements are replaced by technocratic
imperatives.

Pursuing such political and philosophical implications of the bureau-
cratic conceptualization of foreign policy making is a separate task not
to be undertaken here. Rather, the Canadian case study can shed empiri-
cal light on the accuracy of the bureaucratic paradigm. Canadian policY
on South Africa under the direction of the Prime Minister can ideally test
the conventional wisdom of bureaucratic interpretations in a real situ-
ation.

According to various insiders' accounts (Personal Interviews,
3/10/90; 14/10/90; 13/11/90; 5/10/91), the sanctions policy initially had
to be forced by the Prime Minister on a reluctant bureaucracy in î985-
Extemnal Affairs at that stage was hardly interested in South Africa afld
"Joe Clark could not care less." One person involved spoke of "bitter
exchanges" with senior External Affairs officiais about the text of ~

94À
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cruicial speech and characterized the department as poised "to impede,
block and distort" in what amounted in this view to "an obstructive
t'r8Vesty"~ (Personal Interview, 5/10/9 1). Linda Freeman (CUSO Journal,
JhIiY 1990) writes of Mulroney as having "faced down the opposition of
External Affairs civil servants reared in thec ideas of the past, committed
to the earlier policy, which was to complain about Apartheid while
COntinuing to take advantage of better-than-norinal trade and investment
OPPortunjties."

One Însider conveyed the view that many senior bureaucrats in Exter-
T'ai Affairs displayed a distinct lack of enthusiasm for the Common-
w'ealth which they considered to be "a waste of time." Since South Africa
W1as tied up with the Commonwealth, it was also seen as "a soft option,"
While the real interest of the Prime Minister should be "playing with the
big boys", in the Group of Seven in their dealings with global economic
lsSUes. They could not understand why a govemment should become s0
e2rfotionally involved" in a far away moral issue, from which the party
'had nothing to gain domestically." Indeed, the Prime Minister himself
Was said to, have pointed to the paradox that those who supported him
erlthusiastically on South Africa would most likely flot vote for him
In'YWay.

Why has a conservative Mulroney embraced the anti-Apartheid cause?
'Were Personal reasons more decisive than political calculations? Almost
each 0f Our interviewees provided a différent explanation. One foreign
PoliCy analyst pointed to Mulroney's "Irish working-class background"
an'd the "Irish sympathy for the underdog." Others mentioned the Africa
PohCey as "one of those idiosyncrasies of an otherwise cynical and

M"'Ùulaivemid" while another academnic referred to Diefenbaker's
IIWuence on the young Mulroney, together with the much more thought
Out Position of the "Red Tories." There is the perception among some
aaermic analysts that Canadian foreign policy cannot afford to oppose

'Washington on any major issue, while Apartheid provided a rare oppor-
hliiity to define Canadian conservativismn in opposition to Reagan.
Aýpa1rtheid allowed the symbolic assertion of Canadian independence
Wýhere it did not really matter, according to these observers. One promi-
!lent liberal politician who was interviewed conceded Mulroney's per-
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sonal anger about Apartheid, but added that, in the light of the weak
Canadian links with South Africa, "there was also a certain amount of
shrewd calculating" despite opposition from within the Tory caucus and
the senior civil service.

Yet in all accounts of insiders, Mulroney's personal commitment
overcame the initial bureaucratic inertia. Even severe critics of the Prime
Minister who are not members of his party, sound like hagiographers
when discussing "Brian and Mila's stunning convictions" on racialisn
in South Africa. Most attribute the source of his attitudes to his close
friendship with Mugabe and Kaunda as well as the president of Senegal.
Close associates emphasize how frequently Mulroney consults with
Mugabe and Kaunda "who also picks up the phone at any time and asks
for grain which he then receives instantly." It was they who counselled
against a complete break of relationships which the Prime Minister was
ready and, by some accounts, even keen, to initiate on several occasions.
The African leaders thought it wiser if Canada kept a monitoring pres-
ence and supportive role in the Apartheid state, much to the relief of
Canadian diplomats who were increasingly motivated to justify their
controversial presence in Pretoria with progressive involvement. Mul-
roney's personal detestation of Margaret Thatcher, (whether preceding
or resulting from her intransigent anti-sanctions stance seems irrele-
vant), is said to have spurred his resolve further to assume the moral
leadership of the Commonwealth and shed his "underdog role."

Critics like Linda Freeman (CUSO Journal, 1990) have said that
"Brian Mulroney does look good" but only in comparison with Thatcher,
Reagan, Bush or Kohl. The African heads of state who praise Canada,
she charges, have their reference group wrong. Instead Canada should
be compared with the Scandinavian countries or even the US Congress,
behind which Canada has lagged on sanctions and in timing. Freema"
points out that "the US Congress has been the leader in the West on the
sanctions crusade since the 1984-86 uprisings in South Africa." How-
ever, it was precisely the intense American debate that also spurred the
Canadian bureaucracy into action. Several Canadian politicians felt that
it was not compatible with their progressive self-image that they should
be out-radicalized by the US on Apartheid. As one participant at ai'
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EFXternai Affairs roundtable remarked in 1985: 'We cannot afford to
crawl in the shadow of the Americans on such an important issue of
human rights."

[Iow then are such strong convictions by the Chief Executive trans-
lated into policy implementation without the cooperation of a sceptical
bureaucracy? It may be shown that Freeman' s (1990) statement that
"'ExtemaI Affairs has been a brake on Clark, who is, in turn, a brake on
M'ulroney" is a somewhat static assessment of the evolution of a policy
that Soon brought both Extemnal Affairs and the Prime Minister's Office
in i ne with each other. There is considerable evidence that External
Aýffairs staff, particularly those with lengthy exposure to the South
Aýfrican reality at the embassy in Pretoria, were in the end, even more
COMM1'itted to activist intervention than its original proponents. Yet re-
5Pected academics like Cranford Pratt mnsist that Canadian "policy must
lbe set in the context of a department that was seriously disinterested"
before 1985. That departmental opposition to a strong policy on South-
ern Africa, in the assessment of the Pratts, continued and "by 1986-87,
SflCCeeded in placing a brake on the PM's initiatives" (Personal Inter-
vi'ew and Correspondence, 21/11/91). Success of such opposition would
'fl'ply that it was openly or tacitly supported by Clark and senior offi-
ciaes. What evidence exists that Clark or John Schioler, the then head of
the Southemn African Task Force, or others were brakes on Mulroney?

According to most Ottawa observers, the image of a stalling Extemal
Affairs and a pushing Prime Minister amounts to an incorrect projection
llflO this issue of the earlier rivalry between Joe Clark and Brian Mut-
rofleY over the party leadership. If there was any issue on which broad
agreent prevailed from the beginning, it was Apartheid. Close associ-
ates sPeak of the "partnership' or "one of the few bonds" that made both
ste2 eye to eye on South Africa (Interviews, Ottawa, 31/10/91, 1/11/91).
Both Mulroney and Clark spent an extraordinary amount of time on
South Afica at the expense of other foreign policy concernis. This caused
sOIne consternation among the desk officers of those departments that
(I1d floçt receive proportional attention to their perceived importance.
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The perception of an opposing Externat Affairs may also have been
created by the department' s attempt to liaise on sanctions with the
affected businesses, reflecting Clark's desire "not to burn bis bridges
with the business community" and to act as a "balance wheel against the
more impetuous statements" of the PM, as one insider of the time
remembered it. For example, the head of the Southern Afican Task
Force was dispatched to explain to Canadian executives the need for the
new South Africa policy. Moreover, some Externat Affairs officiais
resented the direct access of outsiders to the PM, particularly Stephen
Lewis, whose "extravagant prose" and refusai "to brook any amend-
ments" they deplored as the professionals ini charge (Personal interview,
14/2/91).

Ail Externat Affairs officiais mnterviewed, in contrast to most Cana-
dian academîcs and Stephen Lewis, stress the equal involvement of the
minîster and his staff. A senior insider who is a member of the opposition,
Liberai Party, praised the "consummate skills" of Joe Clark, "who rail
the policy, rewrote speeches and often ignored the warnings of bis
officiais" (Personal Interview, 4/11/91). This informant emphasized that
the South Africa policy was not put together by bureaucrats, but had the
persistent endorsement of both Mulroney and Clark. Admittedly, Joe
Clark "had to look over bis shoulder in order to keep up to the mark or
the issue wouid have been taken out of his hand." When some slippage
occurred at Externat Affairs, this informant attributed it not to political
opposition on the part of officiais, but to bureaucratic bungling, the fact
that the departmnent was understaffed, and that many people were iii-

volved who, moreover, frequentiy changed their administrative respon-
sibilities. Others pointed out that Joe Clark had the unenviable task "of
coping with the PM's franker statemnents," obviously referring to Mui-
roney's 1985 UN speech. This was described as a "high-wire-act." One
officiai feit "haunted" by the speech for a long time, because the depart-
ment was constantly criticized for not foliowing through with the prorm-
ised total break of relations. The key exception to the prevailing accord
then was obviously the Prime Minister's 1985 UN speech in which lic
uniiaterally threatened the potential total break with South Africa afld
with which most External Affairs officiais did not agree. However,
associates attribute even sucli major policy divergences to differences of
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style rather than substance between Mulroney and Clark. It is said that
the former cornes to the same conclusions "by heart," and is more
Obsessed with the personalities involved, while the latter is more inclined
tO draw "on die analytical facilities of his bright head" (Interview,
1/11/91).

On the basis of ail the evidence available, including private correspon-
de-nce with Joe Clark and participation in several roundtable sessions at
EXternai Affairs between 1985 and 1989, there did not appear to be any
selous rift between competing bureaucracies at this point. Joe Clark, in
P4rticular, was at ahl times keen to entertain new ideas on how Canadians
coýUld practically assist in the demise of Apartheid. The very calling of

teroundtable sessions over the years, and the considerable resources
eollcated to the task force, bear out this înterest.

The emphasis on mnterdepartmental rivalry by critics stems partly
frrn surprise that "the govemment stole the flag of the NGOs on
AýPaIIJ1eid," as one analyst admitted, but also from. the need to explain
Why Ottawa then did not go ahl the way to meet the expectations of its
"n'Patient anti-Apartheid constituency. The assertion that Extemnal Af-
fairs Stalled falsely treats a huge institution as a monolithic entity when
differentiation within the bureaucracy and within its hierarchy is realis-
ticallY predictable. It is unrealistic to expect complete unanimity on such
"n emçOfionl issue. The degree of unanimity however--despite strategic
C3oljrie within this broad consensus-nonetheless stands out as
the2 Overriding characteristic of the senior bureaucracy and public and
Party opinion ini Canada. In few other Western countries, with the
Posible exception of the Scandinavian states, has an activist anti-Apart-
heid policy developed. into such a mainstream creed with so few detractors.

's futile to speculate whether govemnment pronouncements inspired
elanadian public opinion (or instigated it, as South African officiaIs
a8ssert), or whether government policy merely caught up with an out-

r;9dPublic.

Kra"sner (1989:424) has rightly pointed out that bureaucratic analysis
aXio)rnatically assumes "that politics is a game with tie preferences of
Players given and independent." This static picture is misleading for two
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main reasons: (1) a chief executive can also select staff of his or her own
conviction, rely on experts from outside the orgamization and thereby
partially cirdumnvent a hostile bureaucracy; (2) an intransigent civil
service can itself undergo a learning process, given the right incentives,
and change from an adversary to a supporter of the leader's policy. Both
processes have occurred between 1985 and 1990 during the evolution of
an ever more activist Canadian policy on South Africa.

The Prime Minister's activist polîcy was greatly assisted by newly
selected appointees who did not all corne from the professional ranks of
the bureaucracy, but articulated the new shift with the same credibility
as the chief executive himself. Stephen Lewis's surprise appointment as
the Canadian Ambassador to the UN was initially celebrated as a brilliant
coup in having one of the most articulate and morally committed politi-
cians project Canada's progressive image to the world. In addition, dhe
new policy was ably backed by respected luminaries sucli as Roy
McMurtry, the former High Commissioner of Canada to London wherc
he chaired the Commonwealth Committee on Southern Africa, or the
Conservative Party stalwarts Walter McLean and Flora MacDonald,
who had each developed a long-standing interest and expertise in South-
em African affairs. Ted Lee, the Canadian ambassador to South Africa
until 1986 had gone out of his way to support the efforts of the Eminent
Persons Group. The new Canadian Ambassador, Ron McLean, embod-
ied behind a gracious old-world demeanour and conservative appear-
ance, an astute sense for responding imaginatively to the new realities ini
South Africa. He quietly cultivated contacts and unobtrusively broke
new ground that no Canadian ambassador before had dared to tread.

Nor did these initiatives pass unnoticed. The Prime Minister used the
then head of the North-South Institute, Bernard Wood, as his personal
emissary to the heads of government of the frontline states to convey his
anti-Apartheid policy and was reinforced by Wood's advice and progres-
sive vision. Finally the extensive involvement of Archbishop Ted Scott,
the Canadian member of the Commonwealth Eminent Persons GrouP
and former primate of the Anglican Church in Canada, ensured that the
policy had the highest blessings of the Canadian Churches and brought
in their wide network and effective activism. For the first time NGOS

'00k
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w,ýere included in the consultation, and some allocated considerable
resources.

. 11 addition to these pressures, the voices of organized labour and the
lIldependent Left i various anti-Apartheid organizations deserve special
nmention. The Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) has played an active
"'le i the movement as a member of multilateral organizations (Coin-
lin wealth Trade Union Council, CTUC; International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions, ICFTU), as a lobbyist of political bodies and through
direct assistance to Southern African trade unions.

Inl 1984 at the ILO conference in Geneva, Shirley Carr refuted the
traditional. arguments against isolatmng South Africai the hope of
effecting peaceful change. The "Committee on Apartheid," which Carr
ehalired, concluded that, "the role of trade and foreign capital and of
lilvestments and boans to the South African Govemmuent [is] an impor-
tanht element i maintainig and strengthening the Apartheid regime"
(Ccjfadian Labour, 29(7):8).

On April 18, 1985, CLC president Dennis McDermott, John Harker
aIld l'aul Puritt met with Joe Clark to urge Canada to put "some muscle
behind the [foreigni policy review now underway" (Canadian Labour,
30(5): 8). At that time they noted that the CLC was prepared to endorse
the ICFTU's cali for selective disinvestment and specific boycotts and
to Support the CTUC i countering South African propaganda in the
£(>ilnonweaIth. They also called for the Code of Conduct reporting to

flimade mandatory.

111 1986 at a South African Women's Day rally in Toronto, Carr said
th'lt the CLC supports sanctions on the understanding that black workers
ln RSA are, "prepared to live with or die from, if necessary, the conse-
qIlenices" (Canadian Labour, 31(7):8). She noted that Canadian job loss
'0111d be minimal and that the CLC counterparts in COSATU and
e<USA, "want us to see that they [sanctions] are iînposed--comprehen-

ý'e Ind mandatory" (ibid.). The CLC's position also involved supplyig
tid to frontlin states. Such aid was to comprise food and other forms of
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material goods and attempts to see investment to South Africa redirected
to the frontline states in order to lessen their dependence on South Africa.

In lier February 27, 1987 address to a special UN committee, Carr
called for a "total economnic and diplomatic boycott" (Canadian Labour,
32(3):9), of South Africa. She noted that Mulroney had recently said he
may be prepared to invoke such measures and she indicated that the CLC
would push hlm in this direction. At that same time Carr said that she
was, "rather proud of the role played by Canada within dhe Common-
wealth and the United Nations against Apartheid" (ibid.).

With reference to direct CLC mnvolvement in the area it may be noted
that the CLC has maintained close links with trade unions in Southl
Africa for some time. In 1983 the CLC received a CIDA grant to provide
seminars and fellowships; to members of black trade unions in South
Africa dedicated to "high-level union staff development" (Canadian
Labour, 28( 10):6). This programme was run in partnership witli
FOSATU and CUSA. In 1985 a CLC organizer went to assist Bata
employees who had recently joined the National Union of Textile Work-
ers in their bld to persuade management to recognize the union (Cana-
dian Labour, 30(7): 12).

Highly vocal and committed anti-Apartheid pressure groups of aca-
demics, students and South African exiles served as constant reminders
of tie deficiencies of Canadian policy. Among these independent initia-
tives on the political left, the Toronto Committee for the Liberation of
Southemn Africa (TCLSAC) stands out. Since the 1970s it had inveighed
against "the duplicity which characterizes Canada's official policy t0-
wards the brutal white-minority regimes" (TCLSAC, 1979:29), partictu-
larly Canada's support for the colonial policies of its NATO ally Portugal
until 1974. From an implicit socialist vision, TCLSAC and other anti-
Apartheid activists went further than churcli groups by not only deplo1-
ing Canada's "sub-imperîal role" but challenging the linkage betweefl
corporate interests and the liberal philosophy that purported to legitimize
this role. "Clearly the moralistic and Iegalistic rhetoric of conventiona1

liberalism serves Canada's powers-that-be primariîy as a source of
slogans readily adaptable to the needs of the moment" (TCLSAC,
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1979:44). A bi-monthly journal of TCLSAC, Southern Afr-ica Report,
reguarly pubtished since 1985 under the guidance of York University
POliticat scientist John Saut, served as a strident voice for consciousness-
raising outrage and catis for action. The Toronto mobilization was
'Omplemented by simitar groups with a lower profile i many other
chies, such as CIDMAA in Montreal or the strife-toru "Southern African
Action Coalition" in Vancouver.

In Externat Affairs, a special Task Force on Southern Africa had been
1nfOlfomiy assembled by Fait 1985 and formally estabtished by Spring
1986 to support Canada's invotvement in the Eminent Persons Group. It
"'as first headed briefly by Eric Bergbusch, succeeded from the summer
o~f 1986 by John Schioter, a former Canadian ambassador to Egypt and

ZIre, who left the foreign service i November 1989 when Lucie
EdwAards took over the administration of Southern African poiicy. It was
th lOw-key, modest Schioter who prudently headed. the Task Force
during the height of the P.W. Botha repression and the evolution of the
acetiVist policy. Edwards, who enjoyed the advantage of South African
fietd experience during three years at the embassy in Pretoria, deaIt more
With the subsequent period of Apartheid's formai abotition and its per-
sistent legacy. The Task Force had 16 members at its peak i t1987, 14
When Edwards took over in mid-November 1989 but had declined to 7,
inlCuding one secretary by Novemaber 1991. In February 1992 the Task
1?orce was phased out or officially "reorganized" in a new division of
'ePonsibilities for different areas of Anglophone Africa. Edwards left to
JO'il the Middle East section.

M4anY of the younger civil servants both i Ottawa and i South Africa
lied been educated i a different tradition and exposed to activist influ-
enes that graduatty turned an entrenched bureaucracy towards a new
çlhrection. The South African contigent was "handpicked." Under the
Prodding of the Prime Miister's Office, and the leadership of Joe Clark,
ýxterfla1 Affairs officiais engaged i a learning process. In order to keep

Istatu s as foreign policy experts, senior civil servants had to develop
ne"expertise. Had they refused, they woutd have looked incompetent

and unprepared, as happened when they could not rebut Thatcher's
fgrsabout Canadian hypocrisy at the 1987 Commonwealth Confer-
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ence in Vancouver. Increasingly frequent and heated exchanges in the
Commons required that conservative MPs have well-prepared argu-
ments about South Africa to answer an ever more morally outraged
opposition. Externat Affairs scheduled several half-day roundtables on
South Africa for its upper hierarchy which were chaired by the Minister
himself. A motley, small group comprised of ambassadors to the region,
senior civil servants fromn different departments, CIDA brass, NGO
leaders, journalists and academic experts were invited for the free-for-
all, think-tank sessions. For the first time, Joe Clark himiself was exposed
to reasoned alternatives which he found increasingly attractive as well.
Starting as a total newcomer to South African issues, who in 1985 did
not know what "influx control" meant, hie gradually becamne one of the
better informed and personally interested as well as morally committed
anti-Apartheid campaigners. The transformation of a reluctant bureauc-
racy was reinforced by daily news from South Africa about increased
repression at home during Botha's state of emnergency and destabiliza-
tion abroad.

It is noteworthy that the opposing lobbies from South Africa acted
with vastly differing efficiency during this crucial period. The South
African Embassy i Ottawa and individual Canadian bureaucrats kept
each other well abreast of minute manoeuverings. For example, tie
Embassy was informed about att the arguments of each participant of the
roundtable sessions the next morning, although the meetings were sup-
posed to be confidential. Not so the ANC representative and most other
activists who kept aloof from these discussions or even looked askance
at themn with bemused disdain.

The ANC permanent representatives in Western States, including
those i Ottawa, often Iacked the diplomatic skill required to utilize a
sympathetic civil service and public opinion in their host states. Ed
Broadbent pointed out (Personal Interview, 3/10/91) that in bis experi-
ence, the Pretoria diplomats proved far more successfül in putting their
case across, despite the widespread scepticismn towards their officia] line,
The explanation for the failure of the ANC to futly exploit a just cause
abroad lay not only in tie pour training or personalities of the South
African exiles. The entie ideology of the ANC, and particularly the
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SACP, predisposed them to view Western goverfments as secret allies
Of Pretoria. Rhetorical condemnation of Apartheid notwithstanding,
Western officiais could hardly be trusted. A general scepticism towards
the "centres of imperialism" prevailed. often reinforced by local activists
Who condemned the Ottawa and Washington administrations for their
OWýI reasons. In this atmnosphere, A-NC representatives generally adopted
a defensive stance. They waited until officiais camne to them rather than
gOÙng out to put their cause to "imperialist segments" which were far
moüre receptive than they reaiized. This self-imposed withdrawal only
Changed ini the late 1980s when Ottawa and Washington officially hosted
AINC president Oliver Tambo and publicly recognized the ANC as
eC1bcial to the South Afrîcan solution. In particular, the affable Thabo
M4bekçi with his articulate, unorthodox charm gradually became the
datling of the North American media and some mnfluential forward-look-
Irig US foundations. Even Chris Hanî's first visit to the US in 1991,
sPOnsored by the discredited American Communist Party-as was an
eelier visit by Joe Slovo--could flot taint the media's image of a
Stuccessful liberation movement, after North America had triumphantly
elflbraçed an unbanned Nelson Mandela a year earlier.

ln Some ways, the strong support for the ANC also represents an
Ulnconscious correction of past mistakes. Western govemmients are guilty,
although that may not always be a conscious realization, of flot support-
lIIg the liberation movements when they needed it most after their
b annlng in 1960. The newly-exiled knocked in vain on many Western
d1oors, including Canada's. They turned to Eastern Europe only as a last
res 0r for organizational survival. Their close alliance with orthodox

corllflunist govermments in a Cold War atmosphere subsequently pro-
"lLled a further rationale for ignoring the ANC durîng the 1970s and early
'801. It was only when the resistance inside South Africa mounted and
the lOtlg-termn stability of South Africa as a Western outpost became
'1MPaired, that Western goverrnents began to take the alternative seri-
ously.

S5jnce 1987, several governiment critics complained that the "steam

had gonre out" of Canada's South African policy and that Ottawa was
diplaying "sanctions-fatigue." Former UN Amnbassador Stephen Lewis
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charged: "It is clear that Canada washed its hands of the leadership on
South Africa" (Globe & Mail, May 12, 1989). Linda Freeman (CUSO
Journal, July 1990) maintains that since the Vancouver Commonwealth
Conference in October 1987, "Canada started stalling on sanctions."
CUSO executive director, Chris Bryant, diagnosed that the Mulroney
government "had lost its earlier enthusiasm for the struggle against
Apartheid" (Globe & Mail, May 11, 1989). The accusations stemmed
more from disappointment that Ottawa had flot met certain NGO expec-
tations than from an acdurate perception of the policy.

The critique that Canada "has repudiated and betrayed the soleman
commitments" (Stephen Lewis) made previously is based on three
perceived omissions: (1) Canada did not impose comprehensive, man-
datory sanctions, but it had neyer intended to do so in the first place. (2)
It did not give support to the ANC directly and exclusively, but at this
stage merely recognized the ANC as an important factor among other
legitimate anti-Apartheid groups. (3) Above ail, Ottawa did not sever
diplomatic tdes with Pretoria, as the Prime Minister had threatened at a
previous UN speech. The Liberal Party in particular, although not the
NDP, had made the breaking of ail relationships the litmus test of
Canadian sincerity and leadership on South Africa.

The NDP repeatedly pointed out that they "feit sorry for Joe Clark"
because "he had to go to all these meetings explaining why Canada did
not live up to the expectations" raised by the Prime Minister's promise
to break ahl ties. The former NDP foreign affairs critic, Bihl Blakie,
suggested in retrospect that South African developments saved Mul-
roney from the test of how far he would have been prepared to go
(Personal Interview, 23/10/90). The rejection of comprehensive and
mandatory sanctions by Ottawa was taken by the NDP as an indicator
that in the end Mulroney's outrage about Apartheid constituted more
rhetoric than substance.

Not only did the front line states counsel against severing ail ties, but
internaI South African activists did so as welh., The wise policy tO
continue to monitor and influence South African developments through
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the Presence of the embassy sheds a particularly interesting light on the
Mlanifold factors that shaped Ottawa's stance.

According to most însider's accounts, Canada came very close indeed
tO CUtting diplomatic ties. It had already dispatched a senior diplomat
ý'hO Perceived his task of "winding up the shop" (Personal Interview,
13/8/91). When at the height of resistance and repression in 1987, the
C-lamour for withdrawal reached a peak among the Canadian public and
OPPOsiion parties, the government's aspirant leadership role in the
fliternationai anti-Apartheid drive seemed mncreasmngly compromised.
AccOrd ing to one officiai, the South African Task Force, therefore, was
ready to, recommend a diplomatic showdown when the fate of the
sO-called Sharpeville Six on death row i Pretoria hung in the balance in
1987- An ail-niglit vigil i Ottawa waited nervously for the outcome of
nIltierous pleas for clemency to the South African State President P.W.
Bo0tha. Had the six been hanged, Canada would most Iikely have carried
thrOugh its threat of reconsidering ties, this mnsider speculated.

Aýs it tumed out, the continuing Canadian presence i South Africa
\va icreasingly justified by the progressive activities of the embassy

lPCF'sOinei in the country. While the external ANC had called on ail
eOUttries, to cut diplomatic relationships, internai activists remained
'In1bivaient. Canadian diplomats routinely attended major funerals as
Pro3tection against police brutality. Many sat through political trials as
ObsIerr Some Canadian diplomats regularly went to Sunday church
'eIice in the townships or invited activists to receptions. With such a
close identification on the ground, together with hostile warnings by
Prtoria to keep their noses out of domnestic aiffairs, the tenuous Canadianhllk to the outside world. was important to many South African activists.

1h05 , Wvhenever Canadian lobby groups i Ottawa pressed for a diplo-
'tic shutdown, External Affairs officiais couid retort that the activist

Pr"Sts or union leaders inside South Africa should have the final say on
the .0 Since the South Africans could not agree on a common

Position and most found the diplomatic support, ]et alone the financial
~itice, useful to fail back on, the presence of the Canadian embassy

"' Soh Africa was not challenged from within, despite Lusaka's un-
equliOcal stance against continued diplomatie ties. One Canadian offi-
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cîal even thought that the tbreat to his continued presence in South Africa

did flot corne as much fromn the left at home as from Pretoria. An insider

at the embassy relayed the mood vividly

1 believe that the Minister, Ottawa officiais and the embassy staff were all
of the view that closing the embassy would seriously undercut Canada's
abiiity to do something as opposed to saying something about one of the
important moral issues of our time. No doubt we in the embassy feit most
passionately about ciosure, but then we had the advantage of being furthest
from the domestic Canadian flack! In short, it was a coliaborative effort.
As you know, we were ail pretty close to the danger line on several
occasions-even asilate as February (or March?) 1988 when the seventeen
Anti-Apartheid groups were banned in South Africa.

With this commitmnent, the Canadian diplomats would have preferred

to be thrown out ratier than leave on their own, as the Danes had doue.

Iu the end, neither happened to the benefit of ail concemred.

Il. CANADIAN GOVERNMENT-BUSINESS RELATIONS: MATERIAL

VERSUS IDEAL INTERESTS

The case of the activist Canadian policy on South Africa disproves the,

orthodox Marxist conceptualization of the state. This view underesti-

mates the autonomy of the state in "late capitalism." Politicians atld

bureaucracies, though not quite "the long arm of the bourgeoisie" that

Marx conceptualized, are understood to be held captive by their busines 5

constituencies which put them i power ini the flrst place. They carnOt

afford to act against the fundamentai interests of capital. Personal va]lue 9

of leading state actors are shaped and constrained by the under1yiflg

interests of their class. They are not free agents even if they attempt tO~

be. The famous dictum of bureaucratic analysis-"you stand where yOIJ

sit"ý-is applied as deterministically ini a reductionist class analysis that

ignores the independent dynamics of ideology.

From long-time advocacy of human rights causes, tie first director O

the "Task Force on Churches and Corporate Responsibility" (TCC)

SUmS up a similar sentiment that i any crisis situation "'corport

Canada becomes the undeclared practioner of real Canadian foreig
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PoIlicy," because in any confliet between business mnterests "and a forth-
right human rights policy, the govemment tends to favour the former"
(Renate Pratt, 1990:104). While such a view provides a safe working
hYPOthesis on theoretical grounds, as well as on the basis of Trudeau's
e' plicitly stated foreign policy, it becomes problematie when it general-
Izes a past experience to ail times and fails to take new constellations rnto
account.

The Canadian case shows that state executives sometimes redefine the
lorgteri interests of their class in direct opposition to the short-term
\'IWs of their immediate constituency. Although Canadian trade with
South Africa has always been small and direct investment even less
sigIiificant, some powerfuî Canadian companies were negatively af-
fected by the activist policy. They did not derail it, nor did they even
"ttCIiiPt to do so, and the govemment agenda prevailed. Ini Marxist terms,
a rnre enlightened faction of capital won agamnst parochial mnterests that
did 'ot care about the survival of the system as a whole. Considerations
"f global stability and international relations took precedence over im-
riiecliate profits. Nevertheless, those who had their South African eco-
no>mie Interests curtailed were as dumbfounded as traditional left critics
by What they termed "that radier surprising fellow-traveller of anti-
Apartheid activity of recent years, the Canadian govemment" (SAR, July
1991).

SIirprisingîy, Canadian business submitted to the state agenda only
P'Oliy, as lias been charged, "because they didn't lose anything and
corttii*iued trading." Others may even have gained from the sanctions.
NIietheless, most of our twelve leading interviewees ini the Canadian
busiess sector directly involved in trade with South Africa complained
bitteriy about the policy. They deeply resented the activism, and, ifehallenged on moral grounds, most repeated the argument that sanctions
hlitt blacks rnost. Most respondents blamed Joe Clark and Brian Mul-

r11yequall>y for an "ill-advised policy." They saw little différence
b"tee their stances on South Africa. Some even felt that the policy was

Pul8hed by Joe Clark, both by hi s own inclination and with support fromn
the bureaucracy. The "Red Tory" Clark was described as "a little left of

en "and his bureaucracy was accused of "wanting a perfect world."
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Others specifically blamed the Prime Minister who carried on "despite
opposition from the business community." However, as one leading
lobbyist complained, business feit it best flot to challenge or test the
goverfment policy because of a "concem. that Mulroney might prove
vindictive if crossed on this matter." This respondent mentioned that
business often seeks grants and other formns of assistance fromn govern-
ment and it was bis impression that "these miglit cease to be forthcommng
were sanctions challenged." Others pointed to the stubbornness of the
Prime Minister, who was an able crusader once a decision had beeii
taken. One interviewee compared lis attitude on South Africa with bis
known "fidelity to Israel." Despite the collaboration between Israel and
South Africa as pariah states, Israel is exempt fromn criticism by Mul-
roney and "can do no wrong." This respondent mentioned the contradic-
tion i Canadian policy between siding strongly with South Africafi
blacks but ignoring the plight of Palestinians in Israeli occupied territorY
since 1967.

The South African charge that Canadian sanctions benefitted certainl
sectors of tie Canadian domnestic economy has been supported bY
several analysts, although it would be difficult to isolate such an advalv-
tage as a major motive for sanctions. Rhoda Howard (1988:278) noted

that "the ban on steel satisfied the Canadian steel manufacturer's lobbY,
while the goverfiment continued to permit import of metal ores." Chris
Brown (1990:219) makes a similar point with regard to the Krugerrald-
Its ban in North Amnerica and elsewhere boosted the sale of Maple LeDf
gold coins worldwide to the extent that it was rumnoured that Canada
could not produce enough gold on its own to satisfy demand. How fa'
the ban on agrîcultural products, particularly South African wine, as'
sisted Canadian growers would be difficult to measure since mia]nY
alternative sources of supply were available. As many counitries banned
South African coal, Canada's production and export increased aiid
picked, up new markets. Undoubtedly, the powerful Canadian resourc'
industry was not averse to the elimination of South African competitiO0'
or even welcomed it, while less influential lobbies (the sugar, sh~iii
and electronics industries for example) opposed the selective curtail
ment of trade. AUl in aIl, it would be safe to conclude that while t1ier
were costs to certain sectors, these were comparatively smnall CIl
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national scale and were offset by both the material benefits to others and
the sYmbolie enhancement of the Canadian image worldwide.

The very similarities between the Canadian and South African econ-
0tflY facilitated the shrinking of trade and investment for economic
reasons. Unlike Britain which was dependent on minerai resources and
Would have lost 70,000 jobs through a total cutoff (Boles, 1988), the
Mlore seif-sufficient Canadian economy hardly needed to promote trade
and lnvestment with a competitor. Payne (1990:189) rightly notes: "In
light of Canada's need for investment capital, the governent has been
~feMore interested in attracting foreign investment to the country than
'nl enCOUraing Canadian firms to export to South Africa."

Two cases of business-government dealings on South Africa were
Partieuîarly instructive and warrant dloser scrutiny. The one concerns
13ata, which sold its South African shoe factory with 3,500 employees
unfder "intolerable pressure" (Bata) within Canada ini 1986. The head
'f'ice li Don Mils, Ontario had begun to receive pressure since 1983

fo Public advocacy groups opposed to Canadian firms operating in
South Africa. Protests and boycotts of Bata products engendered nega-
tLve Media attention. A company executive suggested that "the conserva-

Glo(;1be & Mail contributed to the pressure through a story suggesting
ýht ]Rata had something to hide" (Personal Interview, 4/5/91). The
ha1ssie appeared to the management to have become s0 strong by 1985
that it became advantageous to consider alternatives.

hal'though the government neyer formally requested Bata to seil and
ht d f0 Power to enforce such a request anyway, according to this source,
~beame clear to management that "the govemment would be very

'eheved if Bata were to leave South Africa." The firm had received
,IdditiOnal negative publicity from opposition party dlaims that they were
failing to) abide by the guidelines of the Canadian Employment Code. lI
rt-P1Y, the company pointed out that while it was true that 7 percent 0f
th"Wrkoc was not receiving wages in the amount stipulated in the
n'e 93 Percent were receiving wages above code specifications.
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In July 1986, Bata appeared before the Common's "Standing Corn-
mittee on Human Rights in South Africa" to present a submission on the
projected effects of Canadian sanctions. Bata had initially declined the
request to attend the forum but was subsequently to receive what was
mnterpreted to be essentially a "subpoena" to attend. In the view of the
Bata executive, the commission was totatly biased in favour of sanctions
when it took the opportunity to question Bata's defence for stayig iii

South Africa. In 1986, the organization decided to seil, given the low
percent of 3 percent of their worldwide operations represented in South
Africa. The action was taken against their better judgement.

Thomas Bata, who was declared the "Canadian Entrepreneur of the
Year" in 199 1, states in his autobiography' that Canadian public opinion
and not government pressure persuaded him to withdraw. He considers
this "not one of our proudest moments," and concludes, in the end "it
came down to a choice between keeping our headquarters in Canada of
staying in South Africa. So we decided to seli, and the Canadian goverf-
ment heaved an almost audible sigh of relief." The bad press reports
about strikes and low wages of Canadian manufacturers as relayed to the
Canadian public contradicted the progressive image that Ottawa had
begun to cultivate on South Africa. Even without direct govemment
pressure on Canadian investors in South Africa, "an attitude of hostilitY
in Ottawa," as another businessman'complained, made him reconsidee
his South African links. Like some of their US counterparts, Canadianl
business people thought it not worth the effort to endure "the hassiC
factor" and negative publicity.

Bata is also typical in his justification for the desire to stay in Southr
Africa. Multinationals, he argues, operate in many countries "whose
regimes aren't necessarily to our llking," and putting people out of wotk

because of this dislike amounits to "an immoral act." In fact, like m#os
foreign ivestors, Bata, too, had convinced himself that "întematio,3
business were doing their best to put an end to Apartheid" in addition t
"training Africans for leadership rotes."

1 Thomas Bata, Bata-homaker of the World, Stoddard Publ., 1990.
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The Bata story of business-governiment relations is confirmed by an
eXýecutive of a large Canadian exporting firm who recalîs, to bis chagrin,
',tha-t he was called twice to Ottawa by Joe Clark" (Personal Interview,
16/l/90) and requested at least flot to sell more to South Africa than the
Previous year. H1e reluctantly agreed "because you don't oppose govemn-
'ient when you work for several large multinationals. Otherwise you
t'lsk getting fired." Asked why he did flot try to bring pressure on the
gov1ern 1 en1 in tum, he suggested that "business usually stays away from
911Mmn. In a vivid simile he described his surprise that the civil
servlice together with the media, particularly the CBC, had become "as
P'nlk as a cooked lobster." H1e could flot "fathom where Mulroney is
Výoning from," except that he may be "pandering to the NDP vote" in bis
One-sided support for the ANC and their aligned "atheist communist
P'lrtY" i South Africa. In bis view, Canada should have taken "a middle
Position of peace-maker like in Cyprus," since the South African issue
cofceri foremost "minority rights, including African tribes."

Other lobbies complied for different reasons. Unlike the Canadian
ýýP0rters Association which encouraged its members to continue with
their South African business, the Canadian Importers Association sur-
PrisilglY took "a neutral position." According to a senior officiai of the
latter Association (Personal Interview, 10/10/91) who himself had "a
hLd timne to understand the value of trade sanctions," at no time did this
lobby formnaîîy try to influence or pressure Ottawa on the issue, although
"Idividual companies were said to be "affected severely." When pressed
<1 to WvhY this unusual neutrality was adopted, this informant explained
that "the issue was so fraught with danger." H1e did not mean to suggest
thiit the association was afraid of being accused of supporting racism had
It ConTe out in favour of continued trade relations. Danger lurked in the
spectre of disagreemrent among its members. The Association's primary

W0al s to preserve as wide a mnembership base as possible and avoid
taklg Positions on controversial. issues that could trigger conflicts and
P'tentiai loss of memnbers. Obviously, South Africa ranked low among
sou C2 s of most memibers who did not have business relations with
sottl Africa. A controversial stance in favour of a minority group with,
SO th African interests would have carried risks wthn the larger group

thtthe leadiership wanted to avoid.
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The case suggests a typical example of organizational maintenance
overriding sectional. interests through the consensus mechanism. Above
ail, even the affected minority importers from South Africa had Hlte to
complain about since they had managed to continue some of their trade
without publicity or government promotion. While there were sorne
Canadian business losers from the trade restrictions, particularly among
small and medium-sized firins that had specialized in importing certain
South African products, it is difficuit to quantify the overali costs of trade
sanctions for Canada. The import restrictions would not only have to bc
weighed against the new markets that opened up for Canadian products
but also against the availability of equally prized import substitutes froni
other countries. These were generally available for South African prod-
ucts. For example, if South African fruits or wines of similar quality and
price could be imported from Chule, Israel or Australia, the trade restric-
tions do not amount to a loss for Canadian business, but merely a
rearrangement, not to speak of the tiny overali volume of Canadiaw-
South African trade. In contrast, Roy McMurtry and Bemard Wood
(Toronto Star, 25/4/89) have argued that the measures enacted by Cain
ada imply "substantial economic loss and adjustmnent for Canadians, lest
anyone think that Canadian principle was either cost-free or hypocriti-
cal." The assertion of "substantial economic loss" for the private sectoe
and adjustments for Canadians as a whole seems exaggerated. The costs
of assisting the change in South Africa were mostly borne by the
govemment through development assistance. Some adjustments, to bc
sure, had to be made by those companies who sold their South Aficar'
holdings, due to public pressure. Whiùle often made against their better
judgements, these disinvestments on the whole were not loss operatiolnS.
Most of the foreign învestments merely changed hands and dîd not: leave
South Africa. Many firms which left nonetheless covered themselves bY
contracting loopholes to benefit through license agreements or buy-baclý
clauses.

The relative insignificance of the South African stake for Canadial' 5

combined with the low costs of withdrawal, also accounts for the relative
passivity of organized business regarding the policy. Had the actiVis t

policy imposed heavy losses on the private sector, a much stronger lobbY
would certainly have opposed it. Instead, the Canadian state made the'
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aCetivist policy creditable. The Canadian state did flot act on behaif of
bl.iiiess in this respect. The policy was initiated by the Mulroney
9O'rmn for political reasons. However, by carrying most of the costs
Of a creditable anti-Apartheid policy, the Canadian govemment guarded
the 10ng-termn mterests of the white mndustrialized North in a potentially
r'selntful South and thereby also benefitted Canadian business in the
long run. As Joe Clark frankly stated, in his keynote foreign policy
address on Southern Africa to the New York Council on Foreign Rela-
tiotl5 , on September 28, 1989: "The bottom-line here is as follows: a
southern Africa plagued by Apartheid is a southern Africa which is
economjcally crippled. A southern Africa freed of Apartheid would be a
sollthemn African open to business."

Aýpart from the modest costs involved for the private sector, the
eXaIflples point to the underestimated influence of values in Canadian
fl0rign relations. Governent responded to the ideal interests of its staff

'i1d the public in conflict with the primanily material mnterests of busi-
t's'- Which force wins out is not pre-decided. The examples further
h'gh1ight the considerable autonomy of the modem state in overriding
8Sectionai interests. Rather than bemng "the lackey of business" as the left
bal il, business sometimes becomes the compliant agent of a determined
go'-nret The Marxist interpretation of business-government rela-
tio~l 15 as well as the bureaucratic analysis of the dependency of chief
State executives, underestimates dhe personal values and resolve of

ep0,as the Canadian policy on South Africa has proven.

1he Promotion of an activist policy reflected an increased consensus
a19ri Western public opinion, mobilized by extensive media coverage
0f '"Pressive measures since the renewed resistance against the tricamn-

~lOSitution in 1984. Americans relived on the TV screens their own
rii ights struggles, Germans had their fascist history held up in a

'Y'irror , and Canadjans were uncomfortably reminded of their own unre-
solved colonial conquest. Dormant values of collective identity and
national ethos were suddenly brought up by the imagery of vicions
S1ubjgatiOn in the name of the same principles that most Canadians hold

dea* l0 Pot's Cambodia, Idi Amin's Uganda or Mengisthu's Ethiopia
e8eaPed sustained international censure not only because their atrocities
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were less accessible to the Western media, but because they represented
a different category of rulers outside the Western value system that the
South Africans claimed for themselves. Only Apartheid crimes, there-
fore, directly demanded a Canadian response. The widespread expres-
sion of outrage did flot depend on whether the Canadian response was
effective in reaching its goal or what effect it had in Canada, as long as
it clearly distanced Canadians from, any complicity with and responsibilh
ity for continued Apartheid. Ed Broadbent reflected a widespread senti-
ment in the Hlouse of Commons when he stated: 'We might constitute
percent of trade with South Africa, but we are not talking about
statistical reality, we are talking about a political reality, a symbolic
reality and a moral reality. Whether it is 1 percent, 10 percent or 4c
percent, in the final analysis it does not matter that much" (Commo3s
Debates, March 2, 1988, 13316).

The overwhelming support for sanctions therefore does not resu 1

from expectations of their effectiveness but expressed, much more, the
sheer abhorrence of Apartheid. Doing business with an evil system wae
increasingly considered an immoral act, regardless of the effect 01
sanctions. Supporting sanctions affirmed a superior morality. An Armeri
can scholar (Payne, 1990:173) detects a "misionary zeal commoil t
many Canadians on human rights issues." Whatever the accuracy 01
such stereotyped national feamues, thiere emerged an increasing Cana't
dian consensus that Ottawa should be seen doing somethîng abol
Apartheid. "Canada owed it to its self-definition," as one intervieweePl
it.

The Canadian ethos was frequently invoked in the debates on Sotle
Africa in the fluse of Commons. Typical for many simîlar speeches
would be the sentiment of liberal MP Marcel Prud'homme (Saint-Defls
that "Canada is perceived so much as a leader in the whole world" th,"
"4people recognize themselves in us" and, therefore, Canada must live IIF
to its image (Commons Debates, June 13, 1986). Prud'homme called l
everyone in the country "to suifer a little bit... .in order to help01
brothers and sisters in South Afica to show thema that we, white peoPIC
care for them even if they have black skins."
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There is widespread confusion or uncertainty about the rote of moral
V'alues in conflicts with economic interests. One author, Payne
(1 990:172, XVIII), makes two contradictory statements with regard to
tlie significance of morality in Caâadian polities in the same book. He
as1serts both "the predominance of moral values over economic consid-
eratiOns on the South African issue" and that "moral considerations,
llOwýever, do flot supersede realpolitik assessments of national interests,
CV"en in countries such as Canada." It is safe and conventional for critical
analYsts to side with the latter assumption. However, the Mulroney
PolicY throws some doubt on the reductionist, utilitarian explanation.
rUdeau's foreign policy-aptly labelled by Clarence Redekop (1985)

as "Commerce over Conscience"ý-shows that the samne country can
Puirsue opposite policies within a relatively short time frame. However,
Be0rnard Wood (1990) makes the perceptive point that "it is stili quite
P'DsSible that under the cirdumstances of 1984 and subsequent years, a
lIrudeau government or any other Canadian goverrnent would have
eoîne to adopt similar approaches by dint of the pressures and expecta-
ti0115 inherent in Canada's middle-power roles." In short, a unique
constellation of circumstances came together to account for the activist
PolicY-from the Prime Mfinister's personal commitment to an increased
c'01ensus in Canadian public opinion, from markedly stepped-up re-
pression1 in South Africa to pressures on the Canadian govemment to
re'POnd creditably to it in the international fora of the UN, the Common-
wealth, la Francophonie and even in the Group of Seven where Canada
Was exPected to carry the torch of the unrepresented Third World.

CaInacja had discovered in Apartheid a foul to'define its own identity in
OPPOition to a racial colonial relic which Canadians could proudly feel

t2 had overcome with an official policy of tolerant, multicultural
S1elf-sitY In 1988, F. van Zyl Slabbert had questioned this complacent

rlighteousness in a convocation speech at Simon Fraser University0" 1ýurraby Mountain. Had Canadians been faced with the same pre-
'cl1tents of a settler minority in a far-away land would they not have

be'hav'ed in a similarly unjust fashion towards an indigenous majority on
'Wh0se labour and goodwill they depended? These were uncomfortable

qetosfor the audience. It was better (o be reassured by public figures
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of high standing that Canadians possessed an intrinsie sense of justness,
as so clearly evidenced in their unequivocal actions against South Africa.

In conclusion, in the drive to save South Africa from itself and retain
it as a Western-oriented outpost instead of a strife-ridden, impoverished,
international probiem, Canada played its part. Prom a one-timne mere
observer and passive critie, it changed to, an active participant in the
internai and external affairs of the Apartheid state. Compared witli
similarly piaced and ideologicaily oriented middle-powers, Canada's
involvemnent in South Africa stands out, according to most indicators,
both in terms of the amount of financial assistance, as well as in the
quality of imaginative and useful contributions to the empowerment of
the excluded and to the advent of negotiations.

This was accomplished both by the officiais of Externat Affairs i
Ottawa, the Canadian embassy in Pretoria and by the activities of various
NGOs. The NGOs and other anti-Apartheid lobbies had ahnost replaced
the traditional business Iobby on South Africa. Instead of the usual
bureaucratic warfare between the officiais and non-governmentai agel-
cies. They co-operated remarkably well on South Africa. NGO repre-
sentatives were not only consulted by Externat Affairs but often sought
out for policy input and feasibie ideas. One knowiedgeabie acaderni,
analyst described the relationship with the succinct remark: "The NGOS
neyer had it so good. They ran into open doors" (Personal Interview,
Ottawa, 16/5/91). Others, more cynicaily, argued that the radical critics
were bought off and given sufficient funds for ail kinds of pet projectS
to keep them busy. Partly through their influence, partiy through the
personai moral convictions of somne influential government officiais, aild~
partly through the international position of Canada in the Comm0lI'
weaith, Canadian policy toward South Africa has undergone a radic3
shift under Joe Clark since 1985. The place of Canada among Soutl'
Afrîca's foremost critics was reinforced by the leading rote of the NGOs,
while some NGOs benefited from unprecedented access to politicýd
decision-making and government funds. With sucli formidable credelV'
tials arrayed against themn, interests whîch would have preferreda
Thatcher-type Canadian policy towards South Africa neyer pushed has

for fear of being labelled racist or pro-South African. An Externat Aff3'
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flsider commented privately that academics always assume that busi-
ne0ss Pulls the string of government. "I honestly wish they did sometimes.
We haven't heard from them for a long time as far as South Africa is
Cemred"~ (Personal Interview, Ottawa, 15/5/91).

I.THE FUNCTIONS 0F CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL ACTIVISM:
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES

l11ow far foreign pressure influenced Pretoria is difficult to gauge and
l'nPoýssible to measure. The direct economic impact of sanctions is
genlerally overestimated, compared witli the other advantages that the
lUldefeated minority perceived as resulting from the dismantling of
Apartheid. Hence, the Canadian assertion that sanctions essentially
""~de ail the difference is exaggerated.2 The policy changes in South
Afric a since February 1990 are used to justify and glorify a controversial
PolicY with "successful results" that may not stand up to empirical
scrutiiy.

A rý nuch sounder rationale for the defence of the activist policy lies in
Its benefits for Canada: (1) The activist policy preserved the Common-
we'alth as a forum for Canadian influence worldwide. It bridged the
racial North-South divide by demonstrating that universal principles can
take Precedence over other interests. Both kith-and-kin relations as well
as Profit motives were proven to be of lesser importance than moral
values.

(2) The ethos created by the Mulroney govemment on racial discrimi-
11tt11f abroad also spilled over beneficially into domestic affairs. A
f"reigrl Policy condemning racial exclusion can ill co-exist with toler-
anee for bigotry at home. The activist policy sensitized Canadians to the
nhorejast treatment of ethnic groups in general. It supported an emerging

8eefor exaniple, External Affairs Minister Barbara McDougall's statemnent during lier visit to
80"ih Africa that "Canada had pioneered the sanctions campaigwand helped get demnocracy taik

W'lerýay,", (Globe & Mail, April 8, 1992).
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Canadian consensus on sensitive racial issues that even a Reformn PartY
leadership cannot ignore.

(3) The Canadian policy on South Africa by a conservative govern-
ment which was directly opposed to the policies of ideologically related
administrations in Washington and London highlighted a certain degrec
of Canadian mndependence from its powerful allies. In particular, the
policy allowed Canada to assume the moral leadership from Britain,
within the Commonwealth and demonstrated that Ottawa can be more
than an extension of the United States. Lt could be hypothesized that the
more Canada became integrated mnto the American empire through the
free trade agreement and even more pervasive cultural colonization, theO
more the need was felt to assert a vanishing sovereignty symbolicallY.
With its stress on moral leadership and peace efforts, Canada distin-
guished itself from its southern neighbour ail the more as its econoinic
dependency increased. The moral crusade at the same time shaped the-
self-perception of Canadian leaders and their public alike. Lt cannot W~
labelled cynical manipulation because its articulators themselves bc-
lieved in it. The moral seif-definition soon developed its own dynanhic
by generating policies and programmes that indeed lived up to the,
self-image, at least to some extent.

Unlike the Reagan policy of "constructive engagement" and friendlY~
dialogue with Pretoria, Canada's "constructive disengagement" always
took the wider impact of the North on the South into account. Ottawa
rightly perceived Apartheid as a test case by which the North wottld bc
judged in the Third World. While the United States did not have to, woilY
much about its image in the South, due to its self-sufficient might, Sa

middle power like Canada was always inclined to think more interna-'
tionally. "If we betray the future of a multi-racial South Africa," said Je
Clark in a speech to the New York Council on Foreign Relations01
September 28, 1989, "our ability to sustain reasoned dialogue withth
developing world will suifer. Our morals will be judged hollow, mer
cant disguising greed and self-interest."

Bernard Wood (1990) has pointed out that as a medium-sized neigh
bour to a superpower, "Canada is both impelled to international activisff
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anld somewhat constramned in that activism." Wood argues that multilat-
eralism-the need to diversify links and pursue strategies of collective
ac-ti01 with like-mmnded partners-has constituted the logical course for
a1 redium-power in the international arena since the time of Lester
?earson. While the US can rely on power, the smaller states have to
stress rules as the basis of their influence. Mediation, a preference for
comnpromise and peace-keeping functions, secures most effectively the
Stalke of nations without the means for unilateral self-protection. Hence
the traditional much greater Canadian emphasis on the role of the United
Nations or the Commonwealth as a forum to be heard. Where Canada is
Uluded aniong the superpowers-such as in the G7 meetings-it some-
fles attempted to act as a voice of the excluded Third World, in this

instance as the delegate of the frontline States, pleading for sanctions.
'Çaunda meant to bestow the highest honour on these efforts by calling
Canada "another frontline state."

Rhoda Howard (1988:282) notes: "Given Canada's military and eco-
nonlic dependence on the United States, probably no Canadian govemn-
Ment Would risk American displeasure by actively criticizing US policy
toWl'ads South Africa." This applies the "satellite thesis" in an undiffer-
entiated way. The image of Canada as a "vassal state" overlooks the fact
til c0îony status also produces quests for greater independence as well
ýs Public outrage about the policies of the empire. Kim Nossal (1985:13)
hals POinted to the questionable assumption of the satellite thesis, "that
eanIada's capacity for independent or autonomous action in international
P'litics has been all but eliminated by its successive memnbership in the
]artih and American empires." Clearly, the degree of Canadian auton-

(I and independent foreîgn policy capability differs vastly according
rOh Issue and the means of power to be exercised. As with Canadian
.elations with Cuba, Canadian policy toward South Afica constituted an
Isu' Where Ottawa could dîffer from Washington. While ingratiating
itself with Washington has always been the hallmark of the Mulroney

go"enrnntthe close alliance did not rule out open disagreement on
8 o uth Africa, partly because the American administration was itself split
on the issue. By taking the side of the US Congress, Canada showed no

distoyalty but, on the contrary, demonstrated far-sighted independence
frýIMore short-sighted Reagan ideologues. Howard generalizes the
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Canadian dependence to ail issues while South Africa precisely allowed
a symbolic demonstration of the opposite. If Canada could alienate the
British prime minister, it could also entertain a progressive policy,
relative to Washington, on such a minor issue as South Africa?

However, critics of Ottawa also point out that it was precisely the
rebuff of Canada's advocacy of sanctions by its mightier allies in the
Group of Seven that made the Prime Minister cool his own commitmellt.
Canada, already the economically weakest and demographicâlly small
est partner of d'e alliance, could flot risk its status further by pleading
without clout. The Prime Minister, it was pointed out, also had to ensufc
that he was flot considered a "lightweight," that he was taken seriouslY
by his hardnosed, fellow neo-conservatives who were without moral
pretensions towards d'e Third World. Nossal (1988:15) has stressed
these limits of Canadian influence in international fora. While Canad3
was effective within the Commonwealth or la Francophonie, too insis-
tent lobbying for Southern Africa at the Economic Summit of the GroUPV
of Seven raised eyebrows which put "the maintenance of Mulroney'5
influence in summit circles in some jeopardy." As one of d'e juniof
partners in d'e proup, Ottawa risks its image of soundness and depefld-
ability by falling out of step wid' d'e major powers, for whomn Sothf
Africa is a mninor business irritant rad'er d'an a moral issue.

The Canadian anti-Apartheid advocacy not only carved out a distin1ct
foreign policy role for Canada, it also served d'e West by rescuing it'
non-racial, liberàl ed'os from itself. Not only did d'e embrace of th'
black cause by a progressive international community blunt a Potentiel

3 Scholars like Howard who magnify dependence into a generalized Canadian anxiety, tefnd "'

overestimiate other motives when arguing that "Canada has a further fear divestment couid 01P,
the door to interférence in Canadian affairs. If Canada were to exercise extraterrtorialjurisd icU<io

by Iegislafing withdrawal of Canadian-owned or -registered firmns front South Africa, it fl0t

becoine more vuinerable to US extraterritorial jurisdiction over US-owned corporatoKi

Canada." Our probes of motives for Canadian actions or non-actions on South Africa, did "
reveal any of these anxieties among any of the interviewees, nor any fecar Of rîskin i .

displeasure. In any case, the US itself legislated behaviour of US firais in the 1986 AIl

Apartheid Act. If the US governaent would want to interfere more tn Canadian affairs it Ol
hardly have to utiuize the pretence of Canadian interférence in South Africa.
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A1fricanist counter-racism in the Apartheid state itself, it proved to the
entire "South" that there eau be worthy alliances across the wideuing
gulf.

It seems futile to speculate whether such Western mnternationalist
PolicY depended ou the commnunist threat as the alternative to be pre-
ý 1Pted. The Cold War competition in Southern Africa clearly spurred
tilse more far-sighted policymakers who saw looming iu the ideutifica-
t'on wvith one side a disastrous backlash against the entire Western
Presence in the South. With the end of the Cold War, such cousiderations

Myno longer be urgent for a triumphant global capitalism. The absence
Of tis challenge may lull the West again into the complacent amorality

tha it was forced to coufront so drarnatically in the Apartheid issue.
flçoWever, "the mutual vulnerability of South aud North," that Ivan Head
(1 99 1) outlined so persuasively iu his new book, continues and deepeus.
With its forthright South African policy, Canada has laid the grouud for
M~uch closer cooperation in other pressing aras, particularly environ-
flleItal protection.

BeYond these global loug-term fallouts, there clearly existed domestie
COrIiderations that Mulroney's activist policy had to take into account.
Thie resistance within his own caucus, the business lobby, and the
ta.lning by political opponents on the liberal-left ahl ueed to be included
wheil appraising high-profile policy positions. This domestie Canadian
backrod i8 best illustrated lu contrast to the US domestic scene.

eanada, despite being lu NATO and a close ally of the US, was neyer
as shnckled by the ideologies of the Cold War. There was little talk of
Canada 1s "strategic interests," a concept that dominated US policy . For

ey4'lthe US would assess a liberation movemeut first according to

le * 1 tion in the Cold War divide and only secoudarily, or not at all, dhe

g&imacy ofiscause. Therefore, Canadas interest in sub-Saharan
Afir ca Was oustained while the US involvement receded after the Soviet
tjWOr began pulling back from Africa in the late- 1980s. Washington saw

e 'gio prmarlyas "a geopoliticai testing grounci," in which it had

test case for its own relationshîp to the Third World and through its
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considerable assistance also a test case of Canada's own self-image ai,
identity.

In a major new book on US policy towards Mrica, Michael Cloug
(1991:3) of the New York Coundil on Foreign Relations conclude:
'Neither the President nor any of his senior foreign policy advisers hi
displayed any real interest in dhe continent. Instead, they have delegate
responsibility for policy toward Africa to mid-level officiais with limite
visions and no domestic political base." The US response of benig
neglect contrasts sharply with the Canadian response. The frequet
travel of the Prime Minister and the Minister of Extemal Affairs to Afric
is flot matched by their American counterparts. Sending Vice-Presider
Quayle to West Africa only added insuit to injury for those Africa
leaders interested in US involvement in the continent.

Leading US analysts who have published extensively on US polic
formulation towards South Africa consider Canadian policy to be "ver~
positive," more "outspoken" and more "unequivocal" (Personal lote'
views, 24/9/90; 9/10/91; 11/10/91). Joe Clark, one observer notes, tua
have been abrasive at times but everyone clearly knows where Canad
stands on Apartheid. In contrast, US policy on South Africa was alway
"tortured," divided and ambiguous.

The main reasons for the difference between the policies of twl
conservative parties lie in the domestic politics of the two countries. AI
ideologically polarized spectrumn of lobby groups constrains Washiig
ton, even if the administration would want to pursue a more actiVis
policy. Powerful senators âligned with the ultra-conservative Heritagl
Foundation and various like-minded think-tanks ensure that the adnifli
stration is not too unfriendly to Pretoria, that hIkatha receives a fair shal'
of financial support and that even Renamno is treated as a legitiat'
movement. On the other side, the black caucus and 'Transafrica" prO
vide the counterpoint in vocal and unconditional support for the adver
saries of neo-conservative interests-primarily for the ANC.4

4 There was a short-Iived attempt <turing the Canter administration by UN Ambassador Afldeý
Young in paricular to, build up the PAC through scholarships for South African students in th
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In contrast to the ideological polarization on Southemn Africa in
Wa.shington, Ottawa seldom had to face competing lobbies on South
AIfrica. The three federal political parties always saw eye to eye on this

18U.Indeed, they attempted to out-perform each other ini the condem-
flhtiQn of Apartheid. This widespread political consensus allowed the
9lvrmett formulate policy on South Africa according to an imag-
'I1ed national interest rather than the diverging view of feuding lobbies.
'r' fact, Ottawa could use Apartheid to express and foster a national ethic

O>f Outrage without any dissenting voice daring to contradict it publicly.
'rhereby the Conservatives pre-empted criticism from the Liberals and
ý;bP that they were in latent sympathy with racists.

]ýecause the Canadian government has taken a clear anti-Apartheid
ln Ini the South African ideological contest, constituency conservatives

have far less influence than their American counterparts. When a Jeane
KlrkPatrick champions the cause of Buthelezi, lie can be sure to receive
Ptlblicity and a hearing from the president. When Conrad Black hosts the
sanle visitor in Canada, even lie cannot entice the Prime Minister to
rteeve the Zulu chief.

SOuth Africa became one of the few issues which allowed the Conser-
NVatlVe Party to be genuinely "radical" and live up to its progressive label.
With this image it could hope to offset conservative politics elsewhere
2,Ud attract voters from the centre where it competed with its two rivals.
8hice alienated voters on the riglit would have to vote Conservative
anYWaY in the absence of "riglit" alternatives, the acfivist stance on
ýOuth Africa was taken without risking defections. Not only was it safe,
b 'ut th, Party could oïily benefit by attractîng new voters with its progres-

8\e stance. As with the embracing of multiculturalism against the
'Ineied sentiment of many old-time supporters, taking a progressive
Out'Poken stance on South Africa paid off in an enhanced domestic

'J nd siiflar support. The worldwîde diplomnatic success of the ANC in the 1980s however,
ooI vershadowed the predomiant AZAPO and PAC sympathies of black South Afrkcan

Sluesi North Amierica and tempted many to realign themselves or face political isolation.
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image, given the widespread popular Canadian revulsion of Apartheid
and empathy with its victims.

External Affairs officiais working on Afnican issues are in regular
contact with their counterparts in allied govemments, particularly the
US, Britain and France. They frequently exchange information on what
they consider their area of strength in Africa. A senior Canadian official
feit that Externat Affairs had a distinct and recognized advantage through
their in-depth knowledge of Southern Afica, due to Canadian fieldwork
on the ground as weii as Commonwealth membership (Personal Inter'
vie w, Ottawa, 15/5/9 1). Canadian analysis would be informaiiy swapped
and compared, for example, with US officiais, in exchange for infornifr
tion on Ethiopia or Angola where Canadian knowiedge was thought tO
be weak. In one of those exchanges, the Canadian asked the French
counter-part whether they had direct contact with their local anti-Apait-
heid movement. The response was "no," since "ail French anti-Apa*t
heid leaders were communits or sociaiists and as a socialist governellt
we know them weli anyway." The French officiai was apparentiy sUf'
prised to hear that the Canadian anti-Apartheid movement was led by
conservative churchmen and strong anti-Apartheid policies were ad'VOe
cated by a right-of-centre conservative party.

Identical anti-Apartheid poficies of Western states often resuited fron'
different domestic constellations and political cultures. For exampe, e
Scandinavian diplomat confided that the equaiiy strong anti-South Aff1
can policies of his govemment were based on an informai division O
responsibilities that ieft foreign affairs with moral appeal to the eager
sociaiists in return for their non-interference in domestic affairs, whiC
were the domain of the conservatives. The conservative dipiomat rather
liked this arrangement because his embassy ini South Africa beneff1td
from the ready funds, while at the same time the more important donles'
tic issues were protected by this distraction. In Canada, the domnestic
constellation accounts for a different and more unified approach 01,
South Africa.

Bernard Wood (1990:287) points to Ottawa's calcuiation, "that Cao'
ada's economic stakes in South Africa, in termns of trade and investneJlt'
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Were just large enough to represent some leverage on Pretoria and would
aiso imply enough potential sacrifice that Canadian moves would have
5sOfle credibility with those who had larger stakes." If there was indeed
Such an assumption, it was mistaken. It overestimated Canada's clout.
Ana1Ysts among Canada's allies in the US and Britain unanimously
e3opressed the opinion that the very absence of Canadian sacrifice en-
abled a more activist policy. These respondents stressed that the UK,
Gerrny, and to a lesser degree the US, had to tread more carefully
beeause of higher stakes in their economic relations with South Africa.
Canada, they emphasize, could afford the grand gesture more comfort-
QbIY, because it had littie to lose domestically and much more to gain in
initernational credibility. This perception particularly prevailed in South
Africa. Canada's sanctions were flatly dismissed as symbolic, even

OPPortunistic since the restriction of South African goods from compet-
'ig mnarkets would only benefit Canadian producers. Given that Can-

%strade and mnvestment figures in South Africa represented well
Unlder 1 percent of total Canadian trade and investmnent abroad, it would
h' difficuît to argue against the charge of symbolism. Canada certainly

fld ot possess much economic leverage with Pretoria, Canadian expec-
tfltiofl to the contrary notwithstanding.

llOWever, the activist Canadian stance achieved a considerable psy-
eholo)gjca1 impact. It confirmed anew the pariah status of South Africa.
%%en "a white Commonwealth country with a conservative government

ro Diefenbaker to Mulroney could consistently take such a hostile
P)OStion towards a war-time ally," one leading South African National

i l nterviewee admitted (Personal Interview, 14/8/89), "it confirmas

clut isolation. We may have to re-examine how we make ourselves
accePtabl,," The Canadian and Australian hostility deepened the sense
«f Utiversai ostracismn in the Apartheid state. More than the American or
1lhjrd Worîd pressure, which could be dismissed as mnspired by black
solidÎarity and racial antagonism, it was the rejection by the Dutch, the

'1dCliticism by the Gennans, and the isolation by the Australians and
Canadians, probably in that order, which penetrated deepest into the

Afrikaner collective psyche. Joe Clark (Address, September 18, 1989)
nnce~ Stated, that if words won't work, "there is no better target than the
Pý'ket bcOok." It was an illusion that Canada could reach effectively into
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the pocket book of the Apartheid state. However, Canada was most
influentiai in forging the alliance of ostracism of South Africa whose
psychoiogicai impact, in the end, may have proved more effective than
economic cost-benefit calculations.

Economic sanctions diminish the capacity of a state to conduct war Of
to sustain minority rule by the costly expedient of offening material
inducements for cooptation. The rationale for sanctions is based 01,
weakening a regime to the extent that it acts in its own interest by alterig
its poiicy. Such sanctions are effective when the target is weak and the
goal remains limited to inducing a poiicy change rather than a reversai
of government. This is clearly expressed in the Canadian axiom that
Canada's policy aims at "bringing South Africa to its senses, flot to ÎtS
knees."

However, the target of sanctions may easily redefmne the motives of its
adversary. The target group may perceive sanctions as a threat to its veVy
survival. If a government under sanctions succeeds in defining a confliCl
in ternis of maintaining an identity or conducting a holy war for idCO'
logîcal reasons, material punishment is often ranked less important th-8n
symboiic and idealistic goals. In such a situation the outside threat nTiaY
strengthen internal cohesion and resolve to resist it at ail costs. GrouPS
under siege are also known to have preferred collective suicide to
surrender.

The Western imposition of sanctions against South Africa rests on the
economic rationale outweighing ideoiogicai considerations. It assu1Veý
rational cost-benefit calculations on the part of the adversary. ThiJI
expected material rationality may well turn out to be a Western cultufll
predisposition which does not necessarily apply to nationaîîst contlic 5

or religiously perceived struggies. If people are ready to die in order t0

retain and defend an identity, even severe material punishment wiii 110t
deter them. The implicit economic reductionismn in the assertion tl
sanctions will always work needs to be reconsidered. People have ÎdC3l
as well as materiai interests, as Max Weber reminded us. Contrary to
capitalist and Marxist assumrptions, ideai interests remain a powerft'
force on their own. Not everything is for sale. There are stubbOhl
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ideologues who do flot have a price. The iltransigence of Israel's right-
Wýing government in spite of foreign pressure, though flot through sanc-
tions, constitutes a sober reminder that particular regional interests can
Weithstand powerful global pressures.

South Africa succumbed to its rnternal and extemnal challenges and
lreVersibly changed course. Ibis was possible, because the South Afri-
Van internal domestic conflict was flot about incompatible values but
aIbout the unequal distribution of power and privilege. Unlike Israel, the
APatrtheid state had no ethno-religious ideology to defend, only a univer-
sall1Y discredited racial system to transform. This transformation is nego-
fiable between peoples of similar outlooks and values. Unlike the
altagofists in Israel, the white and black South Africans bargain as
nl'Utual1y recognized citizens of the same country. They are bound
tOgether by a common economy, and therefore rule out nationalist
&ec-ession or partition. Canada, together with many other progressive
%ttes in the international community, has assisted in forging an atmos-
Phere of negotiations.



5. FROM CONFRONTATION TO NEGOTIATION:
DILEMMAS 0F TRANSITION

"What right has the West, what right have the whites
anywhere to teach us about democracy when they exe-
cuted those who asked for democracy during the tirne
of the colonial era?" -Nelson Mandela in Nairobi,
14 July 1 990.

O ne of the more striking aspects
of South African society is that the abolition of formai Apartheid passed
aimost as a non-event. In contrast to what has been universally described
as the "dramatic" turnaround on February 1990, the new reality Of
legally unregulated race relations was bom nearly unnoticed in South
Africa.

I. PROSPECTS FOR A HISTORIC COMPROMISE

There are severai reasons for this remarkable transition from formiai
Apartheid to, informai stratification. Many Apartheid laws had alreadY
been largeiy ignored and remained unenforced. The reality of integratiOl1
in some city housing, in English-Ianguage univers ities and private schools,
but above ail at the workplace, rendered the laws obsolete, long before
they were formally abolished. No influx control measures, for example,
could stem the flow of rural migrants into the cities in search of jobs afld
better living conditions. Repealing contrary Iaws simply verified social
trends that had outpaced ossified regulations. Therefore, littie or nothiilg
changed under non-Apartheid conditions.

In the absence of formnai politicai power of the disenfranchised, tl'
dominant minority remained unthreatened. Many whites now wondered
why they had not supported the policy change earlier, since the immedi-
ate benefits outweighed the potentiai dangers. On the basis of noil
Apartheid, South Africans were admiùtted toi places hitherto closed tO
them: from participation in the Olympic movement to freer travel aOd
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landing rights for South African Airways, whites were rehabilitated out

ofa deeply resented outcast status. Now they could hold their heads high

again. The desired normality had retumned without the sky falling in. The

secret to the growing white approval rate of de Klerk lies in the realiza-

tiOn that the dominant minority could continue to dominate without costs

Ottached. Normalcy for whites retumed despite the lasting abnormality

fio01 the legacies of Apartheid. Few ruling groups in history have ever

Wrigged themselves out of a deadly predicament more elegantly. On top

o~f it, the world praised and rewarded the change for what should have

been normal policies and intergroup relations in the first place.'

A surprising 68.7 percent of South Africa's 15 percent whites in a 85

Percent turnout supported a negotiated abolition of their minority rule in
a referendum on March 17, 1992. Such rational. foresight in a seemîngly

Iltational racial conflict has been universally hailed as unprecedented in

th' armais of politics. 'Me same cabinet ministers and Afrikaner National

PaIrY that presided over the implementation of Apartheid in defiance of
th' World a few years ago, now act as democratic reformers with a

tWO.thjrds support of their constituency.

Faced with the choice of a beleaguered siege economy, the ruling
&r0tip opted for a sharing of political power with its main opposition, the

AýC. In the process it redefmned its boundaries fromn an exclusive racial

grOUP to an inclusive ideological party that in future may even count on

Sllbstajitial support of like-minded black conservatives. Thereby the

d'wifldling white minority did not set itself up as a resented target (as

whites did with guaranteed racial group representation in Zimbabwe) but

as a Potentially even more powerful and legitimate force in a broad

,eoitiOn govemment of national unity. Whites, therefore, did flot vote

to transfer power" to blacks, as the media reported, but only to democ-
ratiZe a systemr in which they will remain major stakeholders.

pot On account of how the conservative de Klerk himself underwent the metarnorphosis to an

aiItt..AParthejd policy, sec the biography by his brother, Willem de Klerk, F.W. de Klerk. The

Af, n his ime, Cape Town: Jonathan Bail, 1991.
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With the ANC strong only in symbolic support-but weak in itS
bureaucratie resources, military capacity and economnic control-sub-
stantial real power will stili remain in the hands of the present estab-
lishment, Mandela as president notwithstanding. For a long time, th-e
South African civil service and the army, let alone the economy, wl 1

have to rely on white skills, capital and goodwill, regardless of the
government in power. Unlike Gorbachev, de Klerk will flot be swept aide
by the liberalization that he unleashed. He would have been, had he nOt
pre-empted revolution from, above under rising pressure from below. De
Klerk differs from Gorbachev in that he (1) presides over a reasonably
functioning, aibeit depressed, but potentially buoyant industrial ecofi-
omny, (2) is flot confronted by powerful secessionist forces, except a
weakened right-wing and (3) has a democratic mandate from his col-
stituency for the reform policy.

The apparent political miùracle of a privileged minority voluntarlY
agreeing to give up exclusive political representation started much eal-
lier than the March 1992 referendumn or even the rise to power of de
Klerk and the release of Mandela two years earlier. Apartheid the
gigantic Verwoerdian dream of social engineering-had increasngY
proven a dismal failure despite ahl the zealous efforts of its advocates 11I
power. Its rising internai and external costs, both real and symbolic, led
to halting, ambivalent moves to reformn since the late 1970s under tIle
hardline Prime Minister Vorster. His successor P.W. Botha essentiaiY
continued the reluctant liberalization without being able to break with
the racial paradigm and blind anti-communism. It was the end of th-e
Cold War that made negotiations and compromise between implacable
ideological foes possible and imperative for both sides. Unlike the
Middle East or Northern Ireland, no religious values impede bargainiflg
over power and privilege in South Africa by pragmnatie: elites who are "0

longer constrained by dogma to adjust to, new realities.

Nationalists made it repeatedly clear that negotiations would not b,
about surrender but power-sharing. F.W. de Klerk (Cape Times, 13/4/90)
insisted that "those who arrogantly equate the concept of a new SA tO e
takeover of power, the message needs to be transmitted. loudly aIld
clearly that the new SA will not faîl prey to a section of the populatiffi
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'at the expense of the rest." He emphasized that "we will flot accept a
(lisPensation in which the quality of existing liberties and rights are

dismantled."~ lis constituency, de Klerk asserted, was "flot prepared to

bow out apologetically from the stage of history" and predicted that

WlIiites would stili play a "key role."

What made the message more widely acceptable now compared to its
rejection earlier was flot only widespread relief about the departure of

the scowling autocratie P.W. Botha in favour of the smiling worldly de

klerk. The apparent absence of outside pressure was also important.

%%en the Eminent Person's Group tried to initiate negotiation four years
eaxlier, its efforts amounted to a virtual stillbirth from the outset. Being

ee as giving in to outside pressure was the last thing a wavering

gee 11en could afford, faced with an unprepared electorate.

tiowever, even in 1986 Pretoria came close to embracing alternatives.
Sections of the National Party and the cabinet, particularly the Depart-

'n'ent of Foreign Mffairs under Pik Botha, had seriously considered the

OPtÎGn of negotiations at the time of the mission of the Commonwealth

eflinent Person's Group in Spring 1986. Letters had gone out via
F~oreign Aff airs to Washington and European capitals that Mandela could

be relase, provided the Western powers were to back South Africa in

'y ensuing internai strife. The secret Broederband, under its new head
Pieter de Lange since 1983, had circulated a document about minimal

cOditions for future Afrikaner survival, culminating in the sentiment

that "the greatest risk is not to take any risks." However, as the scuttling

ç0f the EPG mission by the South African bombing of frontline capitals

OtI May 19, 1986 proved, the hardliners in the security establishment

'01out over the "softliners" in Pik Botha's Foreign Affairs and Chris

I'ieunis' Department of Constitutional Development in the internai power

Strggle. The time for liberalization was not ripe given Cold War men-

talitÎes. Until the securocrats were deprived of their ideological weapon

af "Cormunist/ANC threat and were themselves party to the transition,

PW. Botha's administration was not ready to travel the final road,

Particularîy under foreign. prodding rather than under its own steamn.
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Moreover, duning the 1980s, South Africa's rival intelligence services
vied for dominance in the National Security Management System and
State Security Council (SSC) on which P.W. Botha relied as his base. The
old Bureau of State Security (BOSS) under the omnipotent General
Hendrik van den Bergh had become discredited in 1978 in the wake of
the notorious information scandai and was reorganized as the National
Intelligence Service (NIS) under the 3 1 -year old political science profes-
sor Niel Bamard in 1979. NIS differed from the smailer but Botha-fa-
voured Department of Military Intelligence (DM1) by defining the mail'
threat as internai to the country while DM1 saw it outside its borders as
a communist-led onslaught. DM1 engaged in destabilizing the Front Lille
States in order to deprive the ANC of forward bases, while NIS favoure
a more diplomnatic approach, as evidenced in the 1984 Nkomati non-ag-
gression accord with Mocambique. It was the special forces in DM1 witl'
its hit squads and assassinations that lost out in the emerging politics Of
negotiations.

Already in 1986, the Minister of Justice had dinner in his home witb
the imprisoned Nelson Mandela. Leading members of the Broederbond,
mncluding the older brother of de Klerk, had met since late 1986 secretlY
with ANC officiais in London, particularly Thabo Mbeki, Aziz Pahad
and the then ANC head of intelligence, Jacob Zuma. The much publi-
cized historic Dakar meeting of a large group of internai South AfricalS
with externat ANC leaders, orgamized by F. van Zyl Slabbert's and AleCX
Boraine's IDASA, set the trend for the next three years, culminating il'
the unbanning of the ANC in February 1990, after even P.W. Botha aiid
F.W de Klerk held several meetings with the imprisoned Mandela.

Part of the officiai denunciations of dialogue with the ANC prior tO
1989, the intrigue and rivalry surrounding it, stemmed from the intense
bureaucratic competition over who would control the future inevitable
negotiations. Access to Mandela, for example, became a highly prize
asset. Kobie Coetsee as minister of prisons refused permission to lUS
senior Colleague Chris Heunis to see Mandela, so that he and biS
protégés and not Heunis' department could be in charge. Barnard's NIS
withdrew the security clearance of two senior officiais, Kobus Jordagi'
and Fanie Clocte in Heunis' department. They were considered tOO
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liber ai for having engaged in independent efforts of dialogue with the
MNC, as did a host of other organizations, foilowing the successfui

1ba1ça exampie.

In February 1990, the mandate for negotiations received just four
flnOnths earlier, the govemnment could now move boidly withoutjeopard-
lZýi1g seats. In any case, since another election under the tricamerai
Constitution was quietiy being ruied out, the government could stake its

1011g-term chances on the success of negotiations.

Without considening here the complex, multi-facetted causes for the
shjft ini strategy, the seif-expianation is interesting. 'Me National Party

'flOuthpiece, Die Burger (February 5, 1990). mnvoked historicai character
ttraits-"~the Afrikaner's desire for freedom"ý-as iying "aI the root" of

th15 sWitch: "The knowiedge that their own desire for freedom may not

UIVOive the permanent subservience of others compeis the continent's

first freedom fighters now-oniy 80 years after Union- to take the lead
UIl the quest for the joint freedom of ail in the country." There was no

Perception of defeat, or coercion by outside pressure, or admission that

tenew poiicy had to be adopted in order to regain entry int the world
etOnmy. On the contraly, supreme self-confidence reigned amnong

''afIknier poiicy pianners who congratuiated themseives for grasping a
Unique opportunity to exploit the end of the Coid War. Sanctions were

hitlrdy mentioned as the decisive trigger for the change. This view points
tO the increased self-confidence after the scare in mid- 1989 when the

couIlt1 yi reserves apparently were down to 3 days of obligations. "What

\WeUS crucial in the Cabinet's caiculation was not the threat of sanctions
but the government's belief that the economy wouid beat themn and
Wouid survive risky politicai experiments which the unbanning of the

ACundoubîediy is."2

The dramnatic change, presented at the saine lime as a moral shift and
Verlfied by the long staiied Namibian independence, caught the opposi-

tioQl and the international anti-Apartheid forces by surprise. Normaliy

2 W Gilliomnee, Weekend Argus, 24/2/1990.
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well-mnformed analysts totally misjudged the dynamies of white politics
and the detennination of de Klerk to mntroduce a universal franchise,
which increasingly gamned the support of the white electorate. George M.
Fredrickson' stands for many with this false prediction in Fail 1990: "10i
the unlikely event that de Klerk agrees to move directly to one-personi-
one-vote, it is almost certain that he will lose the support of most white$
and that the right-wing Conservative party will corne to power and
attempt to reestablish full-fledged Apartheid, thus making a racial civil
war virtually inevitable. This might happen even if he concedes less thaO
that." The majority of whites did not desert de Klerk, nor is the right-
wing likely to obtain power, despite de Klerk's direct move to a one-per-
son-one-vote system.

In an intriguing comparative analysis Donald Horowitz' detects il,
South Africa a unique feature: not only a conflict between divided
segments as in other plural societies, but "a conflict over the nature Of
the conflict"ý-what he caîls a "metaconflict." Horowitz overemphasizes
the cleavages in South African society. In reality there are only three
irreconcilable positions on the present conflict. First, the extreme right-
wing position of secession in a racial white homeland. While the disruptive,
power of armed ideologues must not be underestimated, the secessionst
project has little chance of gaining establishment support, because it rUns
counter to business interests in an integrated economy. Since South
African business, including Afrikaner capital, needs, on the one hand, tO
be part of the global economy and, on the other, is dependent on the
willing co-operation of black labour, it would also be hostile to a militatll
takeover. 'Mis distinguishes South Africa from Latin American regimeS.
Second, the Africanist/socialist position of no negotiation until the re-
gime is defeated and ready to transfer power. This would be a threat oWiY
if negotiations were to fail. Third, the emerging National Party.AN'C
alliance, which is more solid than Horowitz realizes. TIhe ANC leader-

3 George M. Fredrickson, "The Making of Mandela," New York Review of Books, Septembet 27'
1990, 20-28.

4 Donald Horowitz, A Democratic South Africa? Constitutional Engineering in a Divided Sociel'
Berkeley: University of Califomnia Nress, 1991.
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Ship), including its South Afnican Communist Party members, have

'flOved close to a social-democratie economic compromise.

The simultaneous opening of state-controlled television to a more
objective and freer reporting benefitted the New Nats in several ways. It

demonstrated to their constituency the power of organized black oppo-

8iti011 by having whites exposed to normal politics. Showing blacks flot

0111Y in the traditional service roles or as destructive rioters but acting as
Cîtizens with reasonable leaders acclimatized a sceptical master race to

the necessity of negotiations as equals. Furthermore, the publicity given
tû black demands as well as to extremist right-wing rejection of these

deMands allowed the government to position itself in the centre as the

reasonable middle ground, holding the country together. Conservative

P'rtY leader Treurnicht' s ranting against the white sellout not only
ýonflrmed the new-found impartiality and objectivity of the broadcast

Service but also helped convince the huge black audience that the

Qegotiatj 0n project was flot a new neo-Apartheid trick to perpetuate
Whiite rule in disguise.

Stephen Cohen (1991) has theorized the process of any conflict
reSOlut 01. as a cumulative ladder of four stages: (1) the begrudging
"eceptance of the adversary as an unavoidable fact, (2) mutual recogni-
tt0r of each other ini a legal context, (3) interaction with the other as fully

equalI in status, and (4) partnership in a common post-conflict environ-

rnlnt in which defined roles are shared. In 1992, South Africa has moved
'11t' the third phase with a likely "semi-permanent, interim" coalition

coflstituting the fourth phase. Both antagonists see themselves no longer

asvictims, but in Cohen's phrase, as "creators of new realities." A cluster

of fearful attitudes has shifted to a syndrome of hope among those
PariciPating in negotiations. If those clinging to the status quo can have
their fear/hate cluster reduced as well by the process, they may wish to

jOin at a later stage, rather than being marginalized, as the wavering

COn'servativ and PAC/AZAPO elements indicate.

Trhe historic compromiîse increasingly takes on more concrete fea-
tuires. Economically the ANC is likely to settie for black board repre-

sentation, progressive taxation, equalization payments, equity ownership
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and joint ventures rather than national ization. It is only worth capturing
the "commanding heights of the economy" if the heights have flot beefi
flattened by further economic decline. Anything more than a social
democratic compromise towards drastic redistribution would floundef
on the current power of the establishment to, withhold the economic
benefits from socialist political victors. Ail evidence points to the grad-
ual embourgeoisement of the black middle-strata. The ANC leadershiP
acts as their reluctant, posturing but ultimately complying representative,
because the spoils of entry into hitherto closed realms are real. The-
strong left within the South African opposition will try to block sud'
neo-colonial accommodation, but fail to prevent it. It will split from the
old Congress alliance and form the new opposition.

Theorizing this new alignment has to come to grips with the no'W
seif-evident fact that some of the former victims of racial discriminatioll
increasmngly join the realms of power in perpetuating class domination.
In this sense, South Africa has become normalized like other Westeff
societies where exploitation is colour-blind. Instead of waiting for racial
capitalism, to change into non-racial socialism, a new multiracial nomnefr
clature will likely share relative privilege at the expense of an increas-
ingly marginalized underclass. This has been referred to as the 50
percent solution in South Africa, since the other haîf of the population i5
short-changed in political representation and influence. The National
Party constitutional proposai, for example, envisages a double vote for
people owning or renting property. In the ANC executive and votiiig
constituency, migrant workers and unemployed are equally underrepre-
sented.

In short, South Africa is heading towards a corporatist state where
business, state bureaucrats and unionized labour in the formn of thc
ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance agree among themselves about the basics
of an unwritten contract at the expense of the unorganized and weakeý
sections of the population. Electorally that may well be expressed in thc
substitution for elections of a series of appropriately worded and pre,
tested referenda. This legitimizes the stake of the major players withoUt
risking unpredictable outcomes that could lead to a declaration of civil
war by the losing side.
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The ANC has been far more open to compromise than its detractors
had ever expected. Mandela bluntly invokes the special histonical cir-
cunIstances to woo his opponents: 'We have to address the fears of
Wýhites and we should go beyond the mere rhetorical assurance in order
to address structural guarantees which would ensure that this prmnciple

Will flot lead to the domination of whites by blacks" (Sunday Tribune,
M4aY 19, 199 1). While reaffirming that the political party with the most
Vlotes should forma the govemnment, Mandela assured his Stellenbosch
audience, in Afrikaans, that ail principles, democratie or otherwise, can
be bent. "Having regard to our background it may not be enough to work

Purely on one-person, one-vote because every national group would like
tOSee that the people of their flesh and blood are in the goverument."

%hs principle dovetails with the National Party notion of mandatory,
ConStitutionally entrenched participation of minority parties at ail levels
of Political decision-making, including a statutory, collective presidency.

Ilsdoes not amount to majority rule in the traditional sense, but
rePresents a notion of democracy that rests on a wider, compulsory

Participation by major interest groups. Whether it will paralyze decision-
'flkn and thereby preserve the status quo, remains to be seen. Un-

doutelyý a power-sharing arrangement, and not the mile by the majority

Partty alone, will be the only achievable outcome at present, short of civil
Waýnr It is this context that the theorists of the ANC as an exclusive

eçovernmnent-in-waîting" overlook. The ANC could only become the
Sole govemment if it were able to defeat the opponent. Pretoria is under
little Pressure to surrender. Neither bas the ANC the intention any longer
toJdeclare war, and, by its own admission, the capacity to inflict defeat.

Aýs Guillermo O'Donnell (1988) has pointed out, corporatismn is not a

static concept but changes from country to country. The semi-fascist
QorPfOratism in Latin Amenica differs vastly froma a "corporatist" social-
denI:ocratic accord in many Western European states. The role of the
state inl particular depends on the country's historical experience. The
eurocentfic bias by many Western scholars often overlooks these par-
t1culajtie outside the Western horizon. South Africa's main interest

grusmay weIl negotiate such a unique "democratic corporatism" in
both the economic and political realms. Indeed, as Denis Beckett (Front-
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Une, May, 199 1) has editorialized: The country has no successful models
to follow, "only failures to avoid. " South Africa needs to pioneer a course
of its own. Most indicators show that South Africa's historie compro-
mise is proceeding remarkably well in both the economic and political
arenas. Fond of quamnt British analogies, a South African free market
advocate' concluded that "the space between Mr. Ramaphosa's vieWS
and those of Finance Minister Barend du PMessis, it seemed to me, was
less than the space between Neil Kinnock and Margaret Thatcher." Il,
August 1990, the Minister of Constitutional Development, Gerrit Viljoel,
even declared the govemment as part of the traditional opposition: "But
the government is no longer an Apartheid regime, it is part of the
anti-Apartheid movement" (Monitor, August, 1990: 3 1).

Indeed, the new flexibility of Pretoria deprived the ANC of its reliancc
on the intransigence of the opponent to mobilize against. As Simoil
Barber (Cape Times, 3/4/90) mused: "An opponent who asks so littie ffi
retumn for relinquishing his monopoly of power is almost too easy. HoW,
if you are the ANC or its 'formations', can you mobilize against aui
enemy that suddenly turns out to be so reasonable that he is willing t0

treat ail your demands as negotiable?" More politically romantic and
sensitive ANC members like poet Breyten Breytenbach expressed amused
bewilderment: "Most people in the ANC don't seem to have any eneniies
any more. The other day a friend from the national executive committec
of the ANC proudly introduced me to a National Party WP, as though lie
was some kind of friend. 1 was absolutely horrified" (Weekend Mail,
Sept. 14, 1990).

One of the crucial watersheds towards a corporate state was estafr
lished by COSATU's 1990 decision to join the National ManpoWer
Commission. This participation, although later temporarily suspended,
resulted from the successful negotiations of unions with employers apd
manpower officials over the controversial Labour Relations Act. Th'
accord reached, and subsequently enshrined in law, provided a model Of
a social democratic compromise. Since the state and employers nied

5 Ken Owen, Sunday Times, No. 3, 199 1.
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Ufll1ii 5 for ensuring stability, the union threat of withdrawal from the
Nationai Manpower Commission acts as a powerful bargaining tool
against unilateral dictates by state bureaucrats in drafting labour laws. To
be sure, there are great obstacles to be overcome and tessons to be
tearned on both sides.

For example, the ANC-COSATU opposition has challenged with
Icreasing success the govemnment's right to decide economic policy

Unilaterally. The two-day national strike over the introduction of a new
V'alueadded tax in November 1991 was not called because the unions
disagreed with the tax in principle but because they had no say in
itroducing it. The mass actions were aimed at further undermining the

legitimacy of the govemnment by proving that it can no longer rule atone,
based on a white vote only. Smnce Pretoria itself admitted that its Apart-
heid constitution is wrong and needs to be renegotiated, it has also
CýOftributed to its own caretaker status. South African business is learn-
'11g the corporate contract mentality the hard way. Nonetheless, it is
reluctantly embracing necessity. The more sophisticated companies also
dlsco(ver new allies. The ANC-SACP is willmng to contribute its share to
the compromise.

IÎWmuch the ANC-SACP alliance wishes to achieve an accord and
r%Iirgkallize opposing groups outside its own disciplining structure was
dernonstrated in what the South Afiican Labor Bulletin (November,
1990) labelled "the most high-profile dispute of the year." In a bitter
Strike of workers against their union's policy of centralized bargaining
a't the Mercedes plant in Port Elizabeth in 1990, the ANC, SACP and
NU'MSA lined up with management in opposition to the strikers' demand
fçor factory-based bargaining. The Mercedes labour aristocracy was
re-jected as "mndustrial tribalism," with a grateful company rewarding the

dtssistance of the "socialist" mnediators. Mercedes is now engaged in
ý'b0LShing'"raciat Fordism" in order to involve its workers i more autono-
1rnous decision-making on the factory floor as welt as i the boardroom.

ToWards the end of 1990, Pretoria started to involve the ANC in
deciion-making on major financial and economic issues. A committee

ýet Up to oversee the introduction of value-added tax comprised an ANC
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officiai and two sympathizers, nominated by Nafcoc. The press reported
that because of the sensitivities on both sides, the ANC was flot formallY
mnvited to, nominate representatives, because it would have to decline tO
do so. The Peace Accord signed in September 1991 with great pubiicitY
constitutes another attempt at joint policing and joint administrative
responsibility in the more sensitive security arena. A constitutional
accord is easy to achieve in comparison.

In early 1991 Thabo Mbeki indicated virtual consensus on the future
constitution between the two adversaries: "Now that we have arrived at
more or iess common positions on the basic constitutionai issues, thete
is no reason why the process should take a long time."6 On the devolutiofl
of power, the ANC and the govemment agree but differ only on whethef
the local/regionai units should have authority in their own right or
whether the federai rights be delegated by the centrai govemment. There
is consensus on a justiciable Bill of Rights, a two chamber parliamelt
and a constitutional court and, most importantiy, on the voting systeuil.

ANC constitutionai, experts have increasingiy embraced proportioflal
representation. Thus, Kader Asmal,' like Mandela, argues that "there
must be recognition that the cultural, social and economic diversity Of
South Africa requires the adoption of an electoral systemn at ail levels
which will enable sectorai groups and politicai tendencies to be ade-
quately represented in decision-making." Asmai, a member of the Col-
stitutionai Committee of the ANC, praises the "virtues of proportioflal
representation" with the additionai advantage that "gerry mandering'
wili be prevented by voting according to party iists. "TMe winmer-takes-
ail majoritarian electoral system may have served its purpose in ensuriflg
stability among the whites, but it is a form of stability which a denlO-
cratic South Africa must reconsider."5

6 Thabo Mbeki, Interview, "The Watershed Years", Leadership Publication 1991, p. 62.

7 Kader Asmal, "Constitutional Issues for a Free South Africa," Transformation, 13/1991.

8 One independent African commentator remarked wryly about the ANC Constitutional draft: "

have no problemas with it whatsoever. It looks like it has been faxed straight front London- It

lacks any peculiar South African idiosyncrasies, such as the quaint trîcamneral parligelTi~
displayed" (Persona] Interview, 27/7/91).
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The newly-found preference of the ANC leadership for proportional
Voting, however, stems flot only from. concemn for minority representation,
but for leadership control over the process. Unlike the constituency-
based Westminster system, where candidates are selected by and ac-
cfluntable to the local electorate, proportional representation minimizes
grassroots control over candidates in favour of the party leadership that
largely decides who is placed on the nation-wide list and in which
renking. It was this enhanced central control that made proportional
rePresentation attractive for the constitutional planners of the ANC/
SACp.

HO1wever, South African political culture is so wedded to the Westmin-
ster sYstem of voting that proportional representation stili appears to
1nlfly as an undemocratic concession to racial group rights. Thus, Yvonne
Muthien (Indicator, Autumn 1991) in an interview of Harry Gwala, asks

tesOmiewhat misleading question: "Would the ANC consider compro-
MYising on their demand for 'one person. one vote' by accepting propor-
tq0nai representation?" Gwala in tumn responds predictably: "Whose
Proportions? That suggests group rights, vested interests. Racism serves
VeSted interests..." Both fail to grasp that proportional representation of
P)Oliticai parties constitutes a far more democratic and comprehensive
Wýay Of ensuring participation in decision-making than a systemn where

ifnority parties and candidates are relegated to irrelevance.

lni reviewing the origins of Apartheid legisiation, Hermann Giliomee
h<sastutely isolated two inextricably interlinked motivations: "Without

a Privileged position the Afrikaners could not survive as a separate
Ple; without safeguarding the racial separateness of the people, a
ivile-ged position could not be maintained."9 The ANC opposition

needs neither separateness nor privilege. Free of the insecurities of a
sfllall disadvantaged people, the majority does not have to mobilize on
'ýxclusiVist nationalist grounds but can trust democratic equality to have

y 1 iermnann Giliomee, "The Leader and the Cîtizenry," MS, 199 1.
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The striking feature of South African negotiation is the absence l'Y
consensus of the adversaries of outside intervention, facilitation, media-
tion or arbitration . Compared with the decolonization of Namibia or
Zimbabwe, South Africa poses the problema of being a sovereign state.
Neither Namibia (beore 1990) nor Rhodesia were ever sovereign, inter-
nationally recognized states, but were legally colonies under the author-
ity of Britain in the case of Rhodesia, and the U.N. and South Africa il,
the case of pre-independence Namibia. Once internai agreement had
been reached under the tutelage of the metropolitan power, the foreigfl
legal authority ceased its role by recognizing the newly sovereign state.

In the South African case, on the other hand, the only legal body that
cari enact a new constitution is the present parliament. If there is to l'e
legal continuity rather than interference by a non-legal Third Party, the
present regime would have to legalize its own transformation. This is

clearly recognized by the government agenda which sees precisely SUCII

a process unfoldmng.

The opposition, however, argues quite understandably, that the gov-
ernment cannot be player and referee simultaneously. It therefore pro-
poses a mutually agreed mnterim government and an elected constituent
assembly that could transform itself into the first parliament once e
constitution has been agreed upon. Pretoria, on the other hand, rejects
elections before negotiations. From this perspective correctly, geneflli
elections before a new constitution has been agreed upon would amo.lIlt
to surrender, an abdication of power rather than negotiation about a new
order. Pretoria also mnsists that lawful govemnment and administration Of
the country must not be jeopardized during the period of constitutiofl-
making.

In adopting these legalistic positions, the govemment constantly col-
fuses sovereignty with legitimacy. Sovereignty Pretoria possesses, le-
gitimacy it widely lacks. It also falsely equates liberalization witb
democratization. Since de Klerk's rise to power, the South African state
has clearly liberalized itself but at the beginning of 1992 still has tO
institutionalize meaningful democratic participation for ail citizens. bib'
eralization extends rights and opens up new political space. It redUiCe5
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tue- Costs and risks of mndividual expression. Democratization aims at
equality of citizens and an improvement of life-chances for everyone. It
's the latter aspects that will prove the sticky parts-flot the transitional
arrangement and consfitutional accords themselves.

There are two dangers that an mnterim govemment of national unity
has to avoid. (1) It can easily trigger more violence from the right-wing
Ofld Plunge the country into a real civil war if the mnterim govemment is
Perceived as a surrender in these circles. Therefore, constitutional conti-
flUity and the legitimacy of any transitional arrangement among the
niliJOrity of whites would seem an important consideration. The danger

aiso0 Points to the need for a constitutional accord to preceed an interim
eovlernment rather than emerge from it i dragged-out negotiations.

(2) For the ANC, the danger of an interim governiment lies in assuming
reSponsibility without having power. While there would be a measure of
colntrol over the sedurity forces in particular, it is doubtful that this newly
acqlJjred limited power would be sufficient to stop alI the atrocities that
WGuld now be committed i the naine of the ANC as well. The ANC
WOuld carry the burden of a declining economy, but would also be
c0litraied to implement radical restructuring. Disappointed expecta-

tllSand disillusioninent with the ANC are likely to flow from a
Situ1ation of responsibility without power.

SOrne more astute ANC leaders view with alarm the perception of
'hVing co-opted and wisely maintain a distance between themselves and
Pretoria. 'We are adversaries-the govemment and the ANC. The gov-

e-r'11ent sometimes acts as if we are part of that governient, and yet we
are riot part of that government."' Hani expresses the usefulness of
heiiig a symbol of radicalism and militancy. Rather than being concemed
Wth the content of a radical policy, he admits to its manipulative
fUr1'etion: 1I don't want the ANC to lose that image because once it loses

th"inage, it will lose the support of young people." How the inevitable
ANC Participation in govemment is to be reconciled with its aura of

1I0l Hý' ani, Interview, Monitor, December 1990.
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militancy remamns to be seen. Nevertheless, when the ANC sets dead-
lines and declares, "our patience with this regime is running out,"
everyone knows that the tough talk merely camouflages the even deeper
involvement of the two antagonists with each other.

For example, in Apnil 1991 the ANC issued an ill-considered ultimna'
tum to, the govemnment to meet certain demands (sacking of two minis-
ters), or it would withdraw from negotiations. Since Pretoria could not
afford to be seen to heed ultimatums, and the ANC could flot afford tO
pull out, the ultimatum necessarily backfired on the ANC which was
locally and mntemnationally criticized for a serious error of judgemeflt.
Veteran joumnalist John MacLennan (Sunday Times, Apnil 14, 1991)
commented: "Lt is difficult to believe that the AN C was willmng to use
such powerful and irreplaceable ammunition, threatening to end the
talks, when it really didn't need to." If the ANC were to, use the threat

A South African Constitutional Forum A long a Canadian Model*

*This commentary by Heribert Adam was initially published in the Cape Times. February

17,1991 and receîved ,nostly sceptical responses as to the ability of the South African public

to engage in a sophisticated Canadian process of populist constirutional consultation.

The South African current con-
stitutional impasse does not result
from unwillingness to compro-
mise at the leadership level. Nor
are acceptable compromise for-
mulae in short supply. The lead-
ers, particularly in the ANC, face
difficulties selling solutions, ne-
gotiated in secret, to a suspicious
constituency that wants to have a
say in ail decisions. Grass-root
activists insist on democratic
mandates and thereby their own
participation. Autocratic behav-
iour was the major criticism of
the ANC leadership at its Decem-
ber 1990 consultative conference.

If every issue of constitutional
negotiations were to be referred
back to, an often disorganised,
amorphous and ill-informed con-'
stituency, little progress would lbc
possible. Mandela rightly mnsisted
on continuing confidential dis-
cussions wîth the govemment.
However, if a politicised constituk
ency ultimately disagrees with ne-
gotiated compromises, or worse,
rejects its previously acclainied
leaders as undemocratic, the nle-
gotiated solutions are flot worth
the paper they are written on. I
would seem that a modified Ca-
nadian political innovation wotild

6
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be Worth considering for South
Africa.

South Africans are rightly sus-
Picious of foreign solutions to their
Unique problems. There is wide-
spread consensus among all par-
ties that the new constitution
ShOuld be homemade without for-
eign mediation or interference.
This sentiment, however, should
lot prevent constitution makers
Iooking at how other nations tackle
Simlar constitutional impasses of
deeply divided societies. Canada
Currently wavers at the brink of
dissolution after the failure of a
compromise formula that would
have declared Quebec a "distinct
Society." Support for Quebec
Separatism in this province has
reached unprecedented heights
(67%), while Anglo-Canada could
fnot care less and the federal gov-
emrment's support is at an all-time
'ow. In this predicament the Mul-
roney govemment has appointed
a 12-person constitutional Com-
rtission, "The Citizen's Forum on
the Future of Canada," to hold
Public hearings across the coun-

-The Forum has been received
With widespread scepticism as a
clever public relations exercise.
liOwever, the Forum wants to so-
icit the views of ordinary people,

flot Only professional experts, and
the dynamics of these debates are

Pel-ended. Small discussion
grouPs will ultimately involve
oe million citizens. With lots of

media attention, the arguments of
a national debate are multiplied.
Through a toll-free telephone
number everyone can invite him-
self or herself and request a kit of
relevant information material.
After a few months of country-
wide consultations, the Commis-
sion will issue a public report
about its findings. Obviously, the
Commission does not make deci-
sions but functions as a clearing-
house for divergent opinions.

Suppose South Africa were to
start a similar exercise which
would not pre-empt a constituent
conference or assembly, but pre-
pare for it? What would be the
obstacles and advantages?

Who should serve on such a
Constitutional Forum could be
contentious from the outset. All
major parties could be invited to
delegate two trusted repre-
sentatives. Alternatively, people
with high national standing and
credibility across party lines, such
as F. van Zyl Slabbert, Oscar
Dhlomo, Albie Sachs, Wynand
Malan, Enos Mabusa could be
persuaded to serve as paid com-
missioners for a month. They
could be supplemented by union
and business representatives,
church leaders, legal academics,
judges, writers and journalists
and other persons with special ex-
pertise but not high-profile party
leaders themselves.
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Everyday the Commission ticipants would be better mformed
would hold well-publicised open about opposing perspectives.
hearings in all major townships Would the constitutional road-
and rural areas, in churches and show amount to mere democratic
schools, in stadiums and hotels. window dressing i as far as its
Each evening, the SABC would resuits wiIl be ignored by the real
broadcast the day's highlights, powers to be? Political elites
and the newspapers would have across the political spectrum could
permanent correspondents accred- hardly afford to cast the articu-
ited to the Commission. The lated sentiments aside. Above ail,
country would become temporar- they would benefit from the input
ily involved in a massive joint ex- of ordinary citizens on whose
ercise in political education about votes they will have to depend.
voting systems and federalism, Leaders could adjust their pro-
nationalisation and privatisation, grammes to the emerging new re-
minority rights and individual free- ality and build the necessarY
doms. Speakers should be able to compromise on greater trust and a
address the Commission in the higher level of mass information.
language of their choice, includ- The essence of democracy-par-
ing African languages, as simul- ticipation in shaping the political
taneous translations services institutions rather than merelY
would be available. The commis- ratifying decision by others-
sioners' primary task is to listen, would be realised as far as possi-
not to lecture, and to ensure that ble. Regardless of the final fornIs
all opinions receive a fair hearing. of negotiations, ail its participants
Participants should receive the will have an easier task if they cal'
constitutional blueprints of ail rely on a constituency that has
parties beforehand, including the been widely consulted and con-
constitution of Namibia. The prehensively informed rather thal
commissioners, like a bench of left with distrust and the feeling
judges, should pose additional of being manipulated behind
questions and correct informa- closed doors. A South AfricaP
tion or hate propaganda, but re- constitutional commission that
frain from expressing their own initiates and guides a national de-
view. bate beyond the slogans of polar-

ised organisations could be an
While obviously no consensus important step towards reconcili

would emerge at the end, ail par- don.

again when it really became necessary, it would have Iost its credibiltYs
The ANC public relations exercise together with a serous concern fol
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the escalating violence revealed the advantage of the government in

haVing a relatively homogeneous constituency since it shed its right-

Wing, while the ANC constantly has to reconcile conflictmng demands

frOmn its heterogeneous support base. At this stage, the negotiatmng
leadership must retain the radical wing in its ranks and does this mamnly

thrOugh strident posturing.

White South Africa lias so far failed to recognize the need for sym-
bouic victories on the part of the ANC. 'Me more the ANC is drawn into

ConStitutional polities, the more il loses its moral status as the movement

of liberation. Vuinerable as a fallible political actor among a more

POwverful establishment, it must show its supporters either that it cari
deliver on their inflated expectations or that nothing has changed in the

'ritransigence of the adversary, and, therefore, it cannot be blamed. Both
choices, however, are detrimental to the need for compromise in nego-

tiation politics. The less leverage the ANC can exercîse within the

larrow constraints of constitutional negotiations, the more the empliasis

Shifts to socio-economic issues. Against the establishment's attempt to

restrujcture the economy through preemptive privatization and constitu-

tiofal guarantees, stands the ANC's need to guard against disappointing

the economic expectations of its constituency.

Therefore, the rise or fali of the future South African democracy
depends on an upturn in the economy. Only an expanding economy

4lloWs both antagonists to satisfy their supporters, and thereby eases the

Ilecessay compromises. The less economic leverage exists, the more the

ANC will fail back on street mobilizations to guard its flanks and the

'n~ote the establishment will view the necessary long-termn redistribution
as a z-ero..sumn loss strategy. It would want to sabotage sucli attempts with

1111 its leverage, mncluding refusais to, reinvest in South Africa. The ANC

in ttirn loses its incentîves for entering negotiations if they produce
fleither economic gains nor symbolic political victories. Yet the ultimate

Paradox remains that an economic recovery depends on a creditable

Political settiement. Therefore, negotiations cannot wait for an economic

ttlrnuround when conditions are more conducive for a democratic com-
PrOmlise.
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It is sometimes uncritically assumed that if "negotiations stali or break
off, then South Africa could find itself back on the path to insurrec-
tion..." (Price, 1990:296). Yet with the disappearance of the Soviet
Union, the major outside sponsor of the previous mnsurrectionist strategY
would have to be replaced. WMie Libya, China or smaller Stalinist relies
like Cuba or North Korea could presumably step in, renewed exile or
repression for South African activists is not an mnviting prospect. The
current ANC leadership at least would rather bend over to reach a
compromise than repeat a failed historical experience. For the Afrikaner
Nationalists, too, there is no option of going back to the repressive era,
because they are too weak and divided. A renewed consensus on racial
repression is simply inconceivable. It would also be suicidal for the
minority.
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1) ILEMMAs AND CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN THE ANC

"We initiated negotiations and we are serlous
about negotiations... .1 think we need to have a lot
of what I caîl revolutionary patience." - Chris
Hani, December 1990.

In the process of preparing itself for normal politics, the ANC was
Coflfonted with its own shortcomings. It was forced to become more
self-critical. ANC spokesperson Gi Marcus admitted: "The emotional
slUPPOr for the movement is massive, but translating that support into a
ktlWledge and understanding of the ANC's policies, strategies, pro-

etaMfnes and tactics is proving to be an unenviable task." (Natal Mercuiy,
Pebruary 4, 199 1). The rival organizations that maintained the liberation

Poture and stood aloof from the politics of compromise could much

'ore easily maintain a purist stance on internai problems.

The initial organizational chaos within the ANC reflected badly on its
Potenitial for govemment. It deterred sympathizers and adversaries alike
În COflsideing the organization as an effective alternative. "When the
Iflovýement cannot even dlean up the hopeless muddle in its own head

"fie"editorialises the National Party organ, Die B urger (July 4, 199 1),
"how does he (Mandela) actually expect that people should trust him to
ý1OVern a taxing country like South Africa." Other observers focussed on
t4 sPreading political violence which had clearly weakened the organi-
ZatiOn. Blaming the victim was combined with naive disappointment
th'at the ANC could not guarantee instant stability.

2A South African commentator (Harold Pakendorf, Sunday Times,
26/8/90) asks in ail seriousness: "Does the ANC actually exist-as an

7-to-byn the rhetoric and the headlines?" He concludes:

What is apparent is that the ANC does flot initiate the violence in the
lUUti, does flot direct it, does not control it and cannot end it."
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The international press, too, voiced criticism and disappointmeit.
Thus the Guardian Weekly (Apnil 14, 1991) concluded that the ANC "lias
flot had a good year." The writer, Roger Omond, summarized sympa^
thetically the various obstacles encountered by the ANC. but could nO
bide disillusionment: "Whatever else the ANC may have in its ar-
moury-international goodwill, the backing of probably the majority Of
South Africans, and moral force, a magic wand is missing." Other more
cynical observers (Simon Barber, Sunday Times, 2/9/90) have wondered
about the temptations of exile: "The truth perhaps is that the ANC is olIY
truly at home abroad. Abroad, it is treated as the government-in-waiting.
Foreigners, especially in the West fawn obediently, allow it to dictate
their policies and grant it the illusion that it lias won a famous victory. At
home, tliere is no sucli obedience but rather a grinding confrontatiOfl
with unpleasant facts."

TMe most important cniticism of Mandela's first period in freedofi'
from the white liberals deplores his failure to reconcile the ANC with
In.katha. By placing himself solidly in the ANC fold upon lis release, l
also inherited the organizational feuds and constraints. An alternative
strategy would have been to assume the mantde of a reconciling states-
man above the petty quarrels. Mandela's huge prestige and the wide-
spread longing for peace and stability would have perhaps allowed lii"
to play such a non-partisan role for a while. However, lie would flot hav/'
had an organizational power base and would have had to rely solely 0"
fris prestige. By subjecting himself to the collective ANC discplileO
Mandela escliewed the presidential role in favour of a more democratic
mandate and organizational clout rather than a fragile charisma. ThetI
prudent decision is now bearing fruit in Mandela's extraordinarily liigh
prestige and influence in the organization.

The moral stature of the leader notwithstanding, it is in the organile'
tional arena that the self -declared "premier organization of the oppressed
and democratic majority"" faced major gaps. By taking for granted it5
mass support, the ANC hierarchy gradually woke up to the liarsli realitY

11 Editorial, Secha ha. October 1990, p. 1
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ofa fragmented, confused and sceptical constituency. So disappointing
Wýas the first ANC recruitment drive that the organization mnitially re-
fuSed to reveal membership figures. Total membership in June 1991 was

gwýen as 521,181, well below the April target figure of 776,000. In
CýO11trast, the goverument minister in charge of constitutional negotia-
fiOfl5 boasted in ail seriousness that the newly inclusive National Party
eould beat the ANC in a straight election contest. Gerrit Viljoen may
have been engaged in wishful thinking or perhaps he placed his trust in

the Manipulative power of the govemment-oriented television monop-

O1Y Whose immense influence on attitudes is still vastly underrated by
the (OPposition. Whatever the eventual crystallization of ambiguous senti-
1Tents, the ANC did not fare as well as expected. South African politics

renlains far from a market place where groups may compete on equal termns.

11O)wever, many of the ANC's dilemmas cannot be reduced to poor
"l'tibltional support for people who mainly qualified themselves only
tIbrOugh suffering and commitmnent in the past. Some problems result

frOîn ideological contradictions and doubtful policy decisions of the
ANC's own making.

The ANC argues that it has to remain a liberation movement and not

a Nîitical Party, "because Apartheid is not yet gone' (Cyril Ramaphosa,

Cjty Press, July 21, 1991). However, there are obviously other advan-

tages to staying a liberation movemnent, regardless of Apartheid. Several

foreign donors do not fund political parties. A liberation movement can
eontinue to define itself as a broad alliance while an ANC political party
\vO'tld obviously necessitate a separation fromn the South African Com-
Munlist Party. At the same time liberation movement status prevents the
o3r9anjzati 0n from developing specific policies which would split the

Ideoîogicaîiy heterogeneous movement. It has to rely more on symbols

and n1Yths of which "Africanization" and "defeated enemy" are prime

12mps 12

12 r the satne reason the vague 1955 Freedom Charter is elevated to sacred status because no

Other 'nlore specific piatform could fuIt'ilI the function of uniting divergent views and interests.

The Charter is the mmnimalist common denominator.
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The symbolie Africanization of the ANC opposition hampered sup)-
port among other ethnie groups who either stayed on the political
sidelines or looked to the government for protection from feared black<
majority domination. At the 1991 Durban National Congress, Mandehi
acknowledged that the ANC could ili-afford to be content with the 10Wi
level of success in attracting whites, Coloureds and Indians to the ANC.
"We must ask ourselves frankly why this is so ... confront the real issue
that these national minorities might have fears about the future," Mal-
dela wamned. The ANC had to remain a movernent representative of ail
the people of South Africa, both in name and in reality.

The colour-blind non-racialism of the ANC is contradicted by Mal"
dela's commonsense emphasis on "minority representation." For exafiV
pie, while Boesak or Maharaj publicly announce that they are unwj1liig
to represent Coloureds or Indians in the ANC, Mandela's sense O
political realities leads hlm to stress the opposite. In Mandela's 0id
fashioned recognition of ethnie ity, "the ordinary man, no matter to what
population group he belongs, must look at our structures and see that 'l,
as a coloured man, arn represented. 1 have got Allan Boesak there wh0Ifl
1 trust.' And an Indian must also be able to say: 'There is Kathrada- 1-
arn represented.' And the whites must say: 'There is Gerrit Viljoen- 1

have got representation' " (The Star, July 18, 1991). The racial repTe'
sentation that Mandela advocates constitutes a dramatic departure frOO1
the colour-blind non-racialism hitherto propagated. Were Mandela's
views followed Iiterally, the ANC would embrace previous National
Party policy of group representation, paradoxically at the very mon1lft
when the old racist party has foreswomn any reference to race or ethnicitY
in its constitutional blueprints.

Yet the pragmatie balancing of ethnicity in the parties and executive'
of a plural society is demanded by a political reality that is still largeîY
perceived in ethnie terrns, perhaps as much by the ruled as by the rulefrs.
Mandela realistically senses this culture of ethnic perceptions but Pr"
scribes an unsuccessful remedy. In his noble attempt to avoid racial
polarization and build a broad cross-cutting movernent, he overlook s t-h
reality that the non-African ANC members are not considered comfl1u
nity representatives, precisely because they have long disassociated
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the-Mselves from their assigned ethnicity by embracing ANC-style non-
racialism.

'fldeed, among the 50 elected NEC members are seven whites, seven
Asianis and seven "Coloureds." That makes the latter two groups, par-
fieCllarly Indians, over-represented in the ANC leadership. However,

thYdo flot represent "the Indian community" in the ANC and are flot
active in the ANC "as Indians," but as marginalized dissidents in the
Ilidian community. They rejected the primacy of their "Indianness" long

ago in favour of non-racial mndividualism. NEC and SACP member Mac

Maaraj stated explicitly that he does not wîsh to, be referred to as an
1fldian since he considers himself a third generation South African, does

n't know any Indian language and finds his only link to his Indian origin

la Preference for curried food. Although most Indian South Africans
Shaje this political acculturation to a new environment, they would
levertheless remain suspicious of Maharaj's rejection of lis cultural

background. In short, the "Indian" representatives among the ANC
0jfficeholders are the wrong Indians as far as attracting support from the
1fldian" sector is concerned. Similar perceptions towards Coloured and

White NEC members hold among these respective communities.

The whites on the NEC are ahl self-confessed mernbers of the SACP
ald lOng..time political activists who have fought bitterly against the

PredOnlinant attitudes among their ethnic peers. While the sophisticated
tolerance of an Albie Sachs attracts admiration among liberal whites, the

un1derground games played and unconventional behaviour exhibited by
"âTnY Kasrils serve to deter other whites from the ANC. In fact, the
SAtC TV seems to deliberately put characters lîke Kasrils on its pro-

eraInes in order to discredit the ANC.

The amlazing aspect of the 1991 NEC is the total absence of liberal
W4ites Who have fought the anti-apartheid struggîe inside the country in
8Y11PathY with the ANC. The ANC made no effort to woo into its ranks

0ýn f its potential high-profile supporters with great appeal among
ailtiaPartheid whites, such as E. van Zyl Slabbert, Alex Boraine or
WYnland Malan. The SACP faction, who in the past exercised a veto over

Wh'ch Whites were allowed to join the ANC, would not wish to share its
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monopoly with strategists of a different ideological outlook. As with an:
political organization, long-time activism for the party as a foot-soldic
is ranked higher than expertise or voters' attraction. Candidates have t<
eamn their mandate through long service, as Alan Boesak was remindc<
when he wisely withdrew his nomination for the NEC. However, as 1011
as the ANC has no prominent liberal minority members among it:
officeholders, it is unlikely to make any mnroads into sceptical (rat1e
than hostile) mînorities. Ironically, the previously racist National PartY
particularly if it bills itself as a "Christian Demnocratic, law-and-ordret
free-market-alliance" may tumn out to be the most non-racial groupilll
by attracting widespread support fromn security-conscious conservatVeý
across the racial spectrum.

The Antics of Winnie Mandela

Dozens of lectures on South Africa to different Canadian audiences ifl
various locations obviously solicit a wide spectrum of questions 8flj
concernis, with one predictable exception: Canadians are most fascinated
by the person who has been compared with Evita Peron, Elean0O'
Ceaucescu and Leona Helmsley (Richard Gwyn, Toronto Star, May 22'
1991). An infatuated husband being destroyed by a megalomaniac Wjfe
reinforces ago old stereotypes, not matched by the daily soap operas.

Nonetheless, what is the political significance of the story and whal
lessons can be drawn fromn the Winnie Mandela trial about the state
the ANC? The antics of Wmnnie Mandela, her soccer teamn and her tr1'l
have been extensively reported but little understood in a wider conte(t.

Scepticism toward the suffering yet glarnorous idol had built 11P
among political activists for some years. Her association with dubioUS
friends raised eyebrows. In the midst of Soweto's poverty Ms. Mandle
buîlt a huge house. She wrote a glowing preface to a book that advocgtcd
unfettered free market policies as South Africa's solution. Her emotive
utterances about how to achieve liberation often contradicted Afnico"
National Congress strategies. Significant advisors to the party rais0

questions as to why Winnie Mandela has not received "careful assiS'
tance" in preparing her speeches for international events. The tcrrof
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taetics of her bodyguards merely confirmed that she had become more
of a iability than an asset to the anti-apartheid movement. By saying that

1flOst of the real leaders" of the anti-apartheid struggle were behind
bar's, Winnie Mandela denigrated, UDF leaders who had corne out in
0ýPPOsition to, her. Lately, Winnie Mandela poses in battie fatigues with
her friend Chris Hani, saluting parading MK soldiers after the ANC has
sllspended the armed struggle.

&Initially the ANC mn Lusaka was reluctant to endorse the ouster of the
tflOther of the nation" from the movement. Asked to comment on the

day of the decision to expel her, Thabo Mbeki a senior ANC officiai who

Weas at a conference at Duke University, pointed to the persecution and

sffenng that Mrs. Mandela had endured during 26 years of separation

ftrm her husband. He refused to, go further and pass judgement on her

action (Personal Interview).

'hen the national executive committee of the ANC finally issued a
Statetment on February 18, 1989, it reiterated her merits under difficult

c1utinstances: "Bearing the name of Mandela, and in her own right, she

'lreasingly became one of the symbols of resistance to racist tyranny

both at home and abroad." But this tribute was preceded by a strong

condelrilation, aibeit issued "with a terrible sadness that we consider it

JleCessary to express our reservations about Winnie Mandela' s judge-

rneflt." This stance resulted from outrage inside South Africa. The ANC
statement speaks about "our organization, complementing the initiatives

~leading personalities of the Mass Democratic Movement."

hI Meetings of a crisis committee set up to deal with the death of

Stamlpie Seipei and the murder of community doctor Abu-Baker Asvat,
Several resolutions were passed and also ratified by the leading unions'

sh0 QPstewards' council: none of the progressive organizations should

graint Winnie Mandela a platform, her football club should disband, she

Shudno longer dlaim to speak on behalf of the community, no progres-

slve2 laWyer should act for her.

111 Fesponse, Ms. Mandela, South African newspapers reported, de-
îl1"!ded a full list of those who attended, and accused the crisis commit-
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tee of conniving with the community, and communicating with liW
long-time ANC supporter Oliver Tambo and her husband behind bl
back. She also accused the South African Council of Churches and tliý
Christian Institute of being "sheep in wolves' skins." She reported13
threatened that she would cali a press conference where she woIlc
announce lier "resignation" from the ANC.

OnIy when it became apparent that Ms. Mandela's antics would lialI
the image of her husband and when internai pressure for condemnatî0l
grew did the ANC intervene, culminating ini its press release: "UnfortU"
nately our counsel was flot heeded by Comrade Winnie Mandela. The
situation has been further complicated by the fact that she dîd flot beloflg
to any structures and therefore did flot benefit from the discipliile,
counselling, and collectivity of the Mass Democratie Movement."

The ANC was clearly worried about the potential for disunity tli3t
Winnie Mandela's popularity could trigger. She is known to have repeat
edly spoken about "attacking soft targets," which endeared ber to ai,
impatient military faction in the ANC, as did lier statement on lîberaiflg
South Africa with boxes of matches and tires at a time when the ANC
leadership attempted to stop "necklacing."

The ANC called for unity and counselled "a balanced approacli to the
problems." Lt is best served by blaming "the enemy." In this vein Mue
ANC attributes what it cails the "unbecoming activities [of the Manidele
Football Club] which have angered the community" to the suspiciOn
"that the club was infiltrated by the enemy, and that most of its actîvitie5
were guided by the hand of the enemy." Obviously the governnie't
greatly benefitted from the affair. But rather than engineering it, as th'~
conspiracy theory of the ANC suggests, Pretoria seems to have exploiWd
Ms. Mandela's misjudgements by giving her relatively free rein to
discredit the Mandela name herseif.

The higli publicity of the affair reflected a media spectacle that liad
created the prominence of Winnie Mandela in the first place. By înitia0y~
elevating the wife of the ANC leader into a goddess-rather than treatiI'9
her as a person ini ber own riglt-the media could celebrate ber dowflfal»
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With even greater glee. The very role thrust on Winnie Mandela contrib-

"t'd to her hubris. Why would a person so lionized need to seek a mandate

Wvheii speaking on behaif of the people she presumnably represented?

'esame joumnalists who wallowed in the tragedy also failed to
recOgnize the strength of a movement that takes such a principied stance.

aI 3continent where authoritarianisma and corruption are the rule rather

thfI the exception, the South African opposition distinguished itseif by

PU'ttinlg democratic principies before expedience and hero-worship.

Trhe Wmnnie Mandela trial in Sprmng 1991 raised doubts again about

th~eoal state of the ANC, afier she had been rehabiiitated as the wife
0f the released leader. The trial represented the first test case of the ANC
atttde tcjwards justice and legality. In the view of many traditional

liberais, the ANC failed the test on several counts. It placed the fate of a

Pers011 above the law. Despite mnitially welcomning the trial as an oppor-

tliYto clear her name, the ANC later reversed its stance and denounced

tePrOsecution as a hostile act. Ail ANC officiais were expected to show

8UPPOrt by attending the trial in what should have been a private affair.

ý'trial basically involved two feuding youth gangs and two rival minor

W8'1o)rds (Richardson and Stampie Seipei), the "mother of the nation"

hdtaken sides with her own teamn in the brutalization of the other side.

Nýecessary criticism, was muted by the widespread personality cuit.

L011g-time political, prisoners and retumning exiles remained immune

frorn public scrutiny for some time, even after they had joined the fray
() . fOrmnai politics. Those who had acted courageously on principle were

Sîdehnled by the Mandela court."3 The ANC leadership, particulariy its'

1,3 In~ addition to their strained relationship with Winnie, sout~e leading activists questioned the status

Of hr iPnsoned husband which did flot endear themn to the emerging Mandela dynasty. Thus,

in l 1 1 utlh noted interview, then NUM general secretary Cyril Ramnaphosa (Leadership, November

1989) argued: "Mandela is a member of the ANC, and bis statua is no different front the status

0f ay Other member of the ANC... .He is one of those people who may have to be considered

for a leadership position in the ANC." Mandela privately characterized Ramaphosa as "the
Rottweiier in my lap" and the two most powerful ANC leaders continued to publlcly contradict

eacýh oIther, for instance on whether an ANC government would hontour foreign loans. As the

ANC's gene,.,, secretary and most skîlled negotiator, Ramaphosa is the Iikely successor to Mandela.
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general secretary Alfred Nzo, initially failed to distance itself frorin
tragic figure who had mainly acted out her own ambitions. Instead th'i
ANC, in a crucial misjudgement, declared the criminal trial a politice
persecution and demanded public support. It is flot to the credit of mos
NEC members that they heeded the expectations by showing up in cout
The one activist with prison credentials who refused to even enter th(
Mandela home, unless ordered to do so by the NEC, was in retrospe<
celebrated as a lone courageous voice.

With the leadership on a high horse riding roughshod over popUl31
sentiments, the ANC's mnfluential internal constituency however, gradU,
ally made its presence felt more decisively. The defeat of Winnie Mail»
dela for the presidency of the ANC 's Women's League by a 400 to 2O(
vote in April 1991 should have warned the leadership, particularly sifIce
it came from "within undoubtedly the most organizationally conseve'
tive of die ANC's structure" (Southscan, May 17, 1991). The temporarY
demise of the idol was preceded by unusually harsh mnside criticis1ý
which led the normally sympathetic Weekly Mail (February 15-21) t'
ponder about a "grave cause for concern about the ANC's attitude to
justice." The paper elaborated: "The problem was symbolized b>' the
arrogant ANC marshals who took control of the streets, strutting aroufld
in makeshift military fatigues and abusing joumalists and others. Is this
what the ANC promise in a future system: the rule of the Toyi-TfOya
Macoute?" The defence lawyer even courted a bit of censorship by
asking the judge to direct the media not to speculate on matters befO'e
the court during the trial."4

In public advertisements, lesbian and gay activists accused the de'
fence of Mandela of reinforcing homophobia. It used alleged homosey'"
alit>' as justification for the removal of young men from a church hoffle
ANC supporters picketed the court with anti-homosexual placards. G3Y
activists found the defence's linkage of homosexuality with sexual abOc~
"as ludicrous as equating heterosexualit>' to rape." Since the defendaffi'
Ms. Mandela, was the head of the ANC's Department of Welfare ar'd

14 The Anti-Censorhip Action Gmoup încluded this item in their newslettr Update, FebruarY 199"
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Jlitical Correctness
On3 Win nie Mandela

Rosemary Brown, the former
N'DP MLA in British Columbia,
's generally considered the epit-
Oife of political correctness. It is
Probably for that reason that The
VaI2 couver SUN provides hier with
a1 Weely coiumn to balance the

lany other right-wing opinion-
libikers in the paper. Brown (Van-
Couver SUN, April 22, 1992)
COtfinues "to love and stand in
awe" of Winnie Mandela. She ad-
"nits "iack of information" but
n evertheiess defends the indefen-
sIble, because "as a woman" she
W'Ouid like to assist a piiloried
tiiend.

In the disassociation of the ANC
froîn Winnie, Brown suspects

C-Ofjured up images of ail the
Wjicked women of a legend"; she
sPeculates about dark "forces that
WýOuld seek to drive them apart."
'Jltimately, Brown opines, it is
rl14le punishment of a strong
WolTnIan for "having a mmùd of hier
0 WIl" Moreover, maie ungrate-
fulness for female sacrifice is
clear: "After working to secure
lier husband's release, she now
fiflds herseif being put aside by
huxn.l"

Trhis extraordinary misjudge-
nkIit by Brown reflects a con-
:fUSed politicai correctness at any

price. it undermines the femimist
cause when blmnd soiidarity is ex-
pressed, regardless of the behav-
iour of a woman. Brown's
"ioyaity" is of the uncritical kind
that in the past made many astute
inteilectuals go on political pil-
grimages to Moscow and Havana
and return in praise of Stalinist
dictatorships.

The facts are more important
than the well-intended sentiment.
Lt was not the husband who "put
aside" his wife. Nobody should
pass judgement on Winnie for her
widely aileged romantic aff airs
under the tragic circumstances.
Yet ail sober anaiysts must ques-
tion Winnie' s politicai judgement
and moral behaviour. Instigating
the murder of a chiid and commu-
nity doctor in order to remove the
witness to hier own cailousness, if
proven, amounts to an extraordi-
nary crime by "the mother of the
nation." Even the suspicion of the
murder makes a public figure a
liabiiity. Toierating and encourag-
ing homophobia, plotting against
senior ANC colieagues out of
sheer vengeance, discrediting re-
spected UDF community leaders
because, according to Winnie,
"the real leaders are in jail," testi-
fies to poor judgement gone
astray. Winnie's political fault lies
in facilitating the state's assault
on the opposition. She made hier-
self into a lîabîlity.
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since her defence seemed contrary to the spirit of stated ANC policy tl¶
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation should be considere
unlawful, the protesting lesbian and gay activists understandably de
manded support from the NEC and ail progressive organizations.

In response, Kader Asmal, a member of the constitutional committec
emphasized the legal difference between the ANC and Ms. Mandela'
defence ( Weekly Mail, April 5, 199 1). However, the Weekly Mail pointe'
out that the ANC itself had identified the two. Against Asmal's advocaC'
of "limits of comment" during an ongoing trial, the paper asserted tha
judges and the courts should not be above public scrutiny or commen't
Fatima Meer (Weekly Mail, 5/4/91), on the other hand, defended "De
Winnie Mandela" against accusations of having used foui language
From her knowledge of her long-time friend, she said, that would b(
totally out of character. In any case, she argued, the paper had been guilt
of reporting allegations as facts.

The saga has not corne to an end, flot only because of the pendÎJ19
appeal to her conviction (which for political reasons can hardly bc
upheld). Moreover, the state bas further damagîng criminal evidence tc
discredit the accused and the ANC, should it become convenient. Noic'
theless, during the July 1991 election for the ANC National ExecutiVe,
Winnie Mandela received 53.9 percent of the vote, mostly fromn the
younger delegates.

Insurrection ism and the Myth of Victory

Until legalized, the ANC refused to accept that incrementalism colld
lead to dhe dismantling of Apartheid. ANC intellectuals would accePl
that there were reforms, but considered the liberal advocates of reforTiS
to be dangerous detractors. Thus Rob Davies, at an ANC-Soviet Sociaý
Scientists' Seminar in Moscow 1989 warned: "The danger is that oftei
those who speak of reforms seek to convey the image of a process whiCh,
by small incremental changes, will fmnally lead to the cumulative resUlt
of Apartheid being dismantled." However, this was precisely the resutI
of the reform process. Even when the defacto stalemate was admitted,
this ANC strategist could only think of other options as "means O
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'IXploitmng the transfer of power in a situation of unfavourable balance of

forces.' Potential negotiations with an undefeated enemy were ruled out

88 a sellout.

The subsequent ideological confusion and scepticism of black activ-

"ts towards the new negotiation politics resuits from such past mndoctri-

Qlatio)n. A regime that was supposed to make no concession unless forced
to do so now almost outradicalizes the opposition in adaptive political

'%~1oeuvering.

As a resuit, many activists have manufactured a new myth to explain
the contradiction: Pretoria is in the process of capitulating at home since

't has been defeated militarily in Angola, and economically through

lilternational sanctions. At the ANC July 1991 Durban conference, out-

ý0ing President Oliver Tambo received the loudest applause during his

le'gthY report when he said the South African Defence Force "met their

ITltch" at the battie of Cuito Cuanavale. This wallowing in an imagined
vItory was ail the more remarkable as the delegates were appropriating
fo3reign heroism, since no ANC units were involved in the stalemated
siege. "A sobering military defeat at the hands of Angolan, Cuban and
SWAPo forces at the Cuito Cuanavale" is likewise asserted by an

"alYst (Andrew Clark, 1991:46) of the Ottawa North-South Institute.

S'MIiar assumrptions are widely cited in European literature on the left

'LSthle mnain reasons for Namibian independence and the concessions by
Pretoria.

MiElitary defeat of Pretoria is given as the reason for negotiation by
Aestalwart Elias Matsoaledi, a former Unikhonto we Sizwe comn-

0nflder in Johannesburg: "The govemment mounted talks with the ANC
becauise it had been 'shaken militarîly' " (Cape Times, 12/4/90). Such

exPlanations are sometimes combined with exhortations for military

ed1cation: 'To shoot down the enemy's aircraft you need mathemnatical.
kIIwledge, so get into the classrooms and learn military science." Other

adherents to the insurrection myth see tie "armed struggle" as inter-

ehneal with negotiations, another site of the same process:

SWhether we enter Pretoria with tanks, mortars and bazookas, or
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whether it is done via a negotiated seulement, the option is left to tih
enemy to decide."'15

Ironically, in the view of the state, too, military victory by the Apart
heid forces led to the policy changes and negotiations with a defeate<
adversary "The military successes of the SADF ini the late 80s il
Southem Angola paved the way for the political dispensation in Souti
Africa," declared Magnus Malan on the day of his demotion and rels
signment (Argus, July 30, 1991). 'Me former commander of specili
forces tells soldiers a typical Dolchstoss Legende (being stabbed in t0i
back): 'You did flot lose in Angola. You did flot lose in Namibia. Yoi
were betrayed by politicians acting under foreign pressure" (quoted it
The Econornist, March 21, 1992, p. 46). Obviously, for both adversariký
the myth of victory seemed a crucial precondition for realignment. BU1
both cannot be right and the question remains, who lias the more credibl'
dlaim? James Barber lias appropriately commented: "Aithougli SoUtIe
Africa did not lose the war in a strict military sense, after the stalemaC
battie of Cuito Cuanavale the cost of continuing the war was considered
too higli by ail sides, including Pretoria.""6

The South Africans calculated that they could flot afford to lose 30<)
white soldiers which a fuil-scale assault on the newly-reinforced ÇCit<
Cuanavale could cost. Aithougli South Africa had lost air superiority"
Angola, due to the ais boycott, it is doubtful that "military realities i

Southem Angola had been the single most important factor forcing th'o
South African government to the negotiating table."' Other develOP
ments sucli as the mncreasing costs of the war in a declining econoirY,
together with the end of the Cold War and the new relafionship betWeel'
dhe Soviet Union and the US on regional conflicts, would seemn far mO0f
important causes to explain the shift. The war in Angola had long bec"
unpopular with the far riglit as an American inspired adventure. With

15 Sechaba, February 1989, p. 2T.

16 James Barber, "Smuts House Notes," International Affiairs Bulletin, 14, 1/1990.

17 Thomas Ohison, "lie Cuite Cuanavale Syndrome: Revealng SADF Vulnerabilities," 5<jilý
African Review 5, Johannesburg: Ravan Pres, 1989, p. 182.
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Wýeakened ANC-ecut off ideologically and fmnancially by its disintegrat-

Iflg East European sponsors-the National Party saw a unique opportu-

flItY to gain global legitimacy after the demiîse of the unpopular PM. Botha.

While Cuito Cuanavale is ceiebrated as the decisive battie which
turned the Angolan war around and forced South Africa to give up

Naniibia, in the perception of the South African officiais, particularly
IllOse involved in the protracted negotiations, quite different calculations
tipped the scale. The South African govemment concluded that the only

Wa'1Y to renewed world acceptance iay in improved relations with Afrîcan

8tates. Namibia was seen as the major stumbling bloc to South Africa's

OPeTi entry into Africa. With respect to Namibia, South Africa was a
colonal power, defymng international law. A South African official re-

lrIarked: "African leaders considered Namibia even more important than

APatheid"~ (Personal Interview, 5/5/89). Kaunda called it the South
African "testing ground." Getting rid of this iiabiiity became a priority

Of Foreign Affairs officiais in their perennial competition with the

rlnIlitaists who would have liked to keep Namibia, despite the costs. By
'llCluding the head of the military and intelligence services into the

kn'erlcan-sponsored negotiations at ail times, the diplomats co-opted

their suspicious adversaries into the graduai agreement and also secured
the reluctant support of P.W. Botha for the Namibia solution.

lrn addition, the South Africans became very impressed with the changed
attitude of the Russian observer at the negotiations. Contrary to their image
Of the mnasterminds behind a total onslaught, the Soviet Union counselied

comrpromlise and flexibility with their Cuban and Angolan allies. In the

Oýstuhlation of most participants in the negotiations, without the Russian

tfltelage of its clients and the new Soviet relationship with traditional

adveIrsaries, a Namibia agreement would flot have been reached. 8

18 The April 1, 1989 SWAPO incursion seemed t0 strengihen the South African militarists who

hlid argued ail along that you cannot rely on negotiations and agreements. Again il was the

Pressure by SWAPO's sponsor which put the Namnibia agreement back on track.
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There exists an understandable psychological bloc to recogmizmg thal
the South African anti-apartheid transformation is presently taking place
with the willing cooperation of the former Apartheid supporters. If thcY
"4made it happen," this would taint the undeniable sacrifices borne bY
activists. The decade-long mass mobilization and suffering would bce
meaningless, in addition to being considered ineffective, if its decisive
impact were to be ignored in the history of transformation. As Farid
Essack 9 observes: "Manty of our activists are understandably resentfll
of the way those sacrifices are now rubbished or dismissed as insignifi-
cant in the dismantling of Apartheid."

If all these changes were a resuit of mobilization from below togetlier
with hard fought for extemal pressure, then there is no reason why a
reluctant ruling class should be rewarded for bowing to the inevitabe.
The easing of sanctions "to encourage the movement underway" wouild
in this view be couniter-productive. Instead of speedmng up the finl1
abolition of Apartheid, it will slow it down, since it lessens outside
pressure that is viewed as the very cause of change. When ANC grass-
root activists, therefore, stubbomly insist on maintaining sanctions and
mass mobilization, it is not only a device to reserve veto power for th'
organization over the costs to the opponent, but a strategy that rests 01,
particular view of the causes of the historical change.

In order to present the compromising leadership as a militant vaiY'
guard, the public resolutions adopted use the strident language of th'
past and deny that any relevant changes have taken place. Thus a full te"'
months after being legalized and operating freely in the country, theC
ANC December 1990 National Consultative Conference resolved: WC
unanimously and unequivocally rededicate ourselves to the four pilles
of our revolutionary strategy, believing that there have been no fufl
damental changes in the political situation which would require a depaf'
ture fromn our strategy." At most, the conference conceded, "the regil 0

has its own agenda, that of retaining white domination in a new fonl."
As if the organization were in a position to resume the suspended ("but

19 Cape Times, January 4, 1991.
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flot terminated") armed struggle after the return of exiles, the conference
threatened "our patience with this regime is running out" for "the

tranlhsfer of power." The weaker the opposition, the more the organiza-

ti0fl has to present the changes as the resuit of "the struggle of our

PCOIple" that "succeeded in forcing the Apartheid regîme" to make

conIcessions.

It may be important to psychological equality in negotiations to speak

0f Umnkhonto as "victorious." But the illusions of victory also hamper

Predispositions to compromise. It denies the reality of stalemate. By

a nhasizing the forced "transfer of power," albeit to all South Africans
democracy and not to the ANC atone, the opposition, nonetheless,

dosnot prepare its constituency for power-sharing. Since power-shar-

111g Will be the inevitable outcome of negotiations-which otherwise

WOulld be superfluous-the resulting compromise solution must neces-

2iflY be considered a sellout, especially when compared with victorious

tralnsfer. Thus the negotiatmng leadership also unwittingly undermines its
0W"n long-terin negotiation strategy by acceding to the illusîonary rheto-
1'-C The short-terrn tactic of appearing militant backfires on the long-

term1 legitimacy of a negotiated compromise.

In the light of the widespread popularity of armed struggle among the

YOuJth, the negotiating ANC leadership now has to deny that it ever aimed

at fl-àlitary victory. While the leadership neyer had illusions about its
9l1errilla war, it nevertheless had to uphold the myth which it now is

derlilshing. Thus Terror Lekota (Cape Times, 3/5/90), "on behaîf of the

ANC," reinterprets the goals of the "armed struggle" against its own

'lo1blizing slogans of "Victory or Death." "When the armed wing was

Set ItP i was not because the ANC was in search of a military victory.

No, UnIkhonto was merely to pressure the govemment to respond to the
delnsof the people." Against the ANC Youth League which argued

that the ANC did not start the "armed struggle" in order to negotiate,

'Lekota advocates the priority of political solutions: "Those organiza-

t"IOl Which demand a military victory of the ANC have mnisunderstood
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the approach of the ANC ini the first place.""0 Even the popular Chif
Hani as chief of MIK now openly admits that his troops were not il, ý
position to destroy Apartheid. In a December 1990 interview in MonitOr-
Hani was asked whether MK could have won the war? He admitted tlil
"MK alone without the Mass Democratic Movement would flot have
caused problems." He stressed the ANC capacity, "ultimately, to destrOY
the will of the govemmnent to continue with Apartheid," but also added
realistically, "but it would have taken a very, very long time."

In light of these realities one can only be amnazed by the exhortatioll
of Canadian academics, "that the popular movement in South Africa1
complements its already broad and impressive range of political tactics
with a growing military capacity."2 ' When John Saul fantasizes that "the
regime itself has nightmares...," it reveals a view of South Africai
politics that seems to underlie, aibeit in less dogmatie forms, mnallY
Canadian activists' accounts of why the Apartheid regime has finallY
started to reformn itseIl.

South African commentators often wamn that the accelerating slide
into endemic violence seems to be following the pattern in Angole-
"Once the objective of ousting the Portuguese had been achieved 1i
Angola, the liberation movements began to fight amnong themselves fOe
a new objective: political power in,'liberated' Angola.""2 However, th'
analogy is misleading for three reasons: (1) In South Africa the whitC-
have not been ousted. They are unlikely to depart. They constitute 3

20 Wîth the strong sentiment against abandoning the armed struggle, the leadership also had to
reinterpret "suspension"to mean a preparatory pause for renewed action. Thus, SA Conms'î
Party leader Raymond Mhlaba clarified in February 1991: "The suspension of military activitie
does flot tocan that MK as such is disbanded. It is there intact, and there are MK memberl 'n
military camps. Some have gone for refresher courses so that by the time we tell them to go ilt«
action, they are mentally and physically equipped and weIl versed in the use of modem weaP(ts
at their disposai." However, at the saine itie the ANC in a new accord with Pretoria con1oite
itself tocease military training and the setting up 0f underground structures. Therefore, tihe sO0)"e
MK combatants are integrated into existing SADF units or Bantustan armies the better for pe'c
on thîs front.

21 John Saul, SAR, May 1989, p. 7.

22 Gerald L'Ange, "Slîding Towards thse Vortex," Star, 25/9/90.
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Permanent force that even as a numerical mmnority has the economic and
Mlilitary power to ensure its accommodation and a minimum of coercive

taýbility in the country. South Africa is flot a colonial situation. (2) The
Angola post-independence conflict cannot be divorced from the larger
Cold War context. In 1974, when revolutionary Portugal and the Soviet
bloc adopted the MPLA as the only legitimate force in contravention of
the Algarve agreement that promised elections, the US and South Africa

resPonded by supporting UNITA as a counter to Soviet influence in the

regÎon. With the Cold War over, local South African antagonists will be
hed Put to find international sponsors for continued warfare. (3) With

tý-Outside pressure on for a political settiement rather than a proxy war,
the South African factions do not have access to the heavy arms that

8S1tained the Angolan fighting. Unlike the Angolan liberation move-
nWeiits that fought the Portuguese from. the inside, the armed struggle of

th ANC was hardly ever more than a propaganda weapon brandished
frOrM the outside.

In the absence of East bloc sponsorship of the ANC, the South African
goveent stili maintains a monopoly of the instruments of coercion.
he officiaI suspension of the armed struggle by the ANC merely

4ckilwledged the relative military powerlessness of the opposition.
'bi~s was different ini Angola and Mozambique. Winnie Mandela may
aPPear ini battle fatigues and threaten "to return to the bush," if negotia-
tiolis fail, but unlike Savimbi or Frelimo, Winnie Mandela and most
Soulth African activists have neyer experienced bush warfare in the first

Place1, and there is no "bush" in South Africa to fight from. This different
eojtexi makes facile comparisons with lîberation struggles elsewhere in
Africa very dubious. Therefore South Africa remains a unique case, not
oIIlY because of its level of economic development and mutual interde-

Penldenice, but because it is qualitatively different from the peasant
econOmiÎes of Angola and Mozambique. In the words of the late Tertius
MYbuirgh, the diversity of South Africa makes victory impossible for any

Party and, therefore, makes compromise inescapable for ail parties.

1ýeconcept of a self-iimiting revolution was deveioped by Polish
Solidarity intellectuais because of the threat of Soviet intervention.
SOlidaity could have seized power but risked aimost certain occupation.
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In South Africa, on the other hand, the option of a seizure of power
simply does flot exist in reality, only in the rhetoric or fantasy of
ill-informed activists. That makes a power-sharing coalition of national
unity a question of necessity in South Africa but of choice in Poland. Iln
the Polish case, the historic compromise resulted from dhe strength of d'e
opposition; in South Africa it has emerged from the mutual weakness Of
the antagonists, aithougli both Solidarity and the ANC shared wide-
spread Iegitimacy.

John Carlin of The Independent lias judged that "the ANC's arrO'
gance, as much as its naivete, blinded it to the fact that the scales were
tipped heavily against it." Indeed, the myth of believing that a cunniiig
adversary had finally been bludgeoned by sanctions, armed struggle aind
mass action to negotiate a deal for the transfer of power lies at the heer
of the false triumphalism. The ANC lias failed to realize that the release
of political prisoners, the retumn of exiles, the normalization of politics
and even the end of formal Apartheid were not the real issues at stake.
Apartheid had to go anyway, with or without the ANC. For the dominaint
enlightened Afrikaner establishment, political incorporation of dise"-
franchised subordinates had long become the only way of retainiflg
power and regaining international legitimacy. Contrary to the ANC
belief that "we initiated negotiations" (Chris Hani) the Afrikaner liberals
and corporate planners had long before prepared themselves for tilS
historical inevitability. By not recognizing the real causes of the change,
and by attributing it to, the opposition's own efforts, assisted by "dl
Klerk's integrity," the ANC deceived itself into overrating its owl,
power. An orientation that is built on sucli crucial flaws also fails tO
recognize that the skewed economic Apartheid order will essentiallY
remain intact, long after Apartheid is gone. In this respect the militallt
slogan "Victory is Certain! " characterizes the other side more accurately,
But "la lutta continua" does not offer a suitable guide either, unless the
ANC "in power" wants to turn the struggle upon itself while beifl$
simultaneously constrained by the duties and responsibilities of office.

This dream of a Maoist permanent revolution ignores the truth that
officeholders necessarily turn into bureaucratic funictionaries desPite
their pasts. At present, the ANC is undergoing the painful process I
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lesocializîng exiles to South African realities, changing the socio-politi-
eal environent as well as itself at the same time, the strident rhetoric of
Past legacies notwithstandmng. Liberal democrats can only hold their
breath, hoping that the ANC does flot become mntemally ungovemable
during the volatile transition.
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MI. THE SOUTH AFRIcAN COMMUNIST PARTY: WAVERING
BETWEEN MARxism AND SOCIAL DEMOCRAcy

Short excerpts from this chapter have previously been published as "Transition t6
Democracy: South Africa and Eastern Europe," ini Telos, 85, Fall 1990 and Theoria1
76, October 1990.

Questioning the ANC-SA CF Alliance

A strange discrepancy exists between the reaction of liberal anid
non-socialist anti-Apartheid activists ini South Africa and their counter-
parts in Canada and elsewhere in the international anti-Apartheid move-
ment. Canadian supporters of the ANC hardly ever mention the ANC
alliance with the SACP, whule the South African liberal democrats arc
greatly concerned about the influence of the SACP in a future ANC
goverfment. The Canadians ignore or dismiss these anxieties as red-
baiting or relics of the Cold War. Yet Oxford political scientist R.W
Johnson" lias, flot without evidence, described the success of the SACP
in setting the agenda for the anti-apartheid forces worldwide: "Bolstered
by Eastern bloc fmnancial and political support, the SACP becamne the
paymasters and organisers of the ANC ini exile, effortlessly colonisiiig
anti-apartheid 'support organisations' in many countries, and dictatiflg
ternis to non-Communist sympathisers such as the World Council O)f
Churches, trade unions, student organisations, UN agencies and sQ
forth." Johinson, who is considered to be on the British Left, would
certainly be criticized for this view by those who do not feel duped auJ
who supported the anti-Apartheid cause without consuling mentofs-
However, lie correctly stresses die influence of the growing and confflit'
ted group of now 25,000 card-carryîng communiats, who celebrated th'
7Oth Anniversary Congress of the Party in December 1991.

Inside South Africa, the ANC-SACP alliance' constitutes probablY
the single most important reason why only a few from the white,

23 R. W. Johnson, "The Past and Future of the South African Communist Party," London ReVfie

of Books, 24 October 1991.

24 For a welI-inforred although personalized account of the ANC-SACP alliance by the edit0lof4

Africa-Confidential, see Stephen Bulis and Tsepo Sechaba, Comtrades Against Apartheid p
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Co)loured and Indian groups have so far formally joined the ANC,
allthough their ideological sympathies and hopes for the future lie with
the Congress opposition. Peter Brown, a victim of state persecution, a

Sterling liberal of long standing, and a close associate of Alan Paton, has

Perhaps most clearly articulated these concerns in his journal Reality
(JulY 1991). Since the SACP is a separate party with separate policies
Wýitin the ANC, Brown questions whether the "high proportion of what

seeln to be members of the SACP on the new ANC national executive
eOmmittee"~ also means that the ANC is influenced in the SACP direc-
t'Ofl. "It has flot been SACP policy in the past for its members to leave
their convictions and their practices outside the door when they join

a1lOther organisation" (Reality, July 1991). Indeed, the more the ANC
changes into a normal political party, the more the standard answer that
e1mnît are only loyal members of a liberation movement from

whieh they take orders, sounds hollow. When the same crucial personnel

Serv1e in both parties, they either have merged in their policies or the one
's tlSig the other for its separate goals. These issues not only concern
ecOnOmnic visions of self-defmned Marxist-Leninists but also commit-

'flents to multi-party democracy and tolerance of political dissent.

InASA executive director Alex Boraine has pointed out that voters
havle a right to know whom they voted for and the specifics of a policy

thYsupport. However, this would not be possible if the ANC and the
SAC1(P continue to fuse their images. "It is in the interest of both the ANC
afld Perhaps the SACP to have a very clear distinction between them
because the current alliance will inevitably come back to haunt them"

0(1oraine, Cape Times, 10/7/9 1).

Trhe govemment, too, perceives problems with the SACP. As long as
th ANC-SACP alliance exists, a genuine NP-ANC coalition govern-
'let of national unity will be resisted by sections of the NP, because of
Potential right-wing delegitimation. Simply put, the govemment makes
1tSelf tOo vulnerable to the accusation of having allowed communis

ANC and the South African Commaufist Party in Exile. Bloomnington: Indiana UJniversity Press,
1992.
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into the hall of power. This would give the right-wing a major boost and
could trigger more terrorist acts from this quarter, quite apart fr0111

delegitimising the historic compromise among whites. Therefore, Preto-
ria too would want to see the ANC-SACP marriage end as soon as
possible after the first election. On the other hand, in the first democratic
election campaign, a National Party-led nonracial coalition would alsO
greatly benefit from the ANC-SACP alliance, because it would deter
conservative voters from the ANC and allow the National Party tO
parade itself as the guardian of free enterprise.

SACP strategists, who piggyback their socialist vision on the populist
ANC, do not see the propagandistic benefits that this alliance grants the
adversary. Instead, they elevate it to, the great threat of which the
government is supposedly afraid. "What the regime most fears, and with
good reason, is the combination of a working class political party with a
relatively large following (the SACP), and a massive national liberatiOfil
movement." The West European model of a capital-oriented conserVa-
tive party ("Christian Democracy") and a labour-oriented, social-dencY
cratic ANC occupying the broad political centre in a roughly equal
balance, would marginalize the communists giving them the same statUS
as fringe parties of the right. Therefore Cronin quite logically insists 01,
"a broad national democratic front, and not a charade of a west Europeal'
democracy." This is justified by the task of overcoming three centuries
of underdevelopment through democratization with "the socialist pro-
ject." The SACP vision of historically discredited socialism, as opposed
to, the feasible social democratic vision of reformed capitalism, denies
emphatically that it impedes both economie development as well as
democratic competition in the post-Marxist reality of South Africa ini the
1990s.

In its own eyes, the ANC leadership made its peace with business 1lon8
ago. However, it failed to communicate its social democratic progranillie
convincingly. It allowed the bogey of Marxism and expropriation ji a
command economy to impede the much needed economic growth. EVeD'

25 Jeremy Cronin, Work in Progress, 76, JuIy/August 1991, 49.
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SOber liberal analysts abroad take the ambiguity and alliance with the

S ACP as a serious threat. For example, The Independent (4 Sept. 199 1)
editorialized under the heading "South Africa flot for the Squeamish":

"The biggest single question continues to be the attitude of the African

Nationai Congress to private ownership. Marxism may be a dying creed

'Il Eastern Europe, but it is alive and well in the ANC, which remains

fOrinaiiy committed to nationalisation of leading companies." Thus, the

A1NC was faced with the predicament that if it declared.openly its

acommodation with capitalism, it would lose major sections of its

radicalized constituency; however, if it played the card of rhetorical

'Socialismr much longer, il would not attract the essential growth to enable

ltself to deliver on a minimum of the high expectations. Instead, the

cultivated ambiguity and contradictory signais contributed to a further

deterioration of an already declining economny. It foreclosed dhe option

thalt the negotiations could be legitimized with material gains, while the

lack of political education in black South Africa prevented forthright

alleXiaion of dhe anxieties of much needed investors with risk capital.

Mandela has repeatedly confirmed this close co-operation with a
1îOng9standing SACP ally, at least until the new constitution is accepted.

Wedon't think that we have been persuaded to feel that there is
8Olfething wrong in the alliance. 1 don't think that we could ever be

P'rsuaded to put an end to that alliance.""6 If the ANC were to push for

a sePar.ation now, this would not only deprive the ANC of many leading

activists, but would split the movement on ideological lines. 'Me ANC

rel11ctance to turn itself from a broad liberation movement into a political

Party with precise economic policies is mainly motivated by thtis di-
lelyliTa.

. %0 then is the SACP? How serious a political and intellectual force
Ithe group at the end of the Cold War? Is dhe Party a band of unreformed

StaIlinists or reluctant social democrats? What does it mean to be a

eormunstafter the collapse of the communist metropole?

26 MNI'dela interiew with Stanley Uys, The Star, July 18, 1991.
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Few political groups are as misunderstood and misrepresented as the
SACP While the South African government in the past regularly painted
commiuniets as militant, KGB-led terrorists, the American press bas
characterized them as "flot of the Gorbachev stripe but more along the
lines of fire-breathing Trotsky of yester-year." 7 If anything, the SAC?
has been an adherent of Trotsky's main opponent Stalin. Until 1989, it
regularly endorsed Soviet policy and criticized its detractors as "childisb
Trotskyist ultra-leftists" or "ghetto-nationalists."

'Me well-known alliance between the ANC and SACP makes the
strategic logic of South African communists particularly important for
the future of democracy. Joe Siovo, the former SACP General Secretary,
is Mandela's right-hand man at negotiations. Most leading members Of
the ANC National Executive Committee (NEC) are self-declared coll
munists. Only in the Apartheid state does the hanimer and siekie enibleff'
proudly fly at mass rallies. Fukuyama may naively proclaim the end of
history, because the "principles of liberal capitalism have won" anld
"cannot be improved upon," 8 but as long as the gross inequality anld
historical exclusion of the majority persists, ail hopes that Eastel
Europe's embrace of capitalism wilI also prove infectious in South
Africa remain wishful thinking. Anglo-American director, O'DoWd,
may invoke the mass migration out of existing socialism or "the stifii,19
of initiative and progress implicit in Slovo's hatred of profits,"' 9 but the
dreami of greater equality and non-exploitation wiIl be fueled rather thai
stifled by Anglo-American monopolies. This reality gives SACP proý
nounicements a special importance, its quaint orthodoxy and discredited
Stalinist past notwithstanding. TIhe end of state socialism, many argile,
heralds the future of democratic socialism in South Africa.

South African socialists, like their comrrades elsewhere on the coflti-
tient, face tie dilemma that only failures rather than successes of socil,

27 The Wall Street Journal, February 5. 1990.

28 Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History," The National Interest, No. 3, Summer, 1989.

29 Michael O'Dowd, "Yes, Mr. Siovo, Modem Socialism bas indeed Failed," Business P*Y
February 14, 1990.
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iSt decolonizatjon are available to emulate. In Zimbabwe the socialist
fOrces were subjugated to the national struggle and eventually unions
became as emasculated as under the Smith regime, despite the Marxist
rhetofic of the state. In Angola and Mozambique, after national libera-
tlOfl1, socialism. became entrenched as an officiai Marxist state agenda,
but proved as disastrous an economic failure as it was for their East

ý4roPean sponsors. Neither Zimbabwe nor Angola nor Mozambique, let
atolne the "market Stalinism" of China or the one-party dictatorship of

C2astro, cari, therefore, serve as a model of socialist transformation for

SOuth Africa, quite apart from. their different economic base.

Siovo has made the first attempt 10 shed the ideological ballast of a
Stalinist pas, 30 and to corne to grips with the Party's role in supportmng
Stalinism. But Stovo describes only partial features of Stalinism and
does not explain it. He does flot go nearly far enough ini criticizing a
tYra1nicaI system whose terror is akin to fascism as well as to Apartheid.

4~ blaming human error rather than fundamental, Leninist tenets, he fails
to recognie the intrinsic causes of Stalinist tyranny. The Leninist notion
of a "vanguard party" with "moral superiority" remains incompatible
W'ith liberal equality. Even if the vanguard rote is to be earned rather than
UllPOsed, as Stovo now realises, commitment per se is no criterion of
truth or higher morality.

The exclusivity of Party memnbership is rationalized on the ground that

"111Y tested and committed activists are wanted, not opportunists or dead
WOOd on whom the leadership cannet rety. In practise, tis amounts to a
8 fstyled elite wîhin the opposition movement. SACP members are
asetibed a higher conscîousness and a deeper insight into political
re11lItY. In Maharaj's definition of the vanguard: "Its setectivism is 10

enlUre that those who say they want to join the Party corne 10 a higher

tel of consciousness at the levet of activisma and at the levet of
'lnlderstaflding the political realîties."Il However, il is the Party hierarchy

lo 1t adherence to any particular theory that determines what consti-

~ VS1O0 "Has Socialism Failed?" The African Comrnunist, No. 121, 1990.

3jMacMaraj, New Nation, JuIy 6-12, 1990.
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tutes "correct consciousness." Maharaj despises the "ultra-Lefi" as "amin-
chair theorists." He urges bis left critics to "move to a constructive mode
of thinking and acting" if they do flot wish to disappear as chaif "into diue
dustbins of history." In Maharaj's Leninist vision, the "ultra-leftists" will
have to abandon their "puritanical forms of principles in the fumace of
struggle" and emerge, like the communiets, as "steel." Not even tbe
hand-picked members of the Broederbond are expected to display such
"4steeled" loyalty to the cause of the Volk. It is only after a six-month
probation of supervised study and activism that a potential comrade cari
be admitted.

Yet an elite group may be needed to discipline and educate a vast pool
of undereducated and brutalised youth. For sheer self-protection, the
Party may have to be selective about potential members wbo migbt
otberwise tbreaten the leadership, upset the cohesion, and discredit the
Party by their questionable actions carried out in tbe name of commlk-
nism. That is already the negative side of the open membership of the
ANC to which the organization bas found no answer other than the futilc
exhortation for better political education. Since the ANC has not yet
developed an effective political strategy for pragmatic politicization, it

is the SACP that, almost by default, provides political guidance and
organizational clout. The necessary reliance on conspiratorial methods
in the past severely hampered flot only organizational networking and
political education but internal democratic culture as well.

The organizational ANC vacuum was obscured by the emphasis 011

underground structures during tie period of illegality. The govemmelt,s
exaggeration of the clandestine ANC-SACP tbreat and tie activists'
wishful thinking made both antagonists believe in their own illusols
One of the most surprising aspects of the normalization of South Africall
politics since February 2, 1990 has been how littie the opposition waS

prepared to assume its self-proclainued role. Mandela's deification, after
his release, together with bis undisputed leadership role, must also bl
explained in the context of an organizational and ideological vacuufl",
hidden behind the mytb of a Mass Democratic Movement. As rniafy
critics have pointed out, neither its mass nor its democratic cbaracter
should be assumed at face value.
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Stalinism Reconsidered

In an interview, Siovo admnitted. that the SACP was part of a personality
Worshipping cuit: "I was defendmng the Stalinist trials of the thirties." To his
Credit, lie does flot plead ignorance as so many other converts from tyran-
Ilical regimes usually do. "It's flot that we did flot know what was gomng
Onl, but we just rejected whatever evidence was produced and rational-
ised our way out of it. .. It resulted in a defence in principle of everything
Russia did both domestically and internationally. 3 2 Indeed, the party
that in 1929 was told by the Kremlin to campaign for a black republic in
South Africa subsequently supported the Soviet invasions in Hungary
(1956), Czechoslovakia (1968), and Afghanistan. Long after Arthur
Ko0estier's semninal account of the show trials in Darkness at Noon
(1 945), long after the graduai disillusionment with the Soviet Union by
IlOst Left European intellectuals, long after Euro-communism and Solzhe-
rlitsyn, the SACP's solidarity with the Soviet Union remained unshaken.

Only a few months before the collapse of the East European client
'tates in 1989, the SACP adopted a program that stated: "Socialist
'Ountries today represent a powerful international force. Some of them,
lJOssess highly developed economies, a considerable scientific base, and
al reliable military defence potential ... A new way of life is taking shape
'ln Which there are neither oppressors nor the oppressed, neither exploit-
e s Ior the exploited, in which power belongs to the people.""~

beWhy do people with sucli an acute sense of injustice in their homeland
ecorne blinded to oppression elsewhere? 4 The admirable early corn-

32 A' summary of titis interview with Hermann Giliomee at an IDASA conference in Leverkusen,

Germany. October, 1988, was published in Die Suid-Afrikaan, Fehruary 19, 1989.

33 heAfrican Communist, 3rd Quarter, 1989, p. 118.

34 1
iafascinating study, Johnstone has pointed to the phenomenon of "racial bracketing," of

PUtting the racial problem int a special category of irrational evil. This permits a double
Stantdard;, the old double standard of the Lcninist Lcft (fascism as dictatorship is bad, communism
"5 dictatorsiîip is O.K.). Domination could be condened by domination: racial domination
( fàscismn) by rational domination (Leninism), irrational cvii by a rationalist Marxism sitting in
jUdgeMent on the privileged throne of Enlightenment reason and truth." Sec Frcderick Johnstonc,
AP0rtheid and the Gulag, ms., 1989.
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mitment of South African cornrunists to the cause of liberation feeds on

this self-defition of being the guardians of a universal rationality, of

which the Soviet Union was considered the first realisation.

While the SACP was neyer an offshoot of the CPSU, its intention to

root itself as an African comrnunist party only acquired momentum with

the collapse of the mother in Moscow. Even that separation of state and

party, after the military coup against Gorbachev, occurred in true authori-

tarian fashion by an edict of the leadership rather than by a democratic

vote of members. The reaction of the South African communists to the

dernise of the CPSU bordered on the frivolous; it refused to draW

historical lessons. In the opinion of the SACP's Essop Pahad: "If you

lose your mother you cry and bury her, but you don't jump into the grave

with lier."35 Wlien Paliad now argues that the events in the Soviet Union

confirmned what the SACP has believed ail along, "that you can't buid

socialisrn in an undemocratie society," his critics pointed out that tbe

SACP kept this belief very quiet.

Even the Weekly Mail (August 30-Sept. 6, 199 1) editorialised sirnulk

taneously: "It is deeply shaming to reflect that the South African libera-

tion movement-not just the SACP but the ANC too--could uncriticallY

support a systern s0 deliumanising and so lacking ini the qualities that the
movernent espouses in South Africa." For fear of joining the governmneint

anti-cornrunist hysteria, the independent alternative press and the dem0"-

cratic South African Left in general lias to share the blame for nOt

reprimnanding the movement about its dubious ideological baggage.

Essop Pahad now maintains: "It is true that we were often in comnfl

agreement with the party in Moscow, but we didn't take our line fr011'

it." If tlie past SACP policy was indeed based on independent judgerrllt

rather than necessity, it makes tlie fault worse.

Siovo now dlaims that lie lias had lis personal doubts since the mniddle

1950s. However, lie remained sulent on the subject and the Party coflti»"

ued to endorse subsequent Stalinist practices. Wlien pressed as to whY'

35 Finanwial Mai!, August 30, 199 1, p. 42.
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the answer amounts to expedience: "It became almost risky and counter-
Productive to battie this issue out in our Party. It would have caused an
enormous split, and it had less and less bearing on our own work." 6 Such
Opportunismn on a vital issue disproves Slovo's current dlaim that there
has always been internai democracy in the Party. If the Party could flot
take a principled position on Stalinist crimes for fear of a split (or, more
likely, for fear of being denied Soviet assistance), then its internai
debates on peripheral issues were meaningless distractions.

Choosing between the political goal of effectively opposing Apartheid
and the ethical necessity of denouncing Stalinism, obviously placed the
SACP in a predicament. The Soviet Union construed any criticism as
dîsloyalty. Under these circumstances, a public stance agamnst its sole
Sponsor would have jeopardized the very purpose of the Party, L.e., the
liberation of South Africa. Cut off fromn financial and military assistance
I the absence of alternative sources of support, the SACP would have
condemned itself to organizational ineffectiveness and political paraly-
Sis- Faced with such a choice, it is understandable why the Party opted
for organizational dlont rather than morality, although the separation of
exPediency fromn ethics must be difficult to rationalize for a Party of
self-laimed "moral superîority."

'Me issue, however, is not whether South African communiets made
the Wrong choice in favour of politics and against morality. The real
qujestjon is, whether the SACP went beyond political necessity and
eflthusiastically endorsed Stalinist practices. There is considerable evi-
dence that this was indeed the case, and a majority of Party members
identified with Soviet strategy as politically desirable and ethically
JUStifiable. They glorified and romnanticized the Soviet Union against ahl
cflticism and thereby also discredited the anti-Apartheid cause. For this
Politicalîy foish, but most of ail morally reprehensible position, the

~ryoght to be held responsible in as much as former Apartheid
sUIPporters should flot now be let off the hook with the lame excuse that
the grand experiment has failed.

36 Summary in Die Suid-Afrikaan , February 19, 1989.
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To be sure, there has aiso been some internai dissent. Some Party

members ieft with a troubled conscience, others were purged by dhe

Staiinists themseives. Siovo as an individuai must not be equated with

the organization. Yet the record shows that, in ail its public and officiai

pronounicements, the Party spoke with one Staimist voice. Party publi-

cations did flot reflect any debate or even slight qualms about what had

developed at the very least into a great taboo.

There is now a new myth emerging that has whites joining the

Commumist Party for the noble cause of fighting Apartheid rather than

advancing sociaiism. As Fredrickson put it: "Many of the whites who

joined the Communist Party seem to have done so more because they

hoped to prevent race war and to achieve a racialiy integrated and

egalitarian South Africa than out of support for the Soviet Union or evefi

for a proietarian revolution." 7 Besides the fact that only a smail percent-

age of Party members is white, the statement overiooks the dual motive

of committed communists who saw in the ascendancy of the Soviet

Union and sociaiism the most effective way to defeat South Africali

racism. There is ample evidence that whatever the initiai motive for

joining the Party had been, it frequently became overshadowed by the

advocacy of Soviet policy, sometimes at the expense of the goal of au

egalitarian South Africa. The Soviet doctrine of "socialism in one coun-

try" subjected. ail local concern to the overriding interests of Mosco'W.

The SACP submission to ail Soviet foreign poiicy decisions is clearY

documented in the Party publications. Not only was this submission to a

sponsor accepted invariabiy and uncriticaliy by the Party--even on such

controversial issues as the Hitier-Stalin pact-but Party publications and

resolutions consistently endorsed and defended Soviet imperiaiism whiie

mnveighing miiitantly against its Western counterpart.

The initiai rejection of South Africa's entry in WWIIl is a good

exampie. The denuniciation of South Africa as exhibiting the worst kifld

of fascism which should be fought at home rather than in Europe on the

side of the Western imperialists, let one editorialist in the Party orgail

37 George M. Fredrickson, The New York Review of Books, September 27, 1990.
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declare in June 1940 that "he would rather be a Jew in Hitler Berlin than
a Native in Johannesburg.""8 It was only afier Hitler attacked the Soviet
Union1 in June 1941 that the Party changed its anti-war stance. "Accord-
lingly," a Party historian writes, "the Party launched a series of dynamic
CaUfpajgns to transform, South Africa's contribution to the Allied war
effort in accordance with the potentialities.."

The question remains: can the communses' deication to the anti-
Apartheid cause, the suffering they endured like no other group and the
bravery they showed, obliterate their simultaneous political foolishness
and moral culpability in supporting Stalinism? The tendency is now to
forget, forgive and excuse in light of other achievements. Thus mn a
re-View of Baruch llirson's bitter Trotskyite critique of his Stalmnist
fellow comrades, Kridler concludes: "Whatever their involvement in
expulsions of Party members and despite their subservience to the
Moscow line, what they strove and bravely fought for threatened a racist
<111d authoritarian state. And in the last analysis, this-not the shoddy,
MoGscow-induced politics in which they sometimes engaged-is their
legacy"4( However, if human rights are universal, the anti-Apartheid
'truggle, no matter how noble and dedicated, cannot be divorced from
hUmfan rights violations elsewhere. Expedient silence here affects credi-
bility there. Support for one of the worst tyrannical systems invalidates
dernocratic dlaims elsewhere as long as the Party has flot corne to termns
illitellectually with its errors. The Stalinist past haunts the democratic
future.

The more strikîng feature about the renewed socialism-versus-capital-
is1T1 debate in light of Eastern European developments is the emphasis
on1 Performance that both protagonists stress. Slovo goes beyond a sterile
cOMparison of output but still cannot resist the usual praise of the Soviet
UflI 0fl and Cuba in terms of material achievements: "There are more

38 No author, South African Cornrunists Speak 1915-I1980, London: Inkululeko Publications,

39'ý Lerumo, F:fty Fighting Years. London: Inkululeko Publications, 197 1, p. 79.
40 JCretmy Kridler, Weekly Mail, June 22, 1990.
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graduate engineers than in the US, more graduate research scientists thari

in Japan and more medical doctors per head than in Western Europe. It

also produces more steel, fuel, and energy than any other country. How

many capitalist countries can match the achievements of most of the

socialist world in the provision of social security, child care, the

ending of cultural backwardness and so on? There is certainly n0

country in the world which can beat Cuba's record in the sphere of

health care."4

Even if these statistics were taken at face value, one would have to

ask what tliey mean in broader termns. The former Soviet Union repre-

sents the only modem society where life expectancy is declining. The

country lias to import food and lacks basic consumer goods despite Îts

large number of graduates or its level of steel production. Cuba may have

the best healtli system, but it also quarantines all AIDS carriers. Finall',

wliat does "ending of cultural backwardness" really mean, when after 70

years of soc ialism the country is wracked by etlinic flots, religions

intolerance, and anti-semitism. When Western Europe denationalizes,

the socialist East re-nationalizes witli the worst kind of l9tli-centurY

chauvinism. How is "cultural backwardness" measured?

Instead of celebrating witli the oppressed Eastern European popula-

tion and the rest of the world the downfall of the corrupt regimes, the

editor of The Afican Communisi regrets the new searcli for democratic

socialism that the liberalization in Eastern Europe made possible: "The

disappearance of the communist governments of Eastern Europe liaS

been an undeniable setback to the liberation movement.. ."' In Cold Waf

fashion, lie equates "the threat to the Soviet Union, Cuba and othe

communise govemments" witli "tlie domination of împerialism."

For tlie SACP the 1990 collapse of tlie communist movement repre-

sents merely a process of "cleansîng." A Party joumal's editorial reÎter-

ates SACP goals "to establisli a socialist republic in Southi Africa based

41 Siovo, op. cit.

42 Bunting, NewNation, June 22, 1990.
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01n the principles of Marxism-Leninism, to promote the ideas of proie-
tarian mntemnationalism and the unity of the workers of South Africa. 43

The Party closes its eyes to Eastern Europe when it defiantly asserts:
"Nothing that has happened in Eastern Europe or elsewhere makes us
believe that this perspective (Marxism-Leninism) needs to be altered."
Cocooned in a dream world, the Party's 7th Congress in 1989 declared
that "the advances of the socialist countries inspire the working
People throughout the world ...... Such dogmatism refuses to notice
that the Eastern Europe example has discredited the socialist idea
elsewhere.

Siovo defines Stalinism as "socialism without democracy." He re-
Peatedly refers to "distortions" from the top. It is pilot error rather than
the plane 's structure that is responsible for its crash. Even pilot faults are
referred to euphemistically. Ruthless purges, including, before the Ger-
Illan invasion, the systematic killing of substantial sections of the Rus-
sian officer corps by a paranoid clique, are described in functionalist
terlns as "damage wrought to the whole Soviet social fabric (including
ItS army) by the authoritarian bureaucracy." There is no comprehension
0)f Stalinism, as "internai colonialism" akin to Apartheid.

Slovo's "judicial distortions" is tantamount to a rationalization of the
show trials. "Distortions" leaves the principle intact by merely deploring
its excesses. Had Stalin killed a few million less or even only one
COrmiÎtted comrade, it would still be a crime. Yet nowhere in Slovo's
acco)unt does one fmnd an adequate explanation, let alone some moral
Ou1trage, about the Stalinist Holocaust. The paper attempts to distance the
SACp chairman from an embarrassing past and to hide his failure to
eXyamÎne the causes of the Stalinist tyranny behind one of its unfortunate
cOnsequences: the discrediting of socialism. Proper naxning, rather than
'Iletaphor and euphemism, remain crucial for overcomîng and under-

43 Phe African Comninst, No. 121. 1990.

44 Ibi(d.
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standing a crimmnal past. Stalimism's fault was flot primarily the discred-

iting of socialism. 5

Almost alone on the Left, Johnstone insists that dhe Gulag is about

Apartheid, that Auschwitz is about Cambodia. "Lt is certamnly no accident

that even now, by the end of the twentieth century, the horrendous fact

that the human toil of Stalinism exceeded Nazi crimes against humamty

remains greatly unreflected upon in its deeper implications. Or that

many on the Lefi would dismiss any attempt to think about the Leninist

state in terms of the Apartheid state."~ Slovo's laudatory attempt to

refleet critically on Stalinism ultimately faits, because he does flot draw

the obvious connections.

The victims of Auschwitz, the Gulags and Apartheid are flot con-

cemned in whose name they were killed and maimed. The Apartheid

labour system compares almost favourably with the Leninist system that

prohibits independent trade unions. Both combat idleness. But forced

labour under the exhortations of discipline for the people's cause i

worse, because of its pretenses. In the original Marxian vision, aiienated

labour was to be abolished. Leninists glorified higher productivity as the

patriotic duty of selfless brigades. The Apartheid labourer at least knows

of his exploitation and grudgingly com plies because there are no alter-

natives. The Leninists and the Stalinists betrayed their victims in addi-

tion to exploiting them. This explains the magnitude of the fury for

revengze when set free. Blacks in South Africa always knew that racial

raie was for the benefit of the ruling race. They do flot feel cheated as the

hardworking Party member did when the luxurlous corruption of the

people 9s representatives was finally revealed. Hence, most blacks mnerelY

desire their proper share rather than wanting to tumn the tables.

45 Aryeh Nejer has perceptively pointed to a reverse personality cuit in the personalized blane O

Stalin. "According to current officiai pronouncements, virtually ail the evils of the past cal' bc

attributed to a single viliain in much the samne way that Stalin was once credited witb every

achievemnent in the Soviet Union. The effect is to promote a cuit of personality in reverse." 'Se

his *What Should be Done about the Guiity?" New York Review of Books, February 1, 1990,

p. 31.

46 Johnstone. op, cit.
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Scientific Socialism

Siovo reiterates the scientifie nature of Marxism. H1e refers to it as a
revolutionary science" or a "'social science whose fundamental postu-

lates and basic insights into the historical processes remain a powerful
(because accurate) theoretical weapon." The insistence on the scientific
nature of historical processes, which can only be established by positiv-
Istic methods, has long been abandoned by leading historians and critical
theorists. Instead, they stress the hermeneutic, interpretive task of ana-
lysts. Social science is a misnomer, in as much as it assumes that human
behaviour is predetermined by laws similar to those in the natural
sciences that can be verified or falsified by the proper Marxist method.
In this postulate, human agency and the essential open-endedness of
history is denied. It usually results in a crude reductionism or economis-
tic approach that neglects that people not only have material interests but
ideal interests as well. The infinitely varied subjectivity through which
People perceive, interpret and mediate their world cannot be reduced to
an epiphenomenon; the powerful attraction of materialist rationality
notwithstanding. Individuals are more than agents of interests.

Siovo restates the central tenets of "Marxist revolutionary science,"i-., that the class struggle is the motor of human history, that "ail
Mforality is class-related" and that "working class internationalism", is
theMost liberating concept. However, who are "the people," the "work-
ilng class?" Who is the "society as a whole" that, according to Slovo,
ShOUld assume control? In the South African debate against Leninists,
Prost has rightly reiterated a point made at the turn of the century by
R.obert Michels, and later documented by Max Weber: "In modem states
COntrol by society as a whole means in practice bureaucratic rule.. .Tlhose
Who say organisation inevitably say oligarchy," asserts Michels. Oligar-
chie tendencies can only be counter-acted, by a democratic culture below,
'lot bY Leninist "democratization from above."4 7

47 ivervyn Frost, *"Opposing Apartheid: Democrats against the Leninists," Theoria, No. 71, May
18,pp. 15-22.
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Like Marx, Slovo hypostatizes an abstract working class. But the

working class is comprised of blacks and whites, men and women,

religious adherents and agnostics, homosexuals and heterosexuals, skilled

and unskilled workers who live in urban or rural settings. Above all,

there are employed and unemployed. By ignoring all these faultlines

under an abstract category, the concept misses the crucial social texture.

Yet whether a group is or can become the leading force in a conflict

depends as much on those differential social conditions as on common

material interests.

To expect solidarity because of common exploitation is a long-stand-

ing illusion. Yet it is precisely on such a self-deception that the ANC and

the SACP base their strategy. Working class unity and solidarity have

failed worldwide. Ever since the German social democrats voted for the

Kaiser's war budget in 1914, the dream of internationalism has suffered

repeated set-backs. The idea has nevertheless retained its elusive attrac-

tiveness. In a crunch, organized labour wants to prove its patriotism

against conservative accusations of disloyalty. Thus workers participate

in nationalist euphorias in different political cultures as readily as their

class antagonists-from the World Wars, to the Falkland conflict, to the

Armenian-Azerbaijani clashes in the Soviet Union. Extemal enemies

defuse internal class conflicts, but only until the enemy is defeated.

Ethnic divisions also undermine solidarity. A split labour market-with

more expensive indigenous labour pitted against more exploitable immi-

grant labour in most Western states-proves an ideal situation to coun-

teract union solidarity, let alone militancy. Working class racism and

chauvinism remain among the great taboos within the Left.

Given this record, it is all the more surprising that the dream of

working class unity lives on in a society where its white and black

segments are politically and legally furthest apart. Because an economic

recession also affected the privileged white working class, the ANC and

the SACP argue, the prospect of a common struggle with black workers

has opened up. "It is becoming clearer to sections of white workers,

faced with growing impoverishment, that they have to stand up in the

face of economic policies aimed at appeasing big business and strength-
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ening the Apartheid regime. " Despite the long tradition of similar failed
strategies, the Left Apartheid opposition hopes that resentment of big
business by white workers could translate mnto common action with
black unions. "This has opened up some possibilities for these workers
to be drawn mnto struggle, and in action, to realise more clearly that their
true interests lie with their fellow black workers and the democratic trade
union movement."

However, in the perennial conflict between common interests and
nationalist-racist surrogates, it is futile to bank on the superior rationality
of interests winning out. The symbolic satisfaction of belongîng to an
imagined community of superior qualities easily defeats the potential
real benefits of solidarity. The appeal to emotional rewards wins over the
calculations of material interests. Rather than joining COSATU or the
ANC, the few remaining white workers flock to the neo-fascist AWB.
Deep resentmnent over loss of status and immediate economic insecurity
drives its victims into the camp of those who long for the restoration of
a lost past. That was one of the lessons of Nazi Germany.

By building its strategy on white-black, working-class alliances, the
SACP not only starts from false assumptions but neglects to address an
increasingly significant: split in the labour movement: the competition
between employed and unemployed. Neither the ANC nor COSATU has
devised a strategy to cope with one third of the national workforce who
are unemployed. Unions increasingly represent only the employed. Mere
employment in South Africa almost qualifies for membership in a
"labour aristocracy": having ajob is already a mark of privilege. A whole
range of life-chances-from access to housing, medical care, education
and pensions-depends on employment. Those millions outside the
formal economy-in the backyards of townships, in the shacks around
the cities and in desolate huts in the barren countryside-form a perma-
rient underclass. The liberation movements have yet to organize these
Permanently marginalized outsiders; unions have yet to address the
relation between employed and unemployed workers. With the ranks of

48 The January 8, 1989 ANC National Executive Committee Annual Policy Statemnent.
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the unemployed swelling, the state finds ready recruits for its various

police forces; local war-lords organize vigilante groups from a vast pool

of resentment; puritan, fundamentalist church cuits vie with drug ped-

diers and petty criminals for the souls and pockets of the downtrodden.

Orthodox Marxism has traditionally written off this Lumpenproletariat

that formns a substantial section of the South African population.

Wavering Social Democrats

The 1989 SACP programn "The Path to Power," dlaims to be "guided

by the theory of Marxism-Leninism" as well as its own and others'

experiences of revolutionary struggles. It repeatedly postulates "seizure

of power" as its goal and asserts: 'We are flot engaged in a struggle

whose objective is merely to generate sufficient pressure to bring the

other side to the negotiating table." Yet barely a year later the SACP

officially negotiates with "the enemy." The SACP chairman assures

capital that only a mixed economny guarantees growth. He declares "the

narrow issue of nationalization is a bit of a red herring."4 In Slovo's

pragmatic assessment, the South African economy cannot be trans-

formed "by edict without risking economic collapse." Instead of bureau-

cratic state control along Eastern European lines, Slovo now advocates

public control through effective democratic participation by "producers

at all levels." 0 This amounts to a classic social-democratic programme

of co-determination where large firms are held publicly accountable and

union representatives sit on boards. Since such widely legitimate visions

are also considered negotiable, not much of economic orthodoxy is left

among former Leninists. 'Me collapse of Eastern European state social-

ism has finally made its impact on some of its last fervent adherents.

As a test of reality, classical Leninism misled the SACP in its under-

standing of a totally changed constellation. The SACP's orthodox world-

view could not ecomprehend thiree crucial developmnents that did not fit

the predetermined constellation of interests. First, the ANC-SACP lead-

49 Slovo, Argus, February 28, 1990.

50 Siovo. The African ('ommunist, 1990, p. 123.
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ership was surprised by the active support that sanctions calls received
in Western capitals, Margaret Thatcher notwithstanding. In the SACP
theory, Pretoria as the outpost of imperialism, has been and would
always be propped up by its international sponsors. Isolation and pres-
sure on the Apartheid regime would have to emanate primarily from
progressive socialist and non-alîgned countries. In fact, the opposite
oecurred: South African trade with African and some other Third World
countries increased; diplomatie contacts between, e.g., Pretoria and the
Soviet Union or Hungary improved while South Afriea's relationship
with the US, Canada and the EEC deteriorated.

Second, these trends inereased pressure for Pretoria to seek a negoti-
ated solution, particularly in the light of the eut-off from foreign invest-
ment capital which threatened to by-pass South Africa in favour of
Eastern Europe. Faced with benign negleet by its traditional allies while
it lacked a political setulement, South Africa had to change course if it
aspired to remain part of the global economy and avoid beeoming a
future Albania. By its own admission, the SACP was caught off-guard
when it was legalized on February 2, 1990. After preparing thirty years
for liberation, the ANC also found itself unprepared. Believing in its own
propaganda of a fascist, racist enemy, most exiles neyer took seriously
the warnings about their opponents' adapting, deracializing abilities and
modernizing potentials.5 ' Without an adequate theory of the antagonist,
the opposition wasted preeious years with ineffective strategies. Finally,
the slavish support for the Soviet Union made the SACP one of the last
foreign parties to understand Eastern Europe. A worker's party that
backed the Polish governent against Solidarity proved unable to sense
the people's anger that finally swept East European rulers out of power.
Deprived of Honecker's solidarity, the SACP exiles suddenly found
theruselves searching for new international allies almost against their
wiII.

51 Sce Heribert "dm, Modernizing Racial Domination, Berkeley: University of Califomia Press,
1971.
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Despite its newly professed anti-Stalinism, the SACP held its 7th

Congress in 1989 in one of the last Stalinist redoubts: Havana. Observers

have interpreted this choice as "perhaps indicative of the schism between

the SACP and CPSU"" that perestroika and the flagging Soviet interest

in regional confrontations with US allies have brought about. Yet the test

for the future South African democracy may not lie in past alliances of

the most committed component of the Apartheid opposition, but in the

current practice of a democratic culture in the new internal constellation.

The recognition of union independence by the SACP, together with the

conditional endorsement of a multi-party system and traditional liberal

freedoms, bodes well for South African democracy, despite the Leninist

relics and a repressed Stalinist past.

Because SACP members are the major force in the theoretical debates

within the broad Apartheid opposition, its own practice of internal

democracy influences the style of the entire movement. Whether the

SACP declarations for democracy should be taken at face value or

treated with scepticism is best tested by the behaviour of the Party itself.

At present, the organization remains a self-styled elitist group with

semi-secret membership, apart from the leadership. While security rea-

sons can be legitimately invoked for this undemocratic tradition in an

authoritarian environment, the time will arrive when a more democratic

climate allows and requires less clandestine behaviour. Will the SACP,

nevertheless, continue with placing its members into strategic political

and union positions in the same way as the secret Afrikaner Broederbond

infiltrates influential Afrikaner and govemment institutions? As long as

the Party has to "authorize" its chairman to circulate a discussion paper,

it resembles more an authoritarian Jesuit order for the organic intelli-

gentsia than an open, broad-based vehicle for the self-critical exploration

of feasible socialism. Pallo Jordan, one of the few unorthodox intellec-

tuals in the ANC top hierarchy and himself a one-time victim of SACP

paranoia in the movement, has harshly pointed out that "the political

culture nurtured by the SACP's leadership over the years has produced

a spirit of intolerance, petty intellectual thuggery and political dissem-

52 Africa Confidential, January 12, 1990.
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The ANC Mourning of False Socialism

This commenta-y hy Heribert Adam wasfirst published in Die Suid-Afr-ikaan, May
1991, and reprinted in Race Relations News, December 1991.

In [lie December 1990 German
elections the refonned successor
of the East German communises,
the so-called "Party of Demo-
cratic Socialism" received 11. 1
percent of the popular vote in thie
territory of the former GDR.
Apart from this small band of
functionaries and beneficiaries of
a 40 year experiment, few mouru
the disappearance of Prussian so-
cialism. Rejected by its own
population in massive street dem-
onstrations, [lie most productive
44socialist miracle" among [lie So-
viet satellites tumned out [o be [lie
faltering card house of corruption
at the top with an outdated pro-
duction system in an ecological
nightmare across [lie land below.

Secret police activity with an
army of informers had kept [lie
population in check. The infa-
mous Stasi harassed the people
and spied on [hem only a bit more
thoroughly and efficiently [han
[lie various police and intelli-
gence agencies in South Africa.
The GDR's most souglir after ex-
port article, from Mozambique [o
Cuba, was the technique of surveil-
lance and security organization. It
monopolized this modemizing
developing aid to socialist states.

Those who wanted [o escape

from tlie depressing prison sta[e
were shot along [lie Iron Curtain;
those who wanted [o leave legally
were fired from their jobs and de-
tained if they persisted. Tlie chil-
dren of politically suspect parents
could forget about higlier educa-
[ion. More prominent dissidents
were expelled to [lie West and de-
nationalized, just as [lie Apartheid
state was happy [o see some of its
fierce opponents in exile. A slight
difference may be indicative:
while [lie anti-Apartheid activists
worked for [lie revolutionary
overthrow of a seemingly irrefor-
mable order, many political vic-
tims of state socialism were
genuine Marxists who agreed
with the principle of the first
'Workers and Peasant State" on
German soil but criticized its un-
democratic iinplementation. Nev-
ertheless, in [lie bureaucratic
despotism of a self-serving
clique, any critical voice was im-
mediately stifled as an "enemy of
[lie people."

Long after [lis embarrassing
i&socialist" model mercifully
passed into history and long after
its domestic oppression had been
exposed in aIl its lurid details, tlie
official ANC journal Sechaba in
its December 1990 issue cele-
brates with a front-page picture
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and an editorial the cordial ANC-
GDR relations. The ANC writer
bemoans "the loss the liberation
movement has suffered with the
disappearance of the German
Democratic Republic as we knew
it, and the emergence of a new
Germany." The ANC author in all
earnestness asserts that "Sechaba
was printed voluntarily by GDR
workers" in what was the state-
owned and Stasi-controlled
"Erich Weinert" printing press.
Without noticing the contradic-
tion that for the first time when
the workers could really make a
voluntary decision after the dis-
appearance of their regime, Sech-
aba explains, that "the new
conditions under which our sup-
porters have to operate do not al-
low direct assistance... such as
we have been receiving all along,
to be given." The ANC blames
"capitalist competition" because
now the plant "must give all its
available time to this competi-
tion." Any student press in a base-
ment could have typeset and
printed the thin "official organ of
the ANC" during a few overtime
hours, if they were really commit-
ted. But far more serious moral
issues arise from this false la-
ment.

The SACP and the ANC have
yet to question the morality of ac-
cepting support from dictator-
ships, be they the GDR, Libya or
Cuba. It could be argued that
American foundation money is

also tainted by slavery and impe-
rialism, or even pious Scandina-
vian or Canadian govemment
grants are ultimately derived
from workers' exploitation. But at
least these donors do not impose
their will on their subjects who
can get rid of them if they dis-
agree strongly. In this respect do-
nations to the ANC indeed are
based on consent of the people.
The East German or Libyan citi-
zen has no choice or say in who
their executives are, how their
taxes are spent or how they are
collected. This remains the essen-
tial difference between a demo-
cratic and a criminal autocracy.
Even if no support is available
from the right side, is it, therefore,
justifiable to align oneself with
the criminal camp? No church,
charity or other worthy cause, no
matter how much in dire straits,
could knowingly accept money
from the Mafia without discredit-
ing its own cause. Yet the ANC
has for decades known about the
undemocratic privileges of an
East European nomenclatura in
the midst of the misery of its peo-
ple. ANC representatives them-
selves had the luxuries of a
socialist elite showered on them
and willingly participated in their
prescribed role. The East German
ANC representative even went
hunting with Honecker who cun-
ningly subsidised Sechaba in re-
turn for praise by a universally
acclaimed liberation movement.
Yet it never occurred to the South
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African exiles that by accepting
"fraternal solidarity" from such a
dubious source they also ignored
the plight of the oppressed in East
Germany, let alone harmed their
own goal of establishing democ-
racy through association and
praise for dictatorships. To this
day most ANC leaders would find
such moral reasoning odd and
mischievous and instead argue
pragmatically that they had no
choice in taking money, regard-
less of the sponsor's record, if
they wanted their organization to
survive. Indeed, can the hungry
be blamed for accepting food
from the devil?

The concern for the demo-
cratic Left must be what lîfe is left
of "Marxism" after being es-
poused for decades by the
Honeckers, Castros or Mugabes
of this world? As indeed has been
argued by many democratic so-

cialists: if Marxism or any critical
counterforce against an unfet-
tered, triumphant capitalism is to
be retrieved, it has everything to
gain from being thus "discred-
ited." By reappropriatîng the
original Marxism from its Lenin-
ist and Stalinist detractors, the
democratic Left faces a unique
historic opportunity to develop
alternatives free of the bureau-
cratic coercion of "really exîsting
socialism." Instead, a pedestrian
ANC-SACP mourns the break-
down of its own chains, because
it lost a printing press in the proc-
ess! The Eastern European trans-
formations in 1989 constitute the
most fundamental change in the
world since the French revolution
200 years earlier. What does it say
about the sate of mind of a libera-
tion movement and an allied
Communist Party that it laments
the event, not to speak of compre-
hending it?

bling among its membership." 3 Such a culture of authoritarianism does
flot bode well for the chances of democracy in the post-Apartheid
era--despite the new SACP lip service to democratic values. However,
the pressure for democracy from below, particularly in the unions, may
well force the SACP to abandon the relics of Stalinism.

What white South Africa has flot yet fully understood is the recent
development that turned rhetorical Stalinist ideologues into the ANC's
more pragmatic force. Wîth a disintegrating Soviet bloc seeking peace
and investments instead of world revolution, South African communis

53 Pallo Jordan, '71he Crisis of Conscience ini the SACP," Transfrmration, No. 11, 1990.
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have nowhere else to go but home. This makes them unexpected allies

of Pretoria's negotiation project, even "without a hidden agenda," as

Siovo assured during the first Groote Schuur talks. The SACP 110W

considers reconciliation and trust a useful method to bridge differences.

Against ail tenets of Marxist orthodoxy, the Party journal editorializes:

"Recent events have proved abundantly that long-standing prejudice can

be dispeiled by personal contact,"' M as if antagonistic mnterests couid be

wiped out by pleasant smnall taik at cocktail parties and conferences.

The SACP's professed socialism in the second stage, after democracy

has been achieved, depends in Slovo's words on the "class forces in

play" at that time. In practicai terrus this puts sociaiism on ice. Once

non-racial capitalism delivers the goods in a relativeiy colour-blind way,

Marxist socialist parties shrink or tumn into social-democratic parties, as

has been demonstrated the worid over.

Because of its past radical image, the SACP leadership can entice a

scepticai youth mnto the negotiation process. From this perspective the

govemment should welcome the red flags. If anyone can prevent a latent

counter-racism and make a rationai colour-blind attitude prevail, it is the

traditionai Marxists with their ideologicai indoctrination in intemration-

aiist universalism. That is the hîstorical merît of South African commu-

nists, their undemocratic Stalinism notwithstanding. Slovo's seif-critical

account of the failure of socialism constitutes the first indication of a

democratic renewal that may lay to rest van den Berghe's skeptical

comment that "South Africa, which has already spawned the world's last

officiai, racists, may also see its last Stalinists."Il

Democratie or Authoritarian Post-Apartheid Rule?

The question remains: to what extent does the SACP's residual Stalinismn

colour the ANC? Given that many members of the ANC hierarchy are

also SACP members and the close alliance is likely to continue for a

54 The African Comnzunist, 123, Match, 1990.

55 Pierre van deni Berghe, "South Africa Afier Thirty Years," mas, 1989.
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whîle, the prospects of democracy are directly affected. Most internai
ANC crities so far have complained mainly about administrative chaos,
uncertamnty about decision-making and authoritarianism, "geared to an
underground conspiratorial organization" where orders corne fromn above
and debate is limited. The editor of the Weekly Mail, sympathetic to the
ANC, pointed to complications at various levels of leadership: "The
returning ANC hierarchy, the internai ANC leadership, the UDF execu-
tîve, those who were thrown up in the Mass Democratie Movement
during the Emergency, the military commanders, the Robben Island-
ers....""~ But stylistic differences and internai organizational competi-
tion would be welcome indicators of democratic pluralism if they did not
represent a much deeper ideological dilemma.

With the Apartheid enemy gone, the amorphous ANC alliance is in
danger of ideological disintegration. The only force with sufficient
discipline and cohesion to corne out of this internecine strife relatively
intact is the SACP, based in the unions. Redefined as a Left social-de-
mocracy for redistribution alongside economic growth, it is likely to
survive the discrediting of socialism elsewhere. TMe long lasting mass
poverty of a black proletariat will see to that in South Africa. No fictional
consumer nationalism and yearning for a market is likely to pacify this
quest, as in Eastern Europe. Therefore, unlike movements such as the
Citizen's Forum in the former East Germany and elsewhere that were
overtaken by anti-communist conservative forces, the initial radical
advocates of change in South Africa are likely to stay around as a
formidable force. However, whether they will show a socialism with a
human or an authoritarian face is unclear. Mandela's moderation is not
necessarily an indicator of things to corne when political competition
starts in earnest. The real problem is the lack of a democratic culture in
black politics.

Cyril Ramaphosa's first public act as ANC secretary general was to
forbid ANC members; to publicize their membership in the SACP. "We

56 Anton Harber. "The ANC Begins to Wobble as it Nears the Home Straight,- Weekly Mail,
September 21, 1990.
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feit that the press had no business to subject members of the ANC to such

an inquisition" (Vye Weekblad, August 9-16, 1991). Quite apart fromn

encouragmng rumours and red-baiting smears by his interdict, Ramaphosa

denied legitimate mnquiries into the politicai beliefs and loyalties of

public figures.

Adherence to a muiti-party system is half-hearted and contingent. A

March 1990 meeting of the SACP and COSATU in Harare resolved that

"in generai" the muiti-party systemn "provides one of the favourabie

conditions for democratic participation" but aiso states that "a one-party-

systemn cannot be ruied out in principie-particular conditions may make

it necessay." 7 0f course, it would be the SACP that decides when

formai democracy has to give way to a more suitabie "people's democ-

racy.

During its 7Oth Anniversary Congress in December 1991 in South

Africa, the overwheiming majority of the 413 delegates reaffirmed the

Marxist-Leninist nature of the Party and rejected the proposai by the

leadership to define its future goal as "democratic socialism," choosing

instead to drop the word "democratic." The rationale of the 330-strong

majority was that the adjective amounted to a tautoiogy, since the SACP

vision of sociaiism was inherently democratic, in contrast to the "distor-

tions" of sociaiism in Eastern Europe. At the samne time, however, the

congress praised Castro's Cuba as a socîaiist model, and Siovo criticized

Gorbachev for having aboiished the Soviet Communist Party in a Stalin-

ist mariner after the faiied 1991i coup. While the congress was generaiiy

interpreted as an assertion of greater organizationai independence of the

Party from the ANC, it also demonstrated how strong the overlapping

membership between the Party, the ANC and Cosatu stili is. Both the

Cosatu president and vice-president were eiected to the centrai commit-

tee of the SACP and il of its 30 members are also on the National

Executive Committee of the ANC.

57 The African Conzrunist, 122, March, 1990.
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The constant invocation of "the will of the people" almost implies a
totalitarian assumption, as if the people were monolithic and had only
one will. Speeches by ANC leaders or articles in ANC-SACP joumals
hardly ever refer to competitors such as PAC, AZAPO or Inkatha by
name, but denigrate them as "third forces." Despite the central message
of unity of the anti-Apartheid forces at the first South African public rally
of the ANC-SACP leadership at Mitchelis Plain, neither the main speaker,
Slovo, nor Mandela, nor Alfred Nzo nor anyone else mentioned the
names of Biko or Sobukwe in their long historical reviews. To be sure,
it is no longer true that the ANC makes hegemonic dlaims to power. It
has now realised that Afrikaner nationalism has to be accommodated and
a simple transfer of power is an unrealistic demand. But the ANC stili
dlaims ideological hegemony.

One of the most astonishing features of the Stalinist show trials was
the humble plea by most of the convicted that they be duly punished or
even executed for their crimes. The bramnwashed defendants-previously
ail strong, self confident, highly placed and committed communists-in
the end themselves believed in their "unîntended crime," because the
Party 's collective wisdom had so decreed. An analyst of the Slansky
affair put it succinctly: "The main point of the trials was the violation of
reason, of logic, of common sense. They proved that lies can be impos-
sible or outrageous, and still be taken as truth; they are protected not by
logic but by state power." 8 When one reads the rationalization of
Stalinism by some South African communists now, it seems as if the
violation of common sense and evidence can be achieved even without
psychological torture. There is a constant repetition of the theme that
"the excesses committed under Stalin, while not justified," must be seen
in the light "that spies and saboteurs were being infiltrated mnto the Soviet
Union." 9 Thus, Gwala, an influential local Natal leader and member of
the SACP "Interim Leadership Group," explicitly rejects "the denuncia-
tion of Stalin" by Siovo. "This sort of nihilism only clouds the issue and
does not deal with the problems of socialism scientifically." In Gwala's

58 Josef Skvorecky, "The Theater of Cruefty," The New York Review of Books, August 16, 1990.

59 Harry Gwala, "Let us Look at History in the Round," The African Communist. No. 123, 1 990.
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view, the talk of giving socialism a "human face" is incorrect because

"to us Marx's socialism has only one face, the scientifie face." Against

ail evidence, there is an unyielding dogmatism. Accordmng to Gwala:

"The saying that the term 'dictatorship of the proletariat' has been

abused and therefore we must shy away from it sends shivers down our

spine." The Cold War and the siege of the communist bloc by Western

imperialism is said to justify or at least explamn "extreme measures."

While Soviet domination "protected" Eastern Europe from such machi-

nations, in Western Europe "the American troops saw to it that the

working class was stifled." Those are the views of a leading South

African communiet who, together with his comrades, proved powerful

enough to initially veto the planned meeting between Mandela and

Buthelezi.

After the military coup agamnst Gorbachev in August 1991, the SACP

presented another picture of confusion, despite Slovo's previous support

for democratic socialism. Whule the attempted takeover had already been

condemned by the world as "unconstitutioflal" and "disturbing," the first

SACP statement was "information on developments in the Soviet Union

is stili sketchy. Without adequate information and a proper study of it,

we are unwillmng to comment on these events." The Natal Midlands

Branch of the SACP even issued, what Slovo later described as an

leunauthorized" statement welcoming the downfall of Gorbachev. "His

govemment could have become destructive to the socialist objective."

The ANC journal Mayibuye (October, 1991) prominently publishes

Gwala' s denunciation of Gorbachev and the defence of the military coup

against him: "Those who employ bourgeois morality and imperialist

norms in dismembering a socialist union and suppressing the Commu-

mist Party can expect any method to be employed in defending social-

Gwala and his Natal supporters are not alone arguing for a stricter

adherence to Marxist-Leninist principles. Dave Kitson' deplores the

departures and "ill-informned denfigration of the doctrines" by the Party,

60 "Is the SACP really communist?" WJP. 73, March/April, 1991.»
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that in bis view has descended mnto a social-democratic "Kautskyist-
Luxemburgist" position. The mnsurrectionists among the Left would like
"to arm the masses in the townships." Rather than democratize the
SADF and integrate MK mnto it (as the current SACP chief and former
MK commander Hani advocates) they dream of seeing the state and its
security apparatus dismantled and displaced. Because of this ideological
disarray in the ranks, the Party is careful flot to tamper with its unifymng
symbols, particularly its name. The Party journal scoffed at the sugges-
tion to adopt a social-democratic label and suggested that its ill-informed
critics "should consider changing their prejudices instead. 6 More sig-
nificant than such posturing remains the SACP practice of active co-op-
eration in the negotiated compromise. The calamity of Eastern Europe
seemed to have finally dawned on at least somne of the Party leadership
because they now accept full responsibility for the "task of confronting
the reality of the crimes committed in the namne of the cause for which
we stand."' 2

61 The African Comninst, 124, 199 1.

62 Ibid.
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IV. PSYCHOLOGICAL LIBERATION: BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS

AND AFRICANISM

This section is a revised and expaflde(d version of a paperpresented by Kogila Moodley

at the World Coun cil of Chu rches sponsored conference on "The Legacy of Steve

Biko," Harare, June 17-19, 1990.

Internalized Colonialisin and the Psychology of Liberation

The idea of Black Consciousness heralded an era of alternative politi-

cal awareness ini the late 1960s. A self-empoweriflg, vibrant, reconstruc-

tionist world view emphasized the potential role of black initiative and

responsibility in articulating the power of the powerless. Between 1968-

1976, die Black Consciousness Movement (B.C.M.), as it became known,

was one of the most important developmefltS in South Africa, flot only

as the resuit of the self-confident protest and rebellion that it unleashed,

but also "because of the questions it posed about the nature of opposi-

tional polîties in South Africa and its relation to the nature of South

African society." 3

It would seema worthwhile to consider the related concepts of black

consciousness and Africanism at length for three reasons: (1) they are

widely misrepresented but, above ail, underreported in Canada where

the ANC vision dominates; (2) they may well develop into the dominant

black outlook again as they had been in the early 1960s and during the

1976 Soweto upheavals; and (3) although their respective organizations,

PAC and AZAPO, clearly have minority support at present, their non-

compromising stance forces the ANC into policy positions which it

might not take without the serious challenge fromn a left Africanist flank.

Black South Africa in the 1 960s was ripe for an ideology of liberation.

The oppression of Apartheid society took place overtly and blatantly.

With ail opposition silenced and institutionalized racism triumphant,

63 Sam C Nolutshungu. Changing Sout/h Africa, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1982,

p. 147-148.
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blacks were portrayed as innately inferior, accustomcd to dehumanized
living, sexually promiscuous, mntellectualiy limitcd, and prone to vio-
lence. Blackness symbolized cvii, demise, chaos, corruption and un-
cleanlincss, in contrast to whitcness which equalled order, weaith, purity,
goodness, cleanliness and the epitomne of beauty. Exciusionary practices
over centuries led to what might be described as the "inferiorization" of
biacks, inevitably intemalized by the victims themselves. To be sure, due
to a vaniety of factors, the degree of self-doubt has always been lowcr in
South Africa than among US Biacks. Open collective discrimination
allowed the cause of failure to be identificd more easîly than the informaI
discrimination hidden behind US laws of equality that lend themselves
rather to the scarch for individual causes of misery.

But undoubtedly, Apartheid society also produced self hate. The iim-
ited range of opportunifies gave rise to rationalîzation of the status quo
because of the doubts that many victims had about their own abilities-
in short, they blamed themselvcs. In addition to this self-racism, the
fragmentation of the three black groups through differential privileges
and incorporation led to a reinforcemnent of an intra-black hierarchy.

Thus, Black Consciousness emanated from the differentiai material
and political circumstances in which Blacks werc situated. Its prime
movers in the early phase were relativeiy privilcged medical students,
not workers, who served as educatcd articulators of the plight of the
undcrpriviieged and politîcally excluded. Yet, unlike the usual profile of
medical students elsewhere, many of themn came from working class
backgrounds and were not insulated fron thec harsh conditions of Apart-
heid society. They were joined by other students on the newiy-created
scgregated black campuses, where they operated under very restrictive
circumstances and had come to depend upon the white dominated
National Union of South African Students (NUSAS) to speak and act on
their behaîf, since they were formally prohibitcd from joining this
organization.

Yet, even as some blacks at the open universities worked with NUSAS,
they experienced the bifurcating effects of 'academic integration' and
' social separation' at ail levels. Much of this was inherentiy due to the
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vast gap between the life circumstances of both groups of students. A

similar scenario characterized the University Christian Movement be-

cause the initial promise of a liberal alternative soon evaporated as black

students once more saw themselves in the role of followers. Given the

political vacuum created by the banning of the ANC and the arrests of

its leaders, it was left to liberal whites to articulate the case for black

rights. The role to which Blacks invariably became relegated was one of

passivity. Steve Biko, the best known proponient of Black Conscious-

ness, described on these effects as dullmng black originality and imagina-

tion, "where it takes a supreme effort to act logically even in order to

follow one's beliefs and convictions. "'

In the editorial introduction to the 1972 annual Black Viewpoint, Biko

referred to the great vacuum of black writmng i the media. "So many

things are said so often to us, about us and for us but very seldomn by

us.ý' He emphasized teimages ofdependency cetdfor blacks

through the way i which they were depicted ini the white press and

expressed the need for deconstructing the implicit iterpretive connota-

tions, underlying values, attitudes and interests of both the financial

supporters and the readership of those newspapers. Biko articulated a

general insight into conquest that defeat for the losers has always meant

more than physical subjugation. It means, as two historians of the Soviet

Union have described i other circumstances, "that the conquerors write

the history of the wars; the victors take possession of the past, establish

their control over the collective memoy. 66 In short, their definition of

reality becomes the dominant explanation.

The difficulty of working bilaterally with even the most sincere

Whites posed a moral dilemma for black students, who were the last to

want themselves labelled "racist." Yet for Biko and others the need for

exclusive black organization was very clear, somethig Ben Khoapa

64 Aelred Stubbs, ed., Steve Biko: 1 Write What 1 Like, London, Penguin. 1988, p. 32.

65 B.S. Biko, ed., Black Viewpoint. Durban, Sprocas. Black Commnunity Programns, 1972, p. 7.

66 Mikhaii Heller and Aleksandr Nekrich, Utopia in Power. The History of the Soviet Union frorn

191710o the Present. New York, Summuit Books, 1988, p. 9.
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referred to as the need for "regroupment." 7 Blacks were considered to
be an interest group, like workers in a trade union or teachers fighting
their own batties. The collective segregation and oppression based on
skin colour therefore provided an eminently logical basis for self-asser-
tion and independent organization. No longer would they allow them-
selves to be objectîfied in the negative image of 'non-whites'-nstead
they reconstructed themselves as blacks, who were self-defining initia-
tors. Gone were the days when they appealed to whites by persuading
them that they too had civilized standards. Black consciousness was
about pressuring whites through the will-power of their opponents. 8

Accusations that this was a racist act were dismissed on the grounds that
"one cannot be a racist unless he (sic) has the power to subjugate." 9

Later, when Black Consciousness developed a socialist tinge, the
co-operation with white liberals was not rejected because of their race or
their objective privilege, but because they were seen as representing a
bourgeois class enemy. Collaboration with representatives of racial capi-
talism would amount to, betrayal. "Black Consciousness," writes the US
historian George Frederickson,70"had evolved from an effort to over-
corne a black sense of inferiority through independent, non-violent
action into an explosive combination of race and class revolutionism."
Whatever the meaning of that phrase, Black Consciousness remained
above ail an awareness-raising movement, rather than an organization
that practised revolutionary violence.

Redefinition of Blackness

The origins of disillusionment with non-racial opposition organiza-
tions go back to the adoption of the Freedorn Charter in 1955 by the
Congress of dhe People, which gave rise to a split between the Charterists

67 B.A. Khoapa, ed., Black Review 1972, Durban, Black Community Programmes, 1973, p. 64.

68 Heribert Adam, "The Rise of Black C2onsciousness ini South Africa," Race 15, No. 2, October
1973, p. 155.

69 Stubbs, op. cit., p. 39.

70 George M. Frederickson, "The Making of Mandela," New York Review qf Baoks, September 27,
1990, p. 27.
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(ANC) and those who formed the PAC. The latter's racial definition of

'African' later evolved into a broadly-inclusive subjective one, in that it

mncluded people of any group who considered themselves African, and

who identified with Africa and its people as opposed to exploiting

settiers. By contrast, Black Consciousness utilized an objective defini-

tion of Black to describe ail those denied privileges by whites, as well as

a subjective definition of those who consciously rejected white domina-

tion in ail its forms. Evert Bantustan leaders felli mto the former category

and were recognized as such for a while by the South African Students'

Organisation (SASO).

What was distinctive about the B.C.M. was "its originality in elabo-

rating an ideology of hope rooted in a theology of liberation which

emphasized the solidarity of the oppressed regardless of race.""1 Unlike

the PAC which, despite its stated goal of including ail "Africans," is

perceived as narrowly Africanist, Black Consciousness as an ideology

was genuinely inclusive. Prom its inception the new movement sought

to incorporate Indians and 'Coloureds'. However, while it had its appeal

for this 'middle group' in expressing political identification, G.J. Ger-

wel points out that it failed to provide the psychological identity they

needed. In general, it enjoyed greater support from activist 'Coloureds'

than Indians, not least because some students and clergy identified with

its rejection of the label 'coloured' in favour of an inclusive 'black'

category', that focused on political oppression. Many Indians on the

other hand, while prominent in the early leadership of SASO, experi-

enced a certain denial of self at the grass-roots level. Seldom accepted

as being authentically 'black' enough, they felt pressured to replace their

cultural heritage with African symbols, and indeed a few gave their

children African names, as a way of identifying with the movement.

However, these were exceptions--often alienated community mem-

71 Robert Fatton, Biack Consciousness mn South Africa, New York, State University of New York,

1986, p. 66.

72 G. J. Gerwel, '"CoIoured Nationalism" in T. Sundermeier, Churci, and Nationalisrn in South

Africa. Braamfontein, Ravan Press, 1975.
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bers-rather than the precursors of a groundswell of Indian sentiments
toward identification as blacks.

The fragile unity of the oppressed was frequently exposed. The ease
with which Indians could be threatened for flot identifying sufficiently
with the cause, and for considering themselves a minority, is evident in
a flot untypical SASO newsletter article in 1972 entitled "Ugandan
Asians and the Lesson for Us." In addition to exonerating Amin for his
treatment of Asian Ugandans, the latter were portrayed stereotypically
as "refusing to see themselves as part of the soul of Africa": "middlemen
who continually saw themselves as a minority and by their practice of
exploitation of the Africans through money lending at inflated interest
rates, through the practice of bargaining. .. .they contributed to the growth
of animaosity between themselves and the Aficans who saw them as a
hostile exploitative minority." Here the East African model was uncriti-
cally transposed on to the South African situation, thereby overlooking
the crucial fact that the Indian South African community ongmiated
mostly as indentured labourers. Unlike the trading minorities and the
colonial civil servants in East Africa, the majority of Indian South
Africans belong to, the working class. This uncritical comparison pointed
to the absence of class analysis in the movement at this initial stage.

The categorization of Indians as exploiting traders also overlooked the
fact that even the minority shopkeepers had to compete with white-
owned monopolies in order to corner some of the increasing African
consumer market. But because the owners of famnily stores came into
direct contact with African shoppers, unlike the white owners of larger
supermarkets and departmnent stores, Indian-African perceptions of each
other frequently focussed on unequal exchange relationships. The mu-
tuai ambivalence was reinforced by the widespread practice in Natal
industries for African workers to be supervised more often than not by
Indians who, in tum, had to justify to their white employers their
preferential treatment. In this respect, the message of black solidarity

73 SASO, Newsletters, Vols. 1, 2, Nos. 1-5, 1971-1977, Durban, SASO, p. 7.
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came up against a formidable institutionalized racial hierarchy in em-

ployment.

B.C.M. transformed a negative attitude about subordinate 'non-whites'

into an inverted, positive discourse of resistance. It offered psychologi-

cal support to an oppressed group by providing a model for positive

identification, and sought to alter the contempt which the victims often

felt for their own group. Despite the political motivation of movements

such as Black Consciousness to provide an alternative to past descrip-

tions, they have been criticized for implicitly accepting the legitimacy of

colour as a marker. In doing so, it is argued, they also reinforced the

accuracy of the dominant discourse of 'race' by which they have been

signified and exteriorized as the 'other'" On the other hand, Nolut-

shungu argues that "the character of the state conditions not only the

terms of domination and submission but also the ideologies and political

behaviour that challenge and reject it."" The very role that the state gives

to national and racial oppression calls forth "alignments among the

subject population that are focussed primarily on the terms of political

domination rather than those of exploitation."76

Ideological Influences and Biases

Notably lacking in the initial stages of the formulation of Black

Consciousness was an economic perspective on the nature of exploita-

tion. Conceptualizations of South Africa in class terms remained periph-

eral and there was no systematic analysis of what was later termed racial

capitalism. In part, this represented the rejection of Marxism as a white

ideology and its association with the South African Communist Party.

However, this omission also reflected the censorship of Marxist litera-

ture at the tribal universities, as well as the exposure to existentialism,

phenomenology and philosophical psychology which were popular among

some of its European-oriented faculty. Hence the focus on values and

74 R. Miles, Racism, London, Routledge, 1989, pp. 73-76.

75 Nolutshungu, op, cit.

76 Ibid.
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essences, while the rejection of capitalism was couched in terms of
dehumanization and materialism, flot commodity fetishism.l

Although there was littie of the 'black is beautiful' hype which
characterized American black protest, the B.C. Movemnent in South
Africa was influenced by trends i the United States. It raised consejous-
ness about the extent to which blacks, at great costs, were trying to copy
white images of beauty, and helped to restore their own sense of self-ap-
preciation and seif-acceptance. Indeed, in the early stages of the move-
ment in Natal, there were reports that some African men had beaten
African women who had straightened their hair, or lightened the colour
of their skin. One indicator of the success of Black Consciousness in this
area was the vastly reduced advertizing and sale of bleaching creams in
South Africa.

Bamey Pityana describes B.C. inspirations as originating from Afri-
can religious movements and prophets, from attempts by Africans to
regain their land, fromn the history of the Industrial and Commercial
Workers Union of Africa (I.C.U.), and from Anton Lembede. He stresses
the significance of both the Africanist and nationalist strands wîthin the
traditions of struggle. Philosophically, Black Consciousness was also
broadly mnfluenced by the writings of Leopold Sédar Senghor, Aimé
Cézaire, Albert Memmi, Frantz Fanon, Eldridge Cleaver, Stokely Car-
michael and Paulo Freire. They expressed the humiliation as well as the
dignity of the colonized and also the power of the powerless. Their main
concemrs were with the psychology of oppression and the exorcizing of
colonial humiliation. However, there is little evidence in the Black
Consciousness literature that, for example, Fanon's central notion of the
cleansing power of anti-colonial violence found resonance aniong South
African activists. There was a rather sceptical silence about the ANC's
" armed struggle" among Black Consciousness students at the early
stage.

77 Nolutshungu, op, cit., pp. 155-157.
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Unlike the US version, Black Consciousness in South Africa had no

need to become a revivalist movement, reconstructing a distant past and

golden heritage, since African linguistic and cultural traditions have

continued as a way of life in the Apartheid society. In the absence of the

Amnerican trauma of slavery there was no need to search for putative

moots. Leaders made a clear distinction between their focus on Black

Consciousness and 'Black Power' in the United States where already

enfranchized blacks wished to constitute themselves as a pressure group

in a white majonity society. In South Africa, the B.C. movement was seen

as a way of prepaning people for equal participation in a transformed

society that reflected the outlook of the majority. 8 Psychological libera-

tion was sought through a return to African values of communalism,

shared decision-making and more personal communication styles, in

contrast to the individualism of white consumer society.

Despite the designation of the black world as 'communalistic' versus

the 'individualistic' orientation of the white world, the sexual division of

labour within the B.C. movement closely resembled that of white soci-

ety. All five office bearers in the 1972 executive were men. Women for

the most part were relegated to traditional women's domestic roles,

responsible for child-care, moral education and socialization in black

cultural heritage, for health, nutrition, and the making of clothing. This

view permeated womnen's self-defined roles, as evident in the preamble

to the constitution of the allied Black Women's Federation:

1. Black women are basically responsible for the survival and mainte-
nance of their families and largely the socialisation of the youth for the

transmission of the Black cultural heritage;

2. TPle need to present a united front and to redirect dhe status of mother-
hood towards the fulfillment of the Black people's social, cultural, eco-
nomic and political aspirations.'9

78 Mokgethi Motlhabi, Black Resistanc e to Apartheid, Johannesburg, Skotaville Publishers, 1985,

P. 115.

79 Asha Rambalîy, ed., Black Review 1975-6, Durban, Black Community Programmes, 1977, p.

143.
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In contrast, the Institute of Black Studies, formed in 1975, was "to
provide a forum where the Black mon can express himself." It was
"intended as a platform where issues facing the country can be analysed
and interpreted." 0

The heavy use of the third person masculine, which prevailed in the
SASO Policy Manifesto of 1971, may well have reflected and repro-
duced standard English usage of 'he' and 'man' in what was viewed as
their 'generic' sense. However, in contrast to the black cultural ideal of
an inclusive communalism, the maie is constructed as the empowered
speaker and women--even when included as 'sister'-presented as the
mncluded 'other', powerless and voiceless. The ancillary role of women
in the leadership of SASO further corroborates this tendency; those
taken seriously were ofien in the position of honourary men, and a few
of themn were prominent in student representative councils and in campus
activities. There may also have been structural factors that kept women
from participating on a more equai basis, which raises questions about
the faimess of attributing their under-representation in the movement to
exclusionary practices.

Forms of Protest

In its earlier phases, the movement was characterized by spontaneity
and an easy evolution, without any rigidly worked out plan of aims and
directions. The style was informai, free of heavy organizational trap-
pings. An example of this was Biko's "I Write What 1 Like." Politics
were consensually based, until the rude awakening of Temba Sono's
public criticism of the B.C.M.'s directions in July 1972. After that, the
membership was more carefully screened and the style of speeches
became more prescribed.

80 Ibid., p. 135.

81 Dorothy Driver, "Womnen, Black Consciousness and the Discovery of Self," unpublished paper,
1990.
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Conscientization often took the form of light-hearted, satirical, hu-

mourous utterances. College campuses during the late 60s were the base

for frequently staged political theatre. For a while, it amused even

Nationalist-oriented staff members who seemed to rejoice at the way in

which 'the natives' amused themselves, in images derived from 'their

own lingo'. The style of acting and diction was a refreshing variation

from the previous stilted, imitative, colonial models of the 'Speech and

Drama" genre. Afrikaner faculty at the tribal colleges loved this rejection

of the British yoke and there was a self-congratulatory air about how

well those institutions actually allowed people to express themselves. So

it was very ironic that Black Consciousness was spawned in the very

protected thought-streams of the govemment whose aim was to eth-

mîcize, depoliticize, fragment and render the opposition manageable. It

was not surprising that theatrical performances featured among the

subversive activities listed by the State ini its trial of the Black Con-

sciousness leaders.

From the late 1960s until the arrest of its most articulate, proponients

in 1977, Black Consciousness filled a crucial vacuum created by the

silencing of the ANC and PAC leadership. The main tenets of the

ideology permeated the thinking of a generation of students regardless

of political persuasion. The initial analytical focus on 'culture', 'identity'

and 'value systems' gradually shifted to define the struggle in terms of

racism and capitalism. In 1971 the preferred focus was to conscientise

the population through direct political criticism of the regime; through

infiltration of ruling organizations, including collaborating institutions,

s0 as to convert themn fromn within; and through 'orientation politics'

which would address a range of educational, cultural, religious and

economic needs. Under the influence of Julius Nyerere's ideas about

seif-reliance, varlous community projects explored ways in which blacks

could become more self-supporting.

TMe 1972 Black Review cited Black community projects in operation

throughout the country, mainly in rural and semi-rural areas in the

Transvaal, Natal and Eastern Cape. Literacy campaigns, health projects,

and home education schemes were meant to offer appropriate assis-

tance."2 Popular short-termn notions of an imminent revolution were
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replaced by patient, disciplined preparation. Khoapa proposed that the
philosophy of liberation required a frank appraisal of white institutions
and polîcies and "an advanced programme of economic democracy" in
order to expand black interests to universal interests.82 This called for an
extended movement and a change from sheltered student politics to a
broadened mobilization of the work force. It did not take long to dîscover
that the intellectual bias of Black Consciousness impeded a major trans-
formation as long as it did flot reach workers effectively. This goal
implied not only a modification of language, but also a fundamental shift
of concemns: building diminished self-images seemed peripheral, at best,
to people whose lives were heavily burdened by the daily drudgery of
earning a labour-intensive living. The new projects, however, were
severely hampered by the constraints of student life. Distances between
campuses and townships, inadequate financial resources for travel and
free time, and the need to work with Bantustan authorities were inhibit-
mng factors. So, too, was the marginal status of young students, who in
the traditional schemne of things could hardly be considered leaders. All
these factors served to identify the need for an 'aduit' branch of the
growing movement. -

What was distinctive about the B.C.M. at this point was its willingness
to forego the rhetoric-laden, sterile, non-compromise party Mies of
preceding organizations and to liaise, for pragmatic reasons, for a while
even with adversaries like Gatsha Buthelezi. Indeed, Steve Biko and
Buthelezi shared a platform when the movement was bringing together
an alliance of diverse black groups. The same openness also manifested
itself in seeking to establish a socialist dispensation, while striving for
nationalist liberation.

This unconventional mix of tendencies hampered fundraising. To
begin with, very few were willing to support Black Consciousness
financially. Those who were willîng to fund the nationalist cause would

82 Ibid, p. 66.

83 Gail Gerhart, Black Power in Southi Africa: The Evolution of an Ideology, Berkeley, University
of Califomia Press, 1979, pp. 291-292.
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baulk at supporting a movement with what they viewed as socialist

sympathies. On the other hand, those who, miglit have supported radical

political initiatives would flot do the same for an organization that

emphasîzed the significance of colour. Given the choice between comn-

promising principles and being unfunded, or being independent, princi-

pied, locally-based but poorly supported, they characteristically settled

for the latter.84

Considering B.C.M.'s relatively modest means and low-key profile,

the vehement reaction of the Pretoria regime which followed a period of

tolerance and even praise for the 'Apartheid-like' student thinking, needs

explanation. At a time when the state itself flaunted separatist black

education, this movement which on the surface used the same symbols,

nevertheless refashîoned 'black identity' mnto a more inclusive category,

through raising awareness about the structure of oppression. SASO

emphasized black content in education and attempted to, subvert the

authority structure by divulging the relations of power and eurocentric

bias in institutional life. It demystified the relationship between knowl-

edge, control. and hegemony as articulated so eloquently in Ernest

Baartman's address, "Education as an Instrument for Liberation," at the

SASO banquet of June 1973.85 Tendencies such as these served only to

highlight the dialectic of Apartheid education for the colonized, as was

predicted earlier. From the perspective of the ruling regime, what could

be worse than forces that usurped its idioms and subverted its motives in

order to challenge it?

The initial state tolerance rapidly changed after a series of industrial

strikes throughout Durban during 1973 for which the Black Conscious-

ness movement was blamned but neither claimed nor disclaimed responsi-

bility. The government retaliated with the arrest of eight SASO organizers

84 M. Seleoane. "The Black consciousness Movement,' South African Foundation Review,

Deceniber. 1989.

85 E. Baartman, "Education as an Instrument for Liberation" in H.W. van der Merwe, African

Perspectives on South, Africa, Capc Town, David Phillip, 1978, pp. 273-278.

86 Kogila Adami, "Dialeetic of Higher Education for the colonized" in H. Adami, ed., South Africa,

Sociological Perspectives, London, Oxford University Press, 197 1.
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although there was littie connection between SASO and the strikes. The
last straw was a Durban rally which SASO organized in 1974 to cele-
brate Mozambique's mndependence. Although only intended to express
black solidarity and strengthen the B.C. movement, the 'Viva Frelimo'
cries of the crowd at the banned meeting were lie red flags to bulis. The
police reacted violently, followed by a series of arrests and bannings
culmmnatmng in a number of deaths in detention.

These were the underlying influences manifest in the 1976 rebellion
of Soweto students, most of whom. were members of the South African
Students' Movement (SASM), infused with the spirit of Black Con-
sciousness in their rejection of Afrikaans language instruction as a tool
of their subjugation. What had been mntended by advocates of Black
Consciousness as education for liberation, later became confused with
what some viewed as calis from abroad for liberation before education.
In response to massive arrests of children and police intimidation, the
armed struggle was seen as the only way left. Large numbers of these
students escaped from the country. In the absence of any alternative,
many were then absorbed into ANC camps beyond the borders, although
a Black Consciousness Movement in exile was also set up as a third
South African liberation group.

Given the deterioration in the conditions of black schooling as weIl as
the unbridgeable rift between children and school authorities under the
Department of Education and Training, a group of concemned parents
founded the National Education Crisis Committee (NECC). They pro-
moted the idea of People's Education as an alternative, to attempt to get
the children to return to schools. However, since most of those active in
the NECC were detained, this initiative gained little momentum. Indi-
viduals and institutions sympathetic to Black Consciousness continued
to conduct research and develop curriculum materials and poticy per-
spectives on crucial areas for an alternative South Africa.

In the 1970s, the B.C.M. was said to have been cocooned as an
intellectual crusade with hlte grass-roots support, lacking a solid base
in organized labour. Some critics said the movement was heavy on
&moral purity' and faced the danger of stagnating at the level of black
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solidarity, without translating its ideas into the 'politically possible' for
'political action'." Others expressed concemn about whether the move-

ment was forward-looking enough to prepare itself for a post-Apartheid

society."

While Black Consciousness has always been weak among organized

workers, often to the extent of being non-existent, it did spawn its own

union during the 1970s. The Black and Allied Workers' Union (Bawu)

criticized its stronger FOSATU rival for employing white intellectuals.

This practical non-racialism of a fledgling independent union movement

was contrasted with B.C.'s "anti-racism" under "black leadership." Suc-

cessor organizations like the Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA)

and the Azanian Confederation of Trade Unions (Azactu) Inter formed

the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu) that has kept its organiza-

tional and ideological distance from. Cosatu to this day, although both

federations increasingly co-operate on tactical issues.

In 1978, after the banning of ail constituent components of the B.C.M.

the previous year, the Azanian People Organisation (AZAPO) was formed.

Its leaders mncorporated a class analysis into their policy and directed

attention toward the politîcal involvement of the black working class. A

focus on psychological liberation and 'blackness' gradually gave way to

more talk of 'socialist', 'anti-capitalist' alternatives. Those speaking on

behaif of AZAPO refuted charges that this was merely an intellectual

movement, and insisted that they enjoyed wide support.

While initially favouring the Black Consciousness tendency, the state

as well as liberal institutions later began to look more favourably at the

ANC supporters' non-racial promise. In 199 1, AZAPO students at Wit-

watersrand University, for example, complained about the university's

non-recognition of the B.C.M. on the grounds that the organization was

exclusively black and, therefore. violated the university's non-racial

87 Heribert Adamn, op. cil.
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charter. The students considered it ironie that exclusively Jewish or
Isiamic student societies were always recognized, and that their compul-
sory fees were used to subsidize Charterist organizations through the
local SRC. The Vice-President of AZAPO, Gomolemo Mokae (Fron-
t/mne, May 1991) lists a series of incidents "where 'liberal' universities
like Wits and Natal are guilty of complicity in Stalinistic censorship
against non-Charterists." The grievance resuits from the AZAPO prac-
tice not to distinguish between legitimate ethnîcity (cultural and religious
groups) and illegitimate race. In black and white nationalist thinking,
race and ethnicity are identical.

Black Consciousness continues to rely on the development of a
'fictive kinship' between ail three 'non-white groups' who have experi-
enced the shared mndignity of oppression and material deprivation. At the
psychological level this appealed to many in all groups. The effective-
ness of Black Consciousness lies in dhe moral appeal it evokes. These
feelings can be activated from time to time, but can they be sustained?
One of the major obstacles to a consistent appeal is to be found in the
differential experience of Apartheid. Material rewards coopt and 'whiten',
so does feared loss of 'cultural terrain'.

Africanism in the Post -Apartheid Era

Analysts of black politics are currently puzzled by the dispute be-
tween the two main black anti-negotiation groups that seem ideologi-
cally so close together. At the beginning of the 1990s, AZAPO and the
PAC appear to be further apart from each other, the more they were both
marginalized by their opposition to the Charterist power-sharing project.
According to Patrick Lawrence, a journalist: "Given the convergence
between their ideological positions, including their insistence on black
leadership and their commitment to socialism, AZAPO and PAC were
strongly hostile to one another. AZAPO accused the PAC of intolerance,
of forcing AZAPO members to wear their T-shirts inside out at a
Sharpeville Day commemorative service instead of welcoming them, as
brothers-in-the-struggle, and of belatedly pressing for a constituent assem-
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bly, an idea first promoted by AZAPO in 1984.""s Behind the petty

quarrels, however, lies a class difference that often is overlooked.

The PAC speaks on behaîf of some of the least privileged and less

educated members of the subordinate majority. With a reservoir of

Africanist sentiment in selected rural areas and recent migrants, the

social base of the PAC resembles that of Inkatha rather than the more

professîonally-led and urban-oriented ANC. On the other hand, AZAPO

has always comprised a better educated elite being particularly popular

among university staff, clergy, journalists and other professionals. Given

its sprinklîng of Indians in prominent leadership positions, AZAPO

continues to be resented by somne Africanists just as the PAC initially

objected to the perceîved inordinate influence of Indians and white

communists in the ANC. Although the PAC also has a few prominent

non-African members, it offers essentially a very down-to-earth articu-

lation of diverse grass-roots sentiments. In short and with crude oversim-

plification, AZAPO constitutes a sophisticated intellectual elite in

search of a constituency while the PAC, at least in the past, has

represented a potentially powerful army with dîsorganized and quar-

relling generals.

'he repeated internecine PAC leadership confliets and petty ideologi-

cal disputes stand out especially in comparison with the united ANC. In

contrast to the PAC, the ANC has had the advantage of much wider

international recognition, diplomatic support and a sympathetic interna-

tional press that virtually ignored the PAC. The ANC could also fali back

on a wider pool of experience and expertise in resistance politics. The

popular symbols of resistance, such as the toyi toyi dance, songs and

colours are aIl associated with the ANC tradition, and they are also used

by Inkatha. Contrary to expectations which would have an Africanist

cultural revival produce the political emotions, they originated from. the

intemnationalist-oriented ANC. Its support by the Soviet bloc far out-

weighed the initial PAC support by China in the inter-socialist rivahry. It

was only in a few frontline China-aligned states, such as Zimbabwe and

89 Patrick Lawrenice, S.A. Foundation News, January 1991.»
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Tanzania, that the PAC found some extemal support which began to
evaporate even more after Mandela's release. The PAC's ambiguous
stance toward negotiations and the joining of a short-lîved "patriotic
front" with the ANC in 1991 must be seen in the light of a less cohesive
constîtuency.'

In defining Who is an "African," the PAC's General Secretary, Benny
Alexander"9 distinguishes "two strains," the first indigenous people "who
historically cannot be traced out of Africa," which exeludes whites and
Asians. They are considered the second stramn, provided their only home
and allegiance is to, Africa. For the PAC this amounts to a non-racial
concept and defmnes the nation. It accepts seif-declaration of allegiance,
s0 that those Who define themselves as non-African do so by choice.
"Settiers" are considered only those whites who oppress indigenous
people.' 2

Oscar Dhlomo 3 has rightly stressed that the PAC's position that
anyone can be an African by choice, regardless of colour, "will only
become meaningfül the moment the movement begins te, admit non-
black members." At present, the absence of whites in the PAC implies
that this group of South Africans is monolithic and does not identify with

90 The PAC bas repeatedly criticized the ANC decjs ion to negotiate as "appeasement." "You cannot
appease de Klerk, he is a Nazi," declared PAC leader Zeph Mothopeng (Cape Times, February
19, 1990) and the decision to, enter into negotiations under certain conditions is likely to further
strain the PAC cohesion.

91 Benny Alexander, Interview, Mon itor, June 1991.

92 More thoughtful members of the movement, such as retumed exile Barney Desai, clearly realise
the danger of radical counter-racism: "I wish also to caution my brothers and sisters that the
slogan of 'one settler one bullet' is inconsistent with our stated aims. No mature liberation
movement has ever had as its stated policy an intention to drive the white people into the sea"
(Argus, March 13, 1990). Presumably in good South African humour, another PAC adherent
explained the macabre slogan by saying: "The PAC is a poor organization and can't afford more
than one bullet per settler." The disavowed slogan, which originated during the bush war in
Zimbabwe, is nonetheless popular among the PAC grass-roots. White right-wingers have
responded with bumper stickers which make the converse point: "One settler--one thousand
bullets."

93 Oscar Dhlomo, Sunday Times, September 1, 1991.
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Africa. Thus the PAC practice contradicts its commendable non-racial

postulate.

Another PAC contradiction lies in its insistence on "armed struggle."

PAC's policy is to attack security forces only and it lias flot renounced

armed struggle as the "principal method" to bring about liberation.

Activities of the Azanian People's Liberation Army (Apla), the armed

wing of the PAC, have generally concentrated on the assassinations of

policemen. The few self-confessed Apla guerrillas convicted in South

African court cases, even after the suspension of the armed struggle by

the ANC, had mostly received training in Tanzania and Libya. According

to estimates by the International Institute for Strategic Studies, the PAC

commands around 350 trained operatives. ANC and PAC ridicule each

other's dlaims on military confrontations with the enemy as fantasies

with the PAC pointing to the "random terror" of the ANC. The PAC

conveniently does flot disclose, as a matter of policy, any information

about incidents involving its combatants, except when it loses people.

Benny Alexander also dlaims that at the end of 1990 "our membership

was bigger than theirs [ANC's]" and that the PAC lias "the support of

most of the oppressed intelligentsia." Few would not view these dlaims

as inflated in the liglit of attendance figures at rallies and surveys that

generally mndicate 3-4 times greater support for the ANC. However, if

negotiations fail or turn out to be too compromising, the PAC and

AZAPO could potentially swell into the mass movements of the earlier

periods when they eclipsed the ANC. The Pan Africanist Youth Wing,

Azanya (Azanian National Youth Unity) welcomed the overthrow of

Gorbachev. In a press statement, Gorbachev was described as a traitor

who had been "flirting and conspiring with the imperialist West to

disintegrate the socialist countries throughout the world."

AZAPO, too, now portrays itself as the vanguard for the struggle for

socialism in 'occupied Azania'. The SACP is viewed as having 'lie-

trayed' the struggle for socialism "by riing the ANC towards a negoti-

ated settiement of compromise with the de Klerk regime, which has the

potential to set back socialist transformation by many decades.'l' Both

AZAPO and the PAC are vague when pressed to describe their vision of
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&scientifie socialism" more concretely. A 41 -page officiai bookiet pub-
lished by the PAC, 'Towards a Democratie Economic Order," concludes
that its "political and economie mission shall be: redistributive, develop-
ment, reproductive, accumulative, restorative, entrepreneurial-suppor-
tive, human needs oriented and equi-beneficial" (41). If the ANC needs
its economie research capacities strengthened and updated, as the Cana-
dian IDRC report argued, that applies even more to the other anti-Apart-
heid movements.

More recently, AZAPO made some tactical errors which undermined
its influence and public profile by withdrawing from the Patriotic Front
that it initially convened together with the ANC and PAC. The conten-
tious issue was the participation of 14 homeland parties or participants
in the tricameral parliament that together with 70 other organizations
were invited to form a united front for the forthcoming constitutional
negotiations. Two weeks before the conference, AZAPO general secre-
tary Don Nkadimeng unilaterally wrote to them demanding that they
resign from "system-oriented structures" before they "sit with patriots."
With the ANC eager to have the widest possible representation, includ-
ing particularly the Democratic Party, it could hardly give in to the
unrealistic AZAPO demand. AZAPO thereby missed the chance to
present itself with 20 delegates as equal to the ANC and PAC at the
founding conférence. ANC-oriented observers commented that "it was
a suicidai move by an organization which has been steadily losing
influence for the past 15 years." 4 However, AZAPO can. also now daim
not to have fallen for false compromises in the interests of controversial
negotiations.

In conclusion, in the 1 990s the Black Consciousness movement and
the PAC-aligned Africanists, though outmanoeuvered by the ANC, con-
tinue to conscientise through community development programmes,
health awareness projects and women's organizations. These groups
have left the discourse in black politics with an indelible print although
they were overshadowed by the publicity, diplomatic success and organ-

94 SouthScan, October 25, 199 1.
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izational clout of the ANC. Compared to the latter's mass rallies, AZAPO

remains primarily an inteilectuai force. Supported by a number of influ-

ential opinion-makers i the universities, as well as by some cleries and

trade union leaders, Black Consciousness lives on more as an alternative

vision than an active political. movement. Its success and failure lies in

the extent to which Black Consciousness ideas have shaped the attitude

of directly involved political actors, some of the organizational rivalries

and even physicai clashes between ANC and AZAPO supporters flot-

withstanding. The historic high-points of the B.C.M. in the 1976 Soweto-

uprising and of the PAC in 1960 were eclipsed by the subsequent rise of

the Charterist hegemony, i which many of the exiled Africanists and

Black Consciousness supporters were absorbed. Aithough the B.C.M.

continued organizationaily as the third exiled liberation movement,

separate from the ANC and PAC, and without sponsorship by a major

power abroad, many found their home in the ANC which i turn bene-

fitted fromn the influx of committed students. Without this infusion of a

new generation of young radic ais, the subsequent rise and renewai of the

Charterist tradition would have been inconceivable. In shedding the

mnternalized colonial mentality and liberal tutelage alike, Black Con-

sciousness laid the ground for the self-confident challenge of the Apart-

heid state whether through refusais of co-optation or negotiations.

A number of observers have stressed the 'transitional' character of the

movement including David Hirschmann, who concludes that "Ironically

the B.C.M. was ultîmately a victim of its own success." 5 To be sure,

many of its promoters found their home in the ANC and the cuitent

numerical support for AZAPO strategies remains small, according to, al

surveys. However, the situation might change if the ANC is perceived as

too moderate and accommodating. The continued significance of Black

Consciousness as well as Africanism lie in their potential. The fact that

the negotiatmng ANC leadership feels obliged to use strident language

and ultimatums testifies, to, the latent impact of the more radical alterna-

tive.

95 D. Hirschrnann, "The Black Consciousness Movement in South Africa," Journal of Modern

African Studies, 28, 1, March 1990, pp. 1-22.
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V. POLITICAL VIOLENCE, "TRIBALISM" AND INKATHA

I have never once had any discussion with any
National Party leader in which we talked about Zulus
and Afrikaners ganging up against a black majority
government. " - Buthelezi, Sunday limes, 29/9/91.

Limited Explanations

Probably no other aspect of the South African confliet has elicited
more divergent explanations and misinterpretations than the ongoing
political violence. It is variously attributed to (1) de Klerk's double
agenda and unreformed police; (2) a "third force" of right-wing ele-
ments in the securîty establishment, bent on derailing the govemment' s
negotiation agenda; (3) Inkatha-ANC rivalry, engineered by an ambi-
tious Buthelezi in danger of being sidelined as an equal third party; (4)
the ANC's campaign of armed struggle, ungovemability and revolution-
ary intolerance; (5) mngrained tribalism, unleashed by the lessening of
white repression that merely resulted in "black-on'black" violence for-
merly held in check; (6) the legacy of Apartheid in general, migrancy,
hostel conditions, and high unemployment among a "lost youth" genera-
tion. Helen Suzman, for example, singled out sanctions for at least "part
of the blame" in her 1991 presidential address to the Institute of Race
Relations, while its director, John Kane-Berman, lists ail parties as
having "bloody hands" (Race Relations News, December 1991).

Our analysis refutes single-cause explanations. It de-emphasizes a
primary focus on the policies of leaders in favour of predisposing social
conditions, such as the rural-urban divide, the inter-generational cleav-
ages, and the differential living conditions, social status and heightened
competition of long-time urban residents, shack-dwellers and migrants
in single-men hostels. Regardless of peace-accords signed at the top,
antagonistic groups at the bottomn often act violently outside of leader-
ship control. This applies, in particular, to elements of the official
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security establishment, linked to right-wing agendas of destabilization of

the negotiation process.

A vicarious North American public stands out as comparatively uni-

fied when asked who they "consider most responsible for the blood-

shed." In a Canadian Gallup poll commissioned for this study during

October 1991, almost 40 percent of all respondents blamed "the govem-

ment, de Klerk or his police" (see Table 11). This figure rises to 48

percent among city dwellers and respondents in B.C., while the corre-

sponding figures of "don't knows" is highest among French-speakers

who comprise 50 percent, compared with 36 percent among English-

speakers, 51 percent among housewives and people in small communi-

ties. With generally two-thirds of Canadians in all other categories

expressing an opinion on the question, a relatively high degree of

interest, if not accurate information prevails.

According to their political convictions, many informed analysts

adopt a combination of the causes mentioned. A credible comprehensive

account of the violence has yet to be produced, despite dozens of articles

and books on the topic. Matthew Kentridge's (1990) book, like most

other journalistic attempts, captures well the impact of the war on

people's lives but remains descriptive without dissecting the forces

which have caused and sustained the conflict. Most of these "verbal

snapshots," as one reviewer (John Wright, Transformation, 13, 1990)

accurately describes this genre, implicitly blame Inkatha warlords, backed

by the South African state, as if their one-sided aggression were self-evi-

dent. Indeed, the most puzzling question remains: "What possesses them

to go to war against fellow blacks with such ferocity?" (Phillip van

Niekerk, Globe & Mail, 3/4/91). Yet as soon as the perceptive Globe

correspondent asks the relevant question, he capitulates: "No one-not

sociologists, psychologists or political analysts-can provide an expla-

nation of what it is really about."

Indeed, most academic analysts either adopt a single conceptualiza-

tion: clientelism or vigilantism (Chamey, 1991; Haysom, 1990) or "lum-

pen elements" (Saul, 1991). The focus on the state's use of vigilantes,

while highlighting important auxiliary forces, fails to explain the under-
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lying causes of vigilante success in attacking a vastly more popular
liberation movement.

Table il
Canadian Opinion on South African Political Violence

Gallup Poil - National Omnibus - October 1991

Question: "Reports from South Africa describe widespread political violence for
which rnany sides and causes are often to blame. However, on the whole who, do you
consider most responsible for the bloodshed?"

(N 1053)

The Govemment/de Klerk/The Police 37.4
The Extremne Right WingiThe 3rd Force in the Police 3.7
Inkatha/Buthelezi/Zulus 3.6
ANC/MandelajThe Communists 3.3
OId Tribalism 3.1
Social Conditions (PovertylUnemployment/Hostels/Migrancy/Apartheid 9.5
Others/Don't Know 39.0
Not Stated .3

100%

Obviously, traditional African patrimonialism, the role of petty-bour-
geois power-brokers in the townships and chiefs in the countryside was
challenged by youthful activists. Traditional authority structures them-
selves clashed with the newly autonomous, better educated segments of
an urbanized working class. Analysts of political violence are aware of
this larger context, but they list, label and categorize a variety of con-
tributory factors without explaining their origin or relationship. Here is
a parficularly comprehensive example by Cape Town political scientist
Peter Collins (1990:96): "Gangsterism, vendettas, banditry, protection
rackets, individual and group psychosis, competition for turf and treas-
tire, a spreading mood of anarchy in which everyone thinks they possess
a licence to kill, the resurgence of antique hatreds, desperation born of
unendurable poverty or fear-ail these factors have variously contrib-
uted to outbreaks of violence." At least, one would have to weigh these
causes against each other and denote the historical conditions under
which they express themselves simultaneously.
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Other South African academics readily point fingers at "the system"
as the cause of the township conflict. In the words of Rupert Taylor
(1991:1-14), "Apartheid has succeeded in engineering group divisions
among the oppressed." While one can agree that the conflict "is not of
some essential ethnic forces," to blame it only on the manipulations of
Apartheid is an oversimplification. Ethnic antagonisms exist in societies
without Apartheid. Above all, in demystifying ethnicity, the analyst
needs to show why the manipulators are so successful in constructing
and exploiting ethnic cleavages. Apartheid did not invent all ethnic
divisions, it skillfully utilized collective memories and distinct histories.
By denying this historical reality altogether, magic formulae are invoked
to wish away deep-rooted perceptions that can be mobilized for progres-
sive as well as retrogressive ends.

A much more promising and sociological approach has been adopted
by Lawrence Schlemmer (1991) who distinguishes between a) general
background conditions, b) predisposing factors and c) triggering events.
Background conditions include the dislocation through urbanization, the
high levels of unemployment and dependency, the breakdown of the
traditional family structure, and the erosion of normative restraints on
killings. These conditions are difficult to address by any short-term
measures. On the other hand, predisposing factors and, in particular,
triggering effects, Schlemmer points out, can be reduced or directly
counteracted. Ranking high among these predisposing conditions are the
social alienation of rural migrants in an urban youth subculture and their
heightened competition for limited opportunities in a social climate of
politicized mass action. Once set in motion, the violence becomes
self-perpetuating. Distrust increases and is reinforced by partisan report-
ing. Clearly, solutions in such a situation particularly those advocated by
outsiders, do not lie in apportioning blame and taking sides. Instead,
bringing the feuding groups together, supporting independent monitor-
ing committees, ensuring impartial policing, taking grievances seriously,
and balancing the press reporting through a better understanding of both
sides, should be the primary goal of outside intervention.
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The State, Inkatha and the "Third Force"

De Klerk's supposed double agenda of posturing as a peacemaker but
secretly stoking violence, is commonly believed in Canada. The Globe
& Mail (December 14, 1991, D4) reported as a matter of fact "recent
evidence that Mr. de Klerk's govemment and police are fomenting
violence in the black community." The evidence probably refers to the
widely reported police funding of Inkatha, the state support for an
Inkatha-aligned trade union (UWUSA), and the training of some 200
Kwa Zulu police and military forces by Pretoria, allegedly for VIP
protection.

At the height of the sanctions campaign and the civil war with the
ANC, the South African government clearly saw the anti-sanctions
Inkatha movement as a valuable ally. It courted the free-enterprise
advocate Buthelezi as a useful counterforce against the "socialist" ANC-
SACP. Initially, Pretoria was concerned that Inkatha might be eclipsed
by the ANC and aimed at propping up the only credible black moderate
with an assumed large following. This included offers of all kinds of
massive propagandistic educational and military training assistance by
front organizations of military intelligence, which a besieged Inkatha
readily accepted. However, there is no evidence that the relatively small
amount ($100,000) of money transferred for an Inkatha rally, that trig-
gered the uproar, or the more substantial contributions for a semi-defunct,
in-house union, were given to foment violence. John Saul's (1991:14)
dictum, that the de Klerk regime "directly sponsored the resulting may-
hem to the tune of several million rand," assumes a Machiavellian
conspiracy that would have run counter to Pretoria's desire to forge an
alliance with the ANC and regain international legitimacy. It could be
argued that a decimated ANC would neither be willing to make such an
alliance, nor capable of enforcing a compromise against an enraged
constituency. In its quest for international legitimacy and foreign invest-
ment, the South African state needed to project an image of stability.
Black violence would frighten white voters into support of right-wing
parties. The entire project of a negotiated transition and renewed legiti-
macy would be jeopardized by state-sponsored violence.
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The instigators of violence can be found in the same circles of
semi-independent military intelligence operatives who, disagreeing with
the de Klerk policy change, wanted to see negotiation fail and the
right-wing agenda succeed. P.W. Botha had accorded these securocrats
unprecedented autonomy. De Klerk had cautiously begun to dismantle
their institutions and allowed their illegal activities to be publicly ex-
posed through the Harms Commission. Yet these were the same deco-
rated forces that had trained Renamo and Unita and had proceeded with
covert funding to ready Inkatha and the Kwa Zulu police for similar
destructive ends. Once part of a state-sponsored destabilization cam-
paign to make the surrounding region economically dependent, the
murderous ideologues had acquired a life of their own, long after the
state ideology had fundamentally changed. There is evidence that some
of the leading verligtes themselves, particularly Pik Botha's Foreign
Affairs Department, had to take precautionary measures against the
bizarre machinations of this "third force," operating under its own rules
and out to defeat the negotiation course. Dan O'Meara (1991) aptly
comments: "As de Klerk sidelined the generals... he had to move with
great caution. Plots against him were commonplace in the SADF Special
Forces and other dirty trick units after February 1990 and support for the
CP in SADF middle ranks mushroomed." Their dealings with blacks
merely reflected the much more vital struggle among whites. In the
conflict about opposed strategies for Afrikaner survival, even the faction
in control of the state could not afford to suppress its opponents directly.
While de Klerk certainly prevaricated, it is illogical that he would have
been personally implicated in fomenting violence, as his critics charge.

The same issues are played out at the level of daily police behaviour
towards political protest. There is no question that the South African
Police does not behave in an impartial manner. This is especially true of
its black members, particularly in Kwa Zulu. There can be no doubt
about frequent police collusion with Inkatha demonstrators at the ex-
pense of ANC supporters. However, the obvious right-wing sympathy
for Zulu warriors does not mean that their traditional leader is a mere
paid stooge of the government. On the contrary, Buthelezi's defiance
against participation in an ANC-government led pact has been rising, the
more the govemment's initial, clumsy attempts to support Inkatha have
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îsolated and discredited the movement. In various surveys 6 Inkatha is
more unpopular among the black sample than the AWB. More than 50
percent of both ANC, NP-DP and AZAPO-PAC supporters blame Inkatha
for instigating the violence. In the Schlemmer survey of 905 black
respondents in the Witwatersrand townships in early 1991 only 5 percent
would vote for the IFP in a hypothetical free election although that
percentage rose to a dramatic 71 percent among the hostel dwellers in
the sample.

How have the revelations about Inkatha fundîng by the state in August
1991 affected the standing of the main players since these surveys were
conducted? Two immediate implications favouring the ANC flowed
from "Inkathagate." First of aIl, Buthelezi 's dlaim to being an equal third
player in the negotiations could no longer be maintained. Govemment
grants had reduced hlm to a stooge against his will. What both Inkatha
and the govemment had hoped for-a creditable conservative counter-
balance against the ANC-SACP-they themselves had destroyed. More-
over, the scandai reinforced a polarized conflict perception by undermining
the chances of third parties in a multi-party democracy. Secondly, the
ANC's demand for a neutral interim govemment of national unity
overseeing the transition, received a major boost. The government was
exposed as not being neutral. Preturia itself conceded the accusations of
the ANC. Inkatha, too, endorsed the accusations of partiality by rejecting
the money. This amounted to a reversal of its first reaction which was to
justify the support by pointing to the government's payment of costs
incurred by the ANC during their first negotiation sessions. Above ail,
Buthelezi's credibility was diminished by his plea of ignorance. While
Inkatha 's internal support, particularly among the 90 percent illiterate
rural population in Natal and the migrant workers, remained unaffected,
Inkatha's international acclaim and its support among South African

96 Amanda Gowes, "Politica] Intolerance" and Lawrence Schlemmer "The Mind of the
Townships," in Vrye Weekblad/Sowetan, Quarter!v State of the Nation Report, Winter 1991.
Compare these figures with the widespread impression among Canadian conservatives duit
"Buthelezi represents some six million Zulus, one quarter of the population" (J. Dean. 1989:25).
Since less than haif of Zulu-speakers are Iikely to vote for Inkatha, there is hope for non-tribal
pobîties.
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business suffered. In short, the exposure somewhat levelled the uneven
playing field between the govemment and the ANC, locking both sides
tighter mnto negotiations by discrediting third-party dlaims. These were
the unintended side effects of the episode which although overblown
abroad, produced only a muted and restrained response from the ANC.

Past govemment-Inkatha relations have been widely misinterpreted.
For example, the noted US historian George Fredrickson (1991:38)
writes: "One might also question the appropriateness of his (Buthelezi's)
negotiating with the government on behaîf of the African majority when
he strongly opposed the economic sanctions that, more than anything
else, brought the govemment to the bargaining table in the first place."
Leaving aside the controversial issue of whether sanctions were the main
reason for Pretoria's shift in 1990, Buthelezi has neyer negotiated with
the government on behaîf of the African majority. He successfully
resisted "independence" for bis Bantustan and the consequent denation-
alization of its inhabitants. He opposed the new 1984 tricameral consti-
tution along with ahl other progressive forces except South African
business. Above ail, throughout the 1980s, Buthelezi consistently argued
that the release of Mandela and free political activity remained the
preconditions for his entering into negotiations about a national setule-
ment with Pretoria. For this and other reasons P.W. Botha and Buthelezi
neyer saw eye to eye with each other and hardly kept any contact.
Indeed, the National Party always considered Buthelezi "very much his
own man, '59 and in a different league, compared with other more oppor-
tunistic Bantustan leaders and "system politicians" in the coloured and
Indian community. It was precisely this higher credibility that made
Buthelezi an attractive ally for governiment and business.

Why then did Inkatha's influence decline? Why did the possible
merger or coalition between Inkatha and the ANC neyer take off?
Premnature predictions of Inkatha's "termiûnal decline" (SouthScan, 17
January 1992) rest, above ail, on the autocratic behaviour of Buthelezi,
who tumned the organization into a tightly-controlled one-man show. It

97 P.W. Botha, Personia] Interview, March 7, 1990.
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was this paranoiac isolation of an affable person that allowed Apartheid
apologists of his own anti-sanctions stance to sponsor hlm.98 This anti-
sanctions stance alone did not harmn hlm since it was also shared by a
wide variety of respectable anti-Apartheid liberals such as Helen Suzman
and F. van Zyl Slabbert. Moreover, sanctions evoked considerable arn-
biguîty within the black community, despite rhetorical majority support
for tough international action against Pretoria. Buthelezi primarily ar-
ticulated the fears of his less privileged constituency of migrant workers
and rural traditionalists who had most to loose from higher unemploy-
ment and economic decline.

After hailing Inkatha as a non-violent, free enterprise, responsible,
black counterforce, the North American mainstream press has now for
the most part uncritically adopted the ANC's version of Buthelezi as the
instigator of violence. Typical of tis perspective is a lengthy piece by a
Danish correspondent in the US magazine Africa-Report (Jan./Feb.
1991, 50-56) which calîs Buthelezi a "radical warmonger" and assigns
hlm personal responsibilîty for all the atrocities. "Nowhere else in South
Africa has bloodshed taken place on such a scale as in Buthelezi's Natal,
and by exporting this conflict to the Witwatersrand, he has plunged
South Africa's most popular area into horrifying carnage. 9 On the other
hand, the predictably opposite conservative view has it that all of
Buthelezi's speeches at dozens of rallies are genuine pleas to bis follow-
ers to bury the hatchet and ensure peace, often invoking the rich irnagery
and language of bis rural audience: "When a tree falîs across your path,
you remove it so that you can walk. When you have a thorn in your foot,
you remove it. When there is a fire you put it out. And when there is
violence and when there is Black brother kihhing Black brother, you put
an end to it.""Io

98 Inkatha is also supported by conservative founidations around the world. For example, Inkatha
has received more than DM 16 million (US $9.6) of public fands during the 1980's fromt the
German Konrad Adenauer Foundation alone. The ultra-conservative US Heritage Foundation
dlaims Buthelezi as its favoured black ally and the US Agency for International Development
(US-AID) granted Inkatha R 7m versus the ANC's R 1 2.5m in 1991.

99 Peter Tygesen, Jan/Feb. 1991. 50-56.

100 M.G. Buthelezi, Speech, Enhialakahie, Greytown, September 29, 199 1.
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Hardly any ANC supporter believes such exhortations and this senti-
ment is also echoed by most academic analysts. Typical would be a
judgement by Robert Price (1990:294): "With his mass support dwin-
dling to însignificance, and with the domestie and international political
spotlight firmly focused on Mandela, Buthelezi apparently decided to
guarantee himself a central role in negotiations over South Africa's
future by demonstrating that unless he is taken mnto account, there will
be no peace." John Saul (1991:16) calîs Buthelezi simply "a hired tool
of the security services." To assess such strong accusations beyond their
mobilizing functions requires a detailed knowledge of the predisposing
conditions and actual motivations of the antagonists. An analysis of the
unrecognized fault lines and collective psychology that allows "mass
endorsement of violence" is called for. Before this is attempted another
look at the role of the security forces, their relationship to the state
reformers, and the reformers own shortcomings is useful.

As previously argued, ample evidence exists that right-wing forces
within the police and military intelligence actively foment black vio-
lence and exploit cleavages. Court evidence on the activities of the now
disbanded "Civil Cooperation Bureau," as well as testimony by defec-
tors and survivors, reveals a story of atrocities and sick minds that
surpasses the fantasies of thriller writers.t>t Poorly trained policemen and
security officials in various govemment agencies resent both the nego-
tiation course as well as the ascendency of blacks. On the other hand,
"professionalism" can also be successfully mobilized to, defend the state,
regardless of personal sympathies, as the Ventersdorp event showed.

101 For a descriptive accounit of unofficial state violence by a well-known South African political

journalist see Patrick Lawrence, Death Squads. Apartheid's Secret Weapon, Johannesburg:

Penguin Forum Series, 199 1. In light of these atrocities on ANC activists, it is remrarkuble that

the ANC bas absorhed sorte of the chief perpetrators into its ranks. It would seemn to carry

forgiveness to its extreme when cold-blooded murderers who now pose as legitimate ANC

members are accepted for a change of mind and for exposing their masters.

102 The police-rightwing clashes in Ventersdorp during a speech by de Klerk in July 1991 resulted

in the death of three AWB protesters and dozens of injured. The confrontations took place despite

similar ideological leanings of the police. 1600 Afrikaner policemen-hard-drinking men with

moustaches and hellies. steeled in vie joua hattles with the ANC--nevertheless Jet louse with

Alsatian dogs. teargas and live ammunifion against equally socialized soul brothers. Institutional
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Whle there has been a slow shift towards a professionalization of the
South African police, the de Klerk govemment during Malan and Vlok's
command of the military and police was either unwilling or, more likely,
unable to control the relies of the previous perîod in the formn of death
squads, special forces or Recee commandos. It took the Inkathagate
scandal to have new security ministers installed. However, Pretoria has
yet to corne dlean on the unreformed elements within its securîty ma-
chinery, despite progressive changes at the top.

The continued violence by current and former state agents was unwit-
tingly tolerated by the failure of the de Klerk govemment to make a
moral break with the Apartheid period. By flot offering any apology, let
alone compensation to the victims, the impression was reinforced that
previously a just war had been fought which now, for tactical reasons,
had corne to, an end. Pik Botha, for example, in defendmng the Inkatha
funding, reiterated defiantly that he would repeat it under the then
prevailing circumstances. In the undeclared war, the normal miles were
supposed to have been set aside and the state killers were celebrated as
heroes. What was then considered shrewd bravery, therefore, could not
now suddenly be defined as atrocity, particularly since the perpetrators
disagreed with the govemment's new tactical policy of reconciliation
with "terrorists." Thus, the unreformed state agents acted out years of
indoctrination that the govemrment neyer refuted. In the new era, Apart-
heid is treated as a mere mîstake and costly error, not a crime or a moral
aberration. Had the new policy also been accompanied by expressions
of guiît and repentance, it would have at least signalled officiai condern-
nation and abhorrence to political killers who are normally deferential to
authority. Instead of utilizing such pressure to conformn, the govemment

loyalty outweighed ideological affinity. Intemalized discipline in an authoritarian organization-
elevated to professionalism by the propagandists-proved stronger than the appeals of the
ultra-right. No policemnan likes to be shot at. no matter how close his beliefs are to his adversaries.
Had the AWB approached the police cordon with flowers instead of baseball bats and hunting
rifles, the response may have heen different. Many of the Afrikaner boys wcre confused.
Hesitation prevailed initially, but gradually broke down when attacked wîth the steel-rods carried
by haîf-drunken hordes led by respected eIders. The scene becamne a village brawl, with the police
claiming to defend freedomt of speech and the right-wing the demnocratic right to voice protest.
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chose to point to rules which everyone knew had been ignored in the

unofficial war.

Of course, the de Klerk cabinet could hardly be expected to pursue a

moral break with Apartheid because that would have implicated them in

the conception and execution of the system. Just as the former Stalinists

in the new Soviet Republics now pose as democrats, so the former

Apartheid rulers now behave as reformers because the old system did not

work. The absence of an albeit painful moral rehabilitation of a society,

raises scepticism about the depth of social transformation. With the same

incumbents in office in both periods, the past literally haunts the future

and reveals itself in the continuation of the same practices, regardless of

the new facade.

In the delicate climate of generalized anxiety and confused transition,

even small "third forces" thrive and with little effort trigger major

confrontations. The new element of the 1990s is the indiscriminate

attacks on train commuters as well as the professional random shooting

of both ANC and Inkatha supporters. The security police has yet to

identify the culprits, which suggests indifference, if not collusion. It can

be safely assumed that both the state, Inkatha and the ANC have lost full

control of some of the ground forces acting in their name. Peace accords

signed by the leadership constitute a helpful signal but do not bind those

who operate outside rules. This, of course assumes that the leadership is

genuinely interested in reconciliation and not actively involved itself in

fueling the flames. In short, there is little doubt that collusion between

the police and Inkatha takes place, yet for the time being one has to

accept R.W. Johnson's (1991) judgement: "How far up the hierarchy of

either the security forces or Inkatha such collusion goes is impossible to

know." The accord signed in September 1991 between the government,

the ANC and Inkatha lays down useful rules for the behaviour of

policemen and politicians, yet it does not regulate the death squads and

hit-men on the loose for whom no rules apply. While these ought to be

suppressed by all means possible, the same cannot be advocated for

organizations with a genuine constituency. Nor does it help to prevent

civil war to advocate negotiations with the alleged masters of "state

terrorists" while ignoring their relatively autonomous offspring who

234
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then set out to scuttle a fragile accord. Unless the principle of desirable
negotiations is applied to all substantial forces, regardless of their ideo-
logical position or gruesome record, an end to the violence is unlikely.

"Tribalism" in Perspective

In truly divided societies it is almost impossible to assume any iden-
tities other than those prescribed by the communal division. In Northem
Ireland, hardly anybody can escape being a Protestant or Catholic; in
Israel everyone is either a Jew or an Arab. This provides, as many social
scientists have suggested, "the framework within which people define
and interpret social existence." The everyday social reasoning according
to familiar labels and expectations has little to do with doctrinal issues
of a different religion. It signifies likely power and status differentials,
based on a long history of communal conflict that encompasses every
member of the community.

South Africa differs from those communal conflicts in that Apartheid
labels have engendered so much opposition and comprise such a variety
of cross-racial common characteristics, that many whites and blacks can
afford to act as if they live outside their communal category. In fact, the
democratic nonracialism espoused by most major actors transcends the
communal labels and thereby renders the South African conflict qualita-
tively distinct from entrenched, exclusivist communalism elsewhere.
The state construction of official ethnicity in South Africa has no prece-
dent in any other divided society although the post-Apartheid ethnic
strife in the end may not be so different from communal divisions
elsewhere. History's verdict on this question is still outstanding.

One of the great surprises of 1990, therefore, was the sudden emer-
gence of the "tribal" factor. Hitherto, it had been taboo for the disenfran-
chized to talk publicly about Zulu and Xhosa forces. Only Apartheid
ideologues would use such labels. Why then has simmering ideological
conflict suddenly been transformed into a tribal clash in the perception
of its participants? While both leaderships proudly display their non-
tribal stance, their followers, nevertheless, kill each other as Zulus and
Xhosas.
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An explanation need flot recali historical competitions and confliets

between the two Nguni-speaking people. Indeed the premier organiza-

tion to combat tribalism politically, the Congress, always had a fair

succession of leaders from both ethnic groups. It had managed to over-

corne tribal consciousness to a large extent at least as far as the political

activists were eoncemed. The ANC's Iast president before its banning,

the Nobel Peace Prize winner Albert Luthuli, was a respected Zulu chief

and the ANC's National Executive Committee in exile always included

some, albeit an underrepresented number, of Zulus. NEC members

assert that the ethnie background of candidates neyer became an issue.

They state that in some cases they were flot even aware of the origin of

comrades which makes sense in the context of exile and in termns of the

SACP's ideology of cosmopolitan internationalism.

What gradually ehanged this outlook was the independent poliey that

Buthelezi's Inkatha movement pursued after 1979. There are many

reasons for this rift and these are flot unrelated to Buthelezi's personality

and statutory role. The role of the ANC in initially approving Inkatha is

nowadays often unmentioned. Oliver Tambo in particular encouraged

Buthelezi to assume his Bantustan role. The ANC behaved as the mid-

wife of Inkatha, which was envisaged as an ANC intemnal wing under the

protective umbrella of a Bantustan, led by Buthelezi. A shrewd former

member of the ANC youth-league, Buthelezi 's aristocratie descent from

a family of the king's advisers greatly helped his popularity.

However, the ANC offspring quickly outgrew its parent and began to

pursue an independent line. Buthelezi refused to recruit for the MK

camps and thereby risk direct clashes with Pretoria. Among the ANC

cadres Zulus became underrepresented, although about half of ail Zulu' s

support the ANC according to surveys. The much higher ANC support

in the Xhosa heartland of the Eastern Cape, compared with its organiza-

tional vacuum in rural Natal, is, therefore, also reflected in the composi-

tion of the ANC's membership and leadership.

Tribal separateness was reinforeed not so much by Buthelezi's style

or cultural symbolism as by his divergent policies. After ail, the Xhosa

Transkei was the first Bantustan to aceept tribal independence while the
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alleged tribalist Buthelezi refused to steer a secessionist course. He
harboured national ambitions. But his rejection of the armed struggle
and support of foreign investment deepened the lnkatha-ANC cleavage
and drew Inkatha dloser to the South Aficant establishment than to the
anti-Apartheid exiles abroad. This happened in spite of Buthelezi's
consistent anti-Apartheid stance.

The turn of events traumatized the ANC whose own ally had now
become a potential partner for an internai solution that would have
further marginalized the exiles. An endless war of words started. It
culmÎnated in the South African Youth Congress (Sayco) declaring
Buthelezi "an enemy of the people" in 1990. For the ANC, Buthelezi had
become a red flag. During the various meetings between ANC execu-
tives and South African academnics that preceded the legalization of the
resistance, one could tallc rationally about any controversial subject, but
not about Buthelezi.' Similarly, many foreign South African watchers
have informally adopted the ANC line that Buthelezi "is a pathological
case" and Inkatha consists of "a bunch of murderers" akin to the Khmer
Rouge.

While Buthelezi's Bantustan regime is singled out for mobilizing
vilification, other ANC-aligned Bantustans are exonerated. The habit of
uncritical silence reinforces double-standards and counter-productive
developments, as can clearly be seen in the case of the ANC-Transkei
relationship. Instead of attacking ail Bantustan structures, the anti-
Apartheid movement has exempted the Transkei and others because its
leaders have aligned themselves squarely wîth the ANC. This strategy
aliows Buthelezi to dismiss the ANC demand for the dismantling of Kwa
Zulu as a Xhosa-led plot against Zulus. Ethnic suspicions of beleaguered
Zulus are thereby legitimated. The collaboration between the ANC and
the Transkei military ruler General Bantu Holomisa--despite his de-

103 In contrast to most activists, particularly in the Transvaal, Mandela always kept in polite contact
with Buthelezi both on the phone and by mail. "Obviously. my fervent hope." he wrote to
Buthelezi from prison, "is to see, in due course, the restoration of the cordial relations which
existed between you and OR (Oliver Reginald Tambo, president of the ANC) and between the
Iwo organizations in the Seventies" (Sunday Tribune, April 16, 1989).
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fense of the integrity of the Transkei, its detention without trial and

repressive security legisiation-runs counter to the very core of the

democratic movement. Securing civil service positions for returning

exiles in the Bantustan administrations now functions as a justification

for their continued existence, albeit integrated into the new South Africa.

As a consequence of the ANC-engineered enhanced legitimacy of

Transkei, other Bantustan-based pocket dictators now seek to strengthen

their fragile base with new emerging powers and alliances with Pretoria.

Instead of the desired unity of the disenfranchized, the differential

flirtation of the ANC with Bantustan leaders"~ that was supposed to

bring about the patriotic front of all blacks, has created new animosities

and potential fragmentation. The two strongest Bantustans, Kwa Zulu

and Bophutatswana, now resist being drawn into an ANC led alliance of

a centralized state, mnstead însisting on federal solutions or even potential

secessîon.

The violent struggle for territorial control of townships, squatter

camps and hostels soon entered the even more vulnerable factory floor.

Mainly through the explicit political stance which COSATU took, the

formerly integrated union movement became fragmented and labour

relations heavily politicîzed. Conflicts on the shop floor emerged as the

consequence of Inkatha's founding of the new union UWUSA. It was

applauded and backed by short- sighted employers, responding to

COSATU's backing of sanctions. Elijah Barayi, the president of

COSATU, promised at a mass rally in Durban in November 1985 "to

bury" Buthelezi. In retrospect, even COSATU activists consider this

declaration of war a serious political error. Jeremy Baskin (1991), one

time national coordinator of COSATU, now deplores Barayi's speech:

"It gave the impression that COSATU's major aim was to oppose

104 The ANC bas engaged in a mutual courtship flot only with the military rulers of the Transkei

where Mandela, Hani, Mbeki and many other top leaders originate but also with synipathetic

smaller Bantustans like Kwa Ndebele and Venda. '/enda's military chief addressed an MK

conference in August 1991 at the local university to wild cheers front former guerrillas now in

seareh of jobs and recognition. Transkei's Holomisa is frequently flaunted as the possible future

Defence Minister.
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Buthelezi and the homeland system. lis speech ignored the tesson leamnt
by Natal unionists over the years: winning workers in the region to
progressive positions was achieved by hard organizational work and flot
by attacks on Buthelezi."

The Inkatha perception of being under siege was heightened by the
ANC-COSATU decision to elevate the Natal regional violence into a
national issue in July 1990. National marches and stayaways were
supposed to demonstrate that Inkatha was not a national force, that it
could be sidelined in the forthcoming negotiations and Buthelezi could
be "buried politically." This strategy, in the perception of Inkatha, put the
onus on it to demonstrate its clout on the Rand as well. The migrants in
the hostels became the obvîous force to be mobilized. If the ANC was
going to demonstrate the irrelevance of a rival, Inkatha was going to
show its relevance through ferocîous impis. Isolated hostel dwellers who
were looked down upon by the ANC youths in the townships were ready
to teach them a lesson, although both segments of the urban proletariat
had coexisted side by side for decades. With the exception of clashes
between residents and migrants during the Soweto upheaval in 1976-
which were largely instigated by the police-tribal cleavages had hardly
played a role in the multi-ethnic townships before.

In fact, Zulu origins characterize many township residents, including
the majority in Soweto. Migrants of both Zulu and Xhosa origin Iived in
shabby hostels and backyards. Attacking Zulu impis would be unable to
distinguish township residents according to ethnicity. But with the hos-
tels labelled "Zulu" and the townships "Xhosa and ANC," an ideological
conflict and socioeconomic cleavage became transformed into a tribal
war. The transformation was triggered by the ill-advised ANC strategy
to isolate Inkatha rather than include it in the broad anti-Apartheid
alliance. Former Inkatha general secretary Oscar Dhlomo (Sunday Trib-
une, August 26, 1990) rightly concluded from his independent insider
perspective: "Buthelezi has skillfully utilized ANC blunders to his ad-
vantage. He is now able to dlaim, thanks to the ANC, that anyone who
demands the dismantling of the Kwa Zulu govemment is challenging flot
only the Zulu nation but also the Zulu King."
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In contrast to the Tembus and other Xhosa clans where the royal house

and paramount chiefs play a more titular role, the Zulu King is a more

high-profile, albeit politically symbolie figure for his people. The King

is supposed to stand above politics and act as a unifying symbol to whom

aIl Zulus, regardless of ideology, owe allegiance. Zulu-speakers have

only one King. In reality the current King, Goodwill Zwelithini, a

nephew of Buthelezi, is strongly aligned with the Inkatha position. This

bestows on Inkatha tribal legitimacy beyond that of a mere political

party, but it also undermines the authority of the King and contributes to

Zulu disunity. Although the Natal violence is clearly between Zulus, any

violence anywhere acquires a tribal connotation as soon as the chiefs,

indunas, sangomas and shacklords present it as a legitimate defence of a

traditional order. Their large clientele has little option other than to fali

in lne.

Once the mutual hostility is labelled in tribal terms, the leaders

reinforce this perception because it broadens their constituency. "I want

to make it quite clear that ANC attacks are not only attacks agamnst

Inkatha," said Buthelezi (Guardian Weekly, 12/5/91) at a rally in Bakkers-

dal. "They are attacks against Zulu people just because they are Zulu."

Inter-generational and Urban-rural Cleavages

Traditional Zulus with a reconstructed memory of a pre-colonial

independent kingdom find the rejection and denial of this identity by the

young comrades deeply offensive. In the perceptions of traditional Zulu

leaders, an established cultural hierarchy is threatened. Thus King Good-

will Zwelithini complained: "Everything Zulu is being ridiculed. Our

cultures are now being tom apart... .the Hiobane violence was triggered

off by Cosatu members who stated that when Dr. Nelson Mandela was

released, my uncle the Chief Mînister (Buthelezi) and 1 would be his

cook and waiter respectively" (Front File, September 1990). The aristo-

cratic leader perceives his traditional constituency withering away and

invokes resistance in the name of history: the King told Zulu chiefs at a

meeting in Ulundi that their ancestors would tum in their graves if they

saw the extent to which the strapping Amnakhosi (elite corps) and their

warriors were fleeing before ANC children. "The Amakhosi of Kwa
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Zulu must now stand firm because any retreat is the first step towards a
rout" (Front File, September 1990).

The call for cultural revival is heeded because the most deprived
among the Zulu people search for responses to their humiliation. An
escape into a mythical past of pride and success in battle provides the
dignity and identity that most of the hostel dwellers and unemployed
migrants have lacked. In this predicament, tribal identification carries
with it a badge of honour. Only those with a more secure identity of a
different kind consider the tribal collective a badge of shame.

In this sense, the political violence can only be superficially explained
as an ANC-Inkatha power struggle. To be sure, the threat of isolation by
the emerging NP-ANC Alliance triggered Inkatha to play the tribal card.
But similar frustrations exist among the other side and the conflicts
between youthful ANC supporters and traditionalists among Xhosa
squatters follow a similar pattern.

In Cape Town, a vicious war between two rival black taxi organiza-
tions reflected the conflict between two patronage groups, both claiming
allegiance to the ANC. The heightened competition for scarce ranks and
an outdated permit system that favoured newcomers over old-timers
represented a local variation of clientelism among a deprived Xhosa
group, as had been played out among Zulu-speakers in Natal many times
before. Members of the older taxi association, Lagunya, who were
confined to intra-township routes, wanted their share of the more lucra-
tive city traffic which the newer Webta association had pirated and
monopolized. The long-simmering conflict has cost several dozen lives,
including that of the widely respected civic leader Michael Mapongwana
who was assassinationed, as well as R 2m damage, and reflected the
resentment of old-time residents and their civic organizations towards
more recently arrived "outsiders," linked to the competing patronage
system of town councillors in the expanding Khayelitsha shack settle-
ments. Police partiality toward Webta drivers in their violent battle
against the established civics further inflamed the conflict resulting in a
level of mutual distrust that even Cape Town city council-sponsored
mediation and peace efforts could not break. In the final analysis, as
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Tony Karon (DSA, 36) has rightly stressed: "The legacy of Apartheid

has created an urban context in which hundreds of thousands of desper-

ately poor people compete for the allocation of scarce resources." It is

this source, not tribal animosity or political ideology, that causes deep

rifts and violence among the deprived. Another example in a somewhat

different area illustrates a similar outcome.

In April 1991 residents of Katlehong squatter camps clashed when

people from Holomisa Park attacked inhabitants of Mandela Park, both

strongholds of the ANC. At the centre of the dispute were stolen portable

toilets which the Mandela Park squatters tried to reclaim from the other

side. Long established Mandela Park, with running water and roads,

houses an ethnically mixed community which was accused by the

homogeneous Pondo settlement of harbouring hostile Zulus. While all

squatters had lived in peace before, heightened competition over these

facilities quickly turned into tribal suspicions. The ANC's Chris Hani

barely succeeded in calming the residents by reminding the crowd that

the ANC was a home for all ethnic groups. Rival political strategies

though heighten the intra-communal frustrations.

At the Mandelaville squatter camp near Bekkersdal, youth belonging

to the ANC-aligned Bekkersdal youth congress wanted to stop pupils in

the area from writing end-of-year examinations in December 1990.

Pupils under the leadership of the Azapo-aligned Azanian Student's

Movement and the Azanian Youth Organisation resisted the move and

the fighting that ensued left a trail of death and destruction (Star,

20/12/90). Strikes and mass protests that are often enforced through

intimidation by overzealous youth constitute a regular trigger of counter-

violence. Not only has the leadership on all sides lost control over some

local segments that act in their name, gangster-elements exploit the

insecurity and political confusion. The killing of 37 mourners at the

wake of a murdered ANC leader in Sebokeng in January 1991 had its

origins in a dispute between the ANC and a local gang over its rape, theft

and murder spree. When the local ANC chairman, Christoffel Nan-

galembe attempted to stop the gang terror and reported the AK-47 rifles

of the gang to the police, he was kidnapped and strangled to death by the

local gangsters. Despite requests by the organizers of the wake for police
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protection of the moumners, the police failed to provide it. Accusations of
police connîvance with the gang in the massacre of the ANC activists are
widely believed in the township.

The predominant urban black identity emerged out of a mixture of
traditional elements of 'rural customs, the street wisdom of survival in the
townships and in the modem workplace, and consumnerist aspirations
that are not different from any secularized Western society. This neo-tra-
ditional identity defines itself in sharp contrast to the rural inhabîtants
and migrants who are considered illiterate, unsophisticated country
bumpkins. In the status-hierarchy of the townships, the people with rural
ties are often looked down upon as ignorant ancestor-worshippers who
don 't speak English and practîse a social life of tribalism and witchcraft,
compared with the politicized individualism of the cîties. The denial of
ethnicity among urban blacks reflects not only previous govemmuent
attempts to manipulate ethnic differences but also rejection of most
cultural traditions. 'Me township identity was reinforced in its attitudes
by an arrogant predilection to associate rural customs with false con-
sciousness.

The ANC ethos embodies the urban views of those who have left
trîbalism behind. They dress in suits and ties on ahl occasions, and at the
most display tribal traditions as ceremonial events wîth amused smugness
in much the same way as Westemers enjoy folk dances. The ANC's
internationalism and cosmopolitan universalism limits its appeal to the
traditional Afican. rural population. For many of them, the ANC appears
as an elitist urban grup whose leadership speaks English and looks
down upon the ethnic customs of the peasants.

Many people in the rural communities and the migrant hostels deeply
resent the political activism of the urban-based youth. It challenges a
traditional order in which children obeyed and politics was left to the
elders. On the other hand, the youth accuses the parents of having
compromised themselves with the system. The older generation views
the youthful activism as ungratefulness and wasteful of educational
opportunities for which the parents sacrificed so much. This generational
conflict has tom apart many faifies and pitted communities against
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each other, particularly in the semi-urban settlements surrounding Pieter-

maritzburg where the squeezed rural lifestyle and the urban values

directly clash under conditions of great impoverishment.

ilere youthful. activism also has greater space because the area, like

the Durban townships of Lamontville and Chesterville, have tradition-

ally been freehold settiements flot under the junisdiction of the Kwa Zulu

Bantustan authorities. Their potential incorporation into Kwa Zulu was

particularly resented in the 1980s. In contrast to black life in Johannes-

burg or Cape Town, Kwa Zulu reaches night into the suburbs of Durban.

Rural and urban life interface with one another in Natal. Since Kwa Zulu

neyer applied influx control measures, unplanned squatting on the out-

skirts of the city was common, while the rural newcomers found a much

more regulated and also planned environment in Cape Town or Johan-

nesburg. Furthermore, in Natal the failure of employers to hire Africans

as supervisors; and miýddle-managers impeded African upward mobility.

The late conquest of Natal compared with other parts of South Africa

meant that the traditional economy remains more intact than elsewhere.

Although the majority of homesteaders in rural Zululand are dependent

on remittances fromn migrants in Johannesburg, fewer faniilies have

moved out permanently and the majority of migrants consider the rural

area their home to which they periodically retumn and plan to retire.

Together with the reconstructed and mobilized memory of more success-

fully organized resistance against colonial conquest under powerful

kings, a more traditional, way of life has survived among segments of

Zulu-speakers. Both their self-defmnition as proud warriors as well as

their objective differentiation in attitudes and geographical movements

form the background to the clashes in the cities.

Isolated Migrants in Single-Men Hostels

The single-men migrant hostels on the Rand, with the majority of

their inhabitants Zulus, provided the ideal reservoir of resentment. It

could be easily disturbed by the insensitive strategies of the antagonists

in a changed political constellation.
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The violence in Alexandra provides a good examnple of defensive
aggression in which close to a hundred people lost their lives. The riots
started after a first ground-breaking accord was signed between the
Transvaal Provincial Administration and the ANC controlled Alexandra
Civic Organisation. The agreement amounted to a local model of what
had yet to be negotiated at the national level: phasing out of the black
counicil that was widely considered to consist of corrupt collaborators,
and the placing of township land on the Far East Rand under the control
of ANC-aligned civic organizations in collaboration with the surround-
ing white areas. To aIl intents and purposes, the accord represented an
ANC victory over the traditionalists who under Alex "Mayor" Prince
Mokoena controlled Alexandria before. His office had been occupied for
several weeks by community activists who put up posters declaring
"Away with Mokoena--out of our hostels." Many counicillors had been
killed or driven from office during the ANC campaign to render the
townships ungovemnable. Many remaining councillors, therefore, aligned
themselves with Inkatha for protection.

Like the councillors, the hostel dwellers too could justifiably expect
to be driven out of Alexandria, although the Civics denied such inten-
tions. However, since the accord provided for the "upgrading and possî-
ble conversion" of the hostels, the perception easily spread that the
hostels were to be demolished. The political power struggle became
ethnicized when the besieged Mokoena mobilized the hostel dwellers
with the slogan that the other residents "are undermining the Zulus."

The migrants, at the bottom of the social hierarchy, not surprisingly
find solace from their material and symbolic deprivation in their identi-
fication with a mythical Zulu pride and fighting spirit. Humiliated by the
better off township residents, and involved in frequent sexual rivairies,
the single men felt their very homes and existence threatened. Although
the Civics dlaim, that they always consulted the hostels in alI negotia-
tions, such consultation clearly did not forge any bond or political
loyalty. Il' On the contrary, the promise of better housing for families was

105 Steven Friedman (WU, May 10-16, 1991) had astutely pointed that the weIl-intentioned
"phasing out" of the hostels niay weIl trigger greater violence, as long as the hostel dwellers are
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perceived as abolishing the last foothold of the illiterate migrants in the

city, many of whom do flot want their rural wives and children to stay

with them under current conditions. Yet they had attached meaning to

their own deprivation. The Weekly Mail (March 22-27, 1991) observes:

"The stench-ridden 'single-mens' hostel, built decades ago for migrants

labouning in the factories and homes of Johannesburg but with no legal

right to bring their familles to the city, resembles a prison. Yet it is home

to these men and their loyalty to such a place is surprising."

Into this volatile mixture, the "third force" added fuel. Leaflets with

the ANC logo and written in Zulu appeared, demanding that Zulu people

be evicted from. Johannesburg. The leaflets were clearly the work of a

third force mntent on inflaming animositiesYx' Tragically, instead of

issuing counterstatements or sending Zulu emissaries mnto the hostels to

explamn the ANC position, the ANC simply ignored the leaflets. It was

one more missed attempt to communicate with a segment that felt further

marginalized when their fragile foothold in a hostile environent be-
came threatened.

The sense of social isolation by the migrants was reinforced by trends

in union politics. Eddie Webster (Business Day, 2/8/91) in his inaugural

lecture as Professor of Sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand

has pointed to the trend in which union leaders are increasingly drawn

from the better educated and more skilled urban-based stratumn. Simul-

taneously, union leaders have also involved themselves more in national

flot part of the agreement. In the authoritarian fashion typical of previous regimes, the

govemment-ANC-Civics accord on the upgrading of the hostels was concluded without anyone

asking the inmates "whether they wanted the hostels to be phased out," according to Friedman.

106 The ploy of forged leaflets has been extensively used by secret agencies at different times and

locations to fan intercommunal antagonism or to discredit activist groups. For example, in early

1990 pamphlets distributed widely in Natal maintained that Indian women carried an antidote to

AIDS. Mandela repeatedly denounced this pemniclous cail for racial tape. Port Elizabeth seems

to have been the centre of fomenting anti-ANC sentiment during the 1980s when forged UDF

and COSATU leaflets functioned as "agents provocateurs," for example by demanding financial

contributions to the struggle from each household. Usually, the products could be easily identifed

by the false "struggle-Ianguage" they attempted to imitate. Over timte, however, the produets of

the hatemongers became ever more sophisticated and successful.
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politics. The sectional interests of rank and file members have been
sacrificed to the overall demands of a national agenda. Among the
obvious victims of this professionalization were the shop-floor repre-
sentatives of the migrant underclass. Webster concludes: "Indeed, the
failure of unions to address hostel-dwellers' grievances has contributed
to the feeling of alienation among many and made them an ethnic
constituency more easily mobilized by Inkatha's labour wing, Uwusa."

At about the same time, the Inkatha leadership also felt strongly
besieged by a prospective ANC-National Party deal. In response to the
ANC labelling of Inkatha as a "minor party," and both the govemment
and the ANC referring to themselves as "senior players," the Inkatha
leader bluntly warned de Klerk at the opening of the Kwa Zulu Legisla-
tive Assembly that Inkatha would "tear down piece by piece and trample
on" any future that the NP and the ANC were to design in a private
arrangement. In this respect the political violence in the Transvaal
benefitted Inkatha by demonstrating the national scope of the party. The
defensive aggression need not have been orchestrated from above, as the
ANC asserts, given the enmity on the ground. However, it weakened the
ANC and gave Inkatha the profile the party could not expect from
elections.

The fury and irrationality with which gangs of hostel dwellers lash out
indiscriminately against train passengers and other symbols of their
anxiety can only be understood in this context of isolation. The magic
rituals among the combatants in Natal, the fact that many could not even
identify the cause or the name of the leader for whom they were fighting,
points to symbolic compensations for depths of powerlessness that can
readily be exploited by the strongmen on each side.

During the battles in Natal both sides "press-ganged" youth into the
fighting. In some areas, each household was required to pay 10 Rand for
"equipment," a euphemism for weapons and muti. "People's courts"
implement the "call-ups" and war taxes with 100 lashes for offenders.
On both sides elements of traditional superstition motivate the combat-
ants.
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Before we go into the fighting, some people at the houses near the
battlefield stand outside with buckets of water and muti. They dip a broom
into the mixture and sprinkle it over us as we run past. If you want extra
protection, you can also go to an inyanga, but that costs more. Comrades
believe the muti will stop the bullets from hitting themn and will give them
courage. (Carmel Rickard, "When you see the enemy's shacks blaze, you
can't help feeling good," Weekly Mail, February 23, 1990, p. 3)

The same "comrade" describes one of the enemies who was shot and

tried to run away but fell and was stabbed. Then someone cut off his

genitals and took themn away.

Mutilations are reported in many communal conflicts. People are flot

just killed in Yugoslavia or Azerbaijan but in addition are often grossly

disfigured. 'Mis unexplained practice points perhaps to deep-seated

feelings of emnasculation. It bas yet to be satisfactorily explained by

psychological insights which are usually neglected in favour of the focus

on national competition. Through the mutilations the enemy is robbed

not only of his life but of valued qualities which the victor symbolically

appropriates: potency, eyesight, and brains. By possessing vital organs

of the enemy, the victor invokes the magie of invincibility and immor-

tality. The more powerless people are. the more they become obsessed

with the symbols of power. The rituals of protest and the preoccupation

with an imagined armed struggle reveals other dimensions of the same

phenomena.

Chris Hani, the former Chief of Staff of MK, observes that the

suspension of armed activities "bas not been really appreciated by most

of our people," despite its having gained the ANC more international

support and the moral highground. Hami concludes: 'Today we can't

cope with the interest that young people are showing in Umkhonto we

Sizwe." Such attitudes are superficially explained as signs of political

militancy. As with the foot-stamping toyi-toyi and strident war songs

("Kill the Boers"), ritually performed at each rally and only interrupted

wîth repetitious shouts of "Amandla!" (power), both the militant atti-

tudes and the militaristie gestures express something deeper than mere

militancy. Imagined power must substitute for real clout..
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Deep humiliation results in fantasies of power. The more the ill-fated
armed struggle fades into the background after its official suspension,
the more the township youth wants to resurrect it. A unique expression
of the fantasies of the powerless can be found in the numerous imitations
of homemade guns, sported at rallies. Imaginatively designed and care-
fully assembled like objects of folk art, the MK47s and bazookas are
often grotesquely oversized. Their grim-looking bearers, shouting mar-
tial slogans, resemble the children of other societies who pose on the
tanks of war memorials or play with war toys in order to borrow strength
and conquer their own anxiety.

Clientelism as Secessionism

Leader-follower relationships among the majority of Zulu supporters
of Inkatha are hardly based on ideological identifications but on recipro-
cal instrumental advantages and ethnic symbolic gratifications. Inkatha's
poor and illiterate constituency depends on patronage, handed out by
strong leaders and local power-brokers in return for loyalty, regardless
of the leaders' ideological outlook or ethical behaviour. Past political
powerlessness reinforced the importance of African auxiliaries to whom
the impoverished could turn for protection and favours. When the South
African state decentralized control by letting trusted African clients
police themselves and administer their own poverty, their status and
actual importance were further strengthened. Thus emerged a classical
system of clientelism and patrimony. Clientelism flourishes in condi-
tions of inequality, where marginalized groups depend on patronage
networks for survival, or at least for small improvements. It is the
exclusive control of scarce goods (permits, houses, civil service posi-
tions, etc.) that give patrons their power. This clientelism thrives with
rightlessness.

Once equal citizenship, however, gives formal access to basic goods
to all, and all are entitled to equal treatment, the monopoly of patrons has
been undermined. Hence, democratic equality that allows claims to be
made through formal channels preempts the dependence on informal
patronage. If the police, for example, act impartially, there is no need to
be protected by a warlord. If people acquire confidence in the law, they
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need not rely on vigilantes. If justice is done through impartial courts, it

need not be sought through private vendettas.

However, as long as comrades attack the police as agents of a hostile

system, the police will hardly act impartially. In as much as town

councillors are forcefully driven from office, they will seek protection

from wherever they can find it. As long as "collaborators" are stigma-

tized and their houses are destroyed in the name of the people's anger, it

is highly unlikely that a coalition for reconstruction will emerge. Contin-

ued violent confrontation will be the outcome. Instead of denouncing the

local notables as enemies to be replaced with their own, the civic

organization would be much wiser to engage and coopt them, if they are

interested in accommodation. This applies both at the local and national

level.

There are two common objections to such a policy of reconciliation

with regard to Inkatha: (1) that the support of Inkatha is so low that the

movement can be ignored, pre-empted or even eliminated, (2) that the

price demanded for incorporation by Buthelezi is too high and, therefore,

continued exclusion is preferable.

Against the first argument Lawrence Schlemmer (1991:7-10) has

pointed out that conflict resolution has to take not only size and scope

but also intensity of interests into account. "The intensity of the IFP's

[Inkatha Freedom Party's] interaction in the political process has clearly

signalled the potential costs of excluding it, or reducing its leverage in

negotiations." From a moral point, this position can be interpreted as

yielding to violence. From a pragmatic perspective, however, there is

little choice if greater damage is to be avoided. Weighing the costs of

continued confrontation against the potential benefit of peaceful compe-

tition through compromise amounts to a political calculation that sepa-

rates ideologues from pragmatists.

It remains to be seen whether equality before the law and new

life-chances for the formerly disenfranchized will pre-empt clientelism

and the quest for ethnic separateness. It may be easier to achieve with

regard to Inkatha's constituency than with regard to the separatism of the
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white right-wing. Observers remain sceptical, even with Inkatha. Sun-
day Times (8/9/91) editor Ken Owen notes that a relatively autonomous
Natal in a federal structure might be a cooperative partner in a greater
South Africa, "while a Kwazulu forcibly incorporated in a structure
controlled by its bitterest enemies, might become as indigestible as the
IRA in Britain, or the Turks in Cypress, or the Basques." Buthelezi too
has threatened that the civil wars in Angola and Mozambique could pale
in comparison with the future destructive upheavals in South Africa. The
ANC, on the other hand, is not inclined to heed such predictions and
would rather risk a repetition of Biafra than compromise on the relative
centralization of political power or bend towards recognition of Zulu
claims. This sets the New South Africa on a collision course not only
with Inkatha but the Boerestaat advocates as well.

In order to avoid such possible civil war scenarios, it may be worth-
while to consider a valuable suggestion by the American moral philoso-
pher Allen Buchanan (1991) who has argued the moral right to secede
by any group in any state. Such a right to secede could be constitutionally
recognized and specified (referendum, qualified majority support, treat-
ment of minorities). A constitutionally entrenched right to secede under
regulated conditions and international arbitration would spare any coun-
try the civil disorder in the wake of a political divorce or the forceful
retention of an unwilling partner. Buchanan (1991:161), who considers
even the discussion of the constitutional right to secede too divisive in
the present South African climate, nonetheless concludes: "If non-Zulus
are unwilling to adopt constitutional measures that would add further
power to the numerical superiority that Zulus already enjoy, the only
possibility for a peaceful solution may be Zulu secession." However,
Buchanan overlooks the fact that there would be strong opposition from
a large section of the Zulu-speakers themselves. This is one of the
differences between the repressed independence movements in Eastern
Europe and the Apartheid-encouraged Bantustan sovereignties.

Although it has hardly been discussed in South Africa, it may be
timely to consider a secession clause in the new South African constitu-
tion in the light of recent experiences in Eastern Europe. A serious
discussion of the right to secede would also constitute the necessary
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mncentive to bring the potential secessionist parties mnto the constitutional
negotiations.
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VI. THE WHITE RIGHT..WING: THE OPTION 0F SECESSION,
CIVIL WAR AND SOCIAL DISINTEGRATION

Ideologically, the black and white ethnie fundamentalists mirror each
other in their intransigence to compromise, their advocacy of confronta-
tion and their single-mindedness. 'Me difference lies in the relative
strength and military capacity of each camp. While only a small portion
of blacks currently support fundamentalist views, a third of the white
electorate would vote for parties on the right of the ruling Nationalists.
Moreover, the white right-wing is overrepresented in the police and
security establishment. This segment is well trained and armed. It is able
to cause serious violence and disruptions of the ongoing accommodation
as numerous bombings and shootings have proven. Individuals on the
white right-wing have also tended towards "representative violence," the
randomn targeting of outgroup members which has been rare among
black political activists.

The white ultra-right, however, is unlikely to provoke a military
takeover under present conditions. Even if such a seizure of power were
to take place during a civil war situation, the right-wing alone could not
govern the country. This distinguishes South Africa from Latin Ameni-
can states where military juntas could count on domestic financial
endorsement and influential international support; in the South African
case they could counit on determined opposition. The hope of the ultra-
right, despite its martial rhetoric, lies not in a take-over but in secession
from an increasingly integrated, nonracial state.

A minority of conservatives are drawn to the vision of an independent
Boerestaat for reasons of ideological commitmnent to Afrikaner self-de-
termination while the majority of whites who have joined the right-wing
did so out of anxiety about an uncertain future. The economic recession
has swelled this segment. The tangible rewards of a booming nonracial
state, if only it could be allowed to boom, would substantially reduce this
fear. It is generally recognized that the white right-wing represents the
downwardly mobile sections of the group: white mine workers, farmers
depnived of previous state subsidies, and the lower echelons of the
Afrikaner civil service, who are very concerned about Africanization.
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Although political attitudes and identities cannet ini general be crudely

reduced to material considerations, a strong correlation between socio-

economnic conditions and political outlook remains most striking in

South Africa.

The white segment is intemnally more stratified than is commonly

realized. Although the white working class has consistently shrunk, due

to state patronage, about 20 percent of urban aduit whites stili have a net

worth of under R 10,000 ($4,000). Over haif the white population owns net

assets of under R 100,000 ($40,000), 6 percent over R500,000 ($200,000)

and 1.7 percent are considered rand millionaires.117

There are différent versions of a white homneland on which their

respective supporters cannot agree. It is this disagreement which not

only has split the right-wing but paralysed the concept politically.

In the late seventies the son of Hendrik Verwoerd set up the "Orange

Werkers Unie" in search of a growth point for a white homeland. lis

choice of Morgenzon, a nondescript hamiet in the Eastern Transvaal,

proved unattractive to ail but 20 families who moved and bought land in

the town. These odd inhabitants, surrounded by 6,000 blacks, insist that

they will not employ black labour and become dependent on "outsiders."

The Boerestaat Party~ of Robert van Tonder strives to revive the

traditional Boerrepublics in the Transvaal and Orange Free State, but

rejects the notion of a white homeland as racist. Just as Zionists asked

for the ancient Jewish state to be reinstated without excluding ail Arab

inhabitants, according to van Tonder, so the Boerestaat will coexist with

a black majority in its midst. But by dividing these biacks into différent

107 The figures seem to support the argument that even if this private wealth of 13 percent of the

population were to be equally shared amnong the total population, it would still be insufficient tu

make any great material difference in the living standards of the impoverished 30 millions. On

the other hand, it must not bc forgotten that South Africa bas one of the most skewed income

distributions in the world (Gini coefficient 0.68). Stellenbosch economist Servaas van den Bergh

(EPSO Occasional Paper No. 3) has pointed out that if recorded incoine were distributed as it is

in the Ulnited States "the income of the pooreat 15 million people in South Africa (40 percent of

the population) would be about 70 percent higher than it is."
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nations, the Afrikaners will stili be in the majority. In this definition of
the ruling group, even Cape Afrikaners who did flot go on the Great Trek
are excluded, as are of course English-speaking whites. According to
Piet 'Skier' Rudoipli, the Free State, Transvaal and Northern Natal are
stili part and parcel of the Boerevolk. He equates the Boere dlaima for
land with the dispossessed black community's demands for land restitu-
tion. The Boere homelands then would form a loose federation for
economic cooperation with the rest of South Africa.'08

Carel Boshoff, the head of the Afrikanervolkswag, presents the more
sophisticated and pragmatic version of the nationalist territorial dream.
He considers it unrealistic to move or domiùnate millions of people
agamnst their will. Instead, he looks for an area with low population
density as well as great development potential, "where a new settiement
can be developed, and where new high technology can be placed, and
where a country, a republic, a state can develop in time." Boshoff's most
recent map identifies an area along the Orange river in the North Eastern
Cape and Southern Nambia as the future Boerestaat.

The Conservative Party itself lias also begun drawing up boundaries
for a white state. It lias informally dropped its former position that the
whole of Apartheid-South Africa should be restored to white rule. For
the Conservative Party, a minimal homeland would include the Western
Transvaal, including Pretoria, the Orange Free State Province and the
Northern Cape Province. Since this conservative heartland is inter-
spersed with "black spots," influential white conservatives seek an
alliance with the black conservative Mangope of the Bophutatswana
Bantustan who is equally opposed to the ANC hegemony. This seces-
sionist coalition in the name of national seif-determination may well
înclude Buthelezi's Kwa Zulu territory.

The Conservative Party is deeply split on whether such a plan sliould
be negotiated with other parties and whether the conservatives should,

108 Due to his weapon thets, subsequent underground activities and imprisonment, the militant
Rudolph assumned aImost a Mandela-Jike mythical mile amnong sectors of the far rîght for a while.
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therefore, participate in the ongoing all-party talks. The party is in

danger of being marginalized by its boycott polities. Its hope to gain

power through another white-only election is increasingly exposed as a

fiction despite a string of vîctories in by-elections. In the meantime, the

militarization on its fringes continues.

The decisive defeat of the conservatives in the March 17, 1992
referendum and the preceding wavering of whether to boycott or partici-

pate in the referendum, has further exacerbated cleavages between

conservative moderates and hardliners. On the one hand the referendum

alliance of the respectable "party conservatives" with the neo-fascists,

has discredited ail conservative politics in the eyes of the majorîty of

Afrikaners. Evert on the right, political-legal strategies to achieve Boere

seif-determination are more popular than the violent antics of the AWB

affiliated associations. The street theatre of these groups has been vastly

overrated ini the media reporting.' On the other hand, the marginalized,

violence-prone ideologues could cause even more disruption through

economic and industrial action than through direct violence. Evert a

powerful ANC-NP government would be powerless against the sabotage

of the gold mines where the majority of the white miners show AWB

sympathies. It is already established that "white miners are playing a

significant role in supplying explosive toi the far right" (Africa Confiden-
tial, March 20, 1992) which was used in the bombing of a few newly-in-

tegrated white schools. A new govemment is likely to be saddled with

the difficult task of controlling high-publicity terrorism of the Basque

type, unless these elements can be pacified with some kind of Afrikaner
state.

The militants of neo-fascist groups, like the AWB, accuse the Conser-

vative Party of "giving our country away" for a parliamentary salary. The

CP members of parliament rejected cails to, resign and thereby force

109 This went to the extent that almost ail pundits predicted an uncertain outcomne of die referendumn,

with the New York Tirnes (March 16, 1992) for exaniple forecasting a resuit "too close ta cail."

Even the Johannesburg Weekly Mail participated in painting the doomnsday scenarios of bath the

English and Afrikaans press. Its beneficial effect was the voters' mobilization ta the extent that

an unprecedented 85 percent tumned in their ballot.
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country-wide by-elections that would have demonstrated the decline of
white support for the govermnent. In Terre'Blanche's view this would be
"the last chance" before 'Tambo's communises staff the black revolu-
tion." Others in this group now openly declare: "The time for voting
polities is over-it îs 110w time for bullet polities" (Cape Times, 1/3/90).

The Conservative Party deplores the violence associated with the
AWB and likes to project an image of respectability. However it also
emphasizes its ideological affinity. CP leader Treumicht declared: "What
we have in common with the AWB is that we belong to the same people,
speak the same language, have the same opponents and enemies and the
same ideals to have our own fatherland govemed by our own people"
(Cape Times, R118191). Despite the contempt that the leaders of each
faction express for the other's style, the AWB can be considered the
armed wing of the CP. What the one party tries to achieve through legal
and institutional means, the other complements through extra-parlia-
mentary threats and military mobilization for the coming "volks war."

Martial rhetoric by the ultra-right usually receives the loudest ap-
plause and foot-stamping at rallies where many wear Khaki uniformns
with the red, black and white swastika-like insignia. Referring to the
Conservative Party's bid to gather one million signatures in support of
its campaign against reforms, Terre'Blanche says: "The AWB does not
want one million signatures, it wants one million guns." Other speakers
emphasize that cherished symbols-such as Pretoria, the city of Boer
republic leader Paul Kruger-would be taken only "over our dead
bodies" while defending itself against its "third siege."

kronically, the right-wing now demands the abolition of the very
security legistation that it once advocated, particularly Section 29 of the
Intemal Security Act. This Act, argues Eugene Terre'Blanche, had been
introduced by former Prime Minister Vorster for the purpose of destroy-
ing communism. "However, since the government has now made friends
with the communiss .. dthe Act 15 110w being used in the most cruel
fashion to lock up, without any access to law, Boer freedomn fighters"
(BBC Monitoring Report, 18/12/90).
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A future ANC-NP govemment clearly faces the prospects of either a)
accommodating the right-wing separatists, at least symbolically in some
more or less autonomous territory, or b) repressing a substantial section
of a hostile population group and thereby becoming itself undemocratic,
or c) being destabilized by an uncooperative civil service and suffering
sabotage in the strategically stili crucial productive sectors in agriculture
and mining. It would, therefore, seem wise to make all and any possible
efforts to draw at least some sectors of conservatives mnto the ongoing
negotiations, although the ANC will have great difficulty in ever accept-
ing the legitimacy of secessionist dlaims.

In conclusion, the uniform demonization of all political activity on
the right of the National Party in the SA English-language press and
foreign media needs to be corrected with a much more nuanced view of
conservative motivations and behaviour. Not all right-wingers are the
swastika-waving fascists who form what is really a vociferous mmiority
among many more honourable ideologues and plainly fearful voters in
feudal rural settings or declining mining towns. Liberal editor Denis
Becket"'~ bas dramatically illuminated the conservative spectrum: 'Yet
for every rightist who breaks up a black picnic, ten anguish over their
role in Africa. For every barfly telling Kaffir-jokes, there 's a plous
householder praying for guidance. For every Terre'Blanche rattling
sabers there's a Boshoff seeking good neighbours through good fences.
For every CP farmer who donders his labourers, twenty deliver their
babies." Neither South African liberals nor the ANC, let alone Western
policymakers, have yet engaged these anxiety-ridden ideologues, as
unipalatable as dûis may be for anti-racist tastes.

As the moderate middle ground-the ANC and the National Party-
explore their common interests and draw closer together-the extremes
on the white right and black left step up their rhetoric or even their
physical attacks. In lis intriguing analysis Donald Horowitz (1991)
views this dynamnic of pressure from the flanks as the best guarantee for
the fragile centre to hold. Yet the possibility of a Iow level civil war

110 Denis Becket, "Leading the Right to Reason," Die Suid-Afrikaan, October/November 199 1.
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cannot be ruled out. The right-wing may flot win a war, but they could
certainly start one. In a less frightening but stili alarming scenario, even
if the ultra-conservatives are unsuccessful in preventing a seutiement
between the ANC and the N'P, they can prolong the uncertainty and
mutual recrimination. Already the government is using the symbolîc
existence of MK as an excuse that it cannot ban private armies and
disarm the right-wing. By pointing to 'the threat from the right', the
govemment stengthens its negotiating position. Even if it did not insti-
gate the "third force" violence among blacks, as many critics charge,
Pretoria has benefitted from the weakening of the ANC forces. Thus the
right-wing can also succeed by causing friction at the centre and under-
mining successful negotiations, just as settiements have been prevented
in Northemn Ireland or presently in Israel.

In practical termns, the white right-wing can only be controlled by the
white centre, and ultra-conservative Afrikaners by more reformist Afri-
kaners. If this is to be a relatively nonviolent process, the centre's
legitimacy is crucial for carrying the right-wing along. As long as the
transition is managed with white majority electoral support and consti-
tutional legality is maintained, the right-wing mnsurrectionists place
themselves outside the "law and order" that they themselves fetishize.
Therefore, the ANC has to allow the NP forces its posture of legal
respectability, rather than push the party into a perception of surrender.
Indeed, as many commentators have pointed out, if an NP-ANC solution
were to be foisted on a defiant white majority, the ground would have
been laid for a costly long-term IRA-type destabilization. The paradox
of the South African power equation is that both sides can prevent the
other from exercising power. Therefore, neither side can mile alone
peacefully without taking the vital mnterests of the antagonists seriously.
The alternative is violence without victory which only the most rigid
ideologues prefer over accommodation.

A ssessing the pessimistic scenario: Lebanon or Peru?

Against the optimistic scenario of a social-democratic compact with
renewed high economic growth stand many well-documented pessimis-
tic predictions of likely social disintegration. Authors in this school do
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flot doubt the goodwill of the leadership on ail sides to reach an accord
quickly, but question their ability to enforce it agamnst overwhelming
objective odds. In addition, some distrust the democratic motives of the
major parties who are said to be interested in a non-racial oligarchy at
best. Editors like Ken Owen dwell on the theme of Afnica reverting to
the bush in the "heart of darkness," while Barber (Cape Times, 24/4/90)
wamns of the white establishment "sliding into functional cahoots with
the ANC and its totalitarian project." The National Party is inclined to
adopt this route, it is argued, because it strives for extemnal recognition,
and that can only be won with ANC connivance. Both the National Party
and ANC want order above the law. A future division of control with the
National Party holding the right-wing in check, and the ANC disciplin-
mng the townships under an authoritarian leadership is thought to be
looming. Negotiations would mainly be about zones of influence and
hegemony. The National Party must only ensure that the relinquished
share of power does not threaten its own privileges. In Barber's night-
mare: "A one-party state condoned by a specially protected white no-
menclature." If right-wing anxiety about "a sellout to blacks" represents
one side of white consciousness, the vision of an authoritarian unholy
alliance constitutes the liberal other side of the same coin. Both sides
deplore the moral decay of the ruling group. In Barber's phrase: "The
establishment lacks either the guts or the basic humanity." The scenarios
waver between de Klerk as the South African Gorbachev who loses
control over the process lie mnitiated, or de Klerk and Mandela as joint
dictators.

In this vein, academics Pierre du Toit and Willie Esterhuyse' argue
that both the National Party and the ANC employ hegemonic models of
bargaining. In this view, democratic, inclusive rhetoric only masks the
desire for total control. Negotiafions aim at co-optation or defeat of the
adversary by other means, as well as exclusion of those on the right or
left who reject the new alignment. It is a despairmng assessment.

111 Pierre du Toit and WiIlie Esterhuyse, eds., The Mythmakers: The Ehisive Bargain for South
Africa's Future, Johannesburg: Southem Books, 1990.
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There is little evidence at present that both antagonists would abandon
a negotiated democratic contest, although they both lack a democratic
tradition and have illiberal hardliners in their midst. Even on the assump-
tion that the pessimists are correct and the "regime models" of both
camps-"technocratic liberation" versus "people's power"-allow at
best a non-racial oligarchy, the question remains whether the objective
constellation of power would not constrain the anti-democratic interests.
South African social forces are so diverse and multifacetted that political
legitimacy and economic stability simply cannot be reached by a new
coercive alignment, even if it comprises a numerical majority. The
resulting unrest and instability would defeat the main purpose of the new
pact. Sooner or later a more inclusive and pluralist order would have to
establish wider legitimacy of a polity in which all disruptive forces are
accommodated.

Much more serious economic trends, however, may jeopardize the
democratic recovery of South Africa and lead to social disintegration
beyond the control of politicians. It has become a well-worn cliché to
stress that South Africa sits on a time-bomb of economic frustrations.
Only 125 of the estimated 1,000 people who come on to the job market
daily can be accommodated in the formal economy. The capacity of the
South African economy to absorb new job seekers declined from 73.6
percent of the new entrants in 1970 to 12.5 percent in 1989. The
time-bomb analogy, however, falsely suggests an impending explosion.
The real consequences of the rejected underclass lie in the more invisible
slow societal disintegration, as indicated in rising crime rates, political
violence, family dissolution and a breakdown of the social fabric and
value system under the weight of general misery. An ANC government
is likely to suffer the consequences of its advocacy of sanctions and
ungovemability even more than the sheltered white sector which has
many more options.

A comparison with Lebanon during its 15 year long civil war (1975-
1990), masterfully analyzed in an 800-page comprehensive survey by
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Theo Hanf' J2illustrates the unique South African dilemmas. For South
Africans, an understanding of the Lebanese example is both encouraging
and frightening. Lebanon was primanîly destroyed by outside forces: the
Palestinians, the Israelis, the Syrians, the Iraqis and even the Americans,
ail tried to impose their solution at one time or another on a weak central
state. Unlike Lebanon, South Africa is relatively free from direct outside
interference and sponsorship of competing factions. What has kept
Lebanon together, on the other hand, is the persistence, throughout the
war, of a surprising popular consensus on the unity of the nation, despite
the progressive disintegration of the institutions of the state. "It is not
fanatical masses that prevent a new consensus," Theo Hanf concludes,
"but short-sighted and power-hungry elites." In South Africa, the oppo-
site holds true. Compromising leaders on all sides are constrained by
militant and alienated constituencies.

Hanf demonstrates perceptively that Lebanese society disintegrated at
the top while life below continued with remarkable normality. Children
continued to go to school, water and electricity supplies were not cut off,
the courts and the police, hospitals and fire brigades, banks and garbage
trucks, ail as far as possible provided their usual services under the most
unusual conditions. Within their groups even the political gangsters were
relatively safe from attacks by opponients. 'The militia on the payroll of
feuding warlords behaved like private armies everywhere: ruthless against
enemies from other communities, keen to enrich themsel ves through
extortion, theft and drug-smuggling but also protective of the communi-
ties they came from. The civilian population on all sides of the barricades
suffered from intermittent shellings and devastating car bombs, but they
were not massively debilitated. People across the communal divisions
hated and feared the disruptions of routine-as they demonstrated in
several mass protests-but kept up a remarkable pretence of normality.
Despair expressed itself mainly through emigration.

112 Theo Hanf, Koexistenz irn Krieg: Staatszerfall und Entsiehung einer Nation irn Lihanon,
Munchen: Nomos Verlag, 1990.
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Everyday life on the ground in South Africa's black townships is
qualitatively different. Although far more and more substantial weapons
are available in Beirut than in Soweto or Khayelitsha, lives are much
more at risk in South Africa than in Lebanon. Not only do crime and
simmering political feuds make physical danger more pervasive, but the
psychological impoverishment, the hopelessness and alienation seem
almost worse. If the well-worn sociological concept of anomie can be
applied anywhere, it is in Sebokeng or Edendale. With people dreading
to sleep in their own homes for fear of unprovoked attacks, with 39
mourners blown apart at a funeral by a revenge-seeking gang, with
passengers in commuter trains scrambling out of the windows at the cry
"the Zulus are coming," with groups of girls abducted from a Salvation
Army home and raped, and with the annual murder rate in Cape Town
climbing to 65 per 100,000, as compared to four in Toronto, South Africa
would seem to represent the epitome of normlessness. Random violence
is almost less bearable than more brutal but predictable atrocities.

South African criminologists note the worrying change that pre-
viously non-violent house-breaking and theft have become increasingly
violent. Statistics for rapes and serious assaults climb every year. The
violence, beyond the enforced redistribution by impoverished people,
indicates new levels of aggression and frustration, that are heightened by
unfulfilled fantasies. The general lack of regard for human life reflects a
reaction to disappointed expectations; the long-awaited breakdown of
Apartheid has not changed material living conditions. Indeed, with the
political insecurity and factional violence among competing black par-
ties increasing, the immediate life of many township- and squatter-
dwellers has changed for the worse. Symbolic gratification, provided for
a while by the legalization of political parties and the release of Mandela,
turned into real bitterness and blame of the leaders who promised but
could not deliver.

With the freeing of political shackles, common criminal activity also
found more space. Weapons from sources in Renamo and Umkhonto
entered South Africa more freely. Weapons traffic was facilitated by the
influx of refugees from Mozambique and other strife-torn areas who
thus began to destabilize the initial destabilizers. For the increasing
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number of school dropouts and unemployed youth, there opened a new
field of making a living by trafficking in mandrax tablets, just as the
underclass of North American cities survives on the sale of drugs. Car
hijacking emerged as a lucrative endeavour. When the banks hardened
their security, armed robbers shifted to softer targets such as retail outlets
or private homes. Breeders of bull terriers and Rottweilers cannot cope
with the demand. The booming private security industry fails to deter the
spread of crime just as the over-politicized policing proves ineffective in
prevention. Not only is the "community" inaccessible for a policeforce
that is distrusted as the enemy, but the alienated community makes
self-administered community policing itself a source of strife.

The 1990 annual Institute of Race Relations Survey points out that the
common murder rate is four times higher per capita in South Africa than
it is in the US, that 8,000 people were killed in political violence between
September 1984 and 1990 and about 850 of those were "necklaced."
Despite the ANC disavowal of necklacing after first condoning it under
the rubric of "people's resistance," this barbaric method of dealing with
political opponents continues to be practized, though at a lower rate. In
the meantime, the incidence of political violence attributable to extrem-
ist right-wing organizations has also increased, complementing the le-
galized police brutality referred to in township jargon as "system terror."
The Minister of Law and Order has called his country "a nation of
gangsters." He does not mention that it was chiefly his Party's Apartheid
policies which brutalized the impoverished young. The illegitimacy of
Apartheid institutions made all other social institutions illegitimate.

In the matter of social decay and the life-chances of the majority,
South Africa resembles the Soviet Union more than the Lebanon. The
powerful Afrikaner institutions of the centre still hold the society to-
gether, but conceal the rot at the bottom. As in the repressive era of the
Soviet Union, the South African state thinks that it can best combat crime
through more police deterrence without seriously addressing the under-
lying causes of alienation. The most telling indicators of decay are the
schools. Black schools hold classes but often no teaching goes on there.
Either pupils or teachers are engaged with other priorities. In the rigid
and outdated centrally-administered matriculation tests in 1991, only 39
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percent of black candidates passed, as opposed to approximately 95
percent in the other communities. The low pass rate does not primarily
result from differential expenditures, facilities or teacher qualifications.
Several equally poor black homeland and mission schools achieved or
exceeded the rate of the more privileged minorities. As the ANC-aligned
National Education Crisis Committee self-critically stated, "schools
have been allowed to become battlefields and students were compelled
to find them selves in the forefront of this political violence."

While the pass rates of matriculants of non-African population groups
scored unprecedentedly high grades, the rate for black pupils dropped to
an all-time low. The Sunday Times (January 6, 1991) commented: "The
implications of a massive black failure rate are unrelievedly grim. It will
aggravate youthful rage, incite racial envy, clog educational facilities
and, ultimately, worsen South Africa's real Achilles heel: our desperate
shortage of skills." Stemming from this educational cementing of the
status quo are claims to entitlement which run contrary to the merito-
cratic route to equality. In as much as Afrikaner state patronage has
secured privileged group advances in the past, so African collective
claims understandably advocate restitution and redistribution in the
future. In such an ethnic division of spoils, with differential access to
scarce occupational opportunities, two unequal contenders are inextrica-
bly locked into different justifications of claims. The insistence on
individual ability and achievement on the basis of existing privilege is
countered by the hope that the new political system will deliver the
valued goods and services. This dissensus on the legitimacy of claims
bodes ill for accommodation.

Already a praxis of free entitlement to state-services has spread
widely, and normal administration has broken down. Rents are boy-
cotted, electricity is cut, taxes remain uncollected, emergency calls go
unheeded. Because Apartheid laws and regulations were primarily de-
signed to suppress and control, they have lost all legitimacy even where
they potentially benefit the people. In a state of anomie, paralyzed by the
daily struggle to survive, the majority of the population waits to be
saved. A new black law and order party, not connected to Apartheid
institutions, could make substantial inroads in the townships at the
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expense of the ANC. It is only a matter of time for a black Terre Blanche
to emerge.

Even the acclaimed ANC leadership is increasingly viewed with
suspicion and scepticism. The more it presses on with negotiations and
confidential understandings, the louder the whispers about sell-outs and
the shouts about opportunistic behaviour. At best, many activists see
negotiations as war by other means, designed to culminate in a "transfer
of power." The ANC leadership and retuming exiles make heroic efforts
to coax the grass-roots into line, but even the credibility of the SACP is
strained by its advocacy of "guarantees for the bourgeoisie."

The three-decade-long (1960-1990) ban on liberation movements
reduced the complexities of "the struggle" to ill-understood slogans.
Opposition to collaboration was interpreted as "making the country
ungovernable." Resistance to the government's "Bantu Education" was
intended as "education for liberation," but became the counter-produc-
tive "liberation before education," and ended in the slogan "pass one,
pass all." Schools were proclaimed as "sites of struggles," although
efforts are now underway to restore proper schooling. Where the resis-
tance created counter-institutions to the discredited Apartheid authori-
ties, it often merely compounded the anomie. The unelected "people's
courts" and street committees of the "young lions" often exceeded the
terror of the Apartheid courts. Detention in Pretoria is preferable to being
necklaced in Soweto.

Petty criminals continue to terrorize, traditionalist warlords attempt to
extend their turf, and brutalized comrades retaliate. The political leader-
ship preaches discipline and unity but few heed the calls for reconcili-
ation. South Africa needs to build legitimacy at the top by means of a
constitutional accord, but is in danger of reaching a settlement by elites
on a hollow base. Unlike Lebanon, South Africa needs a "recovery
movement," a collective therapy and moral revival that cannot be de-
creed from above. In Lebanon, an accord by the feuding elites on foreign
military presence was sufficient to end the strife. In South Africa, an
agreement of this kind is crucial, but it won't remedy the underlying
social decay. And even if more houses are built and jobs created in an
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expanding post-Apartheid economy, that won't be enough without some
sort of moral renewal.

In the absence of strong religious communities and traditional fami-
lies disrupted by Apartheid, this renewal can best be built around the
notion of a non-racial democracy. Rather than stressing the need for
unity or allowing the "will of the people"--as if the people had only one
will-the opposition movements should speak up more loudly for the
idea of respect for political opponents. Intimidation of antagonists-and
worse-has a long history on a continent where the practice of "loyal
opposition" hardly exists. Were the ANC to fragment into warring
factions, there would be little hope for such fledgling notions as individ-
ual autonomy, freedom of choice and pluralistic empowerment.

A functioning democracy requires autonomous citizens, civic organi-
zations and a host of disciplining grass-roots institutions, from apolitical
sports clubs to dedicated parents and committed teachers. The demo-
cratic state cannot create the foundations of its survival: it can only
facilitate their emergence. The greater the variety of the civil society, the
better the chances for democracy. Dozens of earnest Afrikaner and ANC
think-tanks must watch that they do not build their sophisticated accords
on shifting sands. Neither side has sufficiently prepared its constituency
for the remarkable speed of the accommodations which its leadership
has been prepared to make. The militant rhetoric is meant to camouflage
all this moderation, but raises expectations which may prove counter-
productive when it comes to selling the inevitably disappointing com-
promise.

With a further decline of the South African economy, an impoverished
township society could conceivably produce a Peruvian scenario. Here
Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path, or known simply by the faithful as the
Communist Party), under a shadowy leader Abimael Guzman, directs a
violent campaign not only against the country's establishment but against
foreign-aid workers, the clergy, and even the urban poor who engage in
self-help relief efforts and co-operative industrial activity. The Maoist
movement with about 5,000 guerrilla followers views any improvement
in the lot of the poor as counter-productive to the revolution. Organized
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relief is flot to be tolerated since it pacifies the masses. The brainwashing
of Shinmng Path followers guarantees blmnd loyalty in an escalating war
to overthrow capitalism and turn Peru into a peasant-worker state.

Shining Path tactics are opposed by the rival Tupac Amaru Revolu-
tionary Movement (MRTA) of Cuban-style Marxists who prefer to use
violence without civilian casualties to bring about a redistribution of
resources. They condemn the massacres of Sendero Luminoso, very
much as the SACP kept the lid on indiscriminate violence in South
Africa. In both Peru and South Africa, an alienated and unemployed
youth accounts for the appeal of radical movements. The difference in
South Africa is that this frustration was successfully channelled into a
national resistance organization that could legitimately dlaim to have the
support of the entire world. By actively championing the cause of the
excluded, foreign govemments have preempted the rise of ultra-radical,
irrational protest. With Canadian NGOs among the sponsors of the ANC,
even if that meant turning a blind eye to the ideological antics of the
SACP, foreign intervention has so far prevented the isolated irrational
protest that characterizes Peru.

Given the interpenetration of reformist and revolutionary political
cultures in contemporary South Africa, it seems unlikely at present that
the Peruvian scenario would repeat itself. However, with little improve-
ment in the life-chances of haif of the South African population under
20, even an ANC govemnment could not rest for good on its past record,
particularly if the radical SACP ally were to lose its appeal.

When has a post-Apartheid order been achieved? Tfhe move away
from racial domination does not necessarily ensure the achievement of
democracy. How the process of dismantling domination is conducted
strongly influences its outcome: it can create a culture of violence or it
can lay the moral foundation for the lasting consensus about legitimate
rules. F. van Zyl Slabbert has frequently stressed that "there is not an
event that can be seized upon by the outside world to symbolize how and
when South Africa moves from an Apartheid to a post-Apartheid era."
Even a constitutional settlement must flot be confused with the end of the
conflict.



6. IMAGES 0F CANADA AMONG SOUTH AFRICANS:
THE IMPACT 0F ISOLATION

"Apartheid isjust afancy namnefor Naziism."-
Brian Mulroney in Gabon, 13 October J1991.

"Canadians and Australians are the worst coloniz-
ers when you look at how they treat their aboriginal
people." -A South African MP, Interview~v,
18 August 1991.

O pinions about the impact of
foreign pressure and isolation on South Africa differ widely. Some
attribute the reformist moves of Pretoria since February 1990 mainly to
sanctions and economie boycotts. Others dismiss these measures as
relatively insignificant, compared with South African domestic develop-
ments inside Afrikanerdom, the stepped-up resistance among the disen-
franchised and the end of the Cold War. While the economic effect of
foreign intervention remains arguable and controversial, the psychologi-
cal impact of isolation on South African whites is indisputable. Apart-
heid South Africa could evade trade sanctions to a large degree but it
could flot escape polecat status in the world.

1. PERCEPTIONS OF WHITES

How do ordinary whites react to their universal ostracism? How do
they perceive and rationalize their worldwîde stigmatization in a pariah
state? Has the psychological pressure emanating from the country's
isolation led to an introspective rethinking of traditional attitudes or has
it hardened intransigence?

No empirical study has yet been undertaken that probes these vital
questions. We do not even know how well aware South Africans are of
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the outside policies. Yet any assessment of the impact of outside inter-
vention on the South African powerholders calls for a detailed explora-
tion of the white consciousness on this issue. Of particular importance
are the mechanisms with which foreign criticism is absorbed or de-
flected. In short, how are the legitimation needs of any modem political
system, even the most repressive one, affected by stem criticism by foes
and potential allies alike?

This assessment is based on a questionnaire survey of 163 business
executives who took specialized short-term management courses at the
Graduate School of Business at the University of Cape Town during July
and August, 1991. The respondents came from all over South Africa and
most held senior positions in a variety of companies, including parasta-
tals, with the exception of 68 MBA students in the sample. These were
younger professionals in their late twenties or early thirties while the age
of the larger group ranged between 35 and 50.

Most in the sample had completed their university education; several
in the MBA class held doctorates in other disciplines. While none in the
sample could be said to be among the, say, top 100 business managers in
the country, several could be expected to move into this category later in
their careers. In short, they represented the broad spectrum of South
African private and public upper business management with various
degrees of experience but a uniformly high level of formal education,
income and future career prospects.

As is the case in South Africa more than in any other Western
industrialized country, the overwhelming majority in this group is male
(94 percent in our sample) and white (93 percent in our sample). The
black respondents, identified by childhood language spoken in the oth-
erwise colour- and ethnicity-blind questionnaire, were later excluded in
the evaluation, as were about 6 percent foreigners who were enrolled in
the courses without being permanent residents in the country.

The anonymous questionnaires on political attitudes were adminis-
tered to the captive audience by one of the visiting instructors in the
course before any lecture had been delivered. The topics of the later
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lectures in each of four groups were business ethics and the analysis of
government-business relations in the politics of South Africa. As part of
these lectures the respondents were provided a summary of their answers
and a systematic discussion on most questions was conducted within the
class. Impressions from these four "focus sessions" on Canadian policy
also entered the evaluation presented here, although the examples to be
quoted all originate from the written answers. This evaluation is further
informed by 87 in-depth expert interviews with recipients of Canadian
assistance, academics, journalists and politicians that were conducted on
Canadian policy in South Africa during 1990-91. The same question-
naire was also administered to 200 black social science students at the
University of the Western Cape and the University of Durban-Westville
for comparative purposes.

It can be safely assumed that the reactions described are fairly repre-
sentative of the attitudes of the political and economic power elite in
South Africa. Although many govemment officials would not state their
opinion on Canada as bluntly as our respondents in the anonymous
forum of a provocative questionnaire, official rationalizing and reason-
ing on the issue may be even more hostile and evasive since Afrikaans-
speakers are under-represented (28 percent) in our survey. Our sample is
clearly biased towards the more liberal English-speaking sector of white
society.

In fact, the MBA class comprised several political activists, some of
whom had been jailed or restricted previously. It should also be remem-
bered that the University of Cape Town-which alongside the Univer-
sity of the Witswatersrand is considered the premier liberal institution of
higher learning in South Africa-attracts and fosters more open-minded
cosmopolitan attitudes in the traditionally more relaxed and easy-going
racial environment in the Cape. A similar survey at the University of
Pretoria or Potchefstrom should yield decisively more intransigent atti-
tudes. Hence, a result that shows that foreign criticism is deflected in
surprising ways among our more enlightened sample can be expected to
prevail even more clearly at the Afrikaner institutions in the Transvaal.
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To convey the authenticity of the rationalisations necessitates exten-
sive direct quotes. These are grouped mnto different categories with rough
percentages of frequency indicated, although the evaluation is primarily
a qualitative one. Only the henneneutic method of verstehen, of puttmng
oneself into the mindset of the other, and viewing the world from the
perspective of the participant studied, allows the analyst a judgement of
how the group had been affected.

Most of the thirteen questions on controversial political issues were
open-ended, so as to gauge spontaneous reactions and not to prejudge
answers. The informants were asked to state their opinions on the major
political parties, leaders and problems in South Africa, as well as to list
political leaders in the world today or in recent history, that they admired
most and least. Question 6 read: "If you had an appropriate job offer/op-
portunity to live overseas, would you emigrate permanently from South
Africa?" This item preceded the crucial question 7 reported here: "Fromn
what you read and know about Canadian policy towards South Africa,
how would you describe it? "

Unlike the black sample at UWC and UWD where a large segment of
politicizd students had neyer heard of and were totally uninformed about
a specific Canadian policy, 92 percent of the white sample stated an
opinion and described in more or less detail, contemptible or appealing
features of Canadian policy as well as presumed reasons for it and
implications flowing from it. This knowledge about Canada seems to
have largely been derived from press reports and to a lesser extent from
relatives or emigrants who had travelled to or settled in Canada.

The South African mainstream dailies hardly ever mention Canada
but are obsessed with American and British events, fed by a variety of
correspondents and direct news stories from these countries. Ibis applies
even more so for the state-controlled television. OnIy the occasional
story about the complaints of Canadian First Nations people (called Red
Indians in South Africa) or the rise of Quebec nationalism is reported on
television. Otherwise, knowledge of Canada, foreign countries and in-
ternational news generally, is mainly confined to the reporting ofcrimes,
sports and disasters in the typical tabloïd style, in the English, Afrikaans
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and black press. Canadians are mnfmitely better informed about South
Africa than vice versa. In short, perceptions of Canada among South
African whites vary widely from the frequent blank of a vast frozen land
"'adjoining America" to a nuanced knowledge of better economic oppor-
tunities and a desirable haven of emigration. Indeed, a successful play
about such fantasies at the Johannesburg Market Theatre ran under the
titie, "Dreaming of Toronto."

The overwhelming majority (88 percent) of our white sample clearly
identifies Canadian policy as "hostile" to Apartheid. Most use adjectives
like "unfriendly," "pro-sanctions," "cold," "anti-South African," "hard-
line," "4pro-AC,"~ "inflexible," 44antagonistic-not in keeping with Brit-
ish/ French overaîl policy," "biased," "negative," "condemnatory,
"epartisan," 14counter-productive," "cool," "distant," "4remote," "arrns-
length," "uncompromising," "destructive." Somne single out "Foreign
Minister Clark as very anti-South Africa" (256, 315). Others describe the
policy as "not the moonshine and roses that people used to think in the
past" (323). Some seemed surprised that "'as a white nation Canada is
pro-ANC" (320). They rationalize that the anti-South Africa stance of
the govemment "does not seem to accurately reflect the thinking of the
people" (315).

A small group (12 percent) describes Canada's policy as indifferent,
hands-off, neutral, mixed, mostly not radically anti-Aartheid, cautious.
14They could not care less" (27 1). One respondent, in this group, writes
that

"I believe they have bigger fish to fry and do flot have historically close
dies. They are therefore quite critical of South Africa ... .However, they do
flot appear too hostile or vociferous" (255).

While the bigger group criticizs Canada for its pro-sanction stance,
these 12 percent consider the policy to be more rhetorical than action-
oriented. Similar to many blacks these respondents; remain unconvinced
that the policy constitutes more than
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"1getting in with the feelings of the time and making politically expedient
statements with littie commitment to action" (297).

"lverbally critical but underlying support" (307).

However, flot ail who identify Canadian policy as hostile to South
Africa also condemn it as one would expeet. A substantial section (20
percent) uses laudatory adjectives for "a principied stand," that is
4"strongly pro-democracy" (236), "forthright and clear," "persistent and
consistent" (214). Arnong this fifth, one fmnds typically a remarkably
succinct and generally accurate description of Canadian policy.

"Canadian policy has in my opinion been a constructive policy that has
sought through adherence to sanctions (along with the Commonwealth
and Western allies) to bring pressure on the South African govemment
whule maintaining dialogue. At the same time it bas been actively involved
in giving support to development projects in the black community and
education (bursary) programmes" (205).

"'Sympathetic to the calîs from the oppressed organiztions, yet diplomatic"
(225).

"Refusa] to encourage business or further contact, e.g. sports until Apart-
heid has gone and black govemment is in place. They do support anti-
Apartheid groups. Even given the current reforms to date, there has been
no significant change in Canadian policy to South Africa" (227).

A few respondents point out that Canada is

44only willing to consider merits of change, once change has been success-
fully completed" (25 1).

Among those who identify Canadian policy as hostile to South Africa
and disagree with the stance (the overwhelniing majority), the most
frequently mentioned criticisrn refers to double-standards, hypocrisy,
self-opinionated, insincere, non-pragmnatic, aggressive, self-righteous,
sanctimonious and protectionist, selfish and guilt-ridden, prescriptive.
One Afrikaans-speaker condemns the policy as "humanistic"! (325). A
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typical comment by the many who label the policy opportunistie would
read:

"... takes the safe line of advising and supporting black aspirations to the
detriment of whites-often unjustifiably to cover up its own deep divi-
sions" (324).

In total disregard and ignorance of the Canadian efforts to assist
negotiations and accommodation, the impression is widespread that
Canada is only

"lactively supporting anti-Apartheid groups and condemning South Afri-
can policies. Playing no role in bringing about reconciliation between the
various parties involved in negotiations" (289).

Several respondents, particularly many Afrikaans-speakers and de
Klerk supporters feel, Canadian policy

"lwould be more realistic in supporting transition economically and not
only one-sided ANC support, but ail parties. Transition will work only if
economic order is sound" (202).

They emphasize that Canada is too "cautious in recognizîng the
reformns of de Klerk" (249). They complain that "Canada is not in touch
with what is going on here. Lots of posturing rather than effective action
(of a policy) biased towards ANC" (248).

In explaining the hostile Canadian policy about 20 percent of the
sample refer to Canadians being followers of others, that they "are
playing to the gallery" (232), following dhe bandwagon, that Canada "is
in the pocket of the US" and therefore cannot initiate its own inde-
pendent policy, that Canada merely "follows world trends" (239). Sev-
eral respondents charge that the policy aims at "currying favour with
Africa and the developing world" (343).

"Will sit on the sanctions fence until the group moves. Not prepared to
initiate any positive moves to assist in any way with the solving of the
problem. Readily prepared to castigate" (339).
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" ... following US policy. No real understanding of the complexities"
(278)."low key. Following what America does" (277).

"wishy-washy. Determined by others. Trying to please more radical
countries. Part of WASP guilt" (230).

" ..dictated by what Black Africa/Third World countries expect Canada
to do and also by a vocal leftwing" (219).

A respondent who describes Canadian multilateralism as "deliber-
ately insular in order to preserve their position relative to the rest of the
world" charges

"Now that world opinion seerns to be softernng towards South Africa, they
will follow suit. Canada is a follower flot a leader in world politics" (292).

A frequent explanation given for Canada's pro-sanctions stance men-
tions selfish, opportunistic benefits. In this view, Canada ernbraced the
policy because it opened for itself "a larger share of the world minerals
markets" (244).

"They are in it for themselves. They have benefited through the anti-
Apartheid movement and sanctions, e.g. gold coins, wheat. They may
have problems cornpeting against South Afrîca when South Africa rejoins
the international comrnunity" (213).

"Overdone for their own gains. They are strongly cornpeting with South
Africa and would like to keep South Africa out of the international market"
(326).

Several respondents thus console themselves that Canada is simply
" escared of South African export expansion" (303).

Another equally strong strand of dismissal of outside criticism justi-
fies it with the labels "ill-inforrned," "shallow," "simplistic." This fine of
rationalization accuses Canadian policy in the same breath of having no
right to criticize but also of being "standoffish" and indifferent to the
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host of complex problemns. One typical respondent who refers to Cana-
dian policy as "judgemental" writes:

"They think of themselves as paragons of virtue and adopted punitive
measures against South Africa without trying to offer their services to be
of help" (204).

"Canadians support the press description of populist action against South
Africa without having any knowledge of the situation. Canadian policy is
to have nothing to do with South Africa" (206).

"OnIy concemed with moral values. No real concem. No effort in invest-
ment" (288).

Many respondents resent being lectured with the often repeated insis-
tence that they alone are affected, while Canadians

"are comfortably on the moral high ground because they do flot them-
selves have to face the issues involved" (313).

The unresolved dlaimns of First Nations people in Canada have pene-
trated popular white consciousness as the vehicle to dismiss Canadian
criticism as hypocritical. A vague caricature of the real situation allows
white respondents to feel superior, because

"(the natives) don't easily get jobs in Canada, not even as laborers. In fact
Indians in Canada are treated worse than blacks in South Africa. The saine
goes for aborigines in Australia" (203).

Several respondents charge that Canadians "make South Africa their
scapegoat" (333) that Canada "appears very quick to criticize but has its
own problems re language etc. and resents interference" (335). If it is flot

"the Red Indians" that should foremost concern Canadians it is the
Quebec problem that in the view of some respondents should counsel
caution:

"Canada with its English-French problem should be more tolerant than
others" (295).
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Contrary to the empirical evidence that Quebecers favour a slightly
less activist policy than people in the rest of Canada is the view that:

"It strikes me that this (pro-sanctions) policy is motivated more from the
French-speakîng Canadians than from the English-speakers. They have
always been one of the strongest anti-South Africa countries in the
world-with Holland and the Scandinavians" (245).

While many view Canada's own problems as the main motivation to
deflect criticism on South Africa, some conclude the opposite:

"Anti-Apartheid, but flot one of the most vociferous in their condemna-
tion, perhaps because of their own internai Indian problemn" (226).

"Not involved. They have problems with their own people" (263).

This peculiar but frequently mentioned explanation for Canada's
perceived reluctance and indifference was clarified from a different
perspective by a black Zimbabwean of the group, who also talked about
the French Canadians and Indians:

"I feel that they may be resisting involvement in South Africa in order to
avoid being in the spotlight and their own problems being highlighted,
e.g. red Indian rights, etc. Canadians are lucky that the red Indians are a
minority" (209).

The perception is widespread that Canada is "misled by the media and
(the) trend is to do-good, irrespective of the ultimate consequences for
ail concerned" (299). Some respondents speil out the specific "com-
plexities" that worry them and that Canada is perceived to ignore.
Canada, it is said,

"Isupports the simplistic view of one man one vote without actually
understanding the complexities of the country, particularly the propensity
for violence and intimidation to enforce political objectives. Believes
correctly that the current system is wrong, but does not want to get
involved in finding a realistic, workable solution" (296).
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The theme that Canada "has not made any effort to learn about our
issues" (322) recurs, together with the perception of posturing and
"political point scoring only" (321). White South Africans feel deeply
offended that their reform moves are not instantly rewarded. Because of
the moral high ground that Canadians occupy, most respondents remain
sceptical that Canadian policy will change in tandem with political
developments in South Africa.

"I would imagine that of all the Western countries, Canada would be the
last to recognize changes in South Africa" (221).

Several responses however register approvingly a gradual change of
Canadian policy "backed by the reform policy of de Klerk and due to
Mandela and the ANC" (216). One respondent notes with a sigh of relief
that "changes are taking place and we can at least trade with them" (304).

"It has been hostile but appears to be warming in line with other countries
in response to reform" (257).

"Very anti in Apartheid's heyday. Still no consul etc. But relations are
improving as a result of change here. Still far "colder" than US" (250).

Many respondents compare Canada with Australia rather than the
European countries or the US More than the previous South African
Commonwealth membership, this association seems to reflect percep-
tions of two similar middle-powers and settler societies with indigenous
populations. Since South African whites traditionally cultivated more
sporting contacts (rugby, cricket) with Australia than Canada, they were
particularly stung by the isolation from this "white colony," so similar to
themselves. In the comparison with Canada, our respondents reserve
their scorn for Australia, while Canada is generally portrayed "as not as
outspoken" (244), but in the same "self-serving" category.

"The Canadians are acting out of self-interest, not as obvious as the
Australians but more on a subtle level. I regard this as not out of the
ordinary" (247).
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"I rate the Canadian's policy towards South Africa as 2nd worst. Australia
the worst" (310).

For many white (as well as black) South Africans the universal
concern with Apartheid has reinforced the perception that the world
revolves around South Africa as the centre of worldwide interest. In this
"navel-gazing" perspective, the term "isolationist" is generally used for
policies that attempt to isolate South Africa. The South African use of
the term "isolationist" for Canadian policy ignores its opposite meaning
of not forging multilateral linkages in Canada.

"Canada's policy is one of restricted contact with South Africa, regarding
not frowning on trade and tourist contact. Somewhat isolationist but not
to the same extent as Australia for example" (234).

"It is a condescending, ignorant attitude. Very similar to the Australian"
(254).

Many respondents go beyond these descriptive, condemnatory or
applauding labels for a policy and also comment on other aspects of
Canadian society. As if the mere mention of the name triggers associa-
tions of hope and more secure lives, Canada stands for a vaguely
perceived alternative. A small minority (6 percent) expresses a grudging
admiration for Canada, irrespective of its South African policies. Canada
is praised as

"an open free market country with enviable social policies and record,
including health system. I obviously don't agree with all the Canadian
policies, especially sanctions, but I think it is an admirable country" (201).

In the light of Canada's official attitude, many whites express surprise
that "emigration to Canada is possible-and seems to be the choice of
many people" (238). Some comment in detail on Canadian immigration
procedures or that "jobs are very hard to come by." One respondent notes
that Canada is

"willing to accept people emigrating from RSA and thus friendly yet does
not agree to past Apartheid policy in South Africa" (282).
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Others cannot reconcile the seeming contradiction between

"one of the stalwart campaigners against Apartheid. However, question
motives! Why does Canada accept a large proportion of South African
professionals? Hypocritîcal" (259).

It is noteworthy that none of our respondents complained about
Canadian visa restrictions or the difficuit entry requiremnents under the
rubric of "people's sanctions." Either none of themn had been personally
affected, or they had calmly coped with the impediments as an unavoid-
able hassie. Therefore, the intent of the measures, namnely to remmnd
whites as a group of their Apartheid-induced exclusion in the world,
seems to have largely been missed.

Surprisingly, few of our respondents reject the outside criticismn as
illegitimate interference into the domestic affairs of a sovereign country.
Most take it as a natural factor to be expected in global politics. Several
even deplore that the outside interest is not more intense in the sense of

better informed and constructive assistance. South African whites in

their majority, however, remain convinced that if the critical world only

knew the intricate problems of a complex society from the first-hand
experience of having to live with it, they would be far more under-
standing and sympathetic to the predicaments of the minorities.

The term "complexity" as the overriding label for the South African
situation has become the codeword for going soft on the criticismn of

Pretoria. The reference to the "complex situation" in South Africa

instantly sets its author up as a nuanced expert who understands the

intricacies compared with the simplistic outrage of an adversary. De-

coded, the term "complex" means going slow and not upsetting a

delicate balance, lest one rushes into unforeseen consequences. "Com-

plex" invariably is found in the vocabulary of the National Party while

the discourse of the ANC seldomn refers to the termn.

'Me overriding conclusion from, the expressed images of Canada and

its policy towards South Africa remains one of distortion of the explicit

intent of the critic. The respondents assert the very opposite of the
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motivation of the Canadian policymaker. When the critics see them-
selves as leaders, the recipients label them followers. When Canadians
claim moral reasons for sanctions, the South Africans dismiss them as
materially motivated. When the Canadians genuinely lament the Apart-
heid injustices, the criticized charge: look at your own.

The distortion of motivation makes the criticism both comprehensible
and tolerable. Distortion provides the mechanism with which to avoid
introspection. Together with the denial of the critics' competency, distor-
tion of motives and "blame placing" allows successful rationalizations
to take place.

The predominant reactions against sanctions and isolation by South
African whites display the classical defence mechanisms, well known in
political psychology. In its psychoanalytic tradition, many of the re-
sponses can be interpreted as a denial of reality. By employing this
self-deception, the threatened relieve themselves of anxiety. It guards a
vulnerable self-identity by deceiving itself about the accuracy of the
critique.

Other responses illustrate an equally primitive defense, namely pro-
jective identification; this is the attribution to others of what one uncon-
sciously repudiates in oneself. For many years, acidic observations on
racism in other countries have virtually been the signature tune of white
South African political discourse. Sometimes the results are ludicrous,
e.g., "In fact Indians in Canada are treated worse than blacks in South
Africa" (203).

In the more recent cognitive tradition of social psychology, the ration-
alizations described raise questions about the information processes at
work. A "cognitive bias" seems to characterize most responses to the
Canadian trigger. This confirms doubts about our common assumption
that normally all information is processed rationally. The rationality
assumption is not supported by our data. This implies that better infor-
mation and education would only achieve a limited impact. In what Tom
Pettigrew has called "the ultimate attribution error," people normally
perceive their own group as right and attribute error or malicious intent
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to the outgroup. In an initial "attentional stage" criticism is registered but
in a subsequent "integration stage" it is distorted and rejected. In other
words, South African whites are well aware that they are isolated and
criticized. That does not mean that they also understand and comprehend
why South Africa became a pariah state.

Apart from these psychodynamics well known in political psychology
two other conclusions also stand out. First, most respondents are simply
ill-informed about the origin and purpose of Canadian anti-Apartheid
policy. This points to a lack of effective communication by Canadian
representatives as well as a possible distortion by the South African
media on the few occasions when Canadian and Commonwealth policies
are reported at all. A much more aggressive effort by the Canadian
embassy, perhaps through a special media liaison person, could go some
way toward correcting the distorted image and set the record straight.

Second, surprisingly, few of our respondents complain about the
economic costs of the sanctions policy. It does not seem to have affected
this sample in any appreciable way directly. None of our respondents lost
their jobs or had their careers thwarted by economic isolation. In the
focus sessions, it was generally understood that if a workforce had to be
cut, blacks would be fired first and whites last. With this rule, the
economic powerholders shifted the burden of sanctions to the weaker
parts of the system. Many of our respondents rather than having materi-
ally suffered individually may actually have benefited from sanctions.
Some would not have reached their positions had their competitors not
emigrated, because of economic decline and isolation.

Il. PERCEPTIONS OF BLACKS

In September 1991, the same question-"From what you read and

know about Canadian policy towards South Africa, how would you

describe it?"-was asked of two groups of social-science students at the

University of the Western Cape (UWC) and a class of economics stu-

dents at the University of Durban-Westville (UDW). While the senior
students predominate in both samples, one-third of them were first year
students from age 18 upwards. This makes for a substantially younger
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and less experienced sample of respondent than their business counter-
parts at UCI. However, the black students could be expected to be far
more politically interested and informed, particularly at UWC. This
institution, formerly established for the "Coloureds" only, had since
1986 under its new rector Jakes Gerwal developed into a self-described
"centre for the left" attracting a substantial section of disenchanted
African students fromn the so-called tribal universities.' Both institutions
emphasize their nonracialism by not keeping racial statistics although
whites are hardly represented in the student body, and vastly over-repre-
sented i the faculty. Various members of the UWC faculty-fewer at
UDW-had been the recipients of Canadian financial, assistance. The
Canadian embassy had sponsored numerous conferences held at UWC
so that one could expect a high level of awareness of Canada's and other
foreign countries' anti-Apartheid stances.

îhe expectation of basic knowledge about Canadian policy on South
Africa did not hold true for 45 percent of our sample of 192 who could
not or would not comment in any way on the topic. Since the other
questions elicited detailed opinions, the reluctance to, do so vis à vis
Canada clearly points to ignorance. In short, despite its involvement,
Canada does not have a profile among a substantial section of the future
black elite.

However, the majority of black students who do comment on Cana-
dian policy (55 percent) hold opposite views to their white counterparts
at UCT. Where the majority of white respondents criticize Canada for
being hostile and pro-sanctions, most of our black informants praise
Canada or cniticize it for not going far enough. Again a detailed exposi-
tion of the unedited opinions reveals interesting aspects of black stu-
dents' political consciousness and world views.

1 At UDW a similar process started much later in 1990 when the old Broederbond administration
finally relinquished control and Jairam Reddy, a former Dean of Dentistry at UWC, became
rector. However, the indian predominance at UDW, backed by a more conservative Indian
bourgeoisie, constrains the outward institutional ideology. UDW became the focus of world
attention when the ANC held its first internai congress there in JuIy 1991.
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A slight majority of black students who have an opinion on Canadian

policy express it in terms of fu11 and unqualified praise. A student who

admires Nkrumah, Mugabe and Lenin most, articulates this perception

most clearly:

"Canadian policy has helped the Black South Africans in their struggle
for liberation and has played a great role on the issue of sanctions to the
advantage of the liberation movements, particularly the African National
Congress" (18 1).

Most in this group emphasize that Canada is sympathetie to the cause

and that is ail that counts.

"Ail 1 know is that they want de Klerk to do practical reforms. To them,

de Klerk has done nothing so far" (1 90).

"It is behmnd the eradication of Apartheid" (4).

"Canadian policy was fair to South Africa, because of the Apartheid
system that was here" (83).

..supportive to the oppressed" (160).

"Very constructive in that it wants the people of South Africa to solve their
problems" (146).

"True policy, non-compromising" (98).

"A good relationship is being established" (102).

"Lt is a good policy advice on democracy, what South Africa should follow
ini order to be a good democratic state" (1 15).

"I think it is very much constructive" (140).

"Lt is one of the countries which is interested i dismantling of Apartheid
and notjust in self interest" (147).

"Assisting and supporting of the struggle for total liberation of the
oppressed masses in South Africa" (149).
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"'Me Canadian govemment has reassured its links with South Africa in
order to help to create a demnocratic state by offering programmes which
will help to enrich and uplift the standard of life of ail South Africans"
(158).

' ..provides opportunities for the underprivileged" (176).

"Helped South African youth to further studies and provided opportunities

for job training" (185).

Unfamiliarity with Canadian policy, however, is sometimes substi-
tuted with allusions to, Canadian tolerance:

"Unfortunately 1 do flot know anything about Canadian policy. What 1 do
know is that they have this fairly open policy of allowing South Africans
to settle there" (56).

While acknowledging its good intent, some students criticize Cana-
dian policy with charges of inconsistency and indecisiveness. In their
impression Canada wavers and does not carry through with its promise.

"Canadian policy to South Africa is supportive to the struggle against
Apartheid and good but it has got no backbone. It is flot steadfast" (95).

"Self-contradictory... " (113).

"Very mnuch unreliable and unpredictable" (12 1).

"They are flot really sure what to do" (63).

"Not very good, because recently we have heard that Canada is suspending
sanctionis and that is a deadly blow to the strength of liberation move-
ments. Apartheid is still intact. It is gone statuarily" (152).

"I think it has been positive until recently when it began reviewing its
position on sanctions" (155).

"Progressive people in anti-Apartheid organizations in Canada need to be
praised. A]lso the govemment, but 1 arn flot sure of its consistency" (156).
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The identical reasons that are cited by some white students for a
condemnation of Canada, are mentioned by some black students for
praise.

"(Canada) is pursuing a foreign policy that is against South Africa. Lt is
anti-Apartheid. It has embarked on economic sanctions against it" (119).

"Lt is very positive towards democracy, because it is against the oppression
of the people" (122).

"Lt is a good policy of non-cooperation with Apartheid govemment" (126).

A sizeable group does flot trust Canadian policy but can only articulate
its scepticism in terms of the vague, natural self-interest of a foreign
country.

"In my opinion, it displays more self-interest rather than to the benefit of
most (majority) citizens in South Africa" (118).

Others accuse Canada of manipulative deceit:

"Canada has closed our eyes with mud as if it is working for removal of
Apartheid although it neyer did that" (175).

A more conservative "coloured" student who favors de Klerk as

president criticizes Canada as:

"Very unrealistic towards changes in South Africa" (19).

An ANC supporter who admires Mandela, Castro and Sisulu most,

detects negative self-interest behind Canadian policy:

"Lt is flot geared towards the country as a whole but compromises the
internai situation with its own interests..." (99).

The same theme is repeated with different refrains by others:
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"Only concemred with their interests and what they can get out of us-
parasites" (86).

"I arn sceptical towards ail policies towards South Africa. Firstly another
country would flot invest anything in South Africa without personal gain
which is usually at the expense and exploitation of innocent people. The
Canadian policy is no different" (87).

Recause Canada and South Africa are both capitalist countries, some
students conclude that they must resemble each other in crucial respects:

"Canada is almost the same thing with South Africa; it advocates capital-
ismn which benefits the few" (101).

"In favor of a bourgeois democratic South Africa with equal political
opportunities but no fundamental economic transformation" (103).

"Bed-fellows in the preservation of capitalism. Nevertheless, Canada did
open its mouth a few times against Apartheid" (130).

A student who admires both Lenin, Trotzky and Che Guevara most
dismisses Canadian assistance as imperialist charity:

"lrnperialist aid/relief for the underprivileged means treating the symp-
toms but not addressing the causes" (111).

One student denounces Canada in similar termns of Marxist orthodoxy
with a tinge of conspiracy:

"Canada is one of the most imperialist countries which is extracting large
sums of money from South Africa by investing an-d developing on behaîf
of South Africa" (184).

Just as white respondents were biased in processing information to
preserve a positive self-image, so many black informants rely on expec-
tancy. Inferences from expectancies also, bias the infonnation processed.
A prior knowledge-structure about capitalism is deeply encoded in this
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dogmatic mindset. No deviation is even being considered because objec-

tive interests are perceived as determining similar behavior.

A 25-year-old admirer of Lenin, Castro and Mandela acknowledges

Canadian support but, nevertheless, despises the country for continuing

to trade with the Apartheid regime.

"They are a very dishonest people. They play a leading role about/against
Apartheid. On the other hand they were trading with them. .. .But 1 do agree
that they supported us materially and we must flot forget them" (148).

Others charge that Canada has allowed itself to be deceived by a

smiling de Klerk. One student who identifies himself as an "African in

occupied land by foreigners" and who considers de Klerk "brutal but

silent-tactical," giving the false impression that "he is a real liberal"--

charges that:

"Canada's policy to South Africa has changed. This clearly shows that the
Canadian govemment is convinced about de Klerk' s shifts that he is busy
making" (153).

The few students who look at the future and talk at ail about economic

ties with Canada make these clearly contingent on political change.

"If South Africa would change fromn its illegitimnacy-the relationship,
especially the economnic relationship would be appreciated" (159).

In our sample of black students at UWC and UDW we encountered

only two who explicitly favour the lifting of sanctions. The overwhelm-

ing majority insists on maintaining sanctions.

" ... the Canadian policy is correct, especially in maîntaining sanctions
against South Africa, and it is my wish for themn to stili maintain that
position until Apartheid is totally dismantled. It should resist the influence
of Bush and Major" (154).
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This widespread sentiment suggests that the ANC would lose at least
some of its academnic constituency if it were now to agree to a lifting of
sanctions. On the other hand, it is not clear what influence a strong ANC
leadership stance on the softening of sanctions would exert on attitudes.
Judging by the various heated debates within the ANC on the contingent
linkage of sanctions to graduai progress on the ground, it would surely
be a difficuit position to seli.

Some students feel that the Canadians should choose their South
African friends with care, lest they overlook their unequal representation
in parliament.

"They should be aware who they develop their relationship with in our
country--considering that the majority of people are flot represented in
parliament" (17 1).

A few students on the left appear to have bought the South African
propaganda about a parallel history of oppression removing the Cana-
dian right to criticize. They justify their condemnation by the common
history of conquest. A typical comment by a PAC supporting student,
who would like to see Diksang Moseneke as president and who admires
Ghaddafi, Castro and Nyerere most, writes:

"Canada is just like South Africa in ail respects because they keep Red
Indians in reserves under very squalid conditions. The Red Indians are the
legitirnate owners of that country. They did not corne from Europe, but
when Europeans arrived there, the Red Indians were there. So South
Africans and Canadians are the same" (117).

Some black respondents openly admit that their information about
Canadian policy is Iimited but nevertheless assume that Canada is be a
sulent Apartheid supporter.

"I don't know much about their policy relative to South Afica but it seerns
that they have flot tirelessly and very vocally opposed the heresies of
Apartheid" (133).

"It also enforces the Apartheid laws" (143).
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Others assume that a country in the shadow of the United States must

be slavishly following the lead of the mighty neighbor. These students

display the dogmatism combined with ignorant certainty that charac-

terizes so much of the South African debate. A Muslim student who

admires Ghaddafi, the Ayatollah and Arafat most, expresses this syn-

drome clearly:

"I'm not very familiar with it. But as far as I am concemed, Canada is an
imperialist country that cannot think for itself. It listens to Bush and the
US most times; so it can therefore not have an independent policy towards
South Africa" (139).

The lack of basic political information would indicate a need to pursue

a much more vigorous and imaginative political education among the

deprived black intelligentsia. Compared with America, whose way of

life has been presented by the United States Information Service (USIS)

and, of course, by Hollywood, Canada remains terra incognita in black

South Africa. This dismal state is hardly altered by elite contact or by

assistance to political organizations at the leadership level. A few spon-

sored visits by South Africans to Canada do not contribute much to mass

political education either. Since the mainstream press is much distrusted

and the alternative press is limited in its impact, better informed journal-

ists reach only a small audience. What may be worthwhile and cost-ef-

fective would be the free distribution of a basic textbook on Canada and

its foreign policy to all black high-school teachers, school libraries and

tertiary institutions. Yet another initiative might be the establishment of

a Canadian Resource Centre, along the lines of the USIS in Soweto and

Kayelitsha. Such a centre could make available a range of reading

material for all levels of the reading public. This facility could be located

in accessible lower income areas, and also offer a range of audio-visual

teaching aids. Canada as a multicultural society provîdes many parallel

concerns and approaches. With the cultural boycott of South Africa

repealed, the National Film Board could offer its material to South

African television and educational institutions. Moreover, if Canadian

studies departments and visiting Canadian scholars are subsidized at US,

European and Japanese universities, why should a South African univer-

sity not be endowed with an equivalent chair in Canadian studies?
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Sirnultaneously a serious South African Studies Centre along the lines
of the Southern Africa Research Programme at Yale could be established
at a Canadian university with suitable library holdings and faculty
mnterest. The SARP programme at Yale under the guidance of Leonard
Thompson, funded by the Ford Foundation and the National Endowment
for Humanities, bas since 1977 had singular success in attractmng the best
seholars on South Africa for a year of intensive research and academie
dialogue that frequently spilled over into the Washington foreign policy
discussion. Canadian foreign policy formulation neyer had such a re-
source to draw on and instead relied on individual academics or, more
frequently, on in-house expertise and NGO activists. However, they are
usually more occupied with short-term, day-to-day problems rather than
the conceptual exploration of long-terni trends, social shifts, and appro-
priate policy responses, for which independent academic research teanis
may be better equipped. The proposed Inter-University Consortium on
Southemn African Studies could be another useful institutional device to
co-ordinate Canadian academic expertise.

III. PERCEPTION 0F EXPERTS AND THE IMPACT 0F SANCTIONS

Canadian policy, by which Canadians pride themselves for having
successfully led the sanctions drive against the Apartheid-state, also
needs to be viewed from the perspective of those most directly affected
by it. A full dozen surveys have been conducted with the political aim of
either proving or disproving black support for sanctions.' Few system-
atic enquiries, however, have explored how sanctions have affected the
powerholder's political will to reform or defy the world. An assessment
of overaîl Canadian policy by South African experts across the political
spectruni allowed us to place the impact of various anti-Apartheid
measures by foreigners in a comparative perspective.

2 The seemingly contradictory survey resuits seemn to converge, if the questions are fonnulated
without political bias, i.e., "Do you support sanctions if sanctions abolish Apartheid?* (Majority,
yes). "Do you support sanctions, if it means losing your job?" (Majority, no>. For the best
arguments of the pro-sanctions advocates sec Mark Orkin, cd., Sanetions A gainst Apartheid,
Cape Town: David Phîlip, 1989. For a more sceptical evaluation of the impact of sanctions sec
Merle Lipton, 1990,
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This analysis is, therefore, based on mn-depth interviews, either through

correspondence or personal discussions or both, with 87 South African

experts, professionally knowledgeable about Canadian policy, or recipi-

ents of Canadian financial assistance, or previous visitors to Canada.

Many spanned ail three labels. Professionally, they comprised mainly

academics, journalists, clergy, parliamentarians and diplomats. Polîti-

cally, they belonged to or sympathised with parties across the spectrum.

Independent, oppositional but non-aligned, "liberal" observers probably

made up the majority in our sample. The aim of the study was flot to

establish a representative sample of any kind but te, interview a broad

variety of people who would be in a position to know and judge Cana-

dian policy. Our main criterion of selection was a simple one of access.

Open-ended questions focused on general impressions of Canadian

policy, the performance of and experience with Canadian diplomats, and

a comparison of Canadian efforts with those of other Western countries.

The loosely structured personal interviews solicited a critique of Cana-

dian programmes, recommendations for future policy, and, finally, an

evaluation of the impact of sanctions. These results are presented to-

gether with our own assessment of the literature and the public discourse

on sanctions to which many of our respondents had previously contrib-

uted.

Surprisingly, many of our interviewees were slightly embarrassed

when pressed about Canadian policy which had, to their minds, "poor

visibility." They could talk at length about American, British or Swedish

policies toward South Africa but frequently confessed ignorance about

Canadian attitudes. Several refused to be drawn out further on a country

that, in so many of their responses, "did not malter." Two comments are

typical, the first by a well-known liberal member of parliament:

"I do not know what Canadian policy towards South Africa is and 1 know

the saine applies 10 other people. This in itself says something: eîher that

a deliberate low profile policy has been successful or that policy wasn't

formulated to the point where it could be politically 'marketed'. The

contrasts with the US, U.K. and the Nordic countries are obvious. Some-

one once used a word about Canada's representation here which has stuck

in my mind: it was 'underwhelrning'."
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One prominent academic, who had published several books on the
anti-Apartheid struggle, declined to comment because he thought his
knowledge of Canadian policy "far too inadequate for me to respond
intelligently to your question." He speculated that the reason for the lack
of Canadian exposure in the South African media is due to the fact "that
Canada has really had minimal interest in the region and has only
become involved when required to do so by UN or Commonwealth
initiatives." Many respondents expressed surprise that we even raised
the question of Canadian influence, culminating in one answer: "In most
spheres of South African life Canada is peripheral, and even amongst my
ANC colleagues, there is an attitude towards Canada: 'useful to be
exploited'." Therefore, most discussions quickly turned to outside sanc-
tions in general, rather than to specific Canadian measures. Another
person, at home in the diplomatic circuit, a frequent presenter at interna-
tional conferences, and recipient of Canadian assistance recommends:

"Canadian ambassadors have tended to adopt a low profile in South
Africa. One would wish to see them play a greater leading diplomatic role
in the process of political transition. It is important that countries like
Canada, which are not perceived by blacks as 'bosom friends of Apartheid
South Africa,'should play a more visible and fairly high profile role during
the period of socio-political transformation in this country."

It is interesting to note that Canadian diplomats alone perceive them-
selves to be playing a high profile role. In part this results from the
praiseworthy practise of allowing South Africans exclusively to design
and administer the projects which, for example, the Dialogue Fund
supports. While other embassies and foundations are named in adver-
tizements of sponsorship or even provide speakers, or jointly appear on
conference platforms, Canadian financing is discrete and often only
known to a few organisers. Unconfirmed rumour has it that on one
occasion a speaker thanked the US embassy for what was in fact a
Canadian-sponsored event.

Only on rare occasions does the Canadian embassy go public, for
example, through a reprint of the Canadian Charter of Rights in the
South African press in November 1991. This well-intended contribution
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to the South African constitutional debate could have been even more

useful had it been published with a well-written commentary about

Canada's own controversies. Instead it was a low-key advertizement

littie more than a small-scale reprint of the charter itself. A much higher

Canadian profile could be achieved, for example, by recognising annu-

ally the best South African film producers or by sponsoring an annual

well-endowed book prize for the most incisive study published by a

South African. The embassy could encourage and advertize essay-writ-

ing competitions on suitable topics by high-school students, very much

as Canadian schools compete for prizes within the Commonwealth.
Rather than continuing with the outdated monitoring of the six Canadian

controlled companies left in South Africa (with altogether 24 black

employees in 199 1), the embassy could provide suitable public recogni-

tion and incentives for any firms in South Africa with the best social

responsibility programme, with the highest percentage of blacks and

women in senior management, with the best occupational health and

safety programmes, or with exemplary labour relations, AIDS educa-

tion, or environmental conservation records. The embassy could adver-

tize Canadian standards as a desirable model to be recognized when

emulated in these neglected socio-economic areas.

There is also consensus among both supporters and critics of Cana-

dian policy that, as a South African diplomat formulated, "Canada

unquestionably has a great deal to offer South African society, particu-

larly with respect to health care, housing, education and law enforce-

ment." With these pressing needs in mind, a majority of our respondents

across the political spectrum express concemn that flot enough is being

done to improve the economic situation. Two typical answers suffice:

"For the future, South Africa's biggest problems are the unemploymeflt,
lack of access to jobs and poverty of black people. On the level of research
and 'development work,' the international mind mnust begin to focus on
job creation, and the structural restraints on access to jobs black people
experience, as a priority."
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One of South Africa's most prominent economists challenges Cana-
dian complacency, while showing understanding of the Canadian stance
on sanctions.

"As far as the future is concerned, we will have an enormous need for
foreign investment in a new South Africa. While one can understand the
Canadian policy on irivestmnent at this stage, one asks oneseif the question
what the Canadian govemment can do-and wilI do-to promote the flow
of foreign investment to South Africa when Mr. Mandela--or someone
like him-tells the world that constitutional development has reached a
point where sanctions and disinvestment can be terminated. Perhaps it is
flot too early to contemplate the Canadian policy in such circumstances
very seriously."

As could be expected, the overali assessment of Canadian policy
among South Aficans who are aware of it or who are recipients of
Canadian assistance for professional purposes, is sharply divided along
political party lines rather than race. ANC-oriented respondents praise
the policy as creative, generous, and enlightened. Govemment support-
ers, particularly South African diplomats, equally strongly deplore the
Canadian stance as misguided, a view which is also shared, not surpris-
ingly, by black conservatives ini Inkatha. The liberals or non-aligned
analysts in between rarely present a third view, but adopt either praise or
condemnation with some measured nuances. Rather than give a superfi-
cial overview of the many repetitive points among the whole spectrum
of interviewees, the most typical positive and negative response in each
category have been selected. This allows a better assessment of the
arguments and the intensity of feelings.

Typical for the philo-Canadian response is the thoughtful praise of an
ANC member, a previous officiai, visitor to Canada, and recipient of
Canadian assistance who declares himself "something of a fan of Can-
ada," of whomn "we could not have asked for more," a country "that
hopefully will be both respected and befriended by post-Apartheid South
Africa."

"Canada has been relatively fortunate in flot having been faced with the
dilemma of having historically accumulated large Canadian financial
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interests in a country whose policies have become more and more obnox-
ious over time. Hence moral issues could more readily impact on policy,
and plainly they have.

Canadian Foreign Policy, to my assessment, has been based on a very
sophisticated reading of South Africa, its politics and its social thrusts.
Canadian embassy personnel I have met have understood remarkably
clearly the nature of South African society, its tyranny and its beauty.
Canadian public opinion seems to have been equally well informed.

The result of all of that appears to be a balanced assessment of the
prospects of the NP to reform, and an understanding of the tensions within
that organization; a good understanding of the Total Onslaught philosophy
and the NP policies that followed from that, and the covert and deadly
activities that ensued therefrom; and an understanding and sympathy for
the aspirations of black populism. Policy appears to have followed from
all of these things; viz, harsh criticism of NP human rights abuse; an
understanding of Inkatha in the context of it as a state-sponsored bulwark
against the total onslaught; and support for the organizations of black
populism, and their support structures. Both positive actions (support for
anti-Apartheid NGOs in South Africa) and negative (trade and other
sanctions) as applied by Canada have been well thought-out and correctly
and courageously applied.

Canada has been, along with the Scandinavian countries, one of the most
valuable foreign influences on South African politics. Given the limited
fiscus and the remoteness (geographically and in terms of historic ties),
Canadian policy has been generous, enlightened and enormously creative.
There is hardly a little or big human rights and anti-Apartheid NGO in
South Africa that has not been touched and helped from some Canadian
source, mostly coordinated by Embassy personnel. Canada can proudly
claim its place amongst the nations that did the most to end Apartheid."

Another well-known, high-profile recipient of Canadian assistance

who is not aligned to any political faction oozes similar praise, although

he seems to romanticize Canada's adherence to international obligations.

"I think that Canadian policy towards South Africa is just correct. It is
neither too hostile nor too friendly. My impression of Canadian diplomats
is that they are keen to assist the disadvantaged sections of the South
African population. Their aid programme through the Dialogue Fund has
assisted many anti-Apartheid organizations. The main reason for the
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policy could be that Canada, as a member of the Commonwealth and the
United Nations, feels bound by resolutions of these organizations to assist
the process of dismantling Apartheid by empowering its victims in a
variety of ways."

This respondent, i line with the majority of other interviewees "would
rank Canadian policy and performance as 70 percent on a scale of 100
percent, compared to other foreign countries.

Most respondents know too few details about other countries' policies
to make confident comparisons. However, somne prominent anti-Apart-
heid camnpaigners venture bold judgements:

"My view is that Canada's policies on South Africa have been better than
those of the United Kingdom, but they have not been as good as those of
the Australian government or, of course, as those of other Commonwealth
govemrments. Specificalby, the sanctions imposed on Apartheid by the
Canadian govemment could have been more rigorous."

In a similar vein, this respondent differentiates between bis "relatively
good relationship with Mnister Joe Clark" and his relationship with the
Prime Minister who lie "does not regard... .in the same liglit." Several
leaders i the domnestic: protest campaîgn praised the Canadian diplomnats
and singled out Ambassador McLean in particular.

"Me was one of the diplomats who offered considerable assistance ini
monitoring policy activity and putting pressure on the South Afican
govemment during crucial moments in the Defiance Campaign in 1989."

A Cape Town academic observer with similar political sympathies
offers mucli the same response but with a toucli of cynical irony.

"I know the Canadian representatives very well and my perception of them
is very positive. The previous ambassador (Ron McLean) did a very good
job. 1 have had only one discussion with his successor (Chris Westdal).
Me made a good impression. 'Me other representatives give me the
impression that they are in a discreet way, an active part of the 'struggle'.
If 1 compare the performance of the Canadian representatives with those
of the US, UK, and Germany, then there is merit to say that while they are
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part oftdie 'struggle', the representatives of the 'big three' have become-
since February 1990--very much part of the systemn-or should 1 say the
'Extended System'."

Another comparison frequently mentioned refers to the actual fmnan-
cial contributions of each country involved in South Africa. Few of our
respondents were familiar with these details but those who had contacts
with the diplomatic scene seemed to concur with the statement of one
prominent political educator:

"The contributions made by Canada to a number of organizations over a
fairly long period have been relatively generous ini relation to direct grants
given by embassies mn South Africa. However, in relation to moneys
granted by US AID, the British Government, dhe Swiss Government, to
mention only some of the bigger nations, the amount is very small."

The opinion was frequently expressed "that Canada if it really wants
to match its rhetoric with deeds, needs to extend its budget consider-
ably." It was also emphasized that the policy "ought: to be more proactive
in the selection of projects that it is going to support" and that more
consultation with a broader range of people from civil society beyond
the leadership of liberation organizations would be useful. A few respon-
dents particularly doubted that South Africa needed Canadian advice on
constitution-making. One compared this unwanted Canadian assistance
to the hypothetical situation of South African constitutional lawyers
offering advice to Canada on how the Quebec problem should be solved.
"They would be laughed out of court in Ottawa." Yet, it was pointed out,
an army of foreign experts descends on South Africa, somne ini the
country for the first time, and condescendingly offer advice on how

socio-economic problems should be solved without the contextual
knowledge necessary to make such expertise meaningful. In this respect

the IDRC mission in the country was criticized for being unfaniiliar with

the political conflict and therefore adopting too narrow a political focus
(to be discussed later ini Chapter Seven, 11). One academnic recipient of

IDRC funding stated:

"It is also my impression that Canadian policy favours the African
National Congress-a political organization rather than democratic proc-
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esses per se. In my own experience with IDRC funding, much emphasis
is placed on enhancmng the research capacities of blacks and the policy-
making machinery of the ANC-both laudable goals in their own right-
but tying funding to one organization miglit flot be such a good idea."

South Aficans do flot normally distinguish between Canadian gov-
ernrent policy and tie position of independent researchers sucli as the
IDRC evaluators or even NGO representatives. In this sense, ail Cana-
dians in South Africa, from developmnent workers to academnics, are also
partly diplomatic representatives and virtually the oïily source of infor-
mation about the unknown land "bordering Alaska." When, therefore,
Canadians in South Africa uncritically praise the ANC or mainly support
ANC associated projects, they invite the ire of even liberal antagonists:

"As it is, Canada gave by and large blanket approval to the ANC. And
what did it achieve by that? Canada in effect has underwritten the ANC's
dlaim to political hegemony, flot democracy. The favouritism countries
such as Canada and Sweden have shown to the ANC has, accordmng to
several non-ANC activists, directly contributed to the ongoing violence
i black society. Quite simply, the unquestioning support countries such

as Canada have given has fed the ANC's assumption that it could impose
its mobilizing actions, ideology and discipline on the townships and the
population at large.

The ANC may one day through force of circumstances, become a genu-
inely democratic party. But that would be in spite of, flot because the role
countries such as the Soviet Union and Canada played. In this respect the
Canadian govemnments of the 1980s rank littie higher than the pre-Gor-
bachev regimes in Moscow."

'Me critique of Canadian policy and govemrment supported assistance
cornes both from the political left, concernied liberals and, naturally,
governmrrent representatives. They complain for vastly different reasons.
The critics on the left, mainly South African academnics, distrust al
Western aid as a sophisticated form of cooption and social control. South
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new elite with whomn the old elite will have few problems communicat-
ing and wheeling and dealing as part of their inner circle. Above ail, it is

the new black bourgeoisie, once they have been incorporated as equals

and are sharing the spoils, that will be far better equipped to demobilize
and disempower the masses in the name of democracy. In this respect an

ANC-influenced government promises far greater stability for capital
than the old Apartheid state. Lt is only the blind ideologues in the global

conservative camp who cannot see this advantage. These critics on the

left readily grant that Canada, unlike Thatcher's Britain, is not among
them.

Several South Africans ridicule the sterling Canadian solidarity with
the oppressed. Aggrey Klaaste, the editor of the Sowetan (24/6/9 1), after
a visit to Canada writes about his hosts adapting "with great pain and

reluctance" to the changes in South Africa. "If South Africans have been
caught flat-footed by the scrapping of Apartheid laws, Canadians seema

even more desperately compromised by the changes." Klaaste observes

that "glorifying and fighting for the oppressed has almost become part
of their lifestyle. Lt seems as impossible for a tiger to change its spots as

to get foreigners to change their views about South Africa." Klaaste, far

from being taken in by solidarity and capitalist spiendour to be emulated
at home, writes: "In fact after seeing families walking aimlessly through

the streets of Canadian cities, I have become a reluctant Communist." In

light of such suspicion and contempt for America and, by extension,

Canada, it was also pointed out several times by both blacks and Afri-

kaners that if ever outside mediators or arbitrators were needed, South

Afficans would rather opt for Nigeria or other fellow Africans than
"1neutral" peacekeepers from North America. The dislike for "moral

imperialism" perceived to be driven by liberal guilt, is as widespread

among the Afrikaner establishment and Africanists like Klaaste as the

Canadian support is "4a source of wonder" for Mandela.

A different critical toue is frequently struck by liberal academics,

particularly Afrikaners, who despise Canada for renouncing its affmnity

with a fellow frontier society. The insert by a well-kuown Afrikaner

academnic and national conimentator best illustrates the disappointed
brand of reasoniug.
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Despising Canadian Amnesia By An Afrikaner
Liberal Academic And Newspaper Columnist

It is difficuit to decide whether
Canadian foreign policy towards
South Africa must be considered
as cynical, frivolous or just plain
misguided. A policy which de-
serves so littie respect cannot
simply be the resuit of an acci-
dentai error. The malaise obvi-
ously goes much deeper: it is the
reflection of a country without
compelling political values or a
significant historical experience.
Apart from collective amnesia
there is no other explanation for
the patent failure to deal with one
of the great political dilemmas of
the late twentieth century.

Consider Canada's policy in a
comparative context. In the
course of the 1980s, U.S.A., Brit-
ain and Germany attempted to
achieve some evenhandedness in
pressurising the South African
governiment and the liberation or-
ganisations to corne to a negoti-
ated settlement. These countries
also tried to display some sense of
proportion in funding the libera-
tion organisations. The ANC de-
servedly received most of the
funding but there was also a defi-
nite effort to boister the smaller
anti-apartheid organisations. Swe-
den, Canada and Australia did not
follow this policy. Until very re-

purpose was to

align as closely as possible with
the ANC.

Without condoning it, an ex-
planation can at least be found for
Swedish and Australian foreign
policy. By being tough on the
South African gverniment, Aus-
tr'alia tried to wipe out the negative
image of its "white Australian"l
policies of old, thus enhancing its
respectability in the eyes of Asian
countries where its future destiny
lies. Sweden, on the other hand, is
relatively so homnogeneous that
one can partly condone its inno-
cence with respect to the com-
plexities of a divided society like
South Africa. Furthermore, the
ANC at least professed to admire
the Swedish economic and wel-
fare system as second best to its
preferred alternative of nationali-
sation. (The question of Swedish
guilt about its dubious role in the
Second World War can be prop-
erly left in brackets.)

What possible explanation cari
be offered for Canadian policy?
For some unfathomable reason
Canada has considered itself quali-
fied for global leadership which it
wished to demonstrate with its
policies towards South Africa. If
anyone followed Canada it must
be only out of amused curiosity.
Why would anyone follow a coun-
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try which mistakes moral postur-
ing for leadership? Surely leader-
ship is recognîsed, only when
there is steadfast projection of
strongly held values as distinct
from an opportunistie aligniment
behind a movement or future
governmnent.

If Canada had been true to its
own history it would at Ieast have
recognised how difficult it is for a
settler society to corne to ternis
with a history of conquest and
colonisation. If Canada had learnt
any lessons about its own history
as a binational nation it would
have been much more circum-
spect about exerting all its pres-

sure to bring about the national
defeat of the Afrikaners and the
larger white community. If Can-
ada had developed any insights
about the competitive advantage
of markets over the command
economy and about the base pri-
vate property helps to provide for
liberties it would have at least,
like the Arnericans, asked ques-
tions about the ANC's association
with the South African Commu-
nist Party. If Canada had the cour-
age of her convictions-perish
the thought!-it would at least
have expressed its views on un-
democratic practices within the
ANC, outmoded economic poli-
cies and dangerous Jacobin ten-
dencies towards nation- building.

South African diplomats, both in Ottawa and in Pretoria, express a
similar sense of disappointment, aibeit in more measured tories. One
interviewee points to the "South African drug amnongst particularly civil
servants." H1e singles out a "dependency syndrome" of several thousand
persons in Canada who "were directly or indirectly dependent on South
African issues for their livelihood," funded "almost solely from govem-
ment sources." One correspondent reluctantly admires how a "wide-
spread lobby succeeds remarkably in penetrating the decision-making of
govemment echelons and articulating the very nuts and boîts of actions."
This respondent sees "a deeper cause" in "the Third World propensity of
the Canadian govemment, in which South Africa became the touch stone
for the tone of the policy towards the rest of the world."

Diplomatic sources in South Africa believe that there was far more
opposition to the activist policy than was generally admitted and made
known.
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"Opposition to the Mulroney Government's South Africa policy contin-
ued to grow, particularly within his own Progressive Conservative Party.
During one Caucus meeting, Prime Minister Mulroney apparently prohib-
ited ail further discussion within the Caucus of his Governient's South
Africa policy. This led to considerable bittemness, particularly amongst
MP's from Western Canada, who feit that the Government's policy was
out of line with the thinking of most PCP supporters.

The South African Embassy in Ottawa also, received hundreds of letters
from PCP supporters across Canada who, vowed to disassociate them-
selves from the Party i future elections. Clearly, a deep rift was develop-
ing between Messrs Mulroney and Clark, on the one hand, and the
mainstream of the PCP, on the other hand."

This well-placed diplomat diagnoses "a noticeable shift in Canadian
policy" with the appointment of Barbara McDougall who is seen as "the
driving force behind the lifting of Commonwealth sanctions!" With this
decision, several South African diplomats see Canada as having "taken
a major step towards the normalization of South Africa/Canada bilateral
relations."

Equating South Africa with white society only, regret is expressed
about:

"4an attitude i Canada regarding South Africa which will hang over for a
long timne beyond Apartheid: that South Africans are something apart and
distasteful and what they produce and do is to be avoided (wines, apples,
books, paintings) unless 'politicaily correct'."

The diplomatic isolation of South African representatives abroad also
hurt. Pik Botha remnembers "when 1 was Ambassador to the US and the
United Nations in the seventies flot a single one at a reception attended
by 90 ambassadors would be photographed with me" (Sunday Tribune,
October 27, 1991). South African diplomats in Ottawa complained that
until the 1990 switch, they could flot meet with the editorial board of a
major Canadian newspaper or enter a campus for a lecture. However,
such "minor discomforts- pale in comparison with the arguments about
sanctions that virtually al] respondents made the core of their assessment
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The overwhelming majority of our white South African respondents
are amused by the foreign insistence that sanctions made the ultimate
difference in bringing Pretoria to the bargaining table. They point to
internai reasons as far more significant. The more historically minded
iist the evolution of Afrikaner identity, its redefinition to include Eng-
iish-speakcing whites in the Vorster era, the failed co-optation policies of
his successor P.W. Botha aimed at incorporating Coloureds and Indians
through the tri-camnerai constitution, and, fmnally, the admission under de
Kierk that oniy inclusive citizenship for ail South Africans can secure a
future for Afrikaners. This is attributed, to the intrinsic pragmatic ration-
aiity of Afrikaners rather than the circumstances in which perceptions
are formed and group boundaries are redefmned. Yet, these circumstantial
exigencies were largely triggered by interniai opposition and foreign
isolation which ini turn shaped perceptions and mnediated policies.

The American scholar Robert Price (1990:298) correctiy points to the
"boosting effect" of întemnationally ixnposed economnic con straints on the
domestic politicai diaiectic. However, if our respondents are to be
believed, Price (1990:291), like most other foreign analysts, overesti-
mates the impact of foreîgn pressure and engages in economic reduction-
ism when lie "directiy relates" the risks Pretoria is willing to take with
"full black participation" to the "aniount of international economic
pressure it feels." Deon Geldenhuys (SAIQ, July 1991:50), one of the
most respected South African political scientists and author of an ac-
claimed comparative analysis of Isolated States (South Africa, Chule,
Israel and Taiwan) concludes: "I could not find any direct, positive
correlation between reform in South Africa and disinvestment from
abroad." Geldenhuys points out that the undoubted hanning of the South
African economy does not automatically translate into politicai refor-
mism, but nonetheless concedes that disînvestment was one among
several other factors contributing to the abolition of Apartheid.

In this ongoing controversy most of our respondents agree that some
indisputabie historicai facts stand out although they draw different con-
clusions from these facts. Mass mobilization and spreading unrest lu the
mid 1980s, while neyer threatening the existence of the state, nonethe-
less, weakened it in unexpected ways. It motivated the Chase Manhatten
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Bank to recali its boans and triggered an avalanche of similar withdraw-
ais by other banks. This forced Pretoria to declare bankruptcy in August
1985. This capital flight was flot intended to speed up political change in
the minds of its originators; the instability had simpiy led to a higher risk
perception that led to the refusai to roilover short-term boans. Lt was this
economic decision, not the legai sanctions introduced later, that acceler-
ated South Africa's crisis. About R30-33 billion, mostly ini repayment of
foreign boans, was lost to the state between 1985 and 1990. The inability
to raise new boans, which the various sanctions acts soon made illegal,
merely sealed the unfavourable economic assessment of South Africa as
a hîgh risk area. While South African business flirted briefly with the
idea of courting the ANC in a much publicised visit to Lusaka ini 1985,
it abandoned the overture soon afterwards, because it caused problems
at home. The prospect of iiaising with "Communists" was, of course,
anathema to the arch-capitalists. In fact, there is some evidence that
sanctions reinforced a unity of interests between government and busi-
ness which both needed each other to overcomne a hostile environment.
Hermann Giiiomee' (1991) who has aiways had an astute sense of the
shifting currents within the Afrikaner establishment persuasiveiy sug-
gests that it was the new opportunity rather than economic necessity that
triggered the liberalization.

Internai resistance and sanctions exerted constant pressure but they failed
to achieve the fundamental requiremnent for a substantial shift in power: a
crack in the regirne. No significant section of the ruling bloc went outside
for support. In making his decision in late 1989 to unban the liberation
organisations, de Klerk did flot act at the behest of business or religious
elites but on the advice of his security establishmnent who feit that the ANC
had been sufficiently weakened to be a containable force.

In his September 22, 1987 speech to the UN Generai Assembly, Joe
Clark claimed that "the sanctions imposed upon South Africa have been
effective" in that "growing numbers of individual South Africans have
reached out for reform." However, none of the liberal whites we inter-
viewed hinted that sanctions had motivated their reformism. Almost al

3 Hermann Giliomee, The Last Trek? Afrikaners in the Transition to Democrac-y," ms. 1991.
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of them deplored economnic sanctions as counterproductive and 11-ad-
vised. On this issue, South African liberals enthusiastically applauded
London and Washington while Ottawa held to its contention that sanc-
tions pressure was indispensable for achieving dialogue. Nonetheless,
the threat of more sanctions was continuously used by the South African
business lobby to stave off further Apartheid measures or to advocate
liberalizing incrementalism. It allowed the liberal opposition to warn
Pretoria that it would provoke more harmful foreign hostility by its
intransigence. For example, the Urban Foundation's advocacy of the
repeal of Group Areas Act legisiation and forced removal argued:
"Needless to say, even debate on the prospects of such removals at this
stage would provoke a local and international political and economic
backlash of disastrous proportions."

It is difficult to assess how much of this discourse amnounted to
self-serving rhetoric in light of the close and willing co-operation of
South African business to cirdumvent sanctions. It would be even more
difficult to ascertain whether or how seriously the South African cabinet
heeded the business warnings about the harmnful effect of foreign restric-
tions. Apart from the advocates of a siege economy,5 genuine confidence
that foreign interference could be beaten alternated with laments about
its counterproductive impacts and the widely expressed hope that inter-
national legitimacy be restored soon, if further economnic decline was to
be avoided. Hardly any public utterance by a business executive failed
to point to a political seulement and a dliniate of optimism as a precon-
dition for economic growth.

4 Ann Bernstein and Jeif McCarthy, "Opening the Door" in Opening the Citie.,, Indicator S.A.

Issue Focus, September 1990, Johannesburg: The Urban Founidation/Indicator Project S.A.

5 Some influential Afrikaner corporate executives, such as the late Sanlam Chief Fred du Plessis,

favoured defaulting on South Africa's debt and relying on growth through impoli substitution.

The siege economists believed that South Africa could neyer satisfy the outside world, regardless

of its normalisation policies, since sanctions would be ratcheted up. Under this assumption, debt
repayment would be a fruitless drain on resources. Merle Lipton (1990:28-29) attributes the

defeat of tItis strategy to the wise imposition of partial sanctions "by Ieaving open the possibility
that South Africa could 'claw its way back' into the international community."
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In this respect, the sanctions-induced lack of confidence for long-term
investmnent decisions proved effective in contributing to a change of
perceptions. In the early 1980s, conventional. wîsdom. i South Africa
held that economiec recovery could solve the political crisis. By the end
of the decade, political reconciliation was now viewed as the essential.
step i dealing with the economnic crisis. From cabinet ministers to
industrialists, it was generally acknowledged that the annual GNP growth
could be three percent higlier with international legitimacy and open
access to the world's financial markets.' Because of a low level of
domestic savings relative to desired învestment, the "fundanental con-
straint on the South African economy is the shortage of funding to
finance fixed investmnents" (J. Garner and J. Leap, 199 1: 1). Lt was this
refusai by South African domestic capital to invest because of low
confidence and the inability to raise long-terni lans on foreign markets
that forced South African policy-makers to maintain high înterest rates
and restrain growth at the cost of high unemployment and declining real
incomes. The policy resulted froni the need to generate large current
account surpluses in this predicament.

In a series of incisive papers by associates of the Coninonwealth-
funded "Centre for the Study of the South African Economy and Inter-
national Finance" at the London School of Economics, several authors
caution against an overestimate of the impact of sanctions. Merle Lipton
(1990), who has published the most systematic and comprehensive
investigation of this question so far, argues that South Africa's foreign
debt problems are neither unique nor solely due to sanctions. She
contends that the political effects of sanctions have been "mixed,"
leading to a shift in attitudes towards an immoral and unsustainable
systen in some cases but intensified resentment and intransigent insecu-
rity in others. In contrast, Joseph Hanlon (1991 :v), the coordinator of the
"Commonwealth Independent Expert Study on Sanctions Against South
Africa" (see Hanlon, 1989 and 1987) maintains that without sanctions,

6 For example, Minister Wim de Villier% said that South Aflica could increase its economnic growth
rate by three to four times if sanctions were dropped. "Sanctions had reduced the growth of
employment opportunities in the industrial sector to just 1 percent a year" (Cape Times, 6/2/90).
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"Namibia would flot yet be independent, and Mandela would flot yet be
free." Yet even Hanlon admits that sanctions were flot the most important
reason for either event (Hanlon, 199 1w).

In conclusion, sanctions compounided market forces already at work,
especially capital flight which began in the mid i1970s, long before
sanctions were instituted (Kahn, 1991). However, sanctions aiso pro-
vided an additional push and gave outsiders leverage to influence South
African developments through psychological blows to business confi-
dence. The Apartheid regime was finally caught ini a vicious circle where
over time black protest contributed to increased risk perceptions, which
triggered capital flight, reinforced by sanctions, which in turn strength-
ened the protest movement.

Among dhe black opposition, it is a firmly held belief that a weak
South African government is kept in power by its Western allies. Hence,
withdrawal of international support and sufficient pressure would force
Pretoria to relinquish its exclusive political control. 'We believe that you
ini the US, together with your allies, have the means to get the South
African governiment to the negotiating table," read an "Open Letter to
die American People," signed by Alan Boesak, Desmond Tutu, Beyers
Naudé and Frank Chikane on the occasion of their Washington visit to

the newiy eiected President Bush (ANC Newsbriefing, 13, 4/6/89).

Such an assessment would seem to overestimate the vulnerability of

the South African regime as well as the clout and political will of
Western powers. Lt also contributed to a widespread myth that liberation
would be delivered by outsiders. Liberation as a cargo cuit remnforced

domestic political paralysis ini as much as it geared some of the protest

towards triggering outside pressure rather than affecting the domestic
power equation directly.

The effects of sanctions can be summarized ini nine more or iess

controversial propositions:

(1) Sanctions measures fali into three distinct categories: disinvest-
ment, trade restrictions and bans on long terrn credit. The latter bas
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affected South Africa most; trade boycotts were relatively easy to cir-
cumavent, aibeit with some additional costs, while "disinvestment has flot
noticeably impeded. the functioning of the South African economy"
(Lipton, 1990:v).

(2) Many foreign frms which have, withdrawn fromn South Africa
have maintained their links with the South African market by supplying
it with its produets through new, independent local outiets (Kodac/San-
roc) or fromn neighbouring states (Coca Cola).

(3) The nominal withdrawal has allowed South African conglomer-
ates to buy out absconding foreign flrms at bargain prices. This has
increased the capital concentration ini the South African economy. With-
drawal has benefitted the larger corporations such as Anglo, Barlow
Rand and Sanlain.

(4) The expected pressure by business on government as a result of
sanctions bas flot occurred. In fact, sanctions have brought business and
govemment dloser together ini the patriotic cause of beating foreign
interference. Thus sanctions have been counterproductive to an impor-
tant precondition for change: deepening the cleavages within the ruling
mmnority. Nevertheless, sanctions have undermined business confidence
and contributed to the search for alternatives.

(5) The withdrawal bas negatively affected the social responsibility
programmes and labour codes with which various foreign interests
rationalized their South African presence. Local management bas proven
less amenable to fair labour practices.

(6) Sanctions have marginally increased the already high black un-
employment. In the general economnic recession and restructuring of
firmns, white rather than black workers' interests have been protected.
Powerholders have deflected the impact of sanctions onto weaker sec-
tors.

(7) Non-racial unions, although numerically stronger than ever, have
been weakened by the large surplus army of unemployed. Although
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COSATU offlcially supports ail pressure on the South African govern-
ment, many affiliated unions were ambiguous about further economic
measures, particularly.disinvestment. Union officiais feared that further
black unemployment will depoliticize workers rather than make themn
take further political risks.

(8) After 1987, although the ANC demanded comprehensive manda-
tory sanctions, the sanctions drive in Western public opinion had lost
momentum. This perception was reinforced by the failure of existmng
measures to change Pretoria's policy as well as the realization of South
African relative self-sufficiency and the dependency of frontline states
on the South African economny.

(9) Some loss of Western markets for South African products has
been substituted by the dramatie development of South African trade
liks with Pacific Rim couintries, particularly Japan and Taiwan. South
African exporters have made elaborate preparations for disguising the
origins of their products by using Mauritius, Swaziland, the Seychelles
and Namibia.

In short, no general conclusion can be drawn about the success or
failure of sanctions against South Africa. A final judgement depends on
the empirical and political evaluation of the positive and negative effects
of different measures in specific historical, circumstances.
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7. PROM ANTI-APARTHEID TO DEVELOPMENT

"The response of the international community
needs to befinely tuned to this complex and
delicate process of negotiations. ... encourage-
ment, pressure and assistance would need to be
suitably applied as the process unfold." UN
Secretary General, 4 September 1991.

A future policy towards Suh
ern Africa formulated by any Western nation will differ fromn previous
decades in one fundamental respect: the policy can be arrived at without
the constraints of the Cold War. The significance of this historical break
cannot be over-stressed.

This analysis lias been inspired by the stimulating assessment of US
foreign policy ini the post-Cold War period by Michael Clougli (1992)
who generously provided his just completed book manuscript.

J. A POST-COLD WAR FOREIGN POLICY ON SOUTHERN AFRICA

In the past, the Africa policies of ail Western powers were to a greater
or lesser extenit influenced by the Cold War competition for hegemony
and "strategic parity" in the remotest regions of the globe. For the United
States in particular, less so for Canada, sub-Saharan Africa had assumed
priniary, strategic significance as a battleground "to contain" the ad-
vanices of the Soviet Union, to check perceived Soviet proxies with
Western clients, and to bar access of the Soviet Union to what were
declared vital minerai resources and strategic routes for the survival of
the Western econoinies.

These alarmist assumptions were largely incorrect because Soviet
policy li Africa was frequently more reactive in exploiting opportunities
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than in aggressive planning advances into Western orbits of interest. For
example, the Soviet-supported Cuban intervention in Angola only oc-
curred after the Kissinger-backed South African invasion of the country
in 1975. Soviet interest in Africa has often been exaggerated. On some
occasions the Soviet Union even turned its back on willing clients, as
when the application of Mozambique for membership in the COME-
CON was rejected. While die Soviet Union had its own agenda in Africa
during the Cold War competition, it was largely driven by its Western
adversarîes and aimed mainly at recognition of equal superpower status
on the continent. The South African myth that dhe Kremlin was cun-
ningly plotting to lay its hands on the treasures of the Cape noinetheless
achieved wide credibility and helped to sustain the repression of democ-
racy in the name of anti-Communism.

Many African people were thus dragged into the Cold War as pieces
in a chess gaine. To be sure, many of the African leaders also manipu-
lated the Cold War competition according to their own autonomous
interests. They benefitted from the rhetoric of anti-imnperialism, as much
as the Apartheid ideologues benefitted in presentîng themselves as stal-
warts of anti-Comrnunism resisting the "total onslaught" of the Soviet-
sponsored ANC. Ail these master narratives which forged strange
alliances and designated imagined enemies have now lost their guiding

power. The "imagined war" has corne to an end.

The Cold War paradigm of the US understanding of Africa led to a

closure of many domestic discourses as well as alternative policies.

Africa's regional conflicts and their resolution were subsumed under the

global competition. Revolutions in foreign countries became the great

threat for the US, and US African policy mostly axnounted to counter-
revolutionary intervention.

Fortunately, William Appelman Williams' Empire as a Way of 14fe did

not apply to Canada in the samne way, although there was always an

ideological spillover. Canada's small-scale economic role in the Carib-

bean, for example, emulated the US penetration elsewhere. However,

Canada's role in Southern Aflica has always been a much more contra-
dictory mixture. Influential Canadian constituencies, including Tory
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radicals, broke out of the impérial idiomn within the Commonwealth
framework. For a middle power, there were objective lirnits to the
expansionist logic.

Williamns' influential Tragedy of American Diplomacy could neyer
have directed the same accusatory force at Canada that cultivated dies
with the non-aligned world, and even with foes of the US like Cuba and
Communist adversaries like China. Canada may have been a sulent
partner in the US empire, as well as its agent in places where the
superpower could flot tread, however Canada lacked the military clout
and spirit to enforce the empire. Growth as the euphemism for empire
acquired a different meaning. Unlike the US, Canada could decenter the
Cold War from Africa. Its ideological mastercode stressed mediation and
peace-keeping as a way of advancing its international influence. Where
US capital rode on the back of tanks and jet fighters, Canadian business,
a Marxist could quite rightly argue, used the more sophisticated tool of
diplomnacy. The difference is substantial and real in its consequences.
Canada did not support surrogate forces engaged in destabilization.

However, les there are illusions about Canada's virtuous role, its
contradictions must flot be forgotten. While Canada pursued policies
towards the frontline states that aimed at rectifying the effects of desta-
bilization, it neyer criticized its US ally that actively contributed to the
destruction of Angola by supporting UNITA. It was in those contradic-
tions that the constraints of the Cold War alignmrrents showed their impact
on Canada as well. Ottawa, like London, poured money into a SADCC
hole without caring much about how the need for assistance was caused
i the first place.

The US-Soviet collaboration in settling African regional conflicts i
Angola and Narnibia in 1989 and later the disappearance of the Soviet
Union as an international actor freed Western policy towards Africa from
the shackles of the Cold War. It now operates without ideological
guidance and certainties. This allows NGOs and special interest groups
a far greater influence in shaping foreign polkcy. What had frequently
been rejected as infeasible or secondary in the light of Cold War ideo-
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This applies ini particular to the concemrs of new organizations with a
global constituency. The environental movement, as represented, for
example, in Greenpeace, or human. riglits concemrs, as articulated by
Amnesty International, stand out as two such forces that will make
themselves increasingly feit in foreign policy. Greenpeace or Amnnesty
International are truly transnational lobbies, whose clout has risen with
the end of the Cold War. There are many other similar global lobbies
such as "Medicine Without Frontiers," Oxfam, and various international
charities that operate with different budgets but sterling commitment. As
long as Canadian policy on Southeru Africa remains responsive to such
global constituencies, it will not only show moral leadership but prag-
matic sense in making the global village a safer place for everyone.

There are critics who dismiss the recent Canadian emphasis on inter-
national human rights as another public relations exercise that aÎms at
rehabilitating a domestically unpopular government. This overly func-

tionalist înterpretation, even if it were entirely correct, does not detract
from the value of human rights advocacy, regardless of the motivating
reasons for it.

Any future Afrîca policy that aims at soliciting the active support of
the Canadian public will have to attempt to reverse the prevailing
negative image of Africa. This can only be achieved by "good govern-
ment" i the African countries themselves. At present, the perception
dominates in the West that Africa constitutes an unmitigated failure.
After the euphoria of independence in the 1950s and 1960s, most

supporters of the anti-colonial struggle have become thoroughly disillu-
sioned with its outcome. Often cited are the economic stagnation and
collapse i the countryside, the wide-spread human rights abuses, deten-

tions without trial, tortures, frequent coups in one-party states, the

inter-communal massacres, civil wars, and the burgeoning graft and

corruption of a governnent elite living in ostentatious luxury while
paying lip service to humanist and socialist ideals. To this disastrous

picture must be added the streamns of refugees and more recently the

devastating spread of HIV which few African govemrments have taken

seriously. Perhaps with the exception of a marginal country like Bot-

swana and, arguably, one or two other cases, there are hardly any
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sub-Saharan states that can be held up as democratic and economic
success stories. Therefore, the new Canadian emphasis on human rights
adherence as a precondition for development assistance, constitutes a
long overdue shift. Its sceptical reception and outright rejection by the
majority of Canada's Commonwealth associates only confirms the cor-
rectness of Canada's insistence. After the disappearance of Apartheid as
die Commonwealth's main raison d'être for the past decades, the spot-
light wilI fali increasingly on its members' own domestic performance.
Cold War allegiances will no longer serve to stifle criticism from embar-
rassed allies. Unless most Commonwealth members, particularly the
African States, drastically reduce their infringement of human rights and
democratic principles, the colonial club will marginalize itself further.
With the emerging trilateral trading blocs, the Commonwealth wilI in
any case lose importance as a sentimental alliance and contact arena for
political elites. A strengthened United Nations increasingly substitutes
for the colonial sub-systems of cultural association. The saine applies to
la Francophonie.

Future directions for Canadian policy towards Southern Africa can be
discussed most sensibly i the context of four possible options for
Western policy i general. The focus on Southern Africa i turn must be
placed lin the context of overali policy options towards Africa and the
Third World. While it may be useful to outline what ought to happen, the
analytical focus on what is likely to occur is always a better guide, even
for the normative blueprints. Idealist recommendations deserve to be
taken seriously only if they possess a minimal chance of being realized.
Sober analysis of a depressing reality does not amnount to a rejection of
the utopian dream but constitutes a strategic precondition for its potential
implementation.

The so-called bottom line of Western policy options towards the Third
World i general and the South African region ini particular cati be stated
in the four scenarios of (1) militarization, (2) abandonment, (3) recolo-
nization, and (4) development.

Militarization comprises the acceptance of new security responsibili-
tics for selected regions, such as the US-led coalition i the Gulf War
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demonstrated for parts of the Middle East. The priority of this strategy
lies ini guaranteeing stability and access primarily through stepped-up
policing, the formation of new military alliances and security guarantees
which will include increased armis sales to and training of friendly local
forces.

Abandonmnent, as is seif-evident in the terni, simply means the graduai
withdrawal of formerly involved outside forces. Regions are left to fend

for themselves while limited resources like mnvestment capital or govern-
ment assistance are increasingly directed towards more economically
attractive or politically promising states, such as the emerging democra-
cies in Eastemn Europe.

Recolonization defines the process of externally dictated economnic
policies, for example, thirough the so-called Structural Adjustment Pro-
grammes (SAP) of the World Bank and IMIF. While action of the World
Bank has to be requested and the ternis of SAPs are formally negotiated
and neyer unilaterally imposed, the bankruptcy of many Third World
states and their dependency on further boans for vital imports, leaves
littie leverage for bargaining. A stark choice of compliance or rejection
is the only real option.

Developmnent denotes the process of mutually agreed upon outside
assistance with the goal of benefiting the mass of the population through
broad economic empowerment. It differs from Structural Adjustment

Programmes by offering substantial concessions on debt relief, invest-
ment in infrastructure and human resources (education) with long-terni

benefits for the entire population, rather than short terni rewards only for

an urban elite with access to hard currency at the expense of useless local
currency wages. Development policies could also include much of the

SAP shock treatment, such as measures to correct an inflated currency,
increase export earnings, reduce government spending, privatize state

enterprises, and cut subsidies. However, the development policies would

not primarily aim at paving the way for multinational profit-making but

balance short-terni investor interests with the long-term payoff of social

investment i education or health care.
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The four policy options sketched above are obviously flot mutually
exclusive; they could be pursued simultaneously with different empha-
ses. They denote ideal-types in order to highlight choices. Different
Western counitries wül follow différent policy options according to
specific national interests and traditions. Canada in particular will obvi-
ously not embark on militarization on her own but can become dragged
into military options, as her nominal participation in the Gulf War has
shown. Canada does not act in a political vacuum but is constrained by
its various alliances, particularly its relationship with the United States.
Its free trade agreement, for example, excludes unilateral action in the
much needed removal of trade barriers that block Third World commodi-
dies from reaching Western markets.

What mu st also be considered is the possibility that a strife-torn South
Africa is increasingly lumped together with other black African states as
an unsalvageable proposition. A familiar argument in support of this tack
is that such states deserve to, be left to their own fate after ail well-mean-
ing outside efforts to secure a non-racial democracy are perceived to
have failed as a consequence of a mixture of ingrained political violence
and economic demise. An increased exodus of South African whites
under these conditions would heighten the outside disillusionrnent with
a noble experiment that went as sour as Tanzanian socialism or Zamnbian
humanism. Those analysts, like Pierre van den Berghe (1 979), who long
ago predicted the departure of most whites not only as the most likely
development but also the most desirable solution to a colonial problem,
would be fully vindicated.

This improbable doomsday scenario aside, there are unique aspects to
the Southem African region which are likely to produce different foreign
policy responses from Western states than those typical in other Third
World regions. Foreign policy formulation both in the US and Canada
lias always largely axnounted to an elite exercise. The general public does
not take much interest in foreign developments and particularly in the
US is always more preoccupied with domestic polities. Americans,
cynics remark, can support the bombmng of countries and capitals whose
locations they cannot even find on a map.
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However, this general ignorance and indifference does not apply to
South Africa. Because of past anti-Apartheid mobilization and the easy
accessibility by the Western media to an English-speaking state, South
Africa is likely to figure more prominently in the future North American
public consciousness than any other Third World area, with the excep-
tion of Israel. Kith-and-kin relations in Britain and Canada and the
concern of Afro-American activists with perceived soul-brothers and
sisters in Johannesburg will continue to reinforce a high level of public
interest in the former Apartheid state. Dramatically increased tourism
could add to this public involvement. While the new South Africa cannot
match the emotional support and clout of the Israeli lobby in the US and

Canada, the South African activist diaspora, so to speak, far supercedes
any other Third World cause in influence and intellectual investment.
Fading Apartheid repression is unlikely to wipe out this legacy of past

mobilization, even if the so-called anti-Apartheid industry is scaled
down or disappears altogether.

South Africa is unique among the decolonizing regions in having
spawned a wide international lobby of knowledgeable enthusiasts in the

worldwide anti-Apartheid movement. While this network has tradition-

ally been viewed as a committed enemy of the South African state, it
could become an effective agent for the reconstruction of the new

post-Apartheid nation. The idealism of a professional lobby with con-

nections into the governments and media in virtually every major coun-

try of the world could sustain the interest in South Africa long after

Apartheid. Unlike Zimbabwe or Namibia where international interest

faded with the day of independence, the likely fractious power-sharing
and ongoing racial implications in South Africa will not convey the

image of a resolved struggle. Since the international lobby takes its cues

more than ever from the ANC, how this latent support is activated will

depend heavily on the word of Mandela. It may not be too far fetched to

envisage the day when the same sanctions lobby actively campaigns for

renewed investment as the duty of responsible business in assisting a

fledgling democracy. The tragedy may well be that this day has been put
off for so long and the interim economic decline and social disintegration

has grown so deep that the new South Africa has sunk into violent chaos
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beyond even the most enthusiastic rescue efforts of its dedicated sup-
porters.

If these assumptions are correct they rule out the option of a Southem
Africa abandoned among Canadian foreign policy concems. Quite apart
from increased economic ties between'the two counitries and the impor-
tance of the modem South African sectoir for the development of the
Southemn African region as a whole, together with renewed South Afri-
can membership in the Commonwealth, the tortuous past relationship
has cemented rather than weakened future Canadian-South African ties
and public involvement in shaping them.

Nor are the investmnent demands of Eastern Europe likely to channel
aIl investmient capital i an Eastern rather than Southeru direction.
Within the emerging trilateral trading blocs, Eastern Europe is increas-
ingly viewed as the primary responsibility of Germany and the European
Community. When North American and Japanese capital weighs the
advantages and disadvantages of the two regions, South Africa can point
to one overwhelming attraction: it possesses a modemn infrastructure, a
functioning market and a business class with skills which will flot be
available for a long time i the Soviet Union. The great advantages of
Eastern Europe i the forin of location, educated labour force, and large
pool of scientists are likely to be overshadowed for some time by the
organizational deficits of a former command economy. Given the func-
tioning corporate structures in South Africa, together with an attractive
climate, scarce minerai resources, and an English-language environ-
ment, South Africa is unlikely to be abandoned by all risk capital i
favour of Eastern Europe. Much will depend on the perceived political
stability of the two regions. Once the transitional political violence has
been overcome, South Africa may well score far better.

Unlike Western European states, Canada finds itself under less pres-
sure to rescue Eastern Europe. Canada is less directly affected by
Russian refugees and general dislocation than her European allies. This
may allow Ottawa to divert more resources to Africa than European
states can afford. Together with Australia, Canada may be the only
industrialized middle-power that can retain its strong Africa concem,
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buffeted by Commonwealth dies, rather than being strained by big power

obligations to the East. However, with a further collapse in the former

Soviet Union, strong immigrant lobbies, particularly from Canadian
Ukrainians, might challenge Canada's spectator role and demand an

active involvemnent at the expense of the more remote Third World. The
African diaspora in Canada in particular remains relatively weak and

disorganised. With the moral reference point and unifying cause of

Apartheid gone, empathy with a self-destructive Africa could fail to the

low level of concern that Canadians feel for Arab causes.

This raises the complex issues of the political will in industrialized

middle-powers to pursue altruistic intemnationalist policies. Cranford

Pratt (1990) has persuasively sketched the enormous obstacles which the

application of cosmopolitan, va-lues faces in countries geared to neo-pro-

tectionismn ini order to avoid domestic deîndustrialization. Pratt notes the

often ignored friction between a social democratic tradition of global

solidarity and the simultaneous protection of domnestic workeis' interests

against so-called unfair competition froin low-wage countries. So far

narrow domestic definitions of national interests have won out against

"humane internationalism." Third World countries' access to the affluent

country markets, resource and technology transfer, debt relief or con-

straints on transnational corporations have generally been enacted only

to a very himited extent, provided the richer initiators have benefitted

themselves or had little choice in avoiding worse and unnianageable

conditions. The end of the cold war competition has removed a further

constraint of pursuing innediate national econoniic advantages. The

Canadian-South African constellation where a policy of global solidarity

coincided with domestic advantage and relatively little cost is unlikely

to repeat itself in an ever more competitive world of emerging trading

blocs. The humane global components of national cultures, the long-

terni objectives of international equity and development, are unlikely to

survive in an atmosphere of global nationalist revival.

Therefore, Southern Africa as a region outside the major trading blocs

in an unfavourable geographic location, can realistically not expect

much assistance froni its Western colonial mentors. The states of South-

ern Africa will have to fall back on their own regional cooperation and
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individual advantages in utilizing inter-regional developments. Southemn
Africa may stili be a priority for development assistance but it will be a
priority within a shrinking pie.

IL. RATIONALE AND FoRm 0F FuTuRE INTERVENTION

Human Resource Development

A foreign policy that Ieads to the expenditure of large amounts of
money in another country needs to address clearly why it proposes
intervention and to what ends. Causes and goals can range from moral
imperatives and lobby pressure at home to securing influence abroad,
from saving the target from communism to securing markets for die
donor, from enhancing the donors' standing intemrationally to emnpower-
ing a weak opposition for humanitarian and pragmatic reasons.

In this web of intertwined reasons-some explicit, others implicit-
two clearly defined purposes stand out in the case of current Canadian
involvement in South Africa. (1) Canada aims at assisting the transition
from Apartheid to democracy in as peaceful and constructive a way as
possible. Good faith negotiations between representatives of all political
forces are encouraged as the only effective means to secure a new order.
(2) Beyond a constitutional seutlement, Canada and the Commonwealth
are ready to play "as significant a role i the human resource develop-
ment of post-Apartheid South Africa as they had in the elimination of
Apartheid" (CFM, New Delhi, September 13-14, 199 1).

'Me new emphasis faîls on developing skills for a new civil service
culture. An excellent report by the Commonwealth's Expert Committee
on Southem Africa sets out a detailed rationale for the training needs of
the new South Africa together with imaginative and realistic proposaIs
to finance and implement educational programmes for post-Apartheid
skills. There is no need to repeat these weIl-known needs except to stress
their magnitude and urgency. Indeed, as has often been pointed out, the
efforts to remove Apartheid pale in comparison with the task of coping
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At present, only 2.2 percent of managers ini South Africa's top comn-

panies are black (SAIRR, Update, July 16, 1991). Although blacks

comprise a majority of the present civil service, including homeland

bureaucracies, they generally occupy the very lowest positions. Officiai

statistics record that 41 percent of the public service ini South Africa

(excluding the TBVC states) is African while 39 percent is white.

However, of the 2,885 posts in the five top income categories in central

state deparuments and provinces, only 14 were occupied by blacks i

1990 (Sunday Times, October 20, 199 1). The upper echelons of the state

bureaucracy are thoroughly dominated by an Afrikaner cultural ethos.

I addition to being white and Afrikaner i particular, the South

African top civil service is almost ahl maie. For example, South Africa

has 141 permanent and il acting judges. 0f those, in 199 1 only one is a

woman and one is black. Lt was Canadian appeal court judge Madame

Justice Louise Abour who, in a keynote address to the 1991 Bar Council

in Durban, reminded the audience: "Pluralism on the Bench flot only

icreases the publices perception that the courts are a fair and responsive

forum, it also brigs to officiai adjudication a point of view that would

otherwise be absent" (Sunday Times, September 15, 1991).

Marinus Wiechers has pointed out a crucial difference from Eastern

Europe regarding the transition to a new order: "In Eastern Europe, i

doig away with the old policies they are also doing away with the

people in government applying these policies. We cannot afford to do the

saine i South Africa" (Sunday Tribune, October 27, 199 1). Indeed, the

dependency on the old civil service by any post-Apartheid goveniment

and the likely retention of tainted institutions and people will be one of

the most strildng dilemmas of the new order. The formerly disenfran-

chized simply do not command the skilled human resources to replace a

state administration on their own. Created by the Apartheid state and

eînployed for implementing Apartheid, the Apartheid legacy is retaied

in the very people that are supposed to usher in the anti-Apartheid polity.

Unless effective affirmative action programmes ensure a more repre-

sentative managerial class, both in the public and private sector effective

Apartheid would continue as a nameless condition, despite its legal
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elimination. While the South African private sector can finance its own
managerial needs in well-endowed Business Schools, it is the neglected
area of public administration that needs most attention.'

The training of members of the deprived majority within South Africa
seems both more cost-effective and appropriate for the put-pose. Grant-
ing scholarships for study abroad made sense when adequate educational
facilities for blacks did flot exist in South Africa. Apart from specialized
graduate studies abroad, foreign educational assistance could now be
spent inside the country far more beneficiaily. Such a reorientation of
past programmes would flot only achîeve a greater impact with limited
resources but most likely would also cut down on the brain drain, as
fewer foreign students would be living abroad for long pet-lods. the racial
composition of the general population and nobody associates compen-
satory bridging efforts with blackness or lower standards.

On the other hand, there is a case to be made for South African
students to study for a period at a Canadian university. The total change
of environnient, the experience of a new political culture, the opportu-
nity for renewed self-esteem for black students particularly, are not
inconsequential for their future leadership roles. Many prominent black
retumees speak about their increased self-confidence from having stud-
ied abroad. The positive experiences of being in a new setting, free of
the stigma of race and ail its self-fulfilling expectations, and of being
considered an authority on developments in one's country do have

1 The University of the Witwatersrand introduced a Public Administration streamn in ils Graduate
School of Business only in 1991 and the University of Cape Town has yet to decide where to
locate the training of top civil servants. The GSB at UCT however bas introduced an innovative
Associate in Management <AIM) programme in which black students form the majority. The
programme is largely financed b>' future employers. Instead of a patemnalistic all-black uplift
effort, thie AIM bridging programme creates a genuinely integrated interracial Ieaming
experience, particularly for equally unqualified Afrikaner/white students no( accustomed to
being in a minority. The classroomn reflects approximately the racial composition of the general
population and nobody associates compensatory bridging efforts with blackness or lower
standards. The training of the civil service in South Africa traditionally took place ai Afrikaans
institutions, while tic graduates of English univerities almost ail went into professions or the
private sector. Hence, the past unpreparcdness of English institutions for the task of training a
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empowering effects. Those who argue the most loudly in favour of

cost-effective approaches are ail too often members of the privileged

group and cannot know these subjective influences of Apartheid and

untained education from the perspective of subordinates.

Tlhe disbursement of educational assistance, however, takes place

within an intense political contest inside South Africa. To receive foreign

support or be left out of sponsorship affects dhe standing of competing

black political organizations and their associated institutions and mem-

bers. Individuals may even choose to join organfizations with resources

flot for ideological reasons but solely for individual advancement. Others

are being coerced to join for slieer survival. This happened when Black

Consciousness adherents fled South Africa during the late 1970s and

found to their surprise that they had to link up with the rival ANC as the

only access to scholarships and advancement. A simnilar informaI coer-

cion exists within NatallKwaZulu where often Inkatha membership

remaîns a precondition for a career in the civil service or even for vital

necessities.

Selecting Candidates for Scholarships

The increased focus on compensatory human resource development

in the post-Apartheid era requires selection of suitable candidates among

many wortiiy applicants. Scholarships for tertiary education in particular

wil be in higli demand and competition for the limited grants is likely to

be flerce. This makes the selection criteria for fmnancial awards an area

of intense contest and conflict. Yet, surprisingly, hardly any research lias

been undertaken to determine the optimal, Le., most rational and politi-

cally least controversial, criteria for financial support of students. The

recipients themselves, to our knowledge, have neyer been asked how

they would like to be chosen for advancement. Our small pilot project

arnong 30 senior black students at UWC attempted to gather data on

student preferences for selection as weil as attitudes towards affirmative

action and gender equity.

I a written questionnaire students were asked for guidance on appro-

priate policy advice regarding the controversial selection issue. Six
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distinct options were outlined and the respondents were asked to choose
one; they were also asked to give reasons for their choice. Many selected
and argued for a combination of several options. The question read:

Many foreign govemments give South African university students schol-
arships and invitations to visit their country. In your opinion, which of the
following criteria should be the most important in selections of these
students. (Circle one)

Students selected:%
1) On a nonracial basis, using menit, determined by academic 20
achievemrent and recominendations.
2) On a nonracial basis, using income as a criterion so that less 30
privileged students are given preference.
3) On a racial basis, considering only deserving black students in 20
order to compensate for Apartheid discrimination.
4) On the basis of population ratios so that ail groups are 5
represented proportionally.
5) On the basis of political involvement or contributions to 20
commnunity Elle and public profile, as detennined by respective
organizations.
6) On the basis of a lottery se that all applicants who are 5
university students have an equal chance.
7) Other criteria-peasespecir.______

100

It was surprising how few of our respondents (20 percent) opted for
racial affirmative action. Their main argument was that Apartheid dep-
rivation has disadvantaged only black students, who cannot be expected
to, have the higher qualifications and knowledge necessary for an equal
competition. Under such conditions, selection on the basis of achieve-
ment and traditional menit would be intrinsically discriminatoxy, by
again penalising Apartheid victims and doubly rewarding its educational
beneficiaries. Therefore, these respondents chose option three: that only
deserving black students should be considered i order to compensate
for Bantu education.

The most popular (30 percent) option favoured rewards to be given on
a class basis (option two). The nonracial selection, "using income as a
criterion so that less privileged students are given preference," automat-
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ically associates "less privileged" with blacks. In popular consciousness

and practical reality, this option almost amounts to racial affirnative

action, since the overwhelming majority of poor are black. However,

few of the black students in the entire sample insisted on excluding white

applicants by definition. In this respect, the nonracial ethos seems to

have taken hold. It remnains the great psychological asset of tie anti-

Apartheid movement. Many South Aficans are wary of the American

mistakes. They do flot want to implement "reverse Apartheid" or have

black-only support associated with lower standards; they have no wish

to be certified in patemnalistic, politically expedient "crash courses."

Scholarships on die basis of income, it was pointed out, would flot

only alleviate the racial anxieties of poor whites but also prove pedagogi-

cally beneficial for an interracial leamning situation. This option also has

an attractive socialist tinge. T1he criterion excludes black students fromn

upper middle-class families, particularly ini the Indian and Coloured

community, who can well afford to fmnance the careers of their offspring

themaselves.

The 20 percent of respondents who chose option five, using commu-

nity involvement as the main criterion, displayed a strong social con-

science. The goal of scholarships, several students stressed, "should be

the upliftment of society as a whole, not only the individual." A second

Uine of argument pointed to the financially uinrewarding nature of grass-

roots political activity. Scholarshîps on this basis would compensate for

altruistic conininty service. A third argument stressed the certainty or

greater likelihood of those students returning and contributing skills to

the new South Africa. Several respondents suggested that foreign schol-

arships should be tied to an undertaking of returf. None of the students

expressed concem about political bias as a factor in the evaluation of the

organizational activity of candidates, but several respolidents mentioned

that community involvement "should not necessarily mean political

organization."

Virtually all respondents wanted some element of menit recognized.

While only a niinority (10 percent) opted for the traditional menit creden-

tials of "academic achievement and recommendations," many of those
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favouring racial selection nonetheless noted: "flot ail blacks and women
are deserving." No new ideas emerged about how menit should be
defmned and decided. Moreover, the question "Who should be responsi-
ble for selecting students?" revealed a wide spectrum of preferences
amnong three options: a) foreign donor, b) university authorities, c)
community organization. Haif of our respondents trust their university,
one third their community organization, and only a rather small minority
would wish the foreign donor to exercise the right of selection. A last
question asked whether "haîf the places should be reserved for women."
Forty percent answered yes and sixty percent no. Unfortunately, the
necessanily brief questionnaire was not genderized so that it could flot be
determined with any certainty whether the above answers coincided with
the gender of the resporident. Judgmng from the contributions in a focus
session this seemed not to be the case, since many women voted against
a gender quota, but several men supported it.

This brief overview of the debate about optimal selection criteria for
university student scholarships reveals no consensus and likely heralds
future conflicts about access to this valuable scarce resource. Foreign
donors as well as respective South African selection bodies should
prepare themselves for being challenged in their very charitable activity.
Nothing is apolitical in South Afica and educational careers are no
exception.

Foreign Assistance for What?

has flot yet been a real discussion of the impact of extemnal
:)n the democratic movement inside South Africa. At present 90
)f ANC expenses are covered by funds from abroad.2

:>nfidential "Report of the Office of the Treasurer General," ANC National Congress,
July 1991, which for the first urne gives a detailed accounting of ail the ANC assets and
ïat home and abroad. Membership fees cover 5.3 percent of ANC income, donations
ni and grants 86.6 percent. The total ANC budget in 1990 amounted to SAR 79.731.300
mately CAD 34 million). Likewjse the South African Council of Churches (SACC)
foreign grants for almost 90 percent of uts annual budiet (SouthScan. November 1 -

its current
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In one of the few seif-critical assessments, Moulana Farid Essack (Die

Suid-Afrikaan, December 1990/January 1991, 20-23) argues along these

lines that externat funding "worked against" real democracy rather than

ushering it in.

Externat tùnding macle it even less necessary for us to remain accounitable
to the local communities and interest groups on whose behaif we acted
and spoke. Millions of Rands flooded ixflo the country-and are still

flowmng in--with littie insistence upon strict accounting for their use.

Suppression made it impossible to adhere to proper bookkeeping proce-

dures. This absence of accountability worked agamnst the development of

organic bonds within our communities, and at the saine time, gave rise to
a multiplicity of small kingdoms.

Many a promising leader's downfall can be attributed to well-inten-

tioned foreign support which created temptations, irresistible in a sea of

poverty, to embark on corruption. With frequent invitations abroad-

somnetimes traveling first class as people's representat ves s0 as to escape

South African second class status--once popular spokespersons who

were no longer innocent at home very easily becanie even more alien-

ated from theïr communities.

Foreign donors always make a choice with direct political implica-

tions when they allocate scarce resources for human developments. In a

hotly contested atmosphere, they can choose to be neutral by allocating

assistance across the board to all anti-Apartheid forces. Or they can

favour one niovement over the other, they can chose a politically tainted

selection device for scholarships in order to discriminate against a

competing outflt with a différent orientation; they can back one research

group with known political preferences over another equally qualifled

teani with différent political sympathies. With enough resources, theo-

size in future after fwthcr loss of forig interestin South Afrkca. Unlike die situ~ation once facing

die working class mnovemnert li Europe ami North Anuerkca which 1usd to rcly on internai

mernbership contributions, the aioew~ed cah lo to th So~~u Afi disenfranchized mrates

its own problermi. Obviously, sictenal fuding frees leaders from cultivating close links witb

their constituency. It can aiso ceate leadcrs-by endowment as it were-and ternpt then to bc

leas scrupulous tluat they would bc under the tight financiai control of the grassroots.
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reticaily, the foreign donors could determine the winners and losers of
the South African political contest.

This study argues that it should flot be the task of well-meaning
outsiders to interfere with the free choice of South Africans. Foreign
donors should avoid influencing the outcome of any free South African
poliical contest, either directly or indirectly. Instead, their efforts would
be most advantageous i "leveiling the playing field" between a de-
prived majority and a privileged establishment, flot takîng sides anlong
the deprived If it is the goal of the intervention to secure competent
administrators, then the best persons must be chosen, regardless of their
politic al affiliation. Canadian assistance for political. developmient should
be given across the board to ail Apartheid victims. The real goal ought
to be to help establish the democratic process flot to select its winners.
However, these seif-evident guidelines are flot llnplemeflted i practice.

It cari be shown that many Canadian initiatives are flow biased to-
wards the ANC and its allies. In line with ANC attitudes, Canadian,
efforts ignlore the PAC and AZAPO. They despise the Inkatha Freedom
Party. The secret funding of Inkatha iflitiated during the Botha era has
flot helped this perceptioni anld together with the political violenice has
reinforced a questionable iternationlal perceptioni that Inkatha is part of
an undemocratic Apartheid system, "opposed to the democratic anti-
Apartheid forces" (CFM, New Delhi, September 13-14, 1991). This
labelling of parties by the Commonwealth Foreign Ministers may well
exacerbate political violenice by marginalizing one group and elevating
others, thereby reinforcing hegemoflic temptations ail round. If ail sig-
nificant political groups are necessary for a peace accord to last afld a
political seutlement to be reached, should Cafladiaxi policy, judged by its
own stated goals of enhancing South African democracy, favour the
presently stroflgest party as "a govemment i waitiflg?"

In this respect, outside attitudes towards Inkatha or the non-violent
sections of the white ultra-right constitute a test case as to whether a
policy primarily assists ideologicaily acceptable organizations or aims at
achieving accommodation. A policy interested i reconciliation must
necessaily also communicate with ideological foes. The primary aim of
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Canadian foreign policy is the peaceful democratization of South Africa.

It is flot to dispense patronage to political favourites. A good argument

can therefore be made that an undemnocratic organization needs even

more attention in the process of establishing democracy than the demo-

cratic parties.

Canadian public opinion and activist groups have largely ignored or

dismissed alternatives to the ANC-led Apartheid opposition. Canadian

NGOs, particularly CUSO, should have been warned by its mistakes in

Rhodesia, where it solidly backed the losing ZAPU. High-ranking Ca-

nadian officiais are said to have neyer heard of Mugabe a few months

before his ZANU party swept to victory in the 1980 election. While such

total surprises are unlikely to occur in a country without a bush war, the

South African black mood remnains volatile and fluid. The surveys show

surprising fluctuations but, above ail, are too unreliable and usuatly too

confined to the metropolitan areas to allow any confident prediction of

country-wide winners. Just because the PAC's provocative sloganeering

about "one settler one bullet"is unpalatable to the non-racial sentiment

of its elites, it does not follow that their rhetorical terrorism has no mass

appeal.

The non-violent sections of the white right-wing pose an even sharper

choice between pragmatic accommodation and mnoralistic rejection.

Wisely, Mandela himself urges that the white right-wing has to be

accommodated in the new South Africa, irrespective of how repugnant

its beliefs are to the ANC. "We do not want them to remain in the future

South Africa as a Renamno-type force. Let us try to reach these people

now and assure them that they have nothing to fear from majority rule"

(SADC, 30/9/9 1). Mandela's judicious attitude towards intransigent ide-

ologues would be difficult to put into practice, since neither his constitu-

ency nor the militant right-wing would want to promote such an

accommodation. The best that can be realistically hoped for would be to

isolate the hard core racists but engage the moral ideologues of Afrikaner

self-determination who stili formn the majority in the camp.
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Who Qualifies for Foreign Recogniuion?

With whom should Canada dialogue among the competing forces?
Who is eligible for Canadian assistance? A good argument can be made
that support should be given directly and openly to, aIl democratic groups
in South Africa. The present policy of officiai non-partisan support of
democracy can be criticized on four grounds: (1) it is hypocritical ini so
far as it is biased toward the ANC although without making this bias
explicit; (2) it pays littie attention to other demnocratic parties flot in the
ANC fold; (3) it leaves allocation of funds to an unnecessarily high
degree to the discretion of NGOs and embassy îndividuals according to
vague guidelines while open, direct support could be granted according
to clearly established criteria to ail eligible parties; and, (4) it opens itself
to the charge of outsider determination of winners and losers.

Ciearly established criteria for eiigibility to receive foreign assistance
could encourage South Africans to reconsider grey areas where new
practices could begin to, take rmot. Obviousiy, racist parties of neither the
white nor black variety deserve Canadian support, but nonetheiess they
need to be drawn into the dialogue. In addition to non-racialism , explicit
support for multi-party democracy could be a necessary qualification.
Any advocate of a one-party state who restricts opposing views or
repeatedly practises intolerance towards competitors would exclude
itself from recognition. Thirdiy, any group that is not accounitable to its
members and the public, that does flot elect its leadership freeiy and
regularly and does flot practise internai democracy would also disqual-
ify itself from foreign recognition. The criterion of democratic account-
ability would particularly challenge Inkatha to improve its record. It
would not be able to have its leadership approved by acclamation or
make it impossible for other political parties to operate in Kwa Zuiu.3

procedure at its July 1991 Ulundi Congress where delegates were
e opposed to Buthelezj's leadership-all 2,200 rernained scated-the
omninations from branches at its Durban Congress two wecks earlier
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Clear criteria for assistance could spark open political debate as to

whether a grouing qualifies. Politics would stii flot be a completely

free market place where all play with equal chances. It would be a

political decision to exclude privileged parties of the establishment in

favour of more needy groups to make up for past discrimination. In

principle, however, ail demnocratic formations should be eligible for

international recognition, whether they are inside or outside the govern-

ment. The current criteria disqualifying recipients of South African

government assistance fromn support wil become obsolete when the

ANC officiaily joins the administration of the land.

Once free elections have taken place, foreign assistance could be

allocated in proportion to the electoral strength of each democratic party.

This systemn is used in Germany where each party represented ini the

Lower House receives proportional funding for political education and

development aid, it is then left to the party to decide how to use its

allocation.

The Canadian support for Mandela after his release illustrates the

dilemmas and contradictions of current rationales. Support for political

education can usefully assist diverse communities in preparing for the

onset of democracy. For example, ail three Canadian federal parties

support the "Mandela Fund" in the form of the "Mafia Trust" and an

associated "Community and Citizenship Education Project"; these aim

at the right goals. Although Canada is one of the few Western countries

that offlcially does not give assistance directly to political parties or

liberation movements, the ail-party endorsement of the Mandela Fund

cornes as close as possible. External Affairs Minister Joe Clark hirnself

endorsed the drive, as did the Prime Minister. An assessment of Cana-

dian efforts by CUSO workers <Neal, et al., 1990) concludes: "It was a

dramatic turnaround for Clark and a new approach for Extemnal Affairs

Canada, which had, until then, always avoided declaring such frarnk

support for the ANC." Ajoint statement by the leaders of Canada's three

federal parties at the inception of the Mandela Fund on February 11,

1991 states: "1t is fltting for Canadians to recognize Mr. Mandela's deep

commitnient to peaceful negotiation by continuing to provide moral and

financial support at titis crucial time. The Nelson Mandela Fund offers
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an effective way for Canadians to help to establish a non-racial democ-
racy in South Africa." Archbishop Scott in a fundraising letter of June
28, 1991 referred especially to the "non-partisan" project of education
for demnocracy.

However, to believe that one can apply foreign donations ini a non-par-
tisan mnanner ini a deeply politicîzed environment may be an illusion. It
will inevitably be used by the party which controls the funds for propa-
gating its ideological visions, since it can hardly be expected to finance
rivais in what is, after ail, a fierce contest. Foreign ANC supporters, too,
want to administer the public money that is under their control according
to their own political vision. Staff members of CUSO (Neal, et al., 1990)
which kept an office in Lusaka, reported in 1990, "while spending only
$50,000 a year of its own funds on liberation support projects CUSO is
now administering mnore than $800,000 in funds for ANC and SWAPO
support projects ailocated by CIDA... " The five C USO staff members
advocate "a Canadian policy of explicit solidarity and material support
for the ANC" which, in their opinion, "has proven effective in pressuring
the South Afican regime to reform."

The ANC clearly needs and deserves foreign assistance in order to
establish itself agamnst an undefeated, powerful establishment. The ANC
is the historic leader of the anti-Apartheid opposition and currently
appears to be the strongest party (+/- 50 percent) if there were to be a free
election tomormow. The ANC and Mandela are, therefore, key players in
the ongoing negotiations and the prospects for reaching a historic com-
promise. Yet is the current forai and focus of assistance the optimal way
to reach a peaceful transition?

The belated officiai Canadian focus on the ANC resuits from a mix-
ture of motives: recognition of the moderation and pragmatism of ANC
policy; support for Mandela personaily; the publicity-driven desire to be
associated with Mandela's moral stature; the intention to back apparent
winners; and the wish to see the negotiation project succeed by not
having it falter on an uneducated constituency and uneven playing field.
While it is important to avoid the danger of acconunodating mere elites
who lack solid constituency bases, the one-party focus, however, may be
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couniter-productive to the inclusive goal of multi-party demnocracy. It

could marginalize other important contenders for power.

The peril cornes from groups on the extreme right and left who are

opposed to negotiations. In contrast to the neglect of these groups by

Canada, the European countries have much more actively searched for

new ways through which "dialogue with these sections of the black

population which have so far opposed negotiations on a new constitution

can be stepped up in the interest of a peaceful transition" (Netherlands

Policy Paper on South Africa, 21/12/90). Foreign engagement may

entice anti-negotiation groups to moderate their stance just as the West-

ern embrace has encouraged ANC pragmnatism. I short, instead of

assisting only the converted, much more consideration could be given to

those who remain a major threat to tie entire peace process itself,

rncluding the right-wing.

Meits and Problems of the IDRC Approach

An excellent report by an IDRC flnanced, fact-fmnding ission to

South Africa ini Summer 1991 focussed on the problems of economic

policy formulation ini the post-Apartheid era. A detailed criticàl review

of the report can point out both the strengths and shortcomings of the

prevailing policy approach as they have been identified by one of the

mnost prestigious and interniationally acclaimed Canadian institutions.

'Me IDRC report provides a comprehensive overview of the existing

research capacities aniong economists in South Africa as well as the

priority areas for policy formulation. Its thoughtful comments range

from tax policy to government expenditure restructuring, housing and

infrastructure, employment creation and balance of payment manage-

ment to rural development and redressing gender imbalances. It makes

well considered recommTenClations for training in economic policy analy-

sis and "major restructuring of soine structures of the ANC." The ANC

could not have asked for a better outside consultant to assess the organ-

izational wealcnesses and shortcomings in its programme.
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The IDRC involvemnent with South Africa was tniggered in 1990 when
an officiai in Externat Affairs suggested that LDRC might wish to
respond to Mandela's request to Brian Mulroney about the need within
the anti-Apartheid movemnent for better expertise on economic policy
issues; this need would be urgent during the negotiations. In July 1991,
IDRC, a publicly funded organization and not an NGO, di spatched a five
member mission to South Africa to assess the state of the art in economic
expertise in the country and, through local consultation, to determine the
needs within economic policy research. The five externat members were
two Canadian academic economists (Gerry Helleiner of the University
of Toronto and John Loxley of the University of Manitoba), a Kenyan
research coordinator based ini Nairobi (Benno Nolulu) and- a senior
adviser at IDRC (Marc van Ameringen). The Commission enfisted four
fuli-time South African members, three of whom work for the ANC and
one for COSATU, and three part-time South Mrican academics of whom
two work closely with COSATU and one with the ANC. The Commis-
sion did not consult with the PAC, AZAPO, WOSA or Inkatha, or
include among its South African members associates of the National
Council of Trade Unions (NACTU), an equally legitimate union federa-
tion but with an Africanist orientation.

The report gives no reason as to why only the ANC's Department of
Economic Policy (DEP) was consulted about the objectives of the
mission. Apparently, as one Committee member suggested (Personal
Interview, 25/9/91), Inkatha was too involved with its own affairs and
the PAC and NACTU did not have the trained personnel to be useful for
inclusion. Such a broader commission would have also undermined the
unspoken consensus that, in the words of a participant, "any future South
African governent wilI be led by the ANC. Therefore, too much
attention to competitors would only distract from the real players." The
Commission obviously proceeded from the assumption that "the ANC is
a goverument in waiting" (8) as opposed to a party in negotiations that

ind Policy Formulation for Post-
ugust 199 1. The 46 page report
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identifies as its "Principal client" dhe "anti-Apartheid economics com-

munity within South Africa, with particular attention being paid. to the

ANC." Lt lists as secondary clients the Canadian govermnent and other

potential donor countries that may finance the wide-ranging recommen-

dations, which are now being imaplemented by donations from varions

countries.

The report, above ail, ains at rectifying the gross imbalances between

the resources of the establishment and its opposition ini the anti-Apart-

heid movement. The "anti-Apartheid economics community," however,

is narrowly restricted to those who support the policies and strategies of

the MDM. The so-cailed Mass Democratic Movement (MDM) that the

report evokes has neyer been constituted as an organization but came

into existence as a code word for the ANC after the United Democratic

Front (UDF) was restricted ini 1988. Nowhere ini the report are compet-

ing blueprints of other anti-Apartheid groups even mentioned, let atone

seriously discussed. The authors assume without questioning that, "the

ANC must be ready for assuming power" (8). Thus, the much broader

anti-Apartheid movement is reduced to the historictil leader and strong-

est present component of the struggle.

The report, in its partisan definition of the South African opposition,

sets up a false dichotomy between "progressive economists who have

undertaken and who continue to undertake policy oriented research of

high quality" and "other economists of liberal persuasion" (12). fIow-

ever, the latter are not completely excluded. Provided they operate under

the right progressive guidance and supervision, they "could le useful as

members of teamns or for specific, clearly defined areas of policy" (1 2).
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allies as tainted "parts of the system," and liberals who chide the
intellectually and politically discredited dogmatismn of socialists.

'Me IDRC report reflects neither these underlying antagonisms nor
the intense accompanying ideological debates about competing eco-
nomic blueprints in South Afica. For example, it is asserted "that a
consensus seems to have emerged around a socially efficient interven-
tionist role of the state in the sphere of economic s" (28). WVhile this may
be the case in many other places i the world, South Aflica bas produced
a particularly high number of unfettered free marketeers. They falsely
equate Apartheid with "ethnic socialism" and advocate privatization as
the vehicle of non-racial freedom. Rather than being excluded fromi in
future economic policy formulation, they too would have to be brought
into the emerging consensus. This necessary historic compromise in a
social democratic mixed economy is unlikely to be achieved by down-
playing the competing ideological visions, as the IDRC report does by
omitting the words "capitalism" and "socialism." The socialists in South
Africa are flot fooled by the neutral technocratic language of monitoring
"the balance between public ownership and indirect state regulation of
the private sector" (29).

The explanation for "the dearth of capacity to support leadership i
the democratic movement by formulating coherent and viable perspec-
tives on economic policy" (35) lies flot only in the legacy of Apartheid
education. After ail, thirty years of exile with hundreds of scholarships
for Apartheid victims ini the East and West should have produced a fair
cote of competent progressive economists, quite apart from the opportu-
nities for black students at the liberal English-speaking universities.4

The absence of economic skills in the opposition is also due to an
internal "progressive" sentiment and a norni of exile education that
studies of "bourgeois economics" were flot only a waste of tume but a

4 It is overstated to assert, as the IDRC report does, that "under the Apartheid systemn of separate
education, avces to training in economnics for blacks was confined to so-called ethnic
wiiversities" (33), as these exclusionary practices have been defied by ail English-language
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"4sellout to the system." The ANC now pays the price of keeping MY-

thologies alive in exile rather than preparing itself for admainistering the

country. Likewise, the internai opposition had demnonized the state and

capital to such an extent that any professional training in its miethod of

operation smacked of treason. Braan Fleisch (Searchlight South Africa,

2, 3, JuIy 1991) has aptly described the self-imposed distance fromi

tainted skills:

For those who remainedin the country for the intense years of the struggle,
there was neyer even a thought about runninig, controling and admmnis-

tering an advanced industrial society. The enemny was business, business

methods and business mnentality. The state was the enemny. No one wanted

to understand how the state ran the country, the principal concern was how

the state was used as a mechanismn of repression. in place of the state,
activists posited a romnantic notion about popular participation.

Victoria Brittain, in a nostalgic memorial to the socialist dream, has

described the word "progressive" for Southern African activists as mean-

ing "being led by nationalist governments organized on Marxist-Leninist

models learned in the sdiools of eastern Europe, where students from

both parties got an education way beyond the dreams of colonial Africa"'

(SAR, July 1991, p. 23). As long as it is still not openly acknowledged

within the ANC that this kind of education does not help to solve the

South African problem, no well-meaning Canadian economic expertise

and capacity training will malce much of a difference. Political education

within the ANC as well as other movements seems almost as important

as the acquisition of managerial skills.

The mission places great emnphasis on external expertise to rectify

crucial deficits. "The input of an experienced and sympathetic niodeller

froni outside South Africa could make an important and eafly contribu-

tion to the development of an appropt ecnoi frmwo (13).

Does South Africa need such assistance? There are various other refer-

ences to "assistance in the identification of appropriate foreign expertise

to meet the identifled specialized needs of South African economlc

research" (44) to recommendations for "periodic meetings amnong exter-
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nal donors, key recipients and objective monitors to coordinate activi-
fies" (44).

IDRC has always had a unique and well-established approach of
developing and assisting local expertise instead of iniportinig solutions
by foreigners from the outside. This useful policy should be particularly
stressed in South Africa which already has a modem sector with numer-
ous specialists ini mont fields of expertise. The emphasis on importîng
expertise could be construed as giving priority to foreign designs which
a member of the samne IDRC mission rightly problematizes when he
writes elsewhere: "Any consideration of alternatives must start by dis-
tancing itself from the present practice of extemnally imposed solutions"
(John Loxley, SAR, July 1991).

The ll)RC report is perceptively concerned about the hinge differential
in the research capacity between the establishment and the opposition.
The opposition's "is paltry" indeed. However, it is doubtful that this
capacity "is not and has not been available to the MDM" (13). In many
cases opponents on the left did not want to be tainted by cooperation with
the system. In a rare contradiction, the authors themselves later note:
"Some state institutions have offered their full cooperation to analysts in
the democratic movement" (41). Unconditional access by every legiti-
mate clainiant to the information base of state institutions will certainly
be ensured i the post-Apartheid order when the ANC becomes part of
the govemment. Rather than setting up expensive parallel research
institutions-as the IDRC recommends with the creation of another
Macro-Economic Research Group (MERG)--existing capacities could
be more sensibly integrated. lIn the interests of a healthy national econ-
omy, the hundreds of econoniic specialists i the country could be
encouraged to cooperate rather than work in isolation in separate insti-
tutions for different goals.

The IDRC authors would disagree with the idea of assistance to a
struggling field of skills across the board-hc2î thev hsivp n rwh

,s tor the purpose of strength-
of Economic Planning of the
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ANC) to performn its critical functions in support of the ANC leadership"

(43). The coordinator of the proposed institution "would be answerable

ta a small Steering Committee, including senior representatives of the

democratic movemnent, notably ANC and COSATU" (37). Even the

desired location will be restricted by its "need for proximnity to the ANC

headquarters" (39). Once such a close relationship and dependency has

been established, the proclaimed "standards of academnic integrity and

independence" (12) would be difficuit to retain. The "independent"

experts would then function as party economists in support of a particu-

lar economnic blueprint. There is not much wrong with. such a commit-

ment to a specific policy as long as its partisan nature is acknowledged

and not, hidden behîid neutral claims for supporting independent exper-

tise.

In coinclusion, "taking sides" was an appropriate and necessary posi-

tion during the time of Apartheid. With normal politics now being

established ini a post-Apartheid era, the saine partisan commitulent of

outsiders interferes with party competition by favouring one over the

other. It cannot be the goal of Canadian foreign policy to set itself up as

the arbiter ini an ideological contest. Its only aim must be to assist the

democratic process. Canadian policy should foremost be interested in

establishing a broad legitimacy for the democratic miles themseives. It

should not attenipt to inanipulate outcome by choosing winners and

losers. Were it ta take sides, as many well-meaniflg interventions at
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The programme and strategy of a sponsored group should only be
judged as to whether it is compatible with the goal of democracy as well
as national interests, regardless of whether the recipient has majority
support. Canadians obviously would flot want to assist a majority fascist
or terrorist party or even a left totalitarian party that has as its declared
goal the abolition of democracy in favour of a one-party-state. However,
as long as any party operates on the basis of generally recognized
dernocratic principles and within a legitimate constitution, it should be
eligible for Canadian assistance, irrespective of majority support.

By supporting the ANC only, progressive Canadians not only take the
side of the oppressed but prefer a specific programme of reconstruction
to rival blueprints. The ANC itself has neyer claimed, as SWAPO did, to
be the sole, authentic voice of the people. Indeed, there are many sober
voices outside the ANC, both to the left of it and the political riglit that
can dlaim as legitimately to represent segments of the excluded and poor,
albeit not with the samne mass support at present. The implicit assumption
that only the ANC speaks for "the broad masses" could be compared
with the NDP's dlaim to represent "the ordinary Canadian."

Canada should also resist attempts to be drawn into moves to impose
internationally acceptable formula on South Africa and instead encour-
age only good faith negotiations. A settlement freely negotiated by the
South African parties themselves--even if it takes longer and encounters
frequent setbacks-will ini the end prove more durable than any solution
into which the parties have been dragged against their will. This also
applies to proposais to set up binding arbitration by international bodies.
Unless the adversaries voluntarily agree to avail themselves of such
opportunities, the mere international prestige of the arbiter will not
suffice to make the antagonists comply in the long mun, as the failure of
the Eminent Persons Group in 1986 has clearly shown.

Nevertheless, outside bodies, including Canada, will be increasingly
expected to pass judgement and be stow legitimacy on competing domes-
tic blueprints. It is in this realm of what is acceptable and what fails in
international opinion that the Canadian govemment, NGOs and individ-
ual academics can play an important role. However, to be taken seriously
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by ail sides as a reasonable and acceptable referee, presupposes flot

being identified. as an uncritical partisan in a dispute. In a post-Apartheid

South Africa, more than partisan commitmnent is required fromn outsiders.

By commnunicating with ail parties, outsiders best act as facilitators for

peaceful change. Their partisan commiitmnent to the victims of the past

may stili be needed to level the playmng field and empower the histori-

cally deprived, but this noble policy should extend to ail weak parties.

III. NEGLECTED AREAS OF FOREIGN DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

Apart fromi the obvious focus on human resource development through

varied assistance lu the educational field and the emphasis on human

rights, multi-party democracy, and peace-keeping as preconditions for

good governiment, there seem to be four specific priorities for outside

assistance lu South Africa and by extension in the region as a whoie. The

significance of the problemrs lu these four neglected realms is outllued

without always offering specific advice for intervention. Flowever, in al

four areas Canada would be able to make a realistic, valuable, and more

forceful contribution. These are: (1) professional policing, (2) low-cost

housing, (3) women's equality and birth control, (4) AIDS education,

and (5) tourist development.

Professional Policing

While the integration of MK and the SADF lias been discussed at

great length, littie attention has been given to the reformi of the police lu

a post-Apartheid society. Yet the police remalu the cutting edge of state

power lu daily encouniters with challengers. Political transformation

would be meaningless without an mnstitutional change of police culture.

Merely exchanging personnel, a graduai AfricaniZation of the police as

in Zimbabwe and Namibia, without a corresponding redefluition of their

role could easily replace ufiprofessioJiai white with equally unprofes-

sional black policing.

Therefore, it seems necessary that a future police force is well trained,

well-educated and well-paid. Enhancing the prestige of the police and

attracting more competitive candidates by paying them better remains an
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urgent task. The new police would also need to be carefully screened to
weed out psychologically ill-equipped candidates. The "personality" of
police candidates should be made the decisive selection criterion. Such
screening needs to be undertaken at regular intervals, just as dangerous
cars are taken off the road in periodic technical tests. The costs of retiring
or retraining unsuitable police personnel are outweighed by the potential
damnage done to the fragile social fabric by reckless so-called defenders.
It would also seem. necessary to establish an independent complaints
board where citizens could safely lodge grievances against unfair police
treatment. Such a board or ombudsperson must have the power and the
duty to refer complaints to a court, for prosection and compensation.

Ini a comprehensive review of the intra-white controversy about the
proper role of the SAP, Ronald Weitzer (1991) concluded that the "few
rotten apples" approach does not address the lack of professional train-
ing, selection and recruitment based on universalistic norms. The ab-
sence of citizens' control of the police through independent monitoring
and complaints-invesfigating agencies, according to this author, "inflate
police morale, but they also help to perpetuate traditional attitudes and
practices."

Anthea Jeffery ( 199 1) in her study on niot policing has proposed to
replace the present riot police with a special multi-party "national peace
guard" that together with a multi-party monitoring committee would
ensure order during the fragile transition. Combined with more repre-
sentative recruitment, clearer legal guidelines and accountability for the
police as well as professional training in communication skills and
comnxunity involvement, the South African police could be transformed
from a partisan force serving one section to a more widely respected,
impartial community police.

ization of policy and army officers overlooks that most in
Sproud professionals to carry out the orders of a legitimate
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fore, the appeal to depolitizise the forces instead of using them opportu-

nistically to uphold unpopular policies remains the most sensible ap-

proach.

'Me ANC cail to establish people's seif-defence units under Umk-

honto guidance and control could tum out to be a double-edged sword.

As private ai-mies and power bases for local warlords, they would

exacerbate the existing tensions. However, they could also function as

the only feasible way ini which a moderate political leadership could

direct and discipline its anarchic following and restore a semblance of

order. This seems te, have been the intent of the organizers. An ANC

bookle 5 exhorts: "Umkhonto cadres, particularly ex-prisoners and those

due to return fromn exile, must play a leading anid active role ini the

establishment of the defence structures." The writers emphasize "firm

political direction" and the rooting of units in their conimunities. An

ANC internai police and army under the control of exiles and former

prisoners would obviously strengthen this group's tenuous hold over

unfaniiliar and often hostile terrain. As long as the ANC leadership is

committed to end the out-of-control violence with tolerance for oppos-

mng parties, such units may well be in the short-term interests of peace.

On the other hand, once weapons and training spread, they could well

result in greater carnage and aggression towards dissenters. No state can

afford to lose the monopoly of coercion without destabilizing itself. A

better qualified professional police force ini which the ANC units were

fully integrated, would seem the less risky option. Private armies are

easier to establish than to control. Ini short, ANC self-defence umits

would provoke other party militia and South Africa would be on the way
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mains ineffective in a radically politicized environmrent, material incen-
tives seem to be the only feasible way to reduce the spread of deadly
weapons. As land mines are cleared up after a war, so other weaponry
has to be collected and destroyed as a legacy of the past and a guarantee
of future peace in the region.

Low-Cost Housing

Successful social-democratic experiments with worker's self-help
schemes in varlous counitries around the world have yet to be emulated
i South Africa. For example, Quebec's legendary labour leader Louis

Laberge formed Corveê Habitation, a fund to which construction work-
ers pay 15 cents of their hourly wage, and whieh provides mortgages at
3 percent below prime. So far more than 50,000 workers; have borrowed
from the programme to buy houses they buâît. In 1984, the Quebec
Federation of Labor launched the Fonds de solidarité as an investment
fund that buys into business to ensure union jobs. To date, it is estirnated
that the $170m in 90 projects saved 20,000 jobs. Similar successful
union controlled enterprises on a much larger scale are Germany's Neue
,Heimat to build houses in bomb-damaged areas. Singapore's Provident
Fund solved a massive housing crisis by a forced saving scheme under
state auspices. The reluctance of South Africa's orgamized labour to
engage in similar schemes is only partly due to its organizational weak-
ness and relative infancy. The flirtation with capitalism that A these
endeavours, from credit unions to housing funds represent, is deeply
resented in South Africa.

The planned housing subsidies by the Independent Development
Trust Finance Corporation (IDTFC), a subsidiary of the IDT, appropri-
ately target the squatter sections of South African society. Only Iow
income families qualify for a free serviced site for which individual title
is transferred. In dispensing loans, employers are used to administer the
boan scheme for their staff, provide education on loan ternis, and estab-
lish workers' ban committees that decide the criteria for granting credit.
Thus an individual without collaterals can secure some cash to build a
basic house. Like the saving associations (stokvels) which operate ini the
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townships, the innovative schemne also uses peer group pressure to

ensure that creditors meet their commitments.

The housing badIdog was estiniated at 1.2 million homes in 1990 with

a new demand of 174,000 homes against an actual supply of 25,000.

Since 60 percent of black households cannot afford a home worth more

than R12,500 ($5,500), they necessarily have to fait back on informai.

shack dweiling. Hence, the popularity of the partly funded new housîng

scheme whose pilot projects were several times oversubscribed. Ironi-

cally, the sensible loan schemes did flot receive full cooperation from the

ANC or from state institutions or private developers who saw their

previous role undercut by the subsidies. On the ANC side, the IDT

attempt to borrow abroad encountered fierce initial opposition among

anti-Apartheid groups in Europe. Only Mandela's endorsemelit of the

endeavour could appease the opposition.

Women's Equality and Birth Control

There are few so-called Western countries where the status of women

is stîli locked into the traditional would as much as in South Africa.

Hâlf-naked bodies adorn the front pages of even serlous papers. Feninist

debate is in its infancy. Child care facilities are underdeveloped. A

women's movement is confined to a few privileged university lecturers

and other professionals. This applies to ail political movements, and the
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scrapped a draft proposai that 30 percent of the 50 ordinary NEC posts
should be allocated to women. The majority of the 90 percent maie
delegates repeated the well-known arguments against affirmative action
although they ail supported it in principle: women elected ini a quota
systemn would have a diminished status if they did not win their seats in
an open contest; they asserted it was entrenching an undesirable form of
"group rights" in the organization.

Widespread wife battering and sexual abuse constitute hîdden events
with only a few cases being reported and comparatively few resources
being committed to shielding and healing the victims. This is particularly
the case ini the black communities where patriarchal customs reinforce
femnale exploitation and submission. Abortion on demand, for example,
remains a taboo and illegal. In the area of birth control, men generally
insist on practising papal prescriptions of procreation without even being
followers of the pope. In an empirical survey about leisure activities and
opportunities of township youth, one surprising resuit stands out on the
perceived "major problems for young people": 65 percent mention
teenage pregnancy before unemployment (37 percent) and education
and training (31 percent).'

The consequences of unwanted children and unsafe abortions for the
society at large and the emancipation of African women in particular
remain unacknowledged. If a socîety lags so far behind ini elementary
preconditions for the social development of haîf of its population, it
becomes an obvious option for foreign assistance to encourage some
changes, notwithstanding the political sensitivity and controversial na-
ture of the issues.

Development assistance, at present, is not linked to population poli-
cies. Western campaigns of tying aid to human rights could serve as a
model for similarly encouraging African states to introduce modem birth
control options. This would help to free women as the most exploited

6 Valirie Moeiler, "Lost Generation Found," an Indicator SA Issue Focus, Durban: University of
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segment of Afican, societies and establish their minimal human ights of

control. over their own bodies. Moreover, a good case can be made that

democratie rights at large are impossible to ensure when ever-increasing

population densityexacerbates poverty and enviroumental destruction. Yet

the indifference of aid donors towards population pulicies is astonishing.

While the taboo is understandable in Apartheid South Afrîca where

Pretoria politicized the demographic ratios,' the domnestic and interna-

tional complaceflcy on the issue in the rest of Southern Africa cannot be

excused. Respect for indigenous values and sentiments is misplaced

when the consequences lead to the direct degradation of the female

population and to indirect societal disintegration i the absence of

traditional survival conditions.

Unfortunately, the underdeveloped feminist tradition in South Africa,

together with the cultural and racial gender divide, hamper the trends

that have elsewhere most effectively influenced birth rates. Witwaters-

rand sociologist Jaclyn Cock,8 a participant in the April 1989 Harare

meeting of 55 women from inside South Africa with 25 exiles froru ANC

missions abroad, noted: "Throughout the meeting there was an empliasis

on women's role as mothers. We women are the producers of children.

We go through the nine months, the feeding period, the fears and

anxieties." I this focus, women's traditional maternal role contrasts

sharply with the more feminist priorities of miýddle-class white progres-

sives. "Attempts to fomrulate a shared oppression often floundered on

biologistic reasoning."9 Indeed, given the different social backgrounds

of both groups in this dialogue, any common oppression would have

been highly artificial, the shared abhorrence of Apartheid notwithstand-

mng.

7 It is probably for this reaswi that Mamnphela R.flphelas and Francis Wilsofl's opensv

Carnegie swudy Uprioti Poverty (1989> does not even discuss biùlh control in Souith Africa.

Yet while tere is a slow decline in the African birth rate due to delayed urbanùnatiofl and slow

inateril improverneflts in South Africa, the saine cannot be said for the rest of the continent.

8 Jaddlyn Cock, Weekly Mail, April 28, 1989, p. 17.

9 Ibid.
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It is tragic that political tensions have so far prevented addressing of
this most significant detenninant of quality of life. In other Third World
countries the issue is at least debated and various "solutions" are tried.
"hle it is true that high birth rates are the consequences of poverty and

flot its cause, it is also true that the lot of squatter women would be
considerably ùmproved if they were to have more control over their lives.
ln the urban setting children have long lost their function as protection
for old age and illness, as they are for peasants. However, because birth
control is generally frowned upon and also associated with state designs
to disown the excluded majority of its silent weapon, most progressive
organizations avoid offering crucial assistance. Although South Africa is
not overpopulated by international standards, unchecked population
growth further hampers the life-chances of the poor. In short, once the
rate of population growth consistently exceeds the rate of economic
growth, aIl development efforts will remain futile. Moreover, the bur-
geoning population negatively affects the environrnent and inevitably
destroys the natural habitat, unless state policies intervene. It is in this
area where the post-Apartheid South Africa could take a leaf out of the
successful development politics of South Korea, Singapore or China.
While South Africa cannot repeat the repressive labour policies that
facilitated the dramatic take-off of the Pacifie Rim countries which were
without a strong union movement in the 1960s and 1970s, it could use
many incentives of their model of birth control.

AIDS Education

An area where Canada could make a difference in saving thousands
of lives without much financial outlay is AIDS education. Compared
with Central and East Africa, South Africa has operated both with a tinie
lag in actual AIDS cases, but more so with a lag ini credible behaviour
modification programmes and general awareness. Years after such cam-
paigns were launched elsewhere throughout the world, thev remained a
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since the mid 1980s, first amnong the White homnosexual population and

later even more so amnong black heterosexuals. Virginia van der Viiet

(Frontline, April 1991) put the available data succinctly: "Sober medical

research findings suggest that given present levels of infection and the

current eight to nine months doubling time, 6 percent of the black

population aged 15-_60 might be HIV positive by 1991 and this could rise

to 18 percent by 1992." When a fifth of the black population is con-

demned to almost certain death-milliofls more than Apartheid ever

killed-why does the anti-Apartheid canipaign inside and outside the

country remains silent?

Like everything else, AIDS awareness ini South Africa quickly feil

victim to polities. Blacks saw it as a "white man's disease." The ANC

journal Sechaba questioned "why 'suçh a deadly virus should suddenly

spring from nowhere' and pointed to the possibility of the viruses being

developed in the secrecy of the laboratories of many imperialist count-

tries" (quoted by van der Vliet, op. cit.). Right-wing whites, on the other

hand, privately welcomned the "natural" correction of differential growth

rates or, at most, deplored the devastating impact on the labour force.

Anxong conservatives it became established wisdomn that many returning

ANC exiles from Africafi training camps were infected. When the
- .1.....*k~el- frI
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Despite increased awareness of AIDS in Southern Africa, and noble
resolutions about AIDS education passed at political meetings, there is
stiil a widespread taboo against facing the crisis. For example, even the
1991 final CHOGM communique does not mention the word, but vaguely
lists "communicable diseases" second last among a host of other prob-
lems. Yet the World Health Organisation estimates that there are six
million African aduits on the continent who have been infected by H1V,
of whom a million have developed fui] blown AIDS. HIV+ newboms are
likely to reverse the decline in child mortality rates. Safety tests for blood
products have notbeen introduced everywhiere in Southem Africa. AIDS
education is in its infancy, even in South Africa.

For South Africa alone, Jonathan Broomberg, Malcolm Steinberg and
Patrick Masobe predict 5.2 million HIV+ cases and 666,000 cumulative
AIDS deaths by the year 2000; 7.4 million HIV+ cases and 2.9 million
cumulative deaths by 2005; and 8.2 million HIV+ cases and 6.6 million
cumulative deaths by 2010.1 Grania Christie (1991) discusses contin-
gent predictions with a 30 percent maximum infection rate in the total
population, translating into a 60 percent rate aniong workers by 1995.

Not only the migrant workers' system but also traditional polygamy-
where common-law wives have no legal rights or control over their own
sexuality-encourages the spread of AIDS. Adelaide Magwaza (The
Condenser, 1991), a psychologist at UDW, reports a survey of black
women in one of the squatter camps around Durban, where 60 percent
of the interviewed were either the second or third common-law wife.
"Although they were aware of the danger of AIDS, they were unwilling
to discuss AIDS and protective sex with their husband for fear they
would either lose fmnancial support or lose the husband to his other
common-law wives."
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as part of a broader health and life skills traiing would have to start in

prinary school, if the behavîoural basis of the epidemic is to be changed.

Ail employers should institute an AIDS counisellmng programme. Tramn-

ers coiild be sent into each factory to educate and demonstrate AIDS

prevention techniques and counsel behavioural changes. Emphasis should

be placed on peer group counselling. A similar mandator-y programme

could be enacted for ail schools. Counseiling must also include tradi-

tional healers (sangomas). A black medical doctor" who has written a

book on alternative health care systems estimates that 80 percent of

black patients first visit a traditional healer, who is usuaily spurned by

western medicine as a "witchdoctor."

The ANC refusai to have its repatriated exiles from high-risk areas in

Africa tested for 111V, may weIl have the effect of further spreadmng the

disease in South Africa. Mandatory testing would have been one of the

few areas where an emulation of Cuba's management of its soldiers ini

Angola would have made eminent sense. 1{owever, the politicization of

AIDS understandably prevented many precautionary measures. For ex-

ample, the ANC-supporting weely New Nation (July 12-18, 1991)

published ailegations by former police operative Ronald Bezuidenhout

that he was instructed by the CCB to transport four ATUS infected

"askaris" to spread the virus i Soweto and East Rand townships. Buit
-A 41- rein-~
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the Okavango Delta, the Etosha Pan, the Victoria Falls, the Serengeti
Park and Kenya's Masai Mara Nature Reserve as various legs of over-

seas tourist tours. Exchanges between Canadian park rangers and Afri-

can game wardens would assist in the development of high professional

standards of wildlife conservation as well as in planning for the more

problematic aspects of mass tourism in light of experiences elsewhere.
As long as the considerable revenue from the expanding industry could

be guaranteed to benefit the local population and not only the tour

operators, African tourism could be the most effective force for environ-

mental conservation in some of the last authentic large wilderness areas

on the planet. Instead of an ever increasing disastrous expansion of cattle

grazing and deforestation, tourist dollars could offset destructive sources

of income with sustained development in a gradually extending parks

system. A precondition for the success of the plan would be not to resettle

the local population but integrate them as beneficiaries with vested
interests in a restructured, self-sufficient vast environmental protection

zone in which national boundaries become as irrelevant for tourists as
they are for big game.

With proper management schemes, rural people can benefit from
wildlife within their area through licensed hunting and animal craft
production, as already practiced in Botswana and Zimbabwe. This would
also ensure optimal protection from poaching. There would therefore be
no need to ban the sale of ivory, as was imposed in 1989 by the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES),
because of poor management of elephants and rhinoceros herds in East
Africa. The ivory cartel of the better managed Southern African coun-
tries will have to prove that its controversial trade both protects wildlife
and also benefits the rural population.



8. REGIONAL RELATIONS, DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS

"South Afrîca is no longer an uncomplicated source offor-

eign polie y options and economic relations." - F van Zyl

Slabbert, 199 1.

"South Africans need notfear that they will beforgotten or

ignored by the international community i the years

ahead." -Joe Clark, Ottawa, l7April 1991.

W ith the disappearance of

Apart heid as a "moral reference point" in the international community,

Southern Africa will be in danger of being increasingly marginalized in

world affairs and the global economy. Already more Western capital is

flowing into the Second than mnto the entire Third World. Should the

West turn its back on a strategically downgraded region, the forging of

intra-regional mnodels of develoPment becomes even more crucial.

Whether the new South Africa can shed its sub-imperial role and take its

destabilized hinterland int a new development phase without dominat-

ing it economically, whether a regioflal common market can develop,

whether South Africa will be exclusively preoccupied with its own

restructuriflg, and which regional organizatioliS are most effective in

avoiding marginalizatiofi and access to other markets-all these uire-

solved questions bear directly on the lifechances of 120 million people

in the il sovereign states that comprise Southern Africa.

For the Southern African region three long-terni options present

theniselves: (1) the disintegration of SADCC with the domnestiC situation

ini each country determinit1g its relations with South Africa, (2) SADCC

being strengthened through South African membership, without the indi-

vidual states losing their political sovereiglty, and (3) a Southern African
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regional union being established with far reaching economic integration,
followed by a shared sovereignty.

In the academic literature, judgements on SADCC differ. Peter Vale
(1991:217) concludes: "Judged flot only by African but by world stand-
ards, SADCC has been a remarkably successful experiment." This may
be so, if one uses member cooperation as a yardstick. However, in terms
of SADCC's initial goal of delinking the region from the Apartheid
economy and achieving a greater degree of seif-reliance, the project has
been a dismal failure. Christopher Coker (1991:286) rightly states
"SADCC's attempt to create an alternative system has flot succeeded."
Indeed the level of mntra-regional trade has fallen to a meagre 5 percent.
Dan O'Meara (1988) in an assessment of the costs and impact of
destabilization in 1988 concluded that South Africa has achieved most
of its aims in Mozambique. "SADCC's original vision of steadily re-
duced economic dependence on South Africa has been shattered." The
alternative regional transport system on which this independence strat-
egy was built, namely the outiets through Mozambique, have been
severely disrupted by the war. The historical asymmetrical interdepen-
dency of the region has been maintained in its infrastructural links
(roads, railways), trade, patternis of labour migration and capital flows.
Wîth the balance of trade heavily running in South Africa' s favour and
South Africa's exports to Southern Africa and the rest of the continent
increasing dramatically, the economic integration of the region into the
industrial heartland of the South is proceeding apace. What the Apartheid
state only partiatly achieved through military and diplomatic coercion-
the submission of nominally sovereign neighbours under its self-pro-
claimed regional power status-the unrestricted economic penetration
will finally seal.

South Africa already dominates the region militarily and economi-
cally. The relationship of SADCC states with South Africa varies only in
the degree of captivity: from a total captive like Lesotho to the relative
independence of Angola whose economy is nonetheless increasingly
drawn into the South African orbit of mining expertise. Mozambique, on
the other hand, has been so devastated by a South African sponsored civil
war that the once thriving Portuguese outpost has become the poorest
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nation in the world, reliant on US $1 .6 billion a year in foreign aid which

constitutes 74 percent of its budget. Table 12 speaks for itself in high-

lighting South Africa's dommiance.

Table 12

SADCC Countries and South Africa--Some Basic Indicators 1989

A --- GDP

Angola
Botswana
Lesotho
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
Swaziland
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe
SADCC Total
South Afnica

Population 000 GDP/Cap GDP Growth

MM sg. km. US $ US$. Rate

9,2 1,247 470 4,32 0.6

1,3 562 2,216 4,88 5.7

1,8 30 87 0,14 -2.1

8,4 118 160 1,31 4.1

14,3 802 136 1,89 5.3

1,6 823 1,290 1,66 0.6

0,7 17 936 1,66 4.6

28,3 945 105 2,97 3.3

7,2 753 250 1,80 0.1

10,0 391 580 5,80 4.5_

82,7 5,708 282 23,30

35,9 1,100 2,437 87,50

Source: South Afica International, April 1991, p. 219, and SADCC Annual

Progress Reports, J1989-90.

This dependeflcy is flot entirely one-sided. The economic future of the

Witwatersrand depends on the Lesotho Highland's water schemne. Elec-

tricity from the Cahora Bassa project offers a more effective supply than

problemnatic nuclear power stations. Above ail, the South has long im-

ported foreign mine labourers whose number has declined to 200,000

which is still 37 percent of the total mine force. Nevertheless, South

Africa could largely dictate the termns of its outside mnvolverneflt. It

contributes 75 percent of the total GNP of Southerfi Africa. Its per capita

GDP is more than seven times that of the average for the 10 SADCC

countries. Only Botswana, due to its minerai exports, has a simnilar per

capita GDP to South Africa. In the four World Bank categorieS of

deveiopmeflt level, mnainly determiÎned by per capita incomne, South
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Africa ranks among the "upper middle-income developing countries"

together with Aigenia, Hungary, Argentina and Yugosiavia.

The interdependence between South Africa and the frontiine states is
now commoniy recognized, if oniy in South Africa through its power to
draw unwanted economic migrants from its neighbours and further
afieid. This is no longer confined to miners or unskiiied workers or
refugees from Mozambique. Like a magnet, the post-Apartheid state
already attracts doctors from, Ghana and teachers from Zimbabwe and

Swaziland who can expect much higher wages and better working
conditions than in their own countries. South Africa resembies the

United States on the African continent. It is reasonabie to ask whether a
relationship that is so asymmetrical can aiso be mutualiy beneficial. The
bigger pantner wiii insist on those solutions to probiemns that serve oniy
its interests. Therefore, SADCC proposais of creating a single regionai
market with the "progressive removal of barriers to the free movemnent

of people and capital in the region" wouid have to be impiemented at the
expense of South Afnican jobseekers. Likewise, the scarce domnestic
mnvestment capital will be needed in the productive sector of the South
African economy. If foreign capital is interested at ail, it wiil look to the
industriai heartland rather than the periphery of the region.

The reconstruction of the South African economy wiii undoubtediy
preoccupy South Africa and overshadow deveiopment assistance to
neighbours. Nonetheless, Mandela has repeatedly stated that South Af-
rica wouid not forget that "these countries have paid heavily in human
and materiai costs for their support of our struggie." Mandeia's assur-
ance that "regionai obligations" wiil be taken into account when designing
the deveiopment process, however, may tumn out to be better described
as a good intention than a reaiistic policy. Just because the ANC wiii be
the dominant party in govemment does not mean that it can afford to

negiect the interests of its own constituency. Illegai foreign Africans can
be expected to be as weicome in the new South Africa as Mexican
immigrants in the US or Algerians in France. Skin colour will not
engender soiidarity. Even the long support of the ANC by the frontiine
states may not shield their govemments fromn disiliusioniment about the
treatment of their nationals or the non-appearance of the expected South
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African concessions. Some frontline states may even welcome restric-

tions on the likely massive southward migration in order to counter the

brain drain.

Van Zyl Slabbert (1 99 1) has speculated that "South Africa is going to

strive to be a major recipient, rather than donor, of aid" during the period

of reconstruction. Thus, the poorer Southern African countries will

compete for assistance with the ficher South. Sooner or later a sensible

choice lias to be made of where to focus scarce resources. One strategy

considers South Africa an essentially first world society and higli-in-

corne area, compared with the test of Africa. The poverty and underde-

velopment mnside the country is viewed as a problem of the privileged,

domestic first world sector rather than the outside world. Just as West

Germany lias assumed sole responsibility for its impoverished part in the

former GDR, so the new nonracial government, in this view, lias both the

resources and sole duty to realize its promise of a prosperous democracy.

Donor agencies should invest in the Polands of Africa and not in its

Germany. Given the huge discrepancy in accumulated wealth between

South Africa and its devastated neighbours, this polîcy aîms at solidarity

with the really poor. It advocates abandoning the new South Africa to

itself and concentrating on those who need assistance most. Ibis approach

considers its main duty completed: it has helped to defeat Apartheid and

lay the preconditions for autonomous development with minimal foreign

assistance in the future. Instead the SADCC countries would need to be

boosted in order to prevent future South African economic domination

and ensure mutually beneficial regional cooperation.

Should donor agencies adopt this reasoning they would clearly be

overlooking an alternative that could be called the Common Market

option. Under thîs scenario, the new South Africa would join SADCC,

wýhose infant industries would need protection from being swamped by

the developed South. On the other hand, the comparatively higlier labour

costs in South Africa, due to strong unions, may well lead to, an exodus

of manufacturing industries, similar to the North American trend vis-à-

vis Mexico.
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The Common Market option views South Africa as the crucial plat-
form for the rescue and development of the Southem African region as
a whole. The industrialized South would be the centre to drive its vast
periphery out of poverty. 'Mis engine needs a strong kickstart, lest it
stalîs and its potential is wasted. It has to take into account the risk that
South Africa itself could become overwhelmed by its internai develop-
ment problems. Instead of South Africa's first world sector pulling its
third world up, the Apartheid legacies of impoverishment and political
instability would push the affluent islands down. Unlike Germany, the
ratio between the two sectors is different, with the underdevelopment in
South Africa being the dominant feature. Therefore, the new South
Africa needs ail the more assistance in order to be able to play its vital
development in the region. This approach considers South Africa as the
vital key to reversing the decline elsewhere.

This'strategy clearly has the support of the private as well as the public
sector in South Africa, eager to penetrate the markets to the North, to
establish ailine links and integrate power grids. Long before the impedi-
ments of Apartheid and sanctions had been removed, South African
capital quietly secured its footholds in "hostile territory." The Develop-
ment Bank of South Africa (DBSA) has successfully fmnanced projects
in Mozambique, Lesotha, Swaziland and Malawi. It established links
with the 1 8-state Lusaka-based Preferential Trade Area (N'A), the Afri-
can Development Bank and SADCC, whose own Development Fund
neyer took off. It is likely that foreign donors also place their trust
increasingly in the regional powerhouse rather than its dependent beg-
gars. Doug Anglin (1991:20) has astutely pointed out that "in the past,
much of the very substantial financial. support accorded SADCC has
been politically motivated conscience money intended to compensate
for the reluctance of some donors to confront Apartheid directly." In the
absence of that motivation and the Iack of tangible progress, significant
development assistance can be expected to be diverted to what Anglin
calîs "the latest trendy target for external aid."

Somne EC members argue that the policy of continued, and accelerated
Western involvement with South Africa could be confined to the transi-
tion perîod of five to ten years until the worst scars of Apartheid have
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healed. Urgent breakthroughs in the crucial areas of housing, education,

and health care require the commitment of more resources and outside

skills until South Africa has achieved a more equitable distribution for

normal development.

In order to make a settlement work through the tangible benefits of

economic growth, economic concessions by the international commu-

nity are a vital precondition. This includes preferential access for South

African agricultural products to European Community Markets through

South Africa's acceptance into the Lome convention as an underdevel-

oped country. North American markets are less important for South

Africa because of transport costs. However, Canada could play a crucial

advocacy role within the G7 group and with the US in particular, in

having some of the debts of the New South Africa written off and others

rescheduled on favourable terms. Among the SADCC countries in par-

ticular, debt repayment should be strictly linked to the ability to pay. As

a rule, no country can afford to waste more than 20 percent of its export

earnings in debt servicing if it wishes to retain at least some economic

autonomy.

Measures to deal with the debt crisis now feature prominently at most

international meetings. The Baker Plan of 1985, the Toronto Terms of

1988, and the Brady Initiative of 1989 on commercial bank debts, have

not solved the buming issue. Despite an abundance of suggested reme-

dies, the African countries' obligations continue to grow. For the whole

of Africa the debt burden of $228 billion in 1991 equals roughly the

continent's entire Gross Domestic Product. Many African countries

spend about 30 percent of their export earnings on interest payments.

Small in comparative global terms, the African debt, nonetheless, paraly-

ses development programmes in most countries.

A Commonwealth Finance Ministers Meeting held in Trinidad and

Tobago in September 1990 linked substantial debt relief with structural

adjustment programmes among 20 of the world's poorest countries,

mostly in sub-Saharan Africa. Canada is committed to seeking a wider

eligibility of countries beyond the criteria of less than US $600 per capita

earnings and more than 25 percent of export earnings spent in servicing
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debt. Africa's middle-income states also face serious debt problems. The

Trinidad terms cover only $18 billion of the $228 billion owned by
African countries. Declining terms of trade, little growth in export

demand and drought continue to hamper African development. African
trade liberalization programmes have so far not been reciprocated with
less protectionism and less trade discrimination among the industrialized

countries. Abolishing trade barriers and opening access to the markets of
the First World remains the single most important measure of develop-

ment assistance. With a mounting debt burden and disagreement among
the creditors as to how to tackle it, the problem threatens to jeopardize
even the structural adjustment programmes that are now carried out by
more than 40 African countries.

The Commonwealth, including South Africa as a member again within

the next few years, benefits its 50 states through automatic access to
built-in preferential bilateral trade agreements and tariffs. Its diverse

programmes in education, health, and technical assistance link the poorer
parts usefully with the advanced members. Therefore, the Common-
wealth will also be cherished as a transmission belt for development aid

and expertise. Symbolic Commonwealth cohesion that formerly relied
on a common Apartheid foe, will be replaced by instrumental advantages
for its diverse members, as the common colonial heritage recedes. The
membership of Namibia, which has never been a British Colony, as well

as the Commonwealth observer status for Mozambique and Angola
confirn this trend.

It reflects poorly on many African states that they used Apartheid as a
diversion from their own human rights abuses instead of upholding a
better record to combat Apartheid. Without the South African scapegoat,
the spotlight will now fall increasingly on human rights abusers else-
where. It can be hoped that the large-scale outside effort to combat
Apartheid has set a precedent in further undermining the outdated doc-
trine of national sovereignty. How a state treats its citizens does not
concern it alone, when a "public minimum" of human rights is violated.
The sacred doctrine of non-intervention into the domestic affairs of a
sovereign state, which consecutive Canadian govemments religiously
followed, has been increasingly challenged. The end of the Cold War has
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facilitated the success of the international community in confrontmng

Apartheid or protecting the Kurds ln Iraq, irrespective of the objections

of sovereigil govemments.'

once NGOs and other foreign institutions become discreet allies of

one party only, this cozy relationship would militate against the role of

forceful human rights monitoring. Public criticism îs viewed as betrayal

by old friends, and the long-standing relationship is jeopardized. Foreign

support bodies have to choose their role carefully. Unconditional and

partisan supporters may increase their influence with a ruling elite with

whom they have a valuable mnside track. However, the increased influ-

ence often has to be bought with an acquiescence to violations of wider

moral principles. Canadian and Commonwealth stances are no excep-

tions to such predicaments. This double standard discredits Common-

wealth stances unnecessarîly with the rejoinder: "Look who speaks."

A more universalistic rather than a more pragmatic approach towards

democratic deficiencies could be a worthy reorientation for Canadian

foreign policy. Lt would be the logical continuation of the strong moral

stance adopted towards Apartheid South Africa. The new approach could

resemble the policy of "Amnesty International" that castigates violations

regardless of ideological or political alliances. This universalistic focus

on inviolate principles would also appeal to a Canadian public whose

sense of justice has been sharpened by the debate on South Afnica. Lt

could draw on support from a wide political spectrum., including tradi-

tional conservatives and left-liberals alike. "No business with dictators"

and "No aid to oppressive govemments," would obviously be opposed

by those who benefit fromn "business as usual"; the sanctions against

South Africa had its detractors for the same reason. But as long as a

universalistic civil rights policy is consistently applied, the overwhelmn-

ing majority of Canadians would be attracted by such a moral high

1 For a useful overview of this debate by authors who could flot then envisage thse post-cold war

constellation sce, R.O. Matthews and C. Pratt (eds.), Hunian Righis in Canadian Foreign Policy,

Kingston and Montreal: Queens University Press 1988, particularly Chapter Three by Kim

Richard Nossal.
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ground, the necessary pragmatic contact with dictators on a govemnmen-
tai level notwithstanding.

There should be no reason to caution against international interven-
tion on the grounds that for Canadian policymakers to do so "would be
to give up the ability to rebuff attempts at the extraterritorial application
of US law to the many transnational corporations operating in Canada"
(Nossal, 1988:52). The two cases of US interference in Canada and
Canadian activism, ini South Africa are distinctly différent in principle. In
the one case, interference with commercial relations are for the advan-
tage of outside owners; in the other case, basic human rights are pro-
tected or restored for no utilitarian reasons. On the one hand a concern
of the international community at large is acted upon; on the other the
interests of one state vis-à-vis its subjects or interests in another state
motivate action.

With the exception of Malawi where a senile maverick dictator and
his clique hold the country in thrall, ail SADCC countries have made
some progress towards democratization. Zambia's one-party rule since
independence in 1972 has been overthrown by Frederick Chiluba in free
multi-party elections in November 1991. Mugabe's Zimbabwean Afri-
can National Union-Patriotic Front is wavering in its stated preference
for one-party rule. Zimbabwe's problems do not lie in race relations,
since the govemment has always courted the 4,000 white commuercial
farmers who own almost haîf of the country's fertile land. Mugabe's
relationship with bis crities, on the other hand, is often charactenized by
heavy-handed measures, be it against dissident students, union leaders
or journalists. Joumnalists of the few private weeklies and monthly
magazines are accused of disloyalty and sabotaging the state because
they refuse to toe the line of the mainstream papers, controlled by the
parastatal Mass Media Trust. The outlets of the Trust, established to
convert the capitalist monopoly into "ownership by the people" on
independence, act as praise singers. In Tanzania, Jul jus Nyerere's suc-
cessor, Ali Hassan Murinyi, set up a presidential commission with a year
long mandate to study the matter, and the ruling party has opened itself
to new organizations and participants from an emerging civil society.
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After 16 years of civil war in Angola, national elections are scheduled

for fali 1992 and the US sponsored truce seems to be holding. Namibia,

always the political laboratory for Pretoria, displays moderation and

reconciliation as guiding policy. Successive mîlitary regimes in Lesotho

exist at the mercy of South Africa but will have to liberalize as soon as

a new South African governelt cornes into existence. Botswana has

always been a comparative political model. Even Swaziland's young

King Mswati III, after returning from an annual two-month seclusion

demanded by custom. at the end of 1991, has declared that he is deter-

mined to forge ahead with a process that may strip him and his courtiers

of absolute power. The exception to the emerging peace and politîcal

conflict resolution is Mozambique where peace talks sponsored by

Italian bishops and other interested parties have made only slow progress

since 1990.

Mozambique deserves dloser attention because it was here that Preto-

ria's counter-revolutionary strategy and the commitment to alternative

development clashed most decisively. FRELIMO, more so than the

MP[A because of proximity, challenged the Apartheid state ideologi-

cally through its commitmnent to nonracial socialism as well as by

providing transit facilities to ANC guerrillas. The destabilization by

South African-sponsored Renamo also forced other frontline states to

use South African harbours as outlets and tightened Pretoria's strangle-

hold on Zimbabwe through "transport diplomacy." How successful the

strategy was can be seen i the 70 percent capture of inland traffic by

South Africa in the late 1980s, compared with 20 percent in the 1960s

(Anglin, 1991:9). By forcing Mozambique into the Nkomati accord in

March 1984, Pretoria had hoped that its diplomatic acceptance by a

self-declared Marxist-Leniflist state would also lead to, wider legitimacy

in the rest of the continent and, through recognition in Africa, more open

access elsewhere in the world.

Renamo, a movement without an ideology, has yet to be systemati-

cally analyzed. It distinguishes itself from other peasant rebellions in that

it was conceived and sustained from outside-initially from Rhodesia.

In this respect Renamo differs front UNITA. However, it has now

acquired a life of its own. Despite continued outside assistance from
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elements in South African military intelligence, Kenya, Malawi and
private Brazilian, Portuguese and US backers, the rebels would flot have
acquired the foothold in the countryside had FRELIMO flot engaged in
forced resettiement, and tried to abolish the systemn of traditional chiefs
and "non-progressive" rural traditions, including religion. The errors of

a socialist regime that builds its vision on the subjugation of its subjects
have been aptly described by the French ethnographer Christian Geffray
in his book "La cause des armes au Mozambique." In several areas,

particularly in Nampula, the Renamo forces were invited by local chiefs
as protection against Frelimo schemes.

FRELIMO alienated large segments of its previously supportive con-

stituency particularly through its attempts to suppress religious instruc-
tion which the state considered divisive. Although many Muslims among

the Ajawa people in Niassa had initially joined the nationalists and most
Protestants (Weslyan Methodists, Scandinavian Independent Baptists,
the Swiss Mission andMTe Church of Nazarene) were always opposed
to the colonial regime-several of the first FRELIMO leaders, including
Mondlane, came from Protestant missions-since the early 1970s, the
Marxist-Leninist inspired drive to create an atheist "new man," managed
to deprive the regime of major segments of its rural constituency. The
Catholic bishops' opposition to reeducation camps, corporal punishment
and public floggings, the Muslims' resentment of the prohibition of Azan
(caîl to prayer from the Mosques) and Machel's desecration of a mosque
by not removing his shoe s-ail paved the way for domestic and foreign
support of Renamo. The late Samora Machel himself once identified
"Catholic ex-seminarians" as the most influential elements; in the Renamno
leadership.

Under President Chissano, FRELIMO has long tolerated religion. In
1987 Chissano even visited the Vatican and then welcomed the Pope in
Mozambique in 1988. FRELIMO returned confiscated church proper-
ties and asked the Pope for assistance in solving the Mozambiquan
dilemma. But, in a contradictory message, Chissano also called the
bîshops traitors because their pastorals had urged a dialogue between
FRELIMO and Renamo.
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At its Sixth Congress in August 1991, FRELIMO corrected the under-

representation of the central provinces of Manica and Sofola as well as

the most populous provinces of Zambezia and Nampula where 50

percent of the national population resides. FRELIMO's 160-member

central committee is also comprised of 36 percent women, probably the

highest ratio anywhere in Africa. Whether the increasingly dominant

technocrats whom Chissano brought into govemment can give concrete

meaning to the new 'social-democratic' policies of the party in the face

of continued opposition by the ideologues of the old line remains to be

seen. Arrests of prominent politicians for a planned coup d'état in June

1991 indicates resistance to the capitalist policies of Chissano, despite

his overwhelming reformist mandate.

The government label of "bandits" for all Renamo forces denies that

there is discipline and organization among the opponents. The evidence

indicates significant measures of control and disciplinary order among

Renamo along hierarchical lines. A strata of mujeebas (policemen)

manage the civilian population in the vicinity of a camp. In a Renamo

zone, civilians and combatants alike are severely penalized if they do not

obey orders or if they attempt to escape from a control area. In so-called

"tax areas," civilians are exploited through forced labour for Renamo,

while in control zones "civilians are used for farming, sexual favours and

for meal cooking" (Southscan, October 18, 1991). While most published

reports highlight how much the movement terrorizes the population,

there is also evidence of severe disciplinary action against combatants

who commit unauthorized brutalities. Together with the fact that Renamo

was able to honour its signed agreements in the past-for example the

1989 deal with Malawi not to attack the Nacala corridor-the large-scale

atrocities therefore seem to have been planned rather than the results of

anarchic banditry. Observers point to banditry as a separate problem

resulting from the general breakdown of law and order, very much as in

South Africa. "Government soldiers, Renamo combatants and freelance

looters have all been witnessed to participate in actions of banditry in

recent years" (Southscan, October 18, 1991).

Some form of UN intervention would now seem an urgent need to end

a war which has cost nearly 900,000 lives and made millions of people
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refugees as well as causing unmeasurable material damage. Pressure by
Renamo's backers has to be brought to bear on the organization to
participate in UN supervised elections rather than holding out for a
powersharing deal. Perhaps South African interest in gaining interna-
tional legitimacy could be utilized as an incentive for Pretoria to pressure
Renamo into a lasting ceasefire and negotiations for a political seule-
ment, if the international community were to signal a tradeoff for South
African collaboration. Mandela's suggestion to enact legislation that
makes support for Renamo a punishable offence could be adopted in
South Africa but would have to be supplemented by intervention with
Renamo's other supporters.

The removal of external sponsorship for the violence of Renamo
obviously remains a priority. However, if Renamo reflects many dor-
mant conflicts in what has been described as a "desocialized society" in
which robbing and begging have become ways of life, then the resolu-
tion of the conflicts may well be out of reach of any government or any
conference table of diplomats. In this respect Mozambique, together
with Peru or Lebanon, represents models of extreme state disintegration
which so far have defied the traditional mechanisms of conflict resolu-
tion.

The unresolved Mozambiquan war, together with the looming right-
wing threat in South Africa, would seem the only justifications left for
military expenditures among the frontline states. There could be major
cuts in defence spending once the South African threat of destabilization
has been removed and internal strife resolved. Nobody would threaten
the democratic frontline states. They could even abandon their defensive
name. For example, it is inexplicable why Botswana, with a tiny airforce
of less than two dozen old planes, would want to spend nearly 20 percent
of its GNP on a massive $350 million air base near Molopolele, 130 km
north-west of Gabarone except as a US-sponsored listening base. Simi-
larly, the call by the first SWAPO Congress in Namibia to increase the
size of the defence force and to consider the establishment of an air force
and navy for the country of 1.3 million makes little sense except for
control of the rich fishing grounds off the Namibian coast. Cuts in
defence would save a major foreign currency commitment. If countries
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insist on keeping large armies, their abolition could be made a precondi-

tion for access to IMF-WB loans.

Many of the international NGOs and other Southem African support

groups fmnd themselves in the difficuit process of redefining their role

from an anti-South African stance to a constructive pro-development

position. Particularly among the more socialist-inclined activists, the

pro-capitalist policies of erstwhile socialist comrades have strained soli-

darity. "This is not the future we aligned ourselves to ten or twenty years

ago," mouruis Toronto academic John Saul in exasperation over the

embrace of a "new entrepreneurial bourgeoisie," by FRELIMO and

MPLA officiais (Southerfl Africa Report, July 1991). Soon, an ANC in

govemment will be denounced by former supporters in similar ternis as

having abandoned a noble dream in favour of becoming a new parasitic

ruling class.

'Me lament by international supporters who don't have to live dhe

dreamn in the midst of immnediate threats to survival smacks of conde-

scending eurocentrisfl. It implicitly denies tie black leaders the wisdom.

to devise their own policies. Nor are they supposed to learn from past

mistakes. Instead they are presented anew as victims, defeated by IMF

and World Bank structural adjustment programmes against their will.

The corruption, waste and inefficiency of command economies ini an

underdeveloped environment is seldom blamned for its collapse. On dhe

contrary, one reads in a Canadian anti-Apartheid journal (Southern

Africa Report, July 1991), a conspiracy theory according to which the

very success of the good example made it a threat to the larger powers.

The promising socialist model, therefore, had to be removed. 'We were

neyer going to be allowed to succeed" is the new rationalization for

dismal failures that cannot be attributed only to outside destabilizatîofl.

Although the devastating effect of the South African-inspired assault on

the infrastructure in the frontline states, to the tune of an estimated $60

billion damage, must neyer be forgotten, the unacknowledged point

remains that the indigenous armies of destabilization would not have

found such fertile ground, had the FRELIMO and MPLA governmeflts

themselves not prepared it by alienating the peasant population through

arrogant policies. A democratic order in Angola and Mozambique, in-
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stead of the one party Marxist-Leninist regimes, would have allowed its
opposition space and influence and thus prevented the accumulation of
exploitable frustration in the first place.

South African destabilization rubbed salt into festering wounds. It
eliminated all attempts to initiate recovery by dealing further blows to an
ailing polity in Mozambique and Angola. However, Renamo and Unita
destabilization alone cannot be blamed for the failure, as has become the
conventional wisdom. Tanzania, which had no counter-revolution dev-
astating the country, nevertheless ruined its own anti-colonial revolution,
albeit with little direct loss of life. This occurred despite massive outside
assistance and worldwide goodwill towards Nyerere's austere leader-
ship. Nor can unfavourable terms of trade and dependencies from a
colonial economy explain this series of failures exclusively. For exam-
ple, the inherited dependency of the Zambian economy on the world
price of copper clearly played havoc with economic planning in this
country when the copper price fell rapidly. But Zambia's corrupt one-
party regime, with a well-intended but weak president, also hid its own
planning failures behind the blame of the colonial heritage. When South
East Asian states with a similar colonial legacy and dependency were
able to shake off the yoke through an export-led growth path in basic
consumer goods, there was little reason why African states outside the
direct Apartheid orbit should fall so far behind. The cultural cohesion of
the Asian models does not explain the gap nor can a differential resource
base be cited, since many Asian success stories took place in resource-
deprived countries. A major reason for the difference lies in the state
policies adopted for development since independence.

In the predicament of sheer physical survival of the masses of African
people in several bankrupt frontline states, structural adjustment pro-
grammes of the IMF and World Bank are now considered recolonization.
Canadian economist John Loxley (1991) argues that "structural adjust-
ment is a new form of imperialism in Third World Countries." The more
stringent conditionality the bank demands for new loans undoubtedly
undermines economic sovereignty. But real sovereignty for most African
artificial entities called states-created around the export of a commod-
ity within a colonial economy-never existed beyond the symbols in the
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first place. This nominal sovereignty must flot be confused with inde-

pendence. Nominally, sovereign they are, mndependent they are not. The

freedomn to choose among themselves who will govemn their affairs or at

least to be ruled by indigenous elites was mucli celebrated. It could

hardly hide, however, the constralits on the freedom of the new leaders.

Several made the crucial mistake of aligning themselves with the wrong

side in the Cold War in order to escape the constraints. Their role as

proxies in a larger conflict exacerbated their dependency on foreign

sponsors in a polarized conflict and fragmented their countries to the

point of disintegration. The first fatal weakening had already occurred

when the new Mozambiquan and Angolan ruling groups encouraged the

departure of their 400,000 colonial residents with all their skills. The

Portuguese colonial crime of not allowing an educated indigenous pro-

fessional class to emnerge was only exacerbated by the self-destructive

expulsion.

However, there exists ample evidence, beginming with Zimbabwean

independence in 1980 to the Namibian decolonization ten years later,

that the anti-colonial victors have leamned the lessons of co-existence.

Tragically, however, at the very time when African leaders attempt to

democratize, the new order becomes discredited by the unpopular eco-

nomic measures associated with the correction of past mistakes. None-

theless, south Africa promises to be the crownitig success of a remarkable

turnaround toward a historic accommodation. The future of the sub-Sa-

haran region as well as the prospects of racial conciliation worldwide

depend on the opening of the Apartheid mind and its black and white

beneficiaries making a success of the historic compromise.
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SELECTED SOUTHERN AFRICAN
JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS

We used a variety of specializedperiodicals on South African current

affairs in addition to the South African press, especially The Cape

Times, Sunday Times, Sunday Tribune, Financial Mail and the general

international news interpretations such as can befound in Manchester

Guardian Weekly, New York Review ofBooks, London Review ofBooks,

The Economist, Die Zeit or Der Spie gel. Our annotated bibliography

aims both at a critical review as well as a guide for the less specialized

readar.

Africa Analysis (167 Kensington High Street, London W86SH,

U.K.). A fortnightly rather expensive bulletin on financial and political

trends in the whole of the continent. Good for stock brokers, trade

analysts and authors of risk studies.

Afica Confidential (Computer Postmng, 120/126 Lavender Ave.,

Mitcham, Surrey CR43H1P, U.K.) is probably the most widely-read and

best inforrned fortnightly newsletters with an unfortunate focus on per-

sonalities rather than the interests and social forces they represent.

Afica Insight (P'.O. Box 630, Pretoria 0001). Quarterly of the Pretoria

Africa Institute with useful articles on countries to the north which only

now corne into a dloser focus from the South.

Canadian Journal of African Affairs, published by the Canadian

African Studies Association. This journal has established a reputation for

solid refereed articles and reviews of the continent. Bi-lingual and

sometimes rather acadernîc.

CSIS Afica Notes (Centre for Strategic and International Studies,

Suite 400, 1800 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20006). A monthly

briefing paper on a topical African issue that is of interest to Amierican

policy makers, ably selected by veteran Africanist Helen Kitchen.
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Democracy in Action (IDASA, Hill House, 1 Penzance Road, Mow-
bray 7700). A bi-monthly newsletter of the Institute for a Democratic
Alternative that increasmngly develops into a jargon-free yet sophisti-
cated forum for political education. It cherishes accessible debates about
South African political problems of the day.

Development Southern Afica (Box 784433, Sandton 2146). Quar-
terly of the Development Bank of Southern Africa with traditional
economists, social workers and Afrikaner public administration special-
ists dominating the debate.

Die Suid-Afrikaan (Breestraat 215, Cape Town 8001). An influential
voice of liberal Afrikaner mntellectuals, founded by Hermann Giliomee
and now edited by André du Toit. High analytical quality combined with
a sense of the burning issues of the day.

New Era. (P.0. Box 1161, Cape Town 8000). A lively and light
political magazine in the broad ANC mould, covering topics from farm
labour, oppression of women, state atrocities and violence to cultural
events and international developments.

Focus Africa. The Inter-Church Coalition on Africa publishes a bi-
monthly Toronto-based newsletter which focuses heavily on Southeru
Africa. ICAAF is a Canadian ecumenical coalition, comprising the
national church organisations of the Anglican, Lutheran, Mennonite,
Presbyterian, United and Catholic faiths, as well as dhe Redemptorist
Fathers and Scarborough Foreign Mission.

Front File (37 Fairhazel Gardens, London NW63QN, U.K.). One of
the better of several London-based monthly commentaries on South
African developments by veteran journalist Stanley Uys. Often reprints
crucial information from obscure sources. Ceased publication in 1992.

Frontline (Box 32219, Braamfontein 2017), an unpredictable and
generally entertaining monthly by maverick editor Denis Becket who
sometimes hits on littie noticed contradictions of South African life.
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Indicator South Africa (Centre for Social and Development Studies,

University of Natal, Durban, 4001). An informative, non-propagandistic

and jargon-free quarterly monitor of South African polîtical, urban and

rural, and economic" trends with up-to-date statistics and pithy analyses.

Journal of Contemporary African Studies a bi-annual interdisciplinary

journal, previously published by the Pretoria Africa Institute and now by

Rhodes University, is the more voluminous emulation of the reputable

Journal of Modern African Studies, with thorough scholarly contribu-

tions.

Leadership (P.O. Box 1138, Johannesburg 2000). A glossy advertîse-

ment for a more enlightened corporate culture with superb photographs

and a good nose for trendy politics and lifestyles.

Mayibuye (PO Box 6 1884, Marshalltown, 2307). The monthly jour-

nal of the ANC and successor of Sechaba, published in exile. Mostly

mobilizing contributions with which the leadership tries to keep its

bewildered constituency on course.

Monitor, edited by Rory Riordan in Port Elizabeth (P.O. Box 13197,

Humewood 6013, 19 Clyde Street, Central Port Elizabeth, 6001) pub-

lishes three editions per year on glossy paper with stunning photographs.

It is a poorer but more political version of Leadership with a heavier

focus on human rights issues and more in-depth interviews and fewer

corporate topics.

Politikon, the journal of the South African Political Science Associa-

tion with solid academic analyses of both South African problemrs and

general issues of the discipline.

Race Relations News is the quarterly officiai journal of the liberal

South African Institute of Race Relations (P.O. Box 31044, 2017 Braam-

fontein). It is equally critical of human rights abuses by the govemmuent

and liberation movements and in easily accessible style defends the

traditional liberal values of pluralisrn and democratic tolerarice. Summa-
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ries of the Institutes' research and speeches generally convey a valuable
non-partisan overview of the South African confliet.

Reality (PO Box 1104, Pietermaritzburg 3200). A combative and
refreshing voice of the handful of moral liberals left in South Africa. Not
shy to criticise the regime and the ANC alike from a genuine commit-
ment to individual freedoms and human rights.

SA Labour Bulletin (P.O. Box 385 1, Johannesburg 2000). The only
consistent account and analysis of unlion struggles since the emergence
of independent unions in the early 1970s. More praxis than theory
oriented, it is nevertheless not an in-house organ but a sympathetic,
factual observer of and commentator on the pluralîty of trends and events
in the labour sphere.

Searchlight South Africa -(14 Talbot Ave., London N2OLS), a little
known Trotzkyite journal founded by Baruch Hirson who not only
knows the activist history from the inside but crusades against the
shortcomings of the ANC and its Stalinist SACP ally.

Social Dynamics (Centre for African Studies, University of Cape
Town, Rondebosch 7700). An academic social science journal, typical
of the genre with the occasional brilliant article or book review amidst a
majority of duil, esoteric and jargon-laden treatises.

South Afica International (P.O. Box 7006, Johannesburg 2000). A
quarterly of the South Africa Foundation, the big business lobby that has
become ever more sophisticated in its broad range of authors and topics
of relevance to South African socio-economic development. The jour-
nal, together with the Foundation's newsletter. comes free to interested
subscribers of the professional kind.

Southern Africa Report (427 Bloor Street W., Toronto, MSS 1X7). A
strident bi-monthly Canadian voice of John Saul, deploring the capital-
ist-racist collusion in the world and Ionging for the days of the original
FRELIMO. Well informed on Mocambique, but predictable on South
African events.
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Southern Afica Report (P'.O. Box 261579, Excom 2023, South Af-

rica) A weekly airmail bulletin by veteran liberal journialist Raymond

Louw with perceptive summaries of selected events and separate com-

mentary by the editor on similar liberal principles as Southscan. Weak

on economic trends, but strong on human rights issues.

Southern African Review of Books, an excellent bi-monthly paper in

the format of the New York and London Review ofBooks that focuses not

only on the South African debates in literature and art in the broadest

sense but is equally valuable for its avant-garde political controversies.

Edited by historian Rob Turreli from London and now published by the

Centre for Southern African Studies at the University of the Western

Cape.

Southscan (P.O. Box 724, London N165RZ, England). One of the

most informative, comprehensive and also, for individual subscribers,

least expensive newsletters with equal economic and political foci,

slightly biased towards ANC interpretations.

Task Force on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility-Annual

Report (129 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto, M4V 1 N5). A wide-ranging

and well-researched overview of corporate crimes and irresponsibilities

in the Third World, from the environment and military industries to Third

World debt. More sanctions and pressure are advocated vis-à-vis South

Africa.

Thse Souths African Communist (PO. Box 1027, Johannesburg 2000).

The theoretical quarterly of the SACP billed "as a forum for Marxist-

Leninist thought," mostly of the orthodox kind.

The Weekly Mail P.O. Box 260425, Excom 2023) is probably stili the

most lively, though not unbiased, source of rich details about the darker

and lighter sides of living in the Apartheid land. Could do with more

serious analysis and is in danger of sliding into a tabloid after Apartheid

has faded away.
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Transformation (c/o Economic HiEstory Department, University of
Natal, 401 Durban). A quarterly, rather mode st, semi-academic journal
of the broad independent left, covering similar ground as Work in
Progress but with more careful selection of in-depth articles and com-
mentary. Essential reading for understanding the intra-left debates.

Work ini Progress (Southemn African Research Service, PRO. Box
32716, Braamfontein 2017). A fine example of radical, left non-jargon
analysis in the tradition of critical democratie socialism. Essential read-
ing for understandîng the intricacies of the intra-left debate.
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Adam and Moodley's analysis probes the competing
political forces in the ongoing South African transition
and assesses the prospect of democratic success or
failure. Lt also traces the historical record of Canadian
policy toward South Africa and speculates about the
functions and background of a surprisingly activist
polîcy by Canada's conservative govemrment. The
authors argue that developments in South Africa are
widely misunderstood, even by înformed policy
makers. Public opinion abroad applies popular
stereotypes of violent tribalism or false colonial
analogies, and the personality cult surrounding
Mandela and the accolades accorded de Klerk have
romnanticized and personalîzed a conflictual
relationshîp. By aiming at the hidden reality beyond
the pious resolutions and public posturing, Adam and
Moodley contribute to a more nuanced understanding
of South Africa today.
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